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Abstract 
This research investigates the existing situation regarding libraries and Learning 
Resource Centres [LRCs] and their infrastructure in Oman, with particular reference 
to those institutions in the educational system. A range of issues regarding 
management and organisation, resources and users are explored, as well as the 
adoption of modem technology in these libraries and LRCs. 
Two models were developed for the study. The first model was prepared to show the 
organisational information system, while the second model examined the impact of 
different types of information-seeking behaviour on the use of information sources. 
Data have been collected both via questionnaires and interviews. The questionnaires 
involved the investigation of school library users (teachers and students) in 
preparatory and secondary schools; and academic libraries and LRC users (faculty 
and students) at Sultan Qaboos University, Colleges of Education and Technical 
Industrial Colleges. The interview questions were put to the directors and heads of 
libraries and LRCs. The survey focused on eleven areas: staff; budget, acquisitions, 
policies, co-operation, library and LRC use, resources, services, information 
technology, education and future development. 
Great advances have been made in education since 1970. The development of 
libraries in Oman began early in 1980, with a few special and school libraries. The 
first public library was founded in 1982, whilst the first university library was 
established in 1986. In the years since this development of libraries began, no library 
association, no legal deposit law, and no current national bibliography to control 
Omani publications"have been formulated. Generally, information and library service 
development is progressing slowly and there are numerous areas where resourcing 
and user support is in need of improvement. Users are generally receptive to new 
developments and in many cases are keen for more. 
The research represents the first study to try to investigate the existing situation of 
libraries and LRCs, their infrastructure in Oman and to determine the adoption of 
modem technology in these libraries and LRCs. 
The main findings of the present study is a shortage of qualified and experienced 
Omani staff. Most libraries and LRCs do not have an independent budget and 
consequently, all libraries and LRCs lack financial planning and support. Formal 
policies for library and LRC operations and procedures do not exist in most libraries 
and LRCs. Co-operation between these institutions is lacking. Printed and non-
printed resources and services are lacking in most libraries, information centres and 
LRCs, especially in school libraries. The utilisation oflibraries and LRCs by teachers 
and students, especially in school libraries, is not encouraging. Information 
technology does not yet exist in school libraries (preparatory and secondary) and in 
some academic libraries. Library education for both staff and users are still under-
developed and are offered in only some institutions. 
Keywords: Oman, libraries, school libraries, Academic libraries, Learning resource 
centres, Information technologY, libraries, library users 
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CHAPTER 1 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 General Introduction 
INTRODUCTION 
Libraries are considered one of the main pillars upon which sciences, cultures, 
civilisations and knowledge are all built. They are also the real measure by which the 
development and advancement of nations in terms of education and civilisation are 
made. Libraries, throughout their long history, have been firmly integral to 
civilisations, and have therefore developed over time. It is also fair to say that the 
very existence of libraries was due to the wish of people to assemble the output of 
their civilisation and to benefit following generations. 
Libraries have existed in Oman from ancient times. However, the remaining evidence 
that indicates the existence of these libraries is extremely scarce. It is also true that 
there are no specific historical studies which address libraries in any detail apart from 
occasional indications relating to events that affected libraries during civil wars 
(AI-Mufaraji,1995). These also mention the names of individuals who paved the way 
for the establishment of these libraries. It may be said that the main reason for the 
scarcity of information regarding libraries is the preoccupation of earlier generations, 
who had more than a passing interest in writing and documentation, with other 
matters such as religious issues and everyday business (Al-Salemy, 1912. p.4). 
I 
CHAPTERl INTRODUCTION 
Libraries in ancient Oman were associated with schools, which spread from the latter 
part of the first Hijri century. These schools taught Arabic and linguistic sciences, as 
well as philosophy, grammar, mathematics, astrology, medicine and principles of 
Islamic religion (Al-Seyabey, 1979, p.42-47) and (Al-Kharos~ 1991, p.102). The 
most prominent libraries mentioned in historic references during the seventeenth 
century AD, were the Hisn labreen and Hisn Al-Hazm, which was later heavily 
damaged due to fIres. 
The libraries, which were established by scientists and scholars, are the best known 
historically in Oman even in our day. Amongst the libraries which appeared in old 
Oman were trust libraries [Waqf]; they carried this title because only students were 
able to borrow books and documents (Al-Mufaraj~ 1995). There were also the 
libraries which were attached to mosques and which, in turn, played a vital role within 
the educational process. There was another category of libraries, called al-Sabla 
libraries, which related to the gatherings and meeting sessions of the residents of the 
locality. These played a prominent role educationally and culturally and, indeed, 
served as scientifIc forums and schools in which science, literature and other subjects 
were addressed and discussed. Unfortunately, all these libraries in old Oman have 
disappeared and no traces of them are left today. 
The year 1970 is regarded as the start of the modem renaissance in Oman, as, prior to 
that year, the state lacked the required infrastructure of a modem state. There were no 
government or ministries in the modem sense, and the nation lacked educational and 
health services as well as all public facilities and communication services. In 
addition, the people of Oman were living in total isolation from the rest ofthe world. 
2 
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Since 1970, when Sultan Qaboos came to power, great advances have been made in 
education. In 1970, there were only three primary schools which enrolled 
approximately 900 boys. Girls were not allowed to attend these schools. Girls now 
represent 48% of all students at the primary stage, 46% at the preparatory stage, and 
more than half the students (in the academic year 1995-1996) at Sultan Qaboos 
University (Ministry of Development, 1996). 
During these three decades, the govermnent has concentrated on human resource 
development. His Majesty, the Sultan of Oman, during his speech delivered on the 
25th anniversary of the National Day, addressed the issue of human development and 
growth: 
"It was inevitable that we had to formulate a futuristic view of the 
developmental process which takes a definite and specific shape and 
format. In this regard, we have arrived at the conclusion that great 
emphasis and importance must be given to the development of human 
resources through enhancing public education and developing technical 
and vocational education, which would lead to the Omani individual 
gaining skills and abilities, facilitating, in turn, his ability to administer 
his duties and work in a highly effective manner. This would take place 
in all fields and sectors, but especially in those fields he was unable to 
penetrate in the past due to limitation of knowledge and experience." 
(Ministry of Education, 1997, p.7). 
The development of modem libraries in Oman began early in 1980, with a few special 
and school libraries. The first public library was founded in 1982, whilst the 
university library was established in 1986. In the years since this development of 
libraries began, there has been no library association, no legal deposit law, and no 
current national bibliography to control Omani publications. A copyright law was 
issued for the first time by the Royal Decree No 47/96 on June 8, 1996. 
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The library in modern times has become an important institution in the development 
of a technological society. The present study, " Libraries and the development of 
information handling in the educational system of Oman", will be the fIrst study to try 
and investigate the existing situation of libraries, LRCs and their infrastructure in 
Oman and to examine the adoption of modern technology in these libraries and 
learning resource centres. 
Today, information is regarded as one of the most important elements of our modern 
life, as it constitutes a challenge to each individual through its connection to all walks 
of human activity. Oman, as a developing country, is facing problems in terms of 
development programmes for information services. There is no single information 
development plan that I can fmd for Oman. None of the four development plans 
includes a chapter or a section on information, let alone a separate budget allocation 
for it. This is also true within the sectoral plans for education, which are arguably 
most concerned with information. 
The only reference to information and its role as a major cornerstone of development 
is to be found in the Fifth five-year Development Plan (1996-2000). This reference 
relates to adopting a strategy for the transfer of information technology to the country. 
1.2 Aims of the Study 
The main aim 0 f this study is to investigate the library infrastructure in Oman, and to 
examine the adoption of modern technology for information processing and 
dissemination. Particular emphasis will be given to the academic and school libraries, 
in view of their importance for the future development of Oman. In order to achieve 
this aim, the following objectives have been established for the study. 
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1.3 Objectives of the study 
• To examine the library infrastructure ill Oman, and to determine what 
national, sectoraI or local policies may affect its development. Special 
attention will be paid to the educational sector. 
• To determine what information resources, services and training are currently 
provided by the educational system in Oman, and what developments in these 
are likely in the near future. Special attention will be paid to the role of 
information technology. 
• To investigate the opinions and capabilities of people involved in providing 
information resources and services for the educational sector. Where 
appropriate, users' reactions will also be obtained. 
• To compare the position in Oman, especially as regards the application of 
information technology, with that in the UK, based on the available literature 
in the area. 
• Where appropriate, to formulate suggestions for the future development of 
information activities in the educational system in Oman. 
1.4 Hypotheses 
The following hypotheses apply to the development of libraries in Oman. They will 
serve as the basis for further investigation. 
• Lack of library funding leads to inadequate resources, services and 
training, and affects the implementation and utilisation of information 
systems. 
• Lack of policy concerning library services leads to inadequate 
organisational structure, management, operations, co-ordination and co-
operation both within and outside the library system. 
• Lack of library education for both users and librarians in academic and 
school libraries is a major factor in hindering the development and use of 
library services and information technology. 
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1.5 Significance of the Study 
The significance of this study is as follows: 
• This study is unique in the sense that no comprehensive study of the 
country has been carried out previously. 
• This study can play a major role in suggesting developments to library 
services in general, and especially to academic and school libraries. 
• It is important to investigate and evaluate library resources, provision and 
library education in the light of planned objectives. In this regard, I 
believe that the present study may reveal important results, as it will reflect 
the views and opinions of users and librarians, and will also be useful to 
library administrators, educators, and policy makers in Oman 
• The study will help to define the problems that need to be addressed in a 
future development plan. 
1.6 Structure of thesis 
There are ten chapters included in this thesis. They are, in addition to its introduction, 
as follows: 
Chapter 2 discusses the general background of relevant aspects of Oman, the most 
important features of the Omani development plans and the main points which relate 
to education. It describes the development of education in Oman, the educational 
libraries, and the system of education in the "Vision for. Oman's Economy-Oman: 
2020." It also examines the public and special libraries in Oman. 
Chapter 3 reviews the literature on various libraries in Oman: schoo~ academic, 
public, and special libraries, and as well as education and library use. Special 
attention has been given to those libraries within the educational system ofOrnan. 
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Chapter 4 introduces the methodology used for this research and the characteristics of 
the model approach developed for the study. It also outlines the questionnaire, the 
interview method which was employed in this thesis, and the data analysis. 
Chapter 5 involves the questionnaire analysis. Its describes the use of school libraries 
(preparatory and secondary) by teachers and students. 
Chapter 6 involves the questionnaire analysis and describes the use of academic 
libraries and learning resource centres by academic staff and students at Sultan 
Qaboos University, Colleges of Education and Technical Industrial Colleges in Oman. 
Chapter 7 analyses the results of the data collected from the questionnaire surveys 
from schools (preparatory and secondary) and academic librarians. 
Chapter 8 presents the results from the interviews conducted with directors, heads of 
libraries and learning resource centres. The interview questions were initiated to 
examine the existing situation of libraries and learning resource centres in ten areas: 
personnel, budget, resources, services, technology, acquisitions, policy, co-operation, 
education and future development. 
Chapter 9 presents a general discussion of the results of the data collected from the 
questionnaire and interview surveys, as well as the results of the data analysis of the 
publications collected related to the study. 
Chapter 10 presents the general conclusions, main findings, recommendations and 
suggestions for future research. 
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Chapter Two 
General Background 
2. 1 Introduction 
This chapter consists of four parts. The first part gives a brief general background of 
relevant aspects of Oman. The second part discusses the main features of the Omani 
development plans and their main points relating to education. The third part 
describes the development of education in Oman, the educational libraries and the 
educational system in the "Vision for Oman's Economy-Oman: 2020." The fourth 
part examines the public and special libraries. 
2.2 Geography 
The Sultanate of Oman occupies the extreme East and Southeast of the Arabian 
Peninsula. It is bordered by the United Arab Emirates on the North and West, by 
Saudi Arabia on the Southwest and by the Republic of Yemen also on the Southwest. 
The Eastern side of Oman borders on the Gulf of Oman and the Indian Ocean. This 
provides the country with nearly 1690 kilometres of coastline. Omani territory also 
includes the tip of the strategically important Musandam Peninsula, which is 
separated by the United Arab Emirates from the rest of Oman. The total area of the 
country is about 312,500 sq. kms (Ministry ofInforrnation, 1996, p.26). 
Geographically, Oman is divided into ten topographical areas. The largest and the 
most important area is the capital region, Muscat. Most of the country is arid. The 
climate varies with the region. The summer climate is hot and dry in the interior; the 
exception is the higher mountains, which enjoy a moderate climate, though heavy 
rains and thunderstorms can cause severe flooding. In the South, the Dhofar region 
has a moderate climate and the pattern of rainfall is more predictable, with heavy 
monsoon rains occurring regularly between May and September. 
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2.3 Population 
There was no accurate census of the population of Oman until 1992. A major 
achievement of the Ministry of Development was undertaking Oman's fIrst General 
Census of Population, Housing, and Establishments. Preparations were made for the 
end of 1993. At the end of 1993 the total population of Oman was found to be 
2,018,074, of which 1,483,226 were Ornanis [74%] and 534,848 were expatriates. 
The census indicated that 52% of the population is aged 15 or under, while those over 
64 constitute only 3% of the population (Ministry ofInformation, 1996). 
2.4 Government 
The administrative system of the state, under His Majesty Sultan Qaboos bin Said AI 
Said, consists of the Diwan of the Royal Court, the Ministry of Palace Office Affairs, 
the Cabinet, the Specialised Councils, the Government of Muscat, the Government of 
Dhofar and the Majlis al-Shura. The Cabinet of Ministers is the highest executive 
authority, deriving its power from His Majesty the Sultan, to whom it is collectively 
responsible. 
Laws and decrees are authorised by the Sultan. International treaties, agreements and 
charters signed or approved by the Sultan become law from the date of their 
publication in the Official Gazette (Ministry ofInformation, 1996, p. 34). 
The Sultanate of Oman is divided into eight administrative regions, which are further 
sub-divided into fIfty-nine districts or wilayats. Each wilayat is governed by a Wali 
who is responsible to the Ministry ofInterior (See Fig 2.1). 
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2.5 History 
In the Sumerian tables, Oman was mentioned as the land ofMajan, and was known as 
a major source of copper. Archaeological sites dating back to the third millennium 
B.C. are believed to be contemporary with the region's Berber Culture and the great 
river cultures of Mesopotamia and Mohenjodaro. Evidence has been found of trade 
between Sumer, a land that existed· before Babylon, and Oman (Ministry of 
Information, 1988, p. 13). The people of Oman come from two main ethnic stocks: 
the Qahtan, who migrated from southern Arabia, and the Nizar, who came in from the 
North (Middle East and North Africa, 1990, p. 692). 
Oman has enjoyed a long history of trade with China and India, benefiting from her 
geographical position at the periphery of the Arabian Peninsula. 
Nevertheless, Oman came to prominence only in the course of the 17th century. 
Under the leadership of the Yarubi Dynasty, the people of Oman were able to drive 
the Portuguese, who had invaded and conquered parts of the coast of Oman in the 16th 
century, out of their settlements and to take up a position as their successors in parts 
of the East coast of Africa (Ministry ofInformation, 1992). 
John Barrett Kelly (1980), in Arabia. the Gulfand the West noted that: 
"Under the Yarubiah, Oman became a formidable Naval power in 
Arabian and Eastern Waters. After driving the Portuguese from 
Muscat and other coastal towns of Oman, the Omanis went on to 
Attack the Portuguese possessions in India, and at the end of the 
century they drove the Portuguese from their strongholds on the 
East of Africa Coast which thenceforth fell under Omani domination" 
(p.l07). 
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Oman extended its possessions under the AI-Busaid Dynasty and became one of the 
most important trade powers in the Indian Ocean and its continental margins. 
Following a period of isolation that lasted for a hundred years, Oman again entered 
the world stage in 1970, when His Majesty Sultan Qaboos bin Said AI-Said came to 
power. During his reign, a bright new era has renewed Oman's historical glories, and 
opened a new chapter of development, prosperity, and social and economic progress. 
Omani society consists of four main categories: the people of the sea who live by 
fishing, seafaring and trading; the agriculturists of the Batinah Coast and the South, 
and those of the interior, who employ the aflaaj system of irrigation; the mountain 
people of Dhofar and the Musandam; and the Bedouin ofthe desert areas (Ministry of 
Information, 1988, p.23). 
2.6 Economic 
Before 1967, the stagnant economy was based almost entirely on subsistence 
agriculture and fisheries. The present economy of Oman depends largely on revenue 
from the oil sector, although recent years have brought increasing industrial 
diversification. The first discovery of oil was in 1964. Oil production began in 1967, 
but it was not until 1970, when Sultan Qaboos came to power, that income from oil 
was invested in the country's economic development. Revenues from oil have been 
used to assist four development plans, covering 1976-1980, 1981-1985, 1986-1990 
and 1901-1995. 
These plans aimed to provide the country with necessary social amenities while 
investing further in the oil sector. In recent years, there has been a strong emphasis on 
diversification within the economy, to avoid excessive dependence on limited 
resources. 
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In June 1995, the "Vision for Oman's Conference (Oman 2020)" was convened. The 
conference paved the way for the formulation of the Fifth Five-Year Plan, as well as 
reviewing and approving the vision for Oman's economy for the next 25 years. The 
new vision entailed limiting the role of government to strategic guidance and 
balancing the budget, while the private sector would assume a bigger role in the 
economy to increase efficiency and competitiveness. The vision also entailed 
privatisation as the driving force of the Omani economy, with diversification and the 
development and training of Om ani human resources, so that Oman is able to compete 
in the global economy (Ministry ofInformation, 1996, p. 80). 
2.7 National Heritage and Culture 
Omanis are rightly proud of their country's long and illustrious history and no 
generation of its people has had greater opportunity or encouragement to study this 
history and their past culture than the present one. In 1976, because of the importance 
of Oman's history and civilisation, the Ministry of National Heritage and Culture was 
established to record Oman's past. 
Oman has a variety of valuable evidence of its heritage, such as ancient buildings, 
castles, residential palaces, and forts. These are wonderful sites and monuments that 
reflect and represent a wealth of evidence of the civilisation that spread throughout 
many areas of Oman. With the co-operation of the public, the Ministry of National 
Heritage and Culture has gathered together no less than 4,161 valuable documents 
over the' years. A centre has been established for storing and researching the 
documents, and Omani staff are being trained to microfilm and to carry out restoration 
work on them. In 1997, the Ministry of National Heritage published 23 books on a 
variety of subjects (Ministry ofInformation, 1999, p 233). 
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The government has established several museums. These are popular with Omani 
school children and visitors to Oman. There are also many cultural activities 
supported by the government, such as literature clubs, culture centres, and the Omani 
Studies Journal. Overall, several Arabic and language newspapers are published on a 
daily or weekly basis, and there is an English-language daily as well. A co lour 
television system was opened in 1974. There are also radio stations that broadcast in 
Arabic and English. 
2.8 The Five-Year Development Plans 
2.8.1 Introduction 
Development planning in Oman began early in 1976. Before 1970, the country had a 
total lack of government, administrative system, education, health, economy and 
communications. The country was closed to the world; there were no contacts and no 
relations with others countries, both within and outside the Arab World. 
The onset of development planning coincided with the beginning of the renaissance 
period, which followed the accession ofRis Majesty Sultan Qaboos bin Said on July 
23 rd, 1970. The result ofRis Majesty's changes is that the people of Oman now enjoy 
extensive free health services and the availability of universal education with 100% 
enrolment. 
Emphasising the need for strategic planning, Ris Majesty stated that: 
" Any work meant to be a public service without a clearly 
studied plan must be subject to failure and loss," 
(Ministry of Development, 1996, p. 7). 
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The Government of Oman has followed a clear economic and social strategy with 
carefully defmed features. This was crystallised in the strategic development plan 
approved by the Development Council in November 1975, which was based on the 
following long-tenn fundamental goals: 
• Developing new sources of national income as a future replacement for 
existing 0 il revenues. 
• Enhancing the proportion of investments directed towards income-
generating projects, with particular emphasis on industry, mining, 
agriculture and fisheries. 
• Concentrating on the development and upgrading of local human 
resources, thus enabling them to fulfil their role in the Omani economy. 
• Geographically distributing investments for the benefit of all areas, with a 
particular focus on the less developed regions, in order to eliminate the 
disparity in the standards of living existing between the various regions. 
• Supporting and developing the present population centres and 
safeguarding them from the dangers of mass migration to the densely 
populated areas. 
• Completing the building of basic infrastructures. 
• Recognising the importance of water resources as a vital element in the 
growth of economic activities and environmental conservation. 
• Supporting the development of local commercial activity and the growth 
of vibrant and competitive markets which have the necessary support 
structures, in terms of transport, storage and the removal of commercial 
obstacles. 
• Completing the initial stages of establishing a national economy based on 
private sector activity in a competitive market with loan provision for vital 
projects in accordance with the resources available to the state. 
• Increasing the efficiency of the state's administrative capability. 
(Ministry of Development, 1976, p. 22). 
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It should be noted that the Development Council was established by a Royal Decree, 
No. 41174 issued on 17/11/1974, and was cancelled by a Royal Decree, No. 6/96 
issued on January 1996, when all its powers were transferred to the Council of 
Ministers. 
During 1970-1975, efforts were concentrated on the identification of areas of urgent 
need and the provision of the infrastructure necessary for economic growth. Major 
objectives were the development of production, the increase of national income, and 
the establishment of the fundamental basis for the foundation of a modem economic 
society. 
2.8.2 The First Development Plan (1976-1980) 
This plan coincided with the oil boom and the beginning of the utilisation of the 
natural gas resources in the country. It provided the preparatory stage for Oman's 
entry into a new stage of development within the context of comprehensive socio-
economic planning. The main aim of this plan was directed towards the development 
of the infrastructure. The government believed that the provision of a developed 
infrastructure was a basic pre-condition for the development of Oman's economy. 
Therefore, government efforts have led to the development of the infrastructure in a 
steady and tangible way. To achieve this aim, the plan adopted the following 
objectives: 
• To increase the capacity of Oman's economy. 
• To start providing subsidies. 
• To develop the private sector. 
• To complete the fundamental basis of a free national economy (Council of 
Development, 1976). 
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2.8.3 The Second Development Plan (1981-1985) 
During the second five-year plan, the oil revenue continued to increase. This income 
enabled the fund to maximise its role in meeting the developmental needs of the 
country. Oil income also contributed towards the acceleration of economic 
development and to the realisation of a level of capital formation approaching one-
quarter of the Gross Domestic Product. The private sector was encouraged to 
participate in socio-economic activities by way of a set of direct and indirect policies 
and procedures. Concentrated efforts were made to complete the infrastructure, 
which constitutes the backbone of the development, and to extend this to all areas of 
the country. Priority was given to some regions which required special attention and 
intensive effort (Ministry of Development, 1996). The most important project, which 
had been added in the plan, was the development of Sultan Qaboos University, Sultan 
Qaboos Sports Complex and the AI-Bustan Hotel. 
Education made tremendous progress during this plan. The number of students and 
teachers increased substantially, and the number of schools also increased. The 
average annual growth rate was 15.5% for students, 14.1% for teachers and 9.2% for 
schools (Ministry of Development, 1986). 
The education system was also diversified to include, in addition to general education, 
commercial schools, technical schools, agricultural schools; and the teacher training 
institutes were upgraded to form teacher training colleges. Vocational training was 
set up, and the Oman Industrial and Technical College was established. 
2.8.4 The Third Development Plan (1986-1990) 
At the beginning of the third plan, there were sharp falls in oil prices. During 1986-
1990, the country faced the burden of increasing current expenditure and the difficulty 
of increasing revenues from other sources during the economic recession, which 
accompanied the collapse in oil prices. 
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In spite of these unfavourable circumstances, this plan provided (as a link in the 
successive chain of Five-Year Plans.) a framework within which it was possible to 
implement a group of comprehensive policies and procedures. These policies and 
procedures included the reduction of expenditure and the amendment of the priority 
structure in the plan for investment programmes. 
The policies to be adopted by the government in respect of education were to focus on 
increasing the number of public schools, intermediate colleges, vocational training 
and other institutions (such as health and banking). 
The most important policies for education, and vocational training were: 
• To continue the development of educational and vocational training 
centres to meet the country's economic need for human resources. 
• To stress the importance of secondary technical education and teacher 
training institutes. 
• To emphasise and raise the standard of vocational training. 
• To complete Sultan Qaboos University, and to unify education policy 
through a comprehensive educational plan for all patterns and stages of 
education in accordance with projected manpower requirements. 
• To concentrate on maintenance of equipment and buildings. 
• To rationalise reliance on expatriates. (Ministry of Development, 1986, p. 
98.) 
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2.8.5 The Fourth Development Plan (1991-1995) 
Human resource development gained a special significance in the Sultanate due to the 
appreciation that the realconcem of development, the catalyst and overall objective, 
is the human element. Therefore, the Sultanate has aimed to achieve rapid rates of 
growth by concentrating, through its five-year plans, on programmes which lead to 
the utilisation of all specialisations and national skills within the development and 
growth cycles. 
In view of the relationship between growth and economic and social variables, the 
issues of human resource development, labour, education, training and rehabilitation 
were given special attention within the overall objectives and policies of economic 
growth in the Sultanate which stemmed from the Council of Development in 1975. 
These objectives and policies were considered in the executive programme of the 
Economic Development Law no. 1/75, which was issued by virtue of the Sultanate 
decree no. 9175 on February 1975 (Ministry of Development, 1991. p. 134) . 
. These objectives and policies emphasise the following: 
" It is most important to attend to the development of local human resources so that 
they may play their role to the full within the national economy. In this regard, it is 
important to expand the education and training programmes and to improve public 
health and nourishment, so that the programme carries forward the aim of 
rehabilitating citizens, so that they may contribute actively towards the economy and 
economical production, and not only to the extent of covering the needs of the 
administrative body" (Ministry of Development, 1991. p 134). 
With regard to education, including the vocational training system and labour, the 
following objectives were implemented: 
• Linking educational and vocational training systems and labour plans in 
order to create harmony and co-operation between the products of 
education and training and the needs of the national economy as regards 
skills and abilities. 
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• Laying down suitable policies which would lead to the replacement of 
foreign labour with local labour, including female labour, and establishing 
appropriate training programmes for this process to take place. 
• Spreading awareness amongst young people of their positive role within 
the production process from the early primary education stages, through 
the appropriate educational establishments using suitable educational 
formats for that purpose. 
• Providing learning, training and rehabilitation facilities, including adult 
literacy programmes, so that all sectors of society may become effective 
participants in the developmental and growth process. 
• Developing technical education and vocational training and modernising 
curricula to standards consistent with the national economy. 
2.8.6 The Fifth Development Plan (1996-2000) 
This plan was approved by his Majesty the Sultan in the Royal Decree No. 1/96, and 
issued on 10-8-AH [1/1/96]. It is considered as the flfst step in a new phase of 
development effort, and was formulated within the framework of a clear-cut vision 
based on an economic approach that considers human resources as a primary 
dimension. These are considered the primary pillars of progress, since human 
capacities and technical skills are the primary guarantee of sustainable development 
(Ministry of Development, 1996). 
The main objectives of this plan are: 
• To work towards striking a balance between the resources and activities of 
the government. 
• To put more emphasis on human resource development. 
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• To encourage saving, and to subject government projects to economic 
criteria. 
• To support and promote the private sector role. 
• To emphasis the importance of self-reliance and to avoid dependency. 
With regard to the education sector, including general education, higher education and 
technical education, the following objectives and policies were prepared to support 
the educational system and vocational training. 
General education sector objectives and policies: 
• The creation of an atmosphere that furthers the dissemination of 
information and ideas, the encouragement to learn, and a respect for 
knowledge and literacy. 
• Provision of free basic education to all people in order to achieve equal 
opportunities for citizens through an efficient and cost-effective system. 
The most significant policies implemented to realise the objectives planned for the 
public education sector are: 
• To raise the level of basic education and to make it comparable to the 
standards achieved in advanced societies. 
• To give high priority to the inevitable increase in demand for general 
education services when allocating government resources. 
• To reorganise the academic curricula by concentrating on scientific 
specialisations, such as mathematics, science, computer studies and the 
principles of economics. 
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• To teach the English language from the flfst year of primary education. 
• To cancel evening classes. [In Oman many primary schools work in shifts, 
morning and evening. So, one group of students attends the morning shift 
and the second group attends the evening shift. The lack of buildings for 
primary schools was the main reason for this system.] 
• To make the life span of the school textbook one academic year only. 
• To encourage the private sector to assume a greater role in the education 
sector. 
Higher education sector objectives and policies: 
The most important objectives in higher education are: 
• Upgrading the curricula at Sultan Qaboos University and the Teacher's 
College of Education, in line with the needs of the community. 
• Development for the requirements ofthe Omani economy. 
• Linking the specialisations offered by the University and their quality to 
the needs of the Omani labour market. 
• Encouraging scientific research and establishing a greater connection 
between the university and the needs of the community. 
• Increasing scholarships abroad for undergraduate studies for various 
scientific specialisations in accordance with the requirements of the Omani 
labour market. 
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The following policies are being implemented to achieve these objectives: 
• To continue the provision of free education at Sultan Qaboos University 
according to the resources available and to improve the cost-effectiveness 
of the university education by reviewing the extra services provided by the 
University. These include accommodation, meals and transport, and the 
observance and maintenance of equal opportunities for both sexes. 
• To review the existing specialisations at Sultan Qaboos University, 
including the specialisations of the Faculty of Agriculture. Priority should 
be given to the specialisations required by the national economy. 
Since the need for certain university specialisations is limited, it is necessary to carry 
out a study to determine the appropriate approach for the provision of such 
specialisations through the establishment of new faculties or the provision of 
scholarships for studying abroad. 
• To motivate and encourage University teaching staff to conduct research 
and related studies and to provide scientific, cultural, economic and social 
consultancies relevant to the development sectors of the country. 
• To continue the policy of sending Omani University staff and researchers 
on scholarships abroad in order to qualify them to meet the requirements 
of the University for qualified scientific cadres. 
• To establish the Faculty of Sharia and Law through transforming the 
building of the Islamic Institute at Al Wattayah into the premises of that 
Faculty and merging all the existing Islamic Institutes into this Faculty. 
• To increase the number of undergraduate scholarships in order to meet the 
requirement of the national economy for different specialisations. 
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This last item is being done by the provision of grants for secondary school graduates 
to pursue their studies. The grant equals 50% of the cost of scholarships abroad. 
However, the maximum annual amount of such grants will be O.R 4,200 [=£6,300], 
catering for an average maximum number of 800 secondary school graduates 
annually. 
• The nine Intermediate Co lleges are to be transformed into six University 
Teachers' Colleges for males and females, in order to meet the public and 
private sector requirements for preparatory and secondary stage teachers, 
and to work towards improving the conditions ofteachers. 
Technical Education and Vocational Training Sector Objectives and 
Policies: 
• The main objective of this plan is to provide technical education and 
vocational training in accordance with modem and flexible training 
systems, and to meet the Omani labour requirements for skilled or semi-
skilled technical labour . 
To achieve this objective the government is implementing the following policies: 
• To increase the number of students registered in technical education and 
vocational training and to encourage the enrolment of women in these 
systems. 
• To adopt the following qualifications for technical education and 
vocational training in order to prepare students to meet labour market 
requirements for different skills, or to enable students to pursue further 
education. 
a) General National Vocational Qualifications (GNVQs). 
b) National Vocational Qualifications (NVQs). 
• To conduct a periodic follow-up and evaluation of the efficiency of these 
programmes in order to determine the extent oftheir conformity with 
labour market requirements and to make amendments if necessary. 
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• To encourage the private sector to provide technical education and 
vocational training services. 
• To provide an annual grant amounting to 70% of the cost of study for 
students wishing to enrol in one of the technical and vocational 
programmes offered by private establishments and institutes (Ministry of 
Development, 1996). 
2.9 Educational Development in Oman 
2.9.1 Education Before 1970 
The most common form of education in Oman before the modernisation was • Kuttab', 
the traditional Islamic method where a group of boys or girls were taught to recite the 
Quran and sometimes learned basic writing and arithmetical skills (AI-Shanfary, 
1991, p.72). This type of education was found in the mosque, houses and sometimes 
under the trees. The mosque in Islamic Society was used not only for the five daily 
prayer exercises, but also often served as a school, college, university, library, and a 
community centre. 
The first western school was established in Oman at the capital (Muscat) in 1940, 
when Sultan Said bin Taimur was in power between 1932 and 1970. By 1955, he had 
established another school in Salalah, South of Oman, and, in 1959, another school 
was founded in Matrah, in the capital region (Ministry of Education, 1985). From 
1959 to 1970, no other schools were established. 
2.9.2 Education From 1970 
Before Sultan Qaboos came to power, the country had three primary schools, which 
enrolled approximately 900 boys (Oman, 1999). Girls were not allowed to attend 
these schools. There was a total lack of school buildings, teachers, and school 
experience. Many of the first schools were in tents, with classes working in shifts, 
while teachers had to be recruited from various countries. 
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The general aim of education was that it should be available for all Omani citizens in 
the whole of the country. AI-Shanfary (1991) has quoted the following statement 
from the Ministry of Education, made by Sultan Qaboos in a speech: 
"Education, culture and awareness are the foundation stone in our 
development. Our duty is to build schools, educate the citizens and 
open the windows of civilisation for our Country" 
(AI-Shanfary, 1991, p. 80). 
During thirty years work' the government has made tremendous efforts to expand 
education facilities in the whole of the country. Students and schools have increased 
dramatically. The number of schools has grown from three schools in 1970 to 958 
schools in 1999; the students from 900 boys to 542,063 [Males 51.3% and Females 
48.7%] in 1999; the teachers from 30 in 1970 to 23,525 [Males 51.7% and Females 
48.3%] (Ministry of Education, 2000). Table 2.1 shows the development of general 
education in Oman from 1970 through to 1999. 
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Table 2.1 
The Development of General Education in Oman From 1970-1999 
Type ofEducationl··'· 
Number. of Schools;.",.·' I.' •... '.' 
Nmribeiof Stlldell.tsaIld' 
N\.IlUbef'ofT~a6Iier'~·· F'" '."'.< 
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~ _ u. _.'._ 
io~il'lll1ll&:t()f.St~~~ts.·· 1·.·,,>0;'· 
···'·~ie· 
...x··.··.·.·..il"e~alei!:> 
'fotaINU1llbCr~{'f~clters.;:: I··'.· :' .. 
, c' _, '.;.' ,,;;;;;-_ 
Preparat0I1'S"hools·i·····'··· , •.....•. 
T~t:;IN~ber&is~ho~ti·::··: 
'fotall'lu~berOf Sfudeuts Cr 000'· 571 
,. Male' 
.i;:;::ieul~li·': 1'·,::':."< 
'fOta1NU1llbe;~fj:Cll~':·· 
s~~~da~~cllooIS ., .... : •.. :,. 
i~tal~um\,eroi I,·:·····::··:·· 
19 
000·· 24 
Source: 
1985 
23.7 .: 308 
8j;~j •... ' 155389 
"': 89492 
65897 
5369 
195 
:10177·.': 28314 
'~8j8 . 19190 
.: 9124 
2054 
~c:;:;:;:;>:; 
':283'" . 470 
,"" '-" -"-'-//'-"/' . 
.301:.;iX 
156133 
145581 
:61213> • 125399 . 143134 
35882 • ..• 66656 
':2~;~1 /c. 58743 
6767 
159 '168 .. > 
915119261 . 76568 ,97215 > 
6208 
2943 
1. Development Cmmcil (1987) Statistical Year Book, Development Council, Muscat: Sultanate of 
Oman, p. 15. 
2. Ministry of Education (1997). Statistical Year Book, Muscat: Sultanate of Oman, p.19 and 2000. 
3. A1-Barwani, T. (1981). A processfor developing Policy Recommendationsfor the Recruitment 
and Retention of Learners in Literacy Education Programs: The Oman Experience. PhD thesis, 
State University of New York at A1hany, p 5. 
4. A1-Shanfuty, A. (1991). The Development of Government Policy in Technical Education and 
Vocational Training in the Sultanate of Oman. PhD thesis, University of Wales. pp. 98-100. 
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2.9.3General Education 
The Ministry of Education in Oman is responsible for general education and its 
expansion and supervision. The Ministry is also responsible for formulating the 
education po licy within the general po licy 0 f the State and in accordance with its 
principles and aims. 
There are three stages of general education in Oman. As Razik noted: 
"Education in Oman is based on a 6 - 3 -3 system: six years of 
primary education, three years of preparatory education and three 
years of secondary education. (Razik, 1987, p.7)." 
On completion of secondary education, successful students can go on to advanced 
training at specialised colleges, or to Sultan Qaboos University. 
It should be noted that general secondary education in Oman, as AI-Shanfary (1991, 
p.102) mentioned, is relatively new and was started in the academic year 1973-74, 
when the first school was opened with an enrolment of22 students. 
2.9.4 Higher Education 
In January 1994, the Ministry of Higher Education was created by Royal Decree with 
special responsibility for Sultan Qaboos University. The Minister of Higher 
Education is also the vice-chancellor of the university. The Ministry also supervises 
other higher education institutions and centres of scientific research, and is 
responsible for formulating higher education policies and administering the Law on 
Grants and Scholarships (Ministry ofInformation, 1996). 
However, the Intermediate Colleges and Sultan Qaboos University were founded 
before the establishment of the Ministry of Higher Education. 
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Sultan Qaboos University 
The first university (Sultan Qaboos University) was opened in 1986 as the crowning 
achievement of the development of the educational system in Oman. Currently, the 
university consists of seven colleges: Agriculture, Arts, Commerce and Economics, 
Education and Islamic Science, Engineering, Medicine, and Science. 
The Main Library, a Medical Library, a Centre for Educational Teclmology, a 
Computer Centre, and a Language Centre support these colleges. The College of 
Education and the College of Arts accept students from secondary schools in both 
science and arts specialisations. These colleges cover the areas of Language, 
Philosophy, Sociology, History, Geography, Islamic Sciences, Home Economics, 
Psychology, Journalism, and Library and Information Science. Students in other 
colleges can take a broad spectrum of fundamental science courses relevant to their 
chosen academic disciplines for the first three terms, then choose their field of 
specialisation. 
At the present time (1999/2000) the number of students is 6,605, (Male 3377 and 
Female 3228) and the number of faculty members is 972. The total number of staff 
has reached 1,978. For the last few years, the university has been establishing 
graduate progranunes in order to offer master degrees. In 1993, the first progranunes 
offered were in Education and Arts and, in 1995, environmental sciences were added. 
Colleges of Education 
The fITst Teacher Training Institute in the country was opened in 1976. In the 
academic year 1984/ 85, the male and female Teacher Training Institute system was 
replaced by Intermediate Colleges (AI-Dhab, 1987, p.16) and (Al-Shanfary, 1991, 
p.110). These colleges were established for the preparation of primary school 
teachers. 
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In 1993, the nine Intermediate Colleges were transformed and upgraded into six 
university colleges, and the length of the course become four years instead of two. 
The main objective is to meet the private and public sector demand for preparatory 
and secondary school teachers. These colleges will offer the Bachelor's Degree in 
Education. The capacity of these colleges is between 2000 to 2500 students each 
year. According to the statistics provided by the Ministry of Higher Education in 
1999/2000, there were 8,720 students and 532 faculty members. 
Technical Industrial Colleges 
In 1978, the government established the Educational and Vocational Training Council 
to take the necessary action for training nationals to become skilled labourers and 
technicians. The council was a part of the Ministry of Labour. A number of 
vocational and technical training centres was established in the various provinces. In 
1984, the Omani Technical Industrial College was established at Muscat, the capital 
of Oman. In 1993, the Vocational Training Authority established four additional 
Technical Industrial Colleges in different regions of the country. Currently, Technical 
Industrial Colleges are categorised under the Ministry of Social Affairs and Labour. 
In 1994, a British Technical Programme known as the General National Vocational 
Qualification (GNVQ) was introduced in the colleges. This programme was adapted 
and modified to suit Omani requirements and the local market needs. The programme 
is being implemented with the co-operation of the Manchester College of Arts and 
Technology (Muscat Technical Industrial College, 1997). 
The colleges accept students who graduate from secondary schools or those who have 
equivalent certificates. Students, after one year of studying in the college and passing 
the Foundation Programme successfully, can continue their studies in one of the 
available GNVQ areas: 
• Engineering 
• Construction & Built Enviromnent 
• Information Technology 
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• Business Studies 
• Science 
Currently, the number of students is 3,813 (Male 2,486 and Female 1,327) and the 
number of academic staff member is 252 (Male 205 and Female 47). 
College of Sharia and Law 
In 1997, the College ofSharia and Law was opened in the Capital Area. This college 
will prepare Omanis to become judges and legal experts via a four-year course that 
will lead to a Bachelor's degree in both Islamic Jurisprudence and Law. The total 
number of students enrolled in the fIrst academic year (1997/1998) was 120. 
2.10 The Educational System in the "Vision for 
Oman's Economy-Oman 2020." 
Oman strives to create quantitative and qualitative improvements in the fields of 
general and technical education along with vocational training, as well as higher 
education. With regard to education, the most important dimensions of the "Vision for 
Oman's Economy-Oman 2020" are the following: 
1- Dissemination, encouragement, and patronage of knowledge and the development 
of education by: 
• Creating a climate that encourages the spread and promotion of knowledge 
and the eradication of illiteracy. 
• According priority to the spreading of basic education, the upgrading, 
education, and the proviSion of access to education for all people, so as to 
ensure equal opportunities for all. This will be done in an efficient and 
cost-effective manner. 
2- Establishing a post-secondary and technical educational system based on the 
provision of the main specialisations required by the national economy, together with 
provision of the necessary facilities for carrying out applied research in the social or 
economic fields. 
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3- Providing a system for technical education and vocational training that is capable 
of preparing labour to adapt to the needs of various specialisations and skills in the 
labour market, and the achievement of an income that conforms with performance and 
productivity (Ministry of Development, 1996. p.192). Figure 2.2 represents the 
educational system approved in the "Vision for Oman's Economy-Oman 2020." 
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Figure 2.2 
Educational System Approved for the Next Stage. 
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2. 11 Libraries in Oman 
Libraries in our information age are considered among the most important points of 
contact for individuals concerned with information and with educational, social, 
cultural, economic, and scientific research. Libraries cannot achieve their objectives 
if certain essential requirements are not assured, such as funds, qualified staft suitable 
buildings, resources and equipment. The discussion of libraries in this part will cover 
the different types of libraries in Oman .. Special attention will be given to education 
libraries that belong to the schools, university and colleges. 
2.11.1 School Libraries 
There is no doubt that the school library plays a vital role in the development of 
education and modern teaching techniques. Like in any other Arab country, the 
Ministry of Education in Oman implements the library services in schools in Oman. 
The organisational structure of the Ministry of Education includes the Section of 
School Libraries, which is a part of the Information Technology Department and is 
listed under the Department of Curricula Development, as shown in Figure 2.3. The 
Section for School Libraries specialises in the following: 
• Surveying and assessing the existing school libraries, in terms oftheir 
fulfilment of the set objectives. 
• Proposing and implementing plans for providing libraries within schools. 
• Organising libraries and providing them with appropriate textbooks to 
fulfil their aims. 
• Monitoring work within school libraries and assessing library staff. 
• Training librarians in methods of work within school libraries. 
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Figure 2.3 School Libraries: Organisational Structure 
I Ministry of Education 
I 
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I 
Department of Information 
Technology 
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===:; 
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==:; AI-Bathina, South AI-Wasta C== 
===:; 
AI-Sarqiyah, Dhofar 1= North 
AI-Sarqiyah, Musandam F 
South 
In 1992, the Ministry of Education issued its fIrst regulations for school libraries. 
These included defmitions of a school library, duties of school librarians, library 
functions, library services, selection and acquisition procedures and stock control. 
The frrst report discussing the situation of school libraries in Oman was issued by the 
Ministry of Education in 1990. This report indicated that the development of school 
libraries in Oman began early in 1977 with nine libraries and the number had reached 
134 by 1990 (Ministry of Education, 1990). 
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The statistical information provided by the Department of School Libraries for the 
academic year 199611997 showed that there were 272 school Iibraries:143 in 
secondary schools, 117 in preparatory schools, and 12 in primary schools, which 
employed a total of204 staff. Among these 204 librarians, 89 Omani staff held a BA 
in library science, 16 Omani staff had a BA in a different area, 41 Omani staff had 
secondary school certificates, and 58 non-Omani librarians held qualifications in 
library science (mostly intermediate diplomas), while the current statistical 
information for the academic year 1999/2000 indicated that the total number of school 
libraries was 299; 148 in secondary schools and 143 in preparatory schools. Table 2.2 
represents the total number of school libraries in Oman, divided into ten geographical 
areas, and by the type of school. 
Table 2.2 
Total Number of School Libraries in Oman as in 1999/2000 
Areas Secondary Preparatory Total 
School School 
Muscat 17 32 49 
Interior 29 23 52 
AI-Batinah, North 19 36 55 
AI-Batinah, South 13 14 27 
AI-Dahira 16 4 20 
AI-Sharqiyah 18 12 30 
South 
AI-Sharqiyah, 14 9· 23 
North 
Dhofar 20 11 31 
Musandam 8* 
AI-Wasta 2 2 4 
Total 148 143 299 
Note: *These eight hbrarles m the regIOn of Mu sand am serve both 
secondary and preparatory schools. 
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By the academic year 19981 99, the total amount of book stock in all school libraries 
was 500,000 copies. The book collections in school libraries are classified according 
to the Dewey Decimal Classification system with modifications in the areas of Arabic 
Language and Religion. Book cataloguing is based on the Anglo-American 
Cataloguing Rules (AACR2). Generally, the collections are housed in a room similar 
to any classroom, and the average number ofseats is 40. 
2.11.2 Learning Resource Centres, Colleges of Education 
The Colleges of Education were transferred from Intermediate Colleges to University 
Colleges in 1993. Currently, there are six colleges in different areas of the country. A 
general observation that can be made here is that the libraries attached to these 
colleges are still under development, have small collections (mostly textbooks), and 
lack professional staff, while their collections have not yet been catalogued or 
classified. According to the statistical information provided by the Directory of 
Libraries in Oman 1998, the total holdings of these libraries amounted to 95,000 
books and 8 journals; they were staffed by 9 personnel. The present statistics 
provided by the heads of LRCs in the academic year 1999/2000 show the total 
number of staff was 62, of whom 26 held degrees in Library science. Table 2.3 also 
shows the existing situation ofLRC collections. 
Table 2.3 
LRCs, the Year of Foundation and their Stock for 1999/2000 
TheLRC Year of No. of 
Locations foundation Books * 
LRC-Ibri 1990 42,000 
LRC-Nizwa 1990 43,000 
LRC-Rustaq 1987 42,000 
LRC-Salalah 1985 53,000 
LRC-Sohar 1990 42,000 
LRC-Sur 1987 52,000 
Total of 274,000 
Collections 
* Note: DuplIcated copIes (most textbooks). 
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Recently, the name of these libraries has been changed to Learning Resource Centres. 
As shown in Figure 2.4, LRCs are listed under the Curriculum Department at the 
Directorate General of Colleges and Higher Institutions, the Ministry of Higher of 
Education. 
Efforts have been made by the Ministry of Higher Education to encourage the use of 
Learning Resource Centres at each of the colleges to serve as highly visible facilities 
that symbolise the conversion of these colleges to university-level centres of higher 
learning. The new buildings have a two-storey construction, with the Learning 
Resource Centre occupying the ground floor with state-of-the art classrooms on the 
fIrst floor. The central core area of the building is a two-storey atrium. Around the 
periphery of the central core are four wings with specialised computer laboratories 
and classrooms. 
The purpose of the Learning Resource Centres is to act as a catalyst and enabler for 
the learning process. Such a high technology centre epitomises what the new 
Colleges of Education are all about. The information and computer specialists based 
in the Centre will play a pivotal role in national educational reform. The LRCs are 
centres for accessing the wide world of information, implementing learning materials 
and methodologies, using computers as tools for learning and working, and 
understanding self-directed learning and lifelong learning. 
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Figure 2.4 LRCs: Organisational Structure 
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2.11.3 Technical Industrial College Libraries 
At present, there are five Technical Industrial Colleges located in different areas of 
the country. The Vocational Training Section at the Ministry of Social Affairs is 
responsible for organising the Technical Industrial Colleges. Each of these colleges is 
supported by a library. However, all of these libraries have a severe lack of resources, 
qualified staff, and services. There is no specific department responsible for these 
libraries. They are listed under their colleges (see Figure 2.5). The Vocational 
Training section tried to develop these libraries due to their important role in 
education, especially after the changing of the educational system by the introduction 
the General National Vocational Qualification (GNVQ). Table 2.4 shows the location 
of the library, the year of foundation, the size of the collection and the number of 
staff. 
Table 2.4 
Technical Industrial College Libraries, Locations, Year of Foundation 
and Collections as in 1999 
Location Year No. of No. of No. of No. of 
Foundation Books Journals AVlMedia Staff 
Muscat TIC 1984 10,000 43 5 
Library 
Ibra TIC 1994 4,228 2 
Library 
NizwaTIC 1995 1,500 2 
Library 
Al-Musana 1996 2,000 4 1 
TIC Library 
Salalah TIC 1996 1,400 20 1 
Library 
Total of 19,128 47 20 11 
Collection 
and Staff 
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Figure 2.5 Technical Industrial College Libraries: Organisational Structure 
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2.11.4 University Libraries 
At the present time, there is one university in Oman; namely Sultan Qaboos 
University. The university consists of seven colleges: Agriculture, Arts, Commerce 
and Economics, Education and Islamic Sciences, Engineering, Medicine, and Science. 
The University Libraries strive to build and maintain a collection of materials in 
various media, of sufficient range and depth to support the educational and research 
activities of the various University Colleges, within their framework of approved 
regulations and funds. 
The fITst regulations of the University Libraries appeared in the charter of Sultan 
Qaboos University, Chapter Four. It was published in the Official Gazette (in Arabic) 
in 1988. These regulations include six sections as follows: 
• Section One: Objectives 
• Section Two: Collecting Library Materials 
• Section Three: Organisation of Library Materials 
• Section Four: Library Director and Librarians 
• Section Five: The Library Executive Committee 
• Section Six: Control Committee 
Because of the value and importance of automation in improving library services, 
consultants selected software for an integrated automated library system capable of 
handling acquisitions, cataloguing, circulation, periodicals and searching on-line, 
using one of the university'S two IBM main-frame computers. The software was 
installed in October 1986 (AI-Arnry, 1987) and experts from the DOBIS/LIBIS 
Support Centre at the University of Louven Library were brought to the Sultanate of 
Oman to instruct Computer Centre and Library Staff in the use of the system. 
Because of inadequate programming of staff support at the Computer Centre, which 
has improved much over the years, testing of the system could only begin in late 
1987. 
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DOBISILIBIS is an on-line integrated and interactive system that supports basic 
library functions. It was initially developed by the Catholic University of Louven, 
Belgium, which handles circulation and acquisitions activities, and the Dortmund 
University Library in Germany, which handles searching and cataloguing activities. 
At Sultan Qaboos University, DOBISILIBIS runs under the following operating 
environment: 
• IBM 4381, 16 Mb 
• IBM 3274 Controllers 
• VM Release 6 
• VSE2.2 
• CICS 1.6 
About 30,000 records in LC format, supplied by B1ackwell North America on 
magnetic tapes and some 8,000 in OCLC format, were loaded before the work of 
adding copies began. Both of these had some problem records (alien to DOBIS 
format) which caused occasional system failures. However, 95% of such records 
have now been identified and fixed. 
The following functions are up and running: 
• OP AC search (English and Arabic) 
• Cataloguing (English and Arabic) 
• Acquisitions 
• Circulation 
OPAC is widely used both by faculties and students across the campus (there are three 
libraries that constitute the network currently, namely, the Main Library, the Medical 
Library, and the College of Commerce and Economic Library); in all, there are more 
than 40 OPAC terminals distributed over the campus. 
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A retrospective cataloguing project for both the Arabic and the European Language 
collection has been completed: 100% non-Arabic materials can now be accessed on-
line. Approximately 95% of the entire library collection has been given barcode 
labels. 
At the present time a decision has been made by the Sultan Qaboos University 
administration to change the DOBISILIBIS system. The new Library system 
AMICUS will replace the old system as soon as possible. The main considerations 
for switching over to AMICUS, the new software are detailed elsewhere (See 
Appendix IX.) 
Currently, there are 3 libraries at SQU: they are the Main Library, the Medical Library 
and the Information Centre within the College of Commerce and Economics. 
1- The Main Library 
The Main Library commenced operations in September 1986. The library is housed 
in a large, three-level building located at the centre of the campus. The building also 
houses the Computer Centre, and the Centre of Educational Technology. The library 
has open stacks which offer the user ready access to its resources. Collection 
development was the main focus of staff activities during the establishment of the 
library in 1986. The collections include monographs, periodicals, audio-visual 
materials, micro forms, theses, maps, standards and specifications, and special 
collections. 
Currently, the total number of items in the library collections includes 118,000 books, 
1,398 journals (1163 in English and 235 in Arabic) and 8,184 audio-visual materials. 
Collections are classified according to the Library of Congress Classification System. 
Study areas include separate male and female reading areas, individual carrels, and 
less formal seating areas. The library is open 74.5 hours a week, from Saturday to 
Thursday, during the regular semesters. These hours may vary during the inter-
semester breaks, the summer session, and the holy month ofRamadan. 
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Currently, the Main Library is fully automated in all its functions and services. To 
meet the needs of the academic community, the Main Library has developed the ILL 
system at two levels: regional within the country, and international via the USA, UK, 
Germany, and the Netherlands, as well as the Gulf region. Beside the ILL service, the 
library provides CD-ROM, E-Mail, and the Internet, which was introduced in 1997. 
At present, the Main Library has 51 staff, of whom 23 are professionals and 28 para-
professionals and support staff. 
The Main Library is the only library in the country that has library committees. The 
functions of these library committees are to discuss matters relating to policy and 
procedures. They make recommendations to the Director. Matters for discussion can 
be initiated by individual members of library staff, or referred by the Director to the 
appropriate committee. 
Figure 2.6 shows the Main Library organisational structure and Figure 2.7 shows the 
Main Library committees which covered the following areas: 
• Steering committee. 
• Systems committee. 
• Collections and services committee. 
• Heads of sections, meetings. 
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Figure 2.6 
The Main Library at SQU Organisational Structure 
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Figure 2.7 the Main Library Committee's Structure and Membership 
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2- The Medical Library 
The Medical Library was founded in 1987, and is housed in an independent building 
adjacent to the College of Medicine. The aim of the library is to support the 
education, research, and training programmes for students, faculty and staff members 
of both the College of Medicine and the University hospital. 
The Library consists of Il,SOO books, 2S1 current journals and 1,400 AV-Media 
(DLO, 1998). All of these materials are in the English Language. Collections are 
classified according to the Library of Congress System. The library has fully 
automated its functions and services by using the DOBISILIBIS system. Interiibrary 
loan and on-line searching, such as CD-ROM, and the Internet services are available 
to the users. This library is staffed by 17, of whom 8 are professional librarians. 
3- Information Centre 
In 1993, the University established the Information Centre at the College of 
Commerce and Economics. The aim of the Information Centre is to provide efficient 
access and high-quality information, and to support the needs of faculty and students 
in their studying and research. The Information Centre is still under development, its 
collections are small, and it has a shortage of qualified staff. At present, only one 
professional librarian works in the Information Centre. 
The Library of Congress Classification System and DOBISILIBIS are used in the 
Information Centre for its functions and services. Table 2.S indicates the size of the 
collections, and the number of staff at the University Libraries. 
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Name of Library No. of 
Books 
Main Library 118,000 
Medical Library 11,500 
Information 3,903 
Centre 
Total 133,403 
Table 2.5 
C ollections and 
No. of 
Journals 
1,398 
251 
74 
1,723 
GENERAL BACKGROUND 
S ff ta as in 1999 
No. of No. of 
AV-Media Staff 
8,184 55 
1,500 17 
146 6 
9,830 77 
In addition to the libraries mentioned above, there is another small library attached the 
mosque. This library was established in 1986. The objective of the library is to meet 
the needs of, and provide support for, students, faculty and staff, specifically those at 
the College of Education and Islamic Sciences. 
2.11.5 Public Libraries 
Public libraries in Oman, as in most developing countries, suffer from a lack of 
resources, organisation, services, shortage of qualified staff and lack of policies. 
Another characteristic of these public libraries is that their role as a source of public 
information hardly exists. It is obvious that there is a strong link between the 
development of education and the public libraries, due to the important role of public 
libraries in meeting the needs of users, including students. 
Even though education in the country has developed very rapidly during the past 
twenty-seven years, there are, unfortunately, no public libraries existing in most 
regions of the country. Al- Mujaini indicates that there is a need for a new library 
culture in Oman, which has to be built on the primary, preparatory and secondary 
schools which represent the most important and influential basis to contribute to the 
dissemination of such a culture amongst the population. The growth of literacy will 
certainly generate a great demand for information and library services (AI-Mujaini, 
1994). 
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At present, there are only three public libraries; two of them are located in the capital 
area and one is located in the southern region of the country [Salalah]. These libraries 
are assigned to two different government organisations, the Islamic Library and the 
Cultural Centre Library listed under the Ministry of National Heritage and Culture, 
whilst the Public Technical Library is administrated under the Ministry of Diwan of 
the Royal Court (see Figure 2. 8). The fIrst public library established in the country 
was in 1980 (Directory of Libraries in Oman, 1998) at the end of the First Five-year 
Development Plan (1976-1980), namely the Islamic Library. Responsibility for the 
Islamic Library and its branch in the southern region was assigned to the Ministry of 
National Heritage and Culture. 
Shehadeh (1982) discussed the Islamic Library as the only public library. One 
librarian is responsible for the manuscript collection and the development of the 
library, as well as the children's collection. In addition, she noted that the 
government plans to develop a public library system on the basis of this library, 
begirming with three branches in Nizwa, SaIalah and Sohar. The Fourth Five-Year 
Development PIan (1991-1995) included a project which was aimed at establishing 
new public libraries in the various regions of the country. The budget was to be 
attributed to the Ministry of National Heritage and Culture, but this project has not 
been implemented (Ministry of Development, 1991). 
The Islamic Library has a section for children's literature that is limited in content. 
AI-Abri describes the children's collection at the Islamic' Library as a small room 
within the main library. Its stock is very limited, consisting mainly of Arabic books 
and a few journals. The collection, in general, is poor and cheap in quality and 
content (AI-Abri, 1995). The book collections in the library are catalogued and 
classifIed according to the Dewey Decimal ClassifIcation System. Anglo-American 
Cataloguing Rules (AACR2) are used as the descriptive cataloguing standard. 
Currently, the total collections of the Islamic Library, as recorded in the Directory of 
Libraries in Oman for 1998, are 26,885 books and 22 periodicals. 
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At the beginning of the Fourth Five-Year Development (1991-1995), the Ministry of 
National Heritage and Culture established the first branch in the southern region of 
the Country [Salalah]. This library was attached to the cultural centre. Its collection 
includes around 8000 books and ISO audio-visual materials. 
In 1990, the Petroleum Development Company of Oman (PDO) established the Public 
Technical Library. This library, as mentioned in Times of Oman, was dedicated to his 
Majesty Sultan Qaboos on the 20th anniversary ofthe National Day. The primary aim 
of the library is to provide an information service for the public, with emphasis on 
technical subjects. The British Council has run the library with three qualified 
librarians. A co-operation plan was set up between the British Council and the 
Petroleum Development Company for the development of the library (AI-Mujaini, 
1994). The library is fully automated using SOUTRON software (bilingual system). 
Currently, it has a total of 12,049 books, 80 periodicals and 119 audio-visual materials 
(DLO, 1998). Recently, the responsibility for the Public Technical Library has been 
transferred to the Ministry ofDiwan of the Royal Court. 
By the beginning of the Fifth Five -Year Plan, the number of employees in public 
libraries was 20. Out of these, only 4 were qualified librarians. 
Overall, the current situation of public libraries is still very much under-developed; 
there is a major lack of libraries, a shortage of qualified librarians, a lack of awareness 
of the role of public libraries in education, and a lack of resources to support public 
libraries, including human and financial resources. Table 2.6 presents the public 
libraries in Oman and their collections. 
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Table 2.6 
Collections in Public Libraries In 1998 
Name of the Organisations Books Periodicals 
. 
Islamic Library, Ministry of 
National Heritage & Culture 26,885 22 
The Cultural Centre Library, 
Ministry of National Heritage & 8,000 0 
Culture 
The Public Technical Library, 
Ministry ofDiwan of the Royal 12,049 80 
Court 
Total 46,934 102 
Figure 2.8 Public Libraries: Organisational Structure 
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2.11.6 Special Libraries 
Special libraries can be defmed in terms of specialisation according to their function, 
the user population served, the type of information coverage, and the services offered. 
The Directory of Libraries in Oman 1998, which was compiled and published by the 
Main Library at Sultan Qaboos University in J 998, showed that there were J 9 special 
libraries in the country. All these are located in the capital area. Thirteen libraries are 
attached to government organisations, while four libraries are attached to the private 
sector (see Figure 2.9). 
Special libraries were founded before any other type oflibrary in Oman. The frrst two 
libraries were founded in the country in 1974; these are the Ministry of National 
Economics Library and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs Library. However, most other 
libraries were established between 1976 and 1994 during the Fourth Development 
Plan. In fact, special libraries in Oman tend to be under-developed and appear to face 
the same problems as other special libraries in developing countries, i.e. lack of 
professionals, poor collections and services, and do not meet the criteria of established 
library standards. 
There have been no studies or reports until recently dealing with this type of library in 
Oman, except for a brief description in 1983 in Arabic which described an interview 
with the Director of Education and Training at the Ministry of Health and the 
Librarian of the Ministry of Health Library. They noted that special libraries in Oman 
are given little attention although they play a vital role in improving the services of 
their institutions, organisations, and other centres in society. A general description of 
libraries in Oman, including special libraries has been provided more recently (AI-
Wardi, 1991 and AI-Mufaraji, 1992). 
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Bahatti and Aslam (1993) examined the health system and medical information 
services in Oman; their discussion includes the Central Library at the Ministry of 
Health and the Medical Library at Sultan Qaboos University. They write that the 
Ministry of Health in Oman has primary responsibility for the provision of material 
for libraries in the country. Its Central Library opened in 1980, and is housed in the 
Royal Hospital. They also give some description of the library collections, staff and 
services. 
In general, the collections of the special libraries in Oman range from 440 to 9000 
books. Some of the special libraries have small collections of periodicals and audio-
visual materials (DLO, 1998). In fact, the library of the Institute of Public 
Administration which was established in 1978, is the only special library which has a 
good collection, good services and some professional staff. The aim of this library is 
to support training programmes for government staff. The library collections are 
classified according to the Dewey Decimal Classification system and catalogued 
according to the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules (AACR2). 
Some special libraries have automated their collections, while, for others, their 
collections are still not classified or catalogued by any known system. 
Libraries attached to research centres in the private sector are adequately staffed, with 
better collections, more journals, and provide more information services than other 
libraries attached to some ministries. Two staff members run the majority of these 
libraries. The total number of staff is 52, of whom 17 are professional librarians. 
Table 2.7 shows the names of the organisations, the year they were established, and 
the size of their collections. 
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Table 2.7 
Special Libraries, the Year of Foundation and their Collections In 1998 
Name of Organisation Year of No. of No. of No. of 
Foundation Books Journals AV/Media 
Central Bank of Oman Library 1978 3.745 40 364 
Magistrate Court Library 1985 1,500 000 000 
Ministry of Agriculture & 
Fisheries 1993 3,400 30 5 
Agricultural Research Library 
Marine & Fisheries Science 1986 3,000 11 000 
Library 
Ministry of Civil Services 1987 700 5 000 
Library 
Ministry of Commerce & 1976 6,000 20 000 
Industry Library 
Directorate General for 
Specifications and 
Measureroents Library 1981 440 35 120 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 1974 4,000 30 167 
Library 
Ministry of Information, 1986 8,000 15 000 
Cultural Club Library 
Ministry of Nation a! Economic 1974 7,200 20 000 
Library 
Ministry of Petroleum & Gas 1982 3,218 30 15 
Library 
Ministry of Water Resources 1981 1,380 14 000 
Library 
Muscat Securities Market 1994 432 7 000 
Library 
Oman Charober of Commerce 1975 6,500 40 100 
& Industry Library 
Oman Institute Bankers Library 1985 9,000 20 500 
Petroleum of Oman 1987 3,231 22 447 
Development Library 
Royal Guard of Oman School of 1976 7,000 000 000 
TeChnology Library 
Institute of Public 1987 15,000 80 00 
Administration Library, 
Ministry of Civil Services 
Command and Staff College 1987 8,500 40 600 
Library, Ministry of Defence 
Total of collections 92,246 459 2,318 
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Figure 2.9 Special Libraries: Organisational Structure 
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2.12 Summary 
The state of Oman has progressed rapidly in a relatively short time as can be seen 
from this account. The cultural, political and economic background described here is 
what forms the backdrop for this empirical study of library provision and use in 
education. 
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Chapter Three 
Literature Review 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter reports the relatively limited amount of literature on various libraries in 
Oman: school, academic, public, and special libraries, education and the use of libraries. 
More attention will be given to school and academic libraries, and library education in a 
general context. 
The discussion of libraries and information has not received much attention from 
researchers and professional librarians in Oman. This may be due to the recent 
emergence of this topic, and the shortage of specialists who possess the required expertise 
and knowledge oflibraries and information. However, if the very few studies that have 
emerged are examined, it is found that these do not go beyond the descriptive phase in 
which the current situation and condition of libraries are illustrated. In particular, there is 
no discussion in terms of the present capabilities of the libraries, resources, services and 
facilities for researchers, students and so on. Studies which address the utilisation of 
libraries and training, are still untouched by any researcher in Oman. 
It must be said that the situation of libraries in Oman is comparable to that of the rest of 
the Arab world, since all are developing countries. Due to the shortage of references on 
this issue in Oman, the present examination will discuss comparable published studies 
regarding Arab countries, in particular, together with some studies discussing the 
situation in other developing countries and in developed countries, such as the UK and 
the USA. 
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3.2 School Libraries 
1be role of school libraries is being recognised by many national ministries of education 
in both developed and developing countries. NATIS, UNESCO's National Information 
System, and several inter-governmental Councils world-wide have also called for 
national (including school) library information policy development (Miller, 1989, pA). 
Since the beginning ofthe century, school libraries have usually occupied a very modest 
position, even in developed countries. In fact, even the most advanced schools have 
often considered the library to be merely an extra-curricular activity, which does not 
sustain the importance of serious teaching activities. During the seventies, the 
educational significance of school libraries was emphasised and, therefore, huge amounts 
of financial resources were spent on developing and enhancing the role of the school 
library in many countries within both the developed and the developing world. This 
occurred chiefly as a response to events which took place in America (Cook, 1982). 
In 1984, the Library and Information Services Council of the U.K. made the following 
statement about school libraries: 
"School libraries will one day be responsible for creating the nation's 
wealth and organising society. An ability to learn throughout life will 
be crucial in equipping them not only to contribute to the industrial 
life of the nation but to find happiness themselves and contribute to that 
of others". (1984, p.1). 
Modem libraries are given various labels, such as: learning resource centres, instructional 
media centres, library media centres, information centres and comprehensive libraries. In 
view of the huge flow of information, whether in the printed form or otherwise, 
educationalists have realised the importance of collecting information in a separate and 
independent location within the school, rather than dividing the information and thus 
increasing the efforts and resources required. 
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The next step has been to ensure that the schoo I library is the natural location to co llect 
audio-visual material alongside books and periodicals within a whole system of 
organisation and classification. Its aim is to create a form of integration between the 
teaching and learning processes, as well as making the utilisation of such information an 
easier task for both teachers and students (Emam, 1983). However, Badr (1985) 
indicates, in this regard, that there is an absence of uniform and consistent understanding 
of the library or information centre. This may be due to the fact that this concept is 
extremely dynamic and develops and changes as a reaction to development and change in 
the technical methods used in organising information. The concept also develops with 
proper professional training of the library staff, as well as with the ability of the library to 
provide unique and significant library services. Therefore, the term "library" does not 
indicate the quality of printed materials, staff, organisation, or services. 
Oman and other Arab countries 
The time-span for the development of school libraries in Oman has been short. It started 
late in 1977 with only nine school libraries. It is the Ministry of Education's duty, as the 
central agent, to formulate policies and administer all aspects of general education. 
However, in an age of constant change and emerging technology, individuals are 
formally challenging traditional methods of education with some success. 
As in other Arab Countries, school libraries in Oman are suffering from a lack of 
professional staff, resources, services, funds and inadequate planning. 
In their recent study, AI-Habashi et al (I 996) examined the existing status of educational 
services in secondary and preparatory schools in Oman. Their study was based on the 
analysis of document contents, as well as the analysis of responses to questionnaires 
given to the main and secondary subjects. The study indicated the frailty of the basic 
structures of school libraries and the existence of weaknesses and problems which affect 
the performance of the library and its ability to achieve the educational objectives set 
forth. The most important results were: 
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• School library services in Oman cover less than a third of public education 
schools, amongst which the secondary schools receive the greatest attention, 
followed by the preparatory schools. Primary schools receive very little 
attention in comparison as a percentage of the total libraries available in 
schools (only 1%). 
• There is a shortage of specialised librarians to cover the needs of all school 
libraries. 
• The book collections are not up to the required standard and require support 
and increase from the quantitative point of view as well as in terms of topics 
and subjects. Each student is allocated only two books, which may be 
repeated titles or volumes of the same title, whilst a reasonable rate might be 
6-7 titles per student. 
• The school library relies heavily upon printed materials, which come in the 
form of books, whilst the attention given to non-printed materials, such as 
audio-visual materia~ is very low. Consequently this leads to an ineffective 
and negative role for the library within the teaching and learning processes. 
• The collections available in school libraries are not utilised and taken 
advantage of in enriching and reinforcing the educational curricula. They are 
also unable to fulfil the requirements for this. 
• The absence of an independent budget for the library in each school, and the 
lack of sufficient financial funds allocated for the library from the profits of 
the co-op society within the schools, means they cannot carry out the 
education and curricular activities required. 
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• Lending books is the only service provided by school libraries and this is 
insufficient. The total rate of borrowing amongst students stands at 6 books 
per day, whilst the rate is one book per day for teachers (p. 113). 
AI-Suwidan (1996) carried out the fIrst comprehensive study (in Arabic) to determine the 
situation of school libraries in the Gulf State countries (GSCs), to analyse all aspects of 
these institutions and to assess the reasons for shortcomings and under-achievement. 
These countries are the United Arab Emirates, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, Oman, Qatar and 
Kuwait. The Arab Bureau of Education for the Gulf States supported the study. He 
noted that the school libraries in the GSCs lacked the basics to enable them to carry out 
their duties. Libraries do not exist in half the schools. Especially in primary schools, 
there is a lack of professional librarians. Large numbers of librarians are not working 
within the libraries on a full-time basis and are being asked to work as supporting 
teachers and administrators. The current libraries are structured in a very traditional and 
old-fashioned manner where total emphasis is given to books rather than audio-visual 
materials. He also mentions the lack of funds, space, and the poor services. The book 
collections are extremely poor and do not meet the needs of students or of teaching staff 
in terms of supporting the curriculum. Choosing and acquiring materials is not normally 
based upon scientifIc measures that would help in achieving consistency with curricula as 
well as with the ages of students. 
Al-Habashi et al (1996) quote a study taken from Abdu-ShafI (1987). "He examined the 
situation of school libraries in Oman from the aspects of organisation, administration and 
human and financial obstacles. He also aimed to discover the extent to which the school 
library contributed towards the educational and teaching processes within Omani schools, 
and subsequently to introduce detailed and specifIc suggestions to develop school 
libraries in Oman." The study revealed several problems such as: 
• Lack of an administrative organisation which ensures the linkage of the 
libraries of all public education schools. 
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• The absence of any library legislation which detennines the administrative 
procedures and technical systems by which school libraries operate. 
• Lack of uniform standards set for school libraries which define the minimum 
human and fmancial resources that must be provided for a school library at 
each of the different levels of education. 
He also noted the fluctuation of library service standards from one school to another. 
This depends on the experience of the librarian and the co-operation ofthe head teacher 
and members of the teaching staff. It also depends upon how convinced the members of 
the school staff are regarding the significance of the role of the library within the school 
community. It was also discovered that the school time-table lacks any time dedicated to 
library hours and the levels of outside borrowing are lower than average. Utilisation of 
library resources in reinforcing and enriching the school curriculum and offering students 
the chance to acquire appropriate library skills are almost non-existent. 
In fact, several writers in Oman and Arab Countries (eg. Arnan, 1981, and 1994, Al-
Habashi, 1996, Al-Suwidan, 1996) indicate that the capabilities available in school 
libraries for supporting educational curricula and educational activities were not being 
used, due to the dependency upon traditional methods of teaching which are based upon 
the idea of a transmitter and a recipient. 
Bayomi (1984) mentioned that school libraries in Oman continued to lack development. 
However, he discovered that students were very eager and excited about using the library, 
and that encouragement was increasing. He concluded with some recommendations for 
developing the school libraries and their services. 
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The Omani National Committee sponsored a seminar in co-operation and co-ordination 
with the Ministry of Education and represented by the Department of Iaformation 
Technology and the Department of Training and Rehabilitation. This seminar ''The 
national seminar in school libraries and reinforcing their future role in the 
field of education and culture in the Sultanate of Oman 23-25 May 1998" saw 
six papers presented. 
The flfst paper entitled "Information Resource Development and Using Computers in 
School Libraries" was presented by Hamshry. The flfst part of the paper addressed the 
series of information resource developments in school libraries, namely, target group 
analysis, group development policy, group selection, group acquisition, group assessment 
and group cleansing. On the cultural level, the paper examined the use of computer 
technologies and systems in school libraries, illustrating the reasons for the introduction 
of computers to libraries, and the advantages and problems of using computers within the 
school library. The paper also addressed the fields of computer use in school libraries. 
The second paper entitled "The School Library and the Curriculum" was also introduced 
by Hamshry and touched upon the main modem educational developments and how these 
developments directly affected the academic curriculum. The paper also addressed how 
the library interacted with the developments which occurred within the academic 
curriculum tlrrough its various resources and services. The researcher emphasised the 
main rapidly developing uses of information technology and communications in various 
fields of education. 
"The School Libraries in Oman" was presented by Juoda in which he examined the 
technical and human resources within the field of school libraries, library buildings and 
facilities, administrative and technical regulations and procedures and the main problems 
which hinder school libraries. He also addressed the efforts of the Ministry of Education 
towards developing libraries and establishing centres for learning resources at the basic 
education level. 
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AI-Hilali participated in the seminar with two papers. The first was: "School Libraries, 
the Message and Structure" in which he discussed various objectives. He also touched 
upon the duties and responsibilities of the school libraries. In his second paper, "Pillars 
ofInformation Services in School Libraries", he addressed the elements and vital pillars 
upon which school libraries are built, namely, human resources, financial resources, 
legislation public relations and marketing. He pointed out that a lack of any these pillars 
will undoubtedly affect the efficiency of information services in a negative manner. 
The seminar reached, through its goals and by means of the deliberations and debates 
which took place, a number of recommendations which noted, in general, administrative 
aspects within school libraries, group development, technical procedures, the curriculum 
and school, human resources, and the computer, as well as the buildings and facilities of 
the school library. 
It is worth noting that the seminar did not include a practical field survey, which deals 
with the current situation of school libraries in its various aspects. The majority of papers 
submitted were theoretical studies which agreed that the school library had a significant 
and prominent role to play within the whole domain of the educational process, especially 
in this modern age which witnesses rapid developments in the field of information 
technology. The focus of the submitted papers was on aims and objectives, duties and 
legislation, information resources and the insertion of information technology. 
Tashkandy (1992) noted that in the Gulf State region, most of the new students entering 
universities have no prior experience in using the library and its resources effectively, due 
to the lack of good and effective school libraries. He also pointed out the following 
problems which are hindering the development of school libraries in the Gulf State 
region: 
• Lack of appropriate accommodation; 
• Lack of adequate funds; 
• Lack of well-trained professional staff; 
• Lack of clear acquisition policies for the selection of library materials; 
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• Lack of good reading habits among the pupils. 
Aman (1994), on school libraries in the Arab countries, writes: 
"School libraries, when they exist in schools, even in the Arab 
oil-producing countries, have poor and outdated collections 
and almost no current reference books. Library hours are not 
conducive, since libraries close early in the day" (Arnan, 1994, p.l). 
Zehery (1994) describes school libraries in Kuwait as similar to those in other Arab 
countries: 
"School libraries have not been guided by clear policies for 
developing basic core collections, and formulating criteria for 
reviewing and evaluating collections, thus detennining their 
adequacy, coverage, and validity. The usually small collections 
in kindergarten and elementary schools are mainly in Arabic. This 
is due to the absence of public support for writers and publishers 
of children's and juvenile literature, and to govemment restrictions, 
not only in Kuwait but in most Arab Countries, making it difficult 
for publishers to market their books" (Zehery, 1994, p.133). 
Developed countries 
Having looked at the situation of school libraries within the UK, Heeks (1992) describes 
the situation of school libraries over the past decade: 
" Having spent some time on the nature of change, perhaps we can turn 
now to look at the situation of school libraries. Much ofthe concern in 
the United Kingdom over the past decade has centred on secondary school 
libraries and so most ofthe evidence I can give is from the secondary 
phase, but please do not think I under-rate the great contribution made by 
primary school libraries and librarians" (Reeks, 1992, p. 13). 
Two years after Heeks' statement on school libraries in the UK, Kinnell (1994) stated 
that school libraries have not been sufficiently highly regarded in the past. They have 
frequently had poor budgets and inadequate staffmg and accommodation, a situation 
which appears to be felt internationally (KinneIJ, 1994, p.264). Kinnell also indicated 
that as information handling skills have become increasingly related to the use of 
information technology, the role of the library in developing IT skills across the 
curriculum has become ever more significant, with a consequent need for more 
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computers (p. 268). However, the situation of school libraries in the UK changed during 
the middle of the 1990s with the introduction oflT. Mabey (1997) indicated that many 
school libraries had already begun this change with the introduction of computerised 
library management systems, the provision of small clusters of networked computers, and 
the availability of CD-ROM titles. In fact, the early signs of the impact of technology on 
school libraries in the VI<, as noted by Blizzard (1998), can be traced back to the 1980s 
with TVEI (Technology and Vocational Education Initiative). Subsequently, CD-ROMs 
were launched in 1986 and the latest development in terms of information technology 
have been the Internet and the World Wide Web. Small (1998) argued that the data on 
the range of services offered in school libraries, the types and range of materials 
provided, comparative stock levels and issue figures, use of IT and library systems have 
rarely been available outside the schools themselves. Small, however, summarised four 
reports which appeared during 1997. These reports were published by the NCET, the 
Library Doctor, Library Association/Sheffield Hallam University and USU. 
Creaser (1998/99) reported that in the UK as a whole, £16.7 m is estimated to have been 
spent on school library staff, £14.1 m on materials, and £5.3 m on other expenditure in 
1998/99, which amounts to £5.16 per pupil served. There were 3.7 items of stock per 
member of public served in 1998/99 compared with 3.6 in 1997/98, and the replacement 
rate was 8.5% per pupil in 1998/99 compared to 9% per annum in 1997/98. 
Information technology is becoming a routine part of the information world of children, 
with CD-ROMs and workstations as a routine feature of school libraries. Streatfield and 
Davies (1995) in their survey, found a growing influence of information technology in 
the school library: Of 55 schools, 85% reported that they had from 1 to 16 computer 
workstations in the library for use by the children. In addition, 35% also reported having 
a computer network that included the library. 
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Recently, an improvement in professional leadership to ensure that school libraries have a 
significant role to play in the information market of the future has been emphasised. Co-
ordination of library instruction and access to librarians and the Internet is seen as 'vital, 
otherwise students will not develop the skills needed in education and employment (Ford, 
1996). 
Anthony Tilke summarised the fmdings of a recent survey of secondary school libraries 
in the UK, carried out by the Library Association Record (1998). The survey revealed 
that 68% of schools had a written library policy and 61 % had a school library 
development plan, but over 30% of libraries were run without librarian or teacher 
involvement. There was a full-time chartered librarian in 24% of schools and a teacher in 
30%. Stock ratio per pupil was 10 - 13 items. (The Library Association standards 
recommend 13 items per pupil). Nearly 39% had a computer network, whilst 57% of 
libraries had an automated library management system, and 30% had Internet access. In 
addition, 88% had CD-ROM facilities. The survey also indicated that the majority of 
secondary school libraries (85%) attempted to teach specific information skills 
systematically to particular years across the school library. Staff were often involved in 
planning this teaching (Tilke, 1998). 
Gehlken (1994) examined the role of the library methods programme within three 
complexes of private high schools along the borderline of South Carolina in the USA. 
The results of this study revealed that what was needed was an enthusiastic and 
supportive head-teacher and a proactive expert in the field of methods and means who 
strived to respond to the increasing technological needs and requirements of the students 
before, after and during the school day. The results also reveal the need for a centre built 
upon both the needs of the curriculum and student interests, and which consists of rooms 
and facilities. It must have a clear and positive role within the whole educational system 
at school. 
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AI-Hurnood et al (1993) analysed some survey studies conducted in the West on LRCs. 
One of these studies, conducted by Howe in 1980, surveyed almost 200 learning centres 
around the world, including North and South America, Africa, Asia and the Middle East, 
although he gave increased emphasis to centres oflearning in Britain and illustrated these 
more than others. Another study analysed was that regarding the project for American 
school library staff (1968-1974). This is considered the largest and most extensive 
research project in the history of school libraries in the United States of America. Huge 
fmancial resources were dedicated to the implementation of the project as well as a large 
number of researchers and research assistants. The project was designed to analyse the 
three main obstacles that faced the development of school library staff: the description 
and analysis of job requirements, the role of libraries within the learning process and the 
recruitment of specialised staff. 
Todd et al (1992), in their study of the power of information literacy, discussed the shift 
regarding views of education and school libraries in the 21 stcentury: 
" The shift in educational focus is from teacher content-centred learning 
to student process centred learning, and the shift in the role ofthe school 
library is from a storehouse of resources to a dynamic, student-oriented 
resources-based learning centre where students play an active role in 
researching their own learning. In an information society, learners can no 
longer be viewed as robotic information processors where information is 
poured into them like empty vessels. This shift in world views has important 
implications for the role of the school librarian into the 21 st century. 
Essentially the role focuses on developing a dynamic and responsive 
Information enviromnent and fostering learners to be active and 
autonomous in their learning to question, to explore, to seek, to contend 
and to create new meaning from information so that they can grow toward 
maturity and independence in an information society. This is an awesome 
role, and an awesome responsibility. It is the role of bringing together 
education and information so that students have the understanding, 
capabilities, confidence and skills vital to surviving in an information 
society and to being able to make a value-based contribution to this society." 
(Todd ~ ill, 1992, p.20) 
They provide a study of the shifting paradigms in education and information, which are 
synthesised from the collective research of Ferguson and Dervin and Nilan (see Figure 
3.1). 
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Figure 3.1 
Paradigms of Education and School Libraries 
Traditional View of Education 
. 
• emphasis on content, acquiring a body of 
"right information" once and for all 
• teacher imparts content-a one-way street; 
teaching is talking, learning is listening 
• learning is a product, a destination 
• hierarchical and authoritarian structure 
where conformity is rewarded and 
difference is discouraged 
• relatively right structure with prescribed 
curriculum that emphasises "appropriate 
ages" for certain activities 
• primary reliance on theoretical "abstract" 
book knowledge 
• classroom designed for teaching efficiency 
and convenience 
* bureaucratically determined; resistant to 
community input 
21't Century View of Education 
• emphasis on learning how to learn, how to 
ask questions, to be open and to evaluate 
new concepts, have access to information; 
what is "known" may change 
• learning is a process, a journey; learners 
make decisions about their learning 
• learning context is important 
• encourages autonomy and independent 
learning, develops student responsibility 
for learning, confidence, and self reliance 
• educational structures are flexible; many 
approaches to learning and teaching 
• flexibility and integration of age groupings 
individual, not automatically limited to 
certain subject matter by age 
• theoretical and abstract knowledge 
complimented by experiment and 
experience, both in and out ofthe 
classroom 
• concern for the environment of 
learning that is responsive to the needs 
oflearners 
• encourages community input, even 
community control 
* teacher is a learner too-learning is a 
shared environment 
• egalitarian structure where candour is 
permitted; students and teachers see each 
other as people, not roles 
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Traditional View of Information Provision 
• information is viewed as objective, 
"bricks" of information with 
constant meaning 
• library focuses on delivery of 
information, getting information into 
the hands of students 
• users of information are passive 
recipients of information-the 
"destination" of information 
* individuality is seen as chaotic; 
minimum service to maximum 
numbers 
* information fits each person 
exactly the same way, individual's 
responses to information to 
expected group response 
* emphasis on provision of "neutral" 
information 
* libraries desigued as storeroom 
for books; convenience of storage 
rather than convenience. of users 
• passive approach to the 
development of services tailored 
to specific learning needs; little 
feedback from users on 
appropriateness of resources 
and services 
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21 rt Century View of School libraries 
* information creates meaning and 
understanding, enables learners to make 
sense of their situations; meaning various 
from person to person 
• learner is actively involved in information 
transfer and does something with the 
information to satisfy learning needs 
* information is understood and utilised 
according to the learner's existing 
knowledge and situation 
* the learner is an active information 
processor and decision maker 
* information seeking behaviours; learners 
vary from individual to individual 
* the need for learners to have access to 
information appropriate to their abilities, 
interests and needs 
• education for information literacy is 
valued 
* library is vital link between learners 
and resources which they need to 
develop their potential 
* satisfying learner's needs is important; 
feedback is esseutial 
* collaborative approaches between 
teacher and school librarian to develop 
information literacy 
(Based on Dervin & Nilan, 1986, and 
Ferguson, 1981) 
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3.3 Academic Libraries 
Budd (1984) wrote: 
" The academic library exists to provide a variety of services ( to aid 
research and teaching) to the community of students and scholars. 
The nature of this academic community, regardless of its size, effectively 
defmes the backgrounds of its members. Academic librarians, as both 
members of the community and faciIitators of the work of community, 
should be prepared for the roles they are expected to assume" (Budd,1984, p. 22). 
There is no doubt that technological advancements have enabled academic libraries to 
provide better services for their users. Technology has become a driving force in 
reshaping our institutions of higher education. The use of information techonology has 
increased tremendously because it provides enhanced user satisfaction, cost effectiveness, 
faster and simpler programmes, rapid responses, and easier operational procedures. 
Generally, the use ofIT in libraries includes online access to library collections, the use 
of bibliographic databases, online literature searching, and the use of personal computers 
for office use ( Siddiqui, 1997). 
Oman 
The first discussion of academic libraries in Oman was by Varnet (1984). It concerned 
Sultan Qaboos University Library. In his discussion, Varnet gives an historical 
background on the foundation of Sultan Qaboos University, referring to the 
announcement ofH.M. Sultan Qaboos in 1980 of constructing a modern, technologically 
oriented University. Omanis, Britains, Americans and other scholars formed a 
foundation committee that outlined the development of the new University. The plan that 
developed was comprehensive. The idea was to automate the library completely and 
arrange for seating capacity that would house 400 users, and hold 200,000 volumes. 
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According to Varnet, the consultants' backgrounds varied. For example, a computer 
consultant might be British, while the library consultant might be American. The 
difference in background is a challenge that faces Omanis in librarianship today. 
However, there are other challenges facing the university, such as: 
Where will we buy books? From the United States? Great Britain? In 
Oman? Local prices are expensive. What about automated cataloguing? 
What about periodicals? And what is the best way to establish formal 
relationships with libraries from which we will need to borrow materials 
(e.g. the British Library DSC, the Library of Congress, the National Library 
of Medicine)? .. 
In addition to the challenge of a new University library with an automated system, 
students have to become active learners. Traditional learning was passive; students 
learned mostly through lectures and by rote. The new order of study requires more 
activity on the part of students in their approach to a more contemporary education. 
Mosallm et al (1989) pointed out that the Main Library at Sultan Qaboos University was 
originally designed as a completely automated facility with an on-line public access 
catalogue. There was a plan to implement the library'S DOBISILIBIS automated system 
during the 1989/1990 academic year. They also discussed the difficulties that faced 
particularly the Arabic (language) Cataloguing Section; these difficulties were caused by 
the need to type individual catalogue cards. A card duplication method was investigated. 
However, in the end, it was decided to overcome the problems with a microcomputer 
system using an Arabic display. In fact, these difficulties have been solved and the Main 
Library is now fully automated. 
Farid and EI-Ayashi (1991) noted that, in the University library, most professional 
librarians were foreigners, but there were three Omanis studying abroad and looking 
forward to returning to Oman with professional degrees in Library and Information 
Science. This was in 1991; currently, most professional librarians at the Main Library 
areOmanis. 
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Al-Amry (1994) discusses the policy of Omanisation of library staff, derming its aspects 
as political and economic ones. He also discusses the library science programme which 
is offered by the Department of Library Science at the College of Arts, S.Q.D. His report 
was supported by projections for the recruitment of Omanis. Al-Amry also gave 
suggestions and recommendations for the purpose of approaching this policy. 
Karim (1991) discusses the libraries in Oman during the past two decades. Rapid social 
and economic development in Oman has not been matched by adequate improvement in 
the library and information infrastructure. There is no designated national library in 
Oman; the Sultan Qaboos University Library functions as a national library. Al-Mufaraji 
(1992) has noted that Oman fuces problems in terms oflibrarianship, such as a shortage 
of professional librarians, lack of well-equipped libraries and the absence of a 
professional library organisation. 
Johnston (1992) described CD-ROM as an alternative to on-line searching at S.Q.U. He 
listed 3 titles that were installed, AGRICOLA, ERIC and MEDUNE. Guidelines were 
provided for the students. In 1994, he reported that the Main Library had increased its 
CD-ROM collection to IO databases. It quickly became apparent to both staff and end-
users that discs varied in quality. The study provides examples of inconsistencies in 
thesaural control, indexing policies, spelling mistakes, mistyping and hyphenation in 
various CD-ROM databases. Differences between some CD-ROM databases and their 
printed and online counterparts are also given. Also, the limitations of the search 
software on some CD-ROM products are highlighted. Few ·product reviews include 
comments on all these shortcomings, although their effects can have significant impact 
on search resUlts. 
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With the opening of Sultan Qaboos University (S.Q.U.) in 1986, a library for the College 
of Medicine was established. It is housed in an independent building and has a maximum 
capacity for 50,000 volumes. Bahatti and Aslam (1993) noted that the library faced the 
problem of limited resources within the Sultanate, coupled with the cancellation of 
current journals. One can look to all the biomedical libraries within the Co-operation 
Council of the Gulf States in order to develop a broader medical literature base for 
interlibrary loan (1LL) and resource sharing. 
Al-Battashi (1993) conducted a study from the School of Library and Information 
Sciences, North Carolina Central University. The purpose of the study was to explore 
potential solutions of how to cope with overcrowded stacks in the Audiovisual 
Department in the Main Library at S.Q.U. in Oman. The study indicated that after 
measurements were taken of the existing situation there was no space left in the 
circulation area of the audiovisual department. She found the potential solutions very 
attractive, but because of budgetary reasons some oftbem could not be applied. 
Omanisation of the University library is a political, as well as an economic goal that 
should be accorded top priority. It is political because Omanis believe, like other 
nationals, that they, and not foreign experts, know what is best for their country, and that 
therefore they should exercise their control by taking up positions of responsibility so that 
they can influence the shaping of policy. The economic aspect of Omanisation is 
obvious: with resources decIining, the country cannot for long afford to recruit and retain 
expensive expatriate staff while at the same time it is increasingly faced with the problem 
of finding jobs for its new University graduates. 
AI-Amry (1994) wrote of: 
"The need for a strategy for the recruitment, training and manpower 
development in the library to achieve Omanisation in the quickest way 
possible. The library has to work towards this goal as fast as it can so that 
Omanis will be involved in the conceptualization and implementation of 
library policy in the interest ofOmani aspirations" (AI-Amry, 1994, p.1). 
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The ultimate phasing out of expatriate librarians is the logical consequence of the 
library's self-reliance on manpower. Al-Amry (1994) notes that librarianship and 
information science is becoming ever more technologically oriented. Foreign expertise in 
specialised branches of librarianship will be needed at the University for some years to 
come, for the following reasons: 
• To get the University library services fIrmly established and running in 
line with modern global concepts and practices of the library profession. 
• To help implement a library manpower plan aiming at local self-
sufficiency and particularly to prepare library assistants and newly 
qualified graduate Omani librarians for more responsible positions, by 
training them on the job and equipping them with the appropriate skills 
and experience as fast as possible. 
• To hand over smoothly the library services to those they have trained. 
It should be noted that only the Main Library at SQU in Oman has a written policy. Also 
an information technology policy has not yet been created in the country. A comparison 
with the UK, shows that much can be done by the UK government and private sector in 
this field. The UK government has set up a national policy to stimulate the provision of 
education and training to meet the needs of IT users and suppliers for suitably skilled 
people. 
This covers curricular issues, administration, training, purchasing policy, maintenance, 
software, and the need for network support for the new technology (Van den Brande, 
1993). In the early 1980s, the UK Government had a successful information technology 
policy for raising awareness of the benefits of microcomputer technology. Current 
policies in this area are clear from the White Paper on creating the superhighways of the 
future (Hill, 1996). Saxby (1996) mentioned that the UK Government still has some way 
to go before it can make a comprehensive policy statement on this matter. At present, 
there is a small government presence on the Internet, which largely involves pilot 
schemes and a sample of official documentation. 
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Oman and the Gulf States 
A search through the literature on academic libraries in the Gulf States (of which Oman is 
a part) reveals very little, and those papers which are available are mostly descriptive. 
The university library systems in the Arabian Gulf region resemble each other. There are 
nine university libraries, of which four are in Saudi Arabia and one each in Kuwait, 
Bahrain, Oman, Qatar and the United Arab Emirates. All have similar departments and 
similar coUections of books, periodicals, audiovisuals and on1ine access. The differences 
exist in the geographic locations and in the total number of staff (Qari, 1998). 
Ashoor (2000), in his recent study, describes the situation regarding electronic resources 
in academic libraries in the Gulf region over two decades and their present status. He 
points out that many academic libraries in the Arabian Gulf region have introduced 
electronic resources into their library operations. However, the degree of their progress 
in changing from a traditional library environment into an electronic library environment 
has varied according to the level of education and awareness of library managers, the 
direction and support of the mother institutions, and the demands for electronic 
information sources made by their clientele. Some libraries have introduced only CD-
ROM and on-line literature searching. Others libraries are in the process of planning the 
implementation of automated systems and the integration of electronic information 
sources into their services. He also notes that some libraries in the region have been able 
to obtain full access to the Internet. 
Zehery (1997) examined the development of six state university libraries in the Arab Gulf 
State countries. These are the University of Bahrain (DB), Kuwait University (KU), 
University of Qatar (UQ), Sultan Qaboos University (SQU), King Fahad University of 
Petroleum and Minerals (KFUPM), and United Arab Emirates University (UAEU). The 
study employed a survey questionnaire to identifY and gather data on university library 
organisation and distribution, collection, resources and organisation of materials, budget 
and expenditure, staffing, services, computer applications, and library co-operation. 
These University libraries were founded between 1963 and 1986. The first was KFUPM 
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in 1963 and the latest was SQU in 1986. Most of these University libraries have one 
Central library and separate library facilities designated for women only. This is true at 
the University of Qatar and UAB University Libraries. It is also the case in all Saudi 
Universities, with the exception ofKFUPM, since this University is for men only. Most 
of the library facilities where no co-education exists are located on one campus, but are 
divided between men and women (e.g. Kuwait University, University of Qatar and UAB 
University Libraries). Other libraries designate reading areas for women to avoid 
duplication of resources which hinders university library development (because of 
growing budget constraints, the continuous reduction in government funding of 
institutions of higher education since the last Gulf war, and the drop in oil prices). 
Zehery found that most of the University libraries in the Gulfregion were established as 
administrative units. They have been organised under a University Administration. This 
has affected the status of the University library, has minimised its ability to support the 
educational process, and stifled student use of library resources and services. 
Another finding was that the majority of the qualified librarians employed in all the 
libraries surveyed are expatriates, mainly from India, Pakistan, Egypt, the USA and the 
UK. In term of collections, all libraries have collections in the subject areas of the 
Humanities, Languages and Literature, Social Sciences, Business and Administrative, 
Science, Engineering and Computer Sciences, while KFUPM and SQU have sizable 
collections in Environmental Studies. In terms of library services, it was found that the 
circulation of library materials is one of the most important aspects. It is a strong 
indication of how heavily the library collection is being utilized. It has been observed 
that the automation of major library functions, including circulation, has led to an 
increase in circulation transactions. Zehery also found that only Bahrain University and 
Sultan Qaboos University have separate budgetary appropriations for their library 
expenditure, while other Universities have budgets only for library materials, such as 
books, periodicals, and non-book materials. 
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Tashkandy (1992) described the situation of University libraries in the Arabian Gulf 
countries as slightly different from those of developing or developed countries, especially 
with regard to their financial situation. Until recently, these libraries were not lacking in 
financial resources, nor facing any restrictions on expenditure. The govermnents of the 
countries were spending generously on the educational sector, of which libraries are a 
part. He also noted that the phenomenon of overspending affected the libraries in both 
positive and negative ways. In a positive way, the effect was rapid development and 
growth in the library holdings and the expansion of library buildings. This, 
unfortunately, had the negative effect of an increase in the rate of duplication in the 
technical processing of those materials. 
The major problems which may prevent the development of library and information 
services in the Gulf region could be the lack of national plans for library development. 
Although the national development plans of some governments of the Gulf countries pay 
special attention to the progress of education, there is no direct mention of the role or 
place the library should play in the educational system. 
Taskhandy (1992) also indicates that there is no practical or well organised resource 
sharing programme among universities in the Gulf Co-operation Countries (GCCs); even 
the existing marginal activities are not satisfactory to all the university libraries 
concerned. This is mainly due to the absence of a well organised central agency which 
should take the lead in implementing a well-developed co-operative model for library co-
operation in the region. 
Ibrahaim (1993) discussed Interlibrary Loan in the Gulf Co-operation Countries, which 
still remains underdeveloped. Eventually, an agreement providing a framework for ILL 
transactions among GCes was reached and approved at the Eighth General Conference 
of the Arab Bureau of Education, held in Doha (Qatar) on 24 - 27 March, 1985. He 
focused on previous efforts and how regional events, such as the Iraqi invasion of 
Kuwait, have contributed to the continuing lack of progress. 
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Aman (1992) discussed the impact of the second Gulf war on libraries and information 
systems in the region. There are many effects of the impact of the Gulf war; some are 
negative, while others are positive. The negative impact has been brought about by 
declining resources. The result may be positive for the future, as many of the 
administrators, and the librarians they supervise, may begin to manage their fmancial 
resources more responsibly and efficiently. 
Seymore (1988) analysed the factors which have restricted the development of libraries, 
in general, and university libraries in particular, in Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, Oman, and 
the United Arab Emirates and assessed ways of improving the organisation and role of 
these university libraries. She also offered some suggestions as to how the university 
libraries could be reformed to benefit the whole development process. 
Tashkandy (1985) summarised the symposium on ''The Strategy of Library and 
Information Centres in the Gulf Countries" which was held in Riyadh (13 to 16 October, 
1985). The main objective of this symposium was to discuss the development of library 
services in the Gulf Co-operation Countries (GCCs), in general, and university libraries 
in particular. Also the aim was to discuss various aspects of library services in the 
region: the participants were mainly invited from university libraries and research 
institutions. 
Other Arab and Developing Countries 
Dyab (1984) in his article "University Libraries in Arab Countries" makes the point that 
"University libraries have an important role for supporting and providing the teaching 
and research needs of staff and students". Several university libraries are mentioned in 
the Dyab article, which focuses on individual university weaknesses and strengths. The 
following libraries are included: University of Tunis libraries, University libraries in 
Libya, University libraries in Jordan and Syria, Egyptian University libraries, University 
libraries in Lebanon, University libraries in Sudan, University libraries in Algeria and 
Morocco, Kuwait University libraries and University libraries in Iraq. An account is 
given of the weaknesses which affect all of the Arab world: not enough professional staff 
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and inadequate materials. Many libraries in the Arab world have objectives stating a 
need for "library staff to co-operate with the language centre in the delivery of trained 
students of library skills." 
Rebman (1991) examined the existing situation oflibrary and information infrastructures 
in Arab countries and found that, from the 15 countries who responded, half of them had 
neither a national library nor any national bibliographic services. He also mentioned that, 
in Saudi Arabia, the most significant achievement in this field has been at King Abdul 
Aziz City of Science and Technology (KACST), which has established the union list of 
periodical holdings of the university libraries. In terms of library co-operation, he also 
noted that no Arabs countries have a formal system of inter library loan co-operation. 
Hamshry and Elyyan (1997) pointed out several obstacles and problems facing such co-
operation in the Arab countries. These problems include an abcence of clear national 
policy, poor financial abilities, lack of government support for co-operation and lack of 
communication. Wise and Olden (1993) described the co-operation in developing 
countries as underfunded, ill-housed, traditional and under pressure from increasing 
needs and expectations. Khalid (2000) indicated that the reasons for this situation are 
numerous. Some of the significant factors are: a lack of resources and the ineffective role 
ofthe LIS profession. 
Aman (1994) describes the status of librarians in Arab countries (including University 
Librarians). He states: 
"The status of librarians in the Arab countries leaves much to be desired. 
With the exception of Saudi Arabia, most other countries have chosen to 
appoint non-library-trained ·individuals to head their major national or 
University libraries. In Egypt, the heads of the National Library and Cairo 
University Library have no formal education in Library and Information 
Science. In Kuwait, the head of the department at School Libraries is a 
non-librarian. In both the United Arab Emirates and Qatar, the heads of the 
university libraries are non-librarians. Saudi Arabia provides an excellent 
example by employing accredited librarians as heads of the National 
Library and the Directorate of Information at King Abdul Aziz City for 
Science and Technology (KACST). Deanships of University libraries, 
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however, are filled by faculty members who do not possess library science 
degrees" (p.2). 
Hamshry and Elyyan (1997), in their recent study, wrote that university libraries 
throughout Arab countries continue to suffer from a number of problems which create 
serious limitations concerning the fulfilment of their duties, achieving their aims and 
providing services. The most prominent of these problems are: 
• The lack of appreciation on the part of the University Administration of the 
importance of the library and the significance of its role within the educational 
process, and of the nature and specific requirements of the library. This 
creates numerous restrictions on the libraries in terms of fmance and decision-
making. 
• The lack of a sufficient budget, which has an adverse effect on other essential 
requirements, such as furniture, equipment, requirements, training, supplies 
and information technology. 
• The tendency to appoint library directors who are non-specialist and lack 
appropriate training in the field of library and information work. This 
obviously leads to uncertainty in making decisions, especially with regard to 
accounting and computing. 
• The difference in salaries offered to academics working within the university 
and those offered to librarians and library employees, as well as in promotion 
opportunities, scho larships and other financial, administrative and moral 
incentives. 
• The negative attitudes of some students and members of teaching staff 
towards the library and its associates whether they be the staff or the services. 
It is also true that many members of staff believe that they are more 
knowledgeable in the affairs of the library than the librarians themselves, and 
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that the library staff lack training and cannot answer questions and queries 
from customers. There is also the perception that the contents of the library 
are out of date and have sometimes been chosen unwisely, and thus they do 
not conform with the academic curriculum and the needs of scientific 
research. 
• The unplanned and unrestricted increase in the number of students admitted to 
universities, of academic and research progranunes, and of members of the 
teaching staff, which means an increase in the financial requirements, 
numbers of library staff and materials to balance these increases (p. 50). 
Ashoor (1990) conducted a comparative study of the suitability of DOBISILIBIS and 
MINISIS for library applications carried out at the KFUPM library. An evaluation of the 
system against locally developed criteria has indicated great potential for handling all 
major library functious, including Arabisation. The study showed that DOBISILIBIS 
scored higher in circulation and periodical control, while MlNISIS scored higher in 
cataloguing and OP AC functions. Ashoor came to the conclusion that DOBISILIBIS 
seems to be more suitable for large academic libraries, with access to the mainframe 
computer and adequate data-processing staff. MINISIS, on the other hand, may be a 
better choice for special libraries and information centres which want to use mini or 
microcomputers and which are interested in SDI and indexing services. 
Recently, most university libraries in the Gulf region have acquired CD-ROM databases, 
and also some direct on-line access to databases, such as DIALOG, BRS, INFORM 
(Information for Minnesota) and MEDLINE. Internet access -is also available for 
academic staff in some Arab countries. Siddiqui and Mirza (1994) found that the 
implementation of CD-ROM searching increased the dependence upon human resources: 
the need for additional reference staff should be anticipated to cope with the increased 
workload and stress on library staff with the implementation of CD-ROM search 
services. 
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Siddiqui (1995) noted that, out of seven academic libraries in Saudi Arabia, only four 
have a written policy stating their library's goals and objectives. The goals and objectives 
of five libraries are research and curriculum support. Few academic libraries also support 
recreation and general information. The organisational structures of the five academic 
libraries are of a centralised type, and all seven academic libraries have all the 
administrative units (circulation, acquisitions, cataloguing, serials, and reference) in their 
libraries. 
In genera~ the situation of libraries in developing countries, especially in Africa, is worse 
than those in developed countries. The libraries of the developing countries have very 
limited collections, services, professional librarians and a lack of financial resources. 
The libraries do not have sufficient resources to support the teaching and research 
progranunes of their organizations. 
The status of university libraries and literature in developing countries is still better than 
that of schoo~ public and special libraries. The development of university libraries is the 
result of the growth of the tertiary education sector,with the provision of more adequate 
fmancial and professional support. lfidon (1994) noted that university libraries in 
developing countries are, comparatively, the best developed, but their prime 
responsibility is to their students and faculty, and this causes them to limit, or exclude 
entirely, services to outsiders. Alernna (1998) addressed the difficulties that face the 
African countries in accessing information. These difficulties are a lack of proper 
reporting by information professionals which leads to misinformation, thereby hampering 
the planning process, arising from the concept of confidentiality of information, 
especially that produced by government ministries and departments. Various tags, such 
as "secret", "confidential", "secret and confidential" which are often placed on 
information, are a big stumbling block in accessing information in Africa. 
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Mohammed (1994) has summarised the factors identified in creating an information gap 
in society as literacy, inadequate funds, ineffective government po licy, inadequate 
information resources, inadequate staff and inefficient publishing. Bridging the 
information gap in Nigeria and, indeed, in any other developing society, will largely 
depend upon the type and source of information, the mode of operation of the 
information agencies and systems, the extent of cooperation and coordination among the 
information agencies, the range of information services, the relevance of such 
information and services, and the timing of acquiring and disseminating the information 
from, and to, the intended audience. 
The problems of libraries in developing countries are well known. Realistic solutions 
have been identified by librarians. However, it is always difficult to get the authorities in 
these countries to do the correct thing (Ifidon, 1994). lfidon also discussed the financial 
support to university libraries in developing countries, which, in most cases, is at the 
disposition of the vice-chancellor. The irony of the situation is that many of these vice-
chancellors have benefited from some of the world's best university libraries. As soon as 
they are appointed to the exalted position of vice-chancellor, their attitude to their 
institution's libraries becomes negative: they direct library funds to other purposes and 
they find it difficult to control their chief fmance officers. They somehow or other 
compromise their positions, and they fail to accept the library as the "heart of the 
university". This sometimes gives rise to a reduction of library subventions at source. 
Developed Countries 
Convergence between libraries, computing services and other central support agencies 
continues apace. Over half of the UK university libraries presently form part of a 
converged service. The potential advantages of operational convergence is claimed to be 
the more comprehensive assistance which can be offered to indiviuals (Heery, 1996, p. 
78). 
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The development of communications (LAN-to-WAN connections and other 
communication developments) makes remote access to OPACs increasingly feasible 
(Baker, 1993). Good examples are the development of SuperJANET in the UK and 
NREN in the USA. Their powerful high-speed network performance will provide 
libraries with large amounts of information (graphic, voice, image) which can be 
accessed rapidly, and many other features which were not available previously 
(Bukhar~ 1994, p. 95). 
Nelson (1992) has noted that 1989-90 was an important period of change for academic 
libraries. The most important of these changes related to CD-ROM and computer 
networks for printed library literature. CD-ROM appeared in 1985 and marked the 
beginning of a new era in switching from magnetic storage to optical technology. 
In the United States, the Research Libraries Group (RLG), a consortium of prestigious 
research libraries, uses scanning and faxing of documents to provide services to users that 
draw on nationwide resources. A growing number of US academic libraries participate in 
state-wide document delivery schemes, often involving a regular interconnecting van 
service. Increasingly, fax and electronic document delivery are being used to speed 
documents between libraries. The experience of UK libraries is different, however. 
Document supply schemes in higher education are few. This is largely due to the 
effectivenes and importance of the British Library Document Supply Centre (BLDSC) in 
supplying interlibrary loans (Heery, 1996, p. 118). 
The American Library Association (1996) indicated that the majority of academic 
libraries in USA are offering a variety of electronic services, including electronic public 
access catalogues, electronic reference databases, electronic journals in full text, 
electronic lists of reserved materials, access to the Internet, text-only CD-ROMs, 
multimedia CD-ROM services, and document delivery services. 
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Breaks (1998) in his recent article The National Electronic Library: The United Kingdom 
points out that the technological infrastruture is provided by the centrally-funded JANET 
network, which now links 180 higher education and research institutions at speeds of up 
to155 Mbit/s, and provides a gateway to the Internet. In addition, most universities have 
invested in robust institutional networks which enable the delivery of services to all desk-
tops, with student needs catered for by central public 'clusters' of workstations. This 
technological and organisational infrastructure provides the framework to enable the 
academic, technical and library communities to work together on developing and 
delivering new infonnation services to staff and students in higher education. Breaks 
also discusses the electronic libraries programme (eLib) which has been funded in the 
following areas: 
• Access to Network Resources 
• Digitisation 
• Electronic Document Delivery 
• Electronic Journals 
• Electronic Short Loan Projects 
• Images 
• On-Demand Publishing 
• Pre-prints 
• Quality Assurance 
• Supporting Studies 
• Training and Awareness 
The research effort of the universities is growing and the infonnation needs of 
researchers are becoming more demanding. Currently, most academic libraries 
everywhere are facing limited fmancial resources. Watjen (1996) mentions that the 
problem is the same everywhere. It is characterised by an increasing volume of 
infonnation resources, increasing costs for that infonnation, limited financial resources 
and the almost unlimited needs and expectations of users. New technologies in libraries 
must be paid for, and in the face of stagnating or even shrinking budgets, this seems at 
fIrst glance to be an insoluble problem. 
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Heseltine (1996) writes about the pressures to which university libraries in Britain and 
elsewhere are now subject. Whether we are talking about teaching or research, there can 
be little doubt that in many parts of the world academic communication systems are in 
serious crisis, and that this is manifesting itself most acutely in university libraries, which 
seem to be increasingly incapable of meeting the demands placed upon them. Heseltine 
quotes from a report published in 1993 by the Royal Society. The report states: 
" The traditional concept of a well founded library is no longer valid. 
It is no longer possible for a university or equivalent library to cater 
from its own stock for many of the needs of its users. This reduction in 
coverage and quality of book and journal collections is irreversible 
without large injections of money" (Royal Society, 1993, p. 65). 
Decline the budget has, and since the 1980's libraries have been forced to pay more 
attention to resource sharing. The decline in budgets has coincided with improved means 
of communincation and document delivery; the result has been increased national and 
international co-operation between libraries in the field of interlibrary loans and 
document deliveries. In the UK, the Follet Report (1993) endorsed the move from 
holdings to access. The Electronic Library Progranune (eLib) also placed major emphasis 
on the pursuit of co-operation through electronic delivery (Bel~ 1997) and (Wade, 1999). 
The British Library (BL), the Higher Education Funding Counci~ and the UK Office for 
Library Networking (UKOLN) have all played major roles in co-ordinating, establishing 
and supporting co-operation between libraries inside the country by representing 
economic, technical and political interests. This provides ,support for policy and 
planning, the agreement of standards, the development of co-operative tools and the 
funding ofres~arch projects (Dempsey et aL 1995). Other professional associations such 
as the Library Association (LA), and ASLll (Association for Information Management) 
also play an important role in the development of co-operation. 
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Co-operation across the whole of Europe is becoming a significant element in 
development. This co-operation extends well beyond the conventional areas of book 
exchange and document supply (Smethurst, 1999). Co-operation and co-ordination 
between the British and USA Libraries has been common practice for many years. The 
preparation of Machine-redable cataloguing data in the MARC format has been a 
practical area of joint activity. The advances in information technology and computers 
have improved service both nationally and internationally (AI-Humood, 1998, p. 55). 
Wieers (1996) discusses the information explosion, information evolution and 
information technology and provides the following important elements for the library of 
the future: 
• Extension of the scope of the library's collection development to the full 
extent of multimedia information; 
• Access to the information present in the library and to information available 
through on-line communication or through satellite; 
• Full access to this information by one and the same end-user station; this 
computer access is available in the library building and at the working desk 
located on the campus or abroad (the informed workplace); 
• Easy access also to communication facilities like E-mail and bulletin boards; 
• Access (via servers) to the tools needed for handling the information, like 
facilities for statistical analysis, translation, graphics, word processing, 
desktop publishing etc. (the integrated workpIace); 
• Help for the end-nser by way of an electronic guide, in selecting the relevant 
information and in giving himlher access to this information in a clear way 
(the knowledge and network navigator); 
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• Availability of these services within the library building as well as at each 
individual's workplace on the campus or abroad. 
For realising such a programme (Wieers, 1996), a number of conditions have to be 
fulfilled. Some ofthese conditions relate to technology, some to organisation and some 
to human and financial resources (see Figure 3.2.) 
Figure 3.2 Conditions for the Library ofthe Future 
Conditions 
I 
I ... I I 
Technology Co-ordination Librarians 
Open architecture 
Libraries 
Vision 
Use of standards Open mind 
Partners 
Multimedia documents Strategy 
IT experts 
Adequate workstations Education 
Communication 
User-friendly 
3.4 Library Education and Training 
Library education in Oman began early in 1988 with the establishment of the Department 
of Library Science and Documentation (now, the Department of Library and Information 
Science) in the College of Arts at Sultan Qaboos University. Befure the foundation of the 
Department, the Institute of Public Administration in the Capital Area offered a short 
training programme for librarians. The aims of the programme were to train library 
personnel to cope with basic library requirements (Al-Mufaraji, 1992). The Department 
of Library and Information Science offers programmes for undergraduate students. 
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Graduation from the programme requires the successful completion of 138 credits. 
Students are allowed to spend four years to obtain a bachelor's degree in Library Science. 
There is a limited number of Universities in the Arab countries that offer programmes in 
library and inforruation science at either diploma, undergraduate, graduate or doctoral 
degree levels. The oldest programme in the Arab Countries was founded in Egypt in 
1945. At present, the Department of Library and Information Science at Cairo University 
offers the Diploma, BA., MA., and Ph.D degree. Library education in the Sudan began in 
1966 with the establishment of the Department of Librarianship and Archives as a part of 
the College of Arabic and Islamic Studies at the University of Omdurruan. In Iraq, a 
library science programme is offered in two categories: the undergraduate programme, 
I 
which was established in 1970 at the School of Arts, University of El-Mustansaria, and 
the post-graduate programme, which offers a diplorua after 2 years in the same 
university. Another ten-month diplorua programme is offered at the University of 
Baghdad. In Jordan, a post-graduate diplorua in library science was established in 1977 
at the College of Education, University of Jordan. In Morocco, the SchoolofInformation 
Sciences was founded in 1974. This awards a two-year certificate, a four-year diploma, 
and a two-year Master of Library Science degree. The school is attached to the National 
Documentation Centre, and was established with the aid of UNESCO. In the Gulf States, 
library education takes places in five countries. These are: Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Qatar, 
Kuwait and Oman. 
SharifY (1981) indicated that there are two kinds of library education training: 
professional library education level and sub-professional courses that are organised by 
associations, universities, UNESCO, ALESCO, institutions, and sometimes achieved 
through in-service training. The professional library education programmes are attached 
to the universities, except for the School of Information Science of Morocco, which is 
attached to the National Documentation Centre. 
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Arnan (1981) has recorded reasons for change with regard to librarianship and library 
education in the Muslim world: they indicated the need for education and training, the 
development of undergraduate courses or programmes in Information Sciences, the 
establishment of graduate programmes, increased job opportunities for librarians and 
information professionals, increased recruitment, the initiation of continuing education, 
and research activities. His most explicit reasons for a change to take place in the 
Muslim world are: 
•. traditional ways of handling librarianship are fuding; 
• the impact of western philosophy, as well as the poor and negative image of 
the library profession. 
With regard to requirements for education and training, there must first be an in-depth 
knowledge of the subject matter and of the importance of computers as conununication 
devices, as well as knowledge of networking. 
Arnan also argues that more emphasis should be placed on applied course work, 
fieldwork, hands-on experience, independent study and reading, instead of an emphasis 
on the master's degree. Individuals need skills in management, new technology, cost 
analysis and other competencies that will help them deal with inflation and technical 
problems. 
AI-Nahari (1984) noted that library education in the Gulf countries faces some major 
problems. These are: 
• the lack of new posts to absorb the increasing number of graduates, who are then 
forced to find an alternative profession; 
• a lack of textbooks in the Arabic language; 
• the ignorance of the nature oflibrary science as a profession. 
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Alqudsi-Ghabra (1988) points out problems that are facing developing countries in 
librarianship. An interesting question is raised in a study taken from Asheim, which is 
"How does the patron find the material?" He explains this by mentioning that in the 
Western world this can easily be solved, but, in the Arab world, they have to fmd their 
own answers. Along with supplying an answer comes the philosophy of the profession of 
librarianship, which will also determine what direction the role of the librarian will take. 
Asheirn also provides an abundance of information from different critics on the problems 
oflibrarianship in the Arab world. 
Madkour (1984) presents information concerning population characteristics, the illiteracy 
rate, the manpower situation, and, finally, the relationship of library education with socio-
economic development as being the overall process that embodies both the economic and 
social elements of society. In addition, Madkhour begins by informing the reader of the 
small amount of literature published on the subject of library education. Also, he 
mentions a point of view held both by Nemleha and Shearer, which states that the Arab 
world is different from America, thus the Arab world should "adopt home-made solutions 
in order to guarantee their success and workability". 
Al-Amry (1994) discusses the graduates coming from the Sultan Qaboos University 
Department of Library Science. He claims that there are presently some deficiencies in 
the quality of graduates. These deficiencies are outlined below: 
• The general comprehension level of the majority of the graduates is 
disappointingly Iow. For example, few can answer satisfuctorily the simple 
question, "What are the functions of a catalogue?". Most graduates are 
unaware of basic ideas such as MARC, AACR 11, etc. 
• With few exceptions, graduates have difficulty in understanding English. 
They have trouble even to write the English alphabet. 
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• Graduates appear to be trained for a school library environment with: 
-exclusively Arabic language collection 
-no automation 
• Lack of practical work. Students appear to have little practical experience of 
library work. 
Arnan (1994) points out that; in some Arab countries, educational programmes have 
recently begun to catch up with 'non-traditional' concepts and so they have changed their 
curricula to incorporate new and exciting developments. The lack of adequate tools, 
materials, and faculty expertise have made the desirable changes difficult to achieve. 
Rehman (1996) at the Fourth Annual Conference for the Arabian Gulf Chapter/ Special 
Libraries Association (16-18 April 1996) surveys the situation of Library and Information 
Science Education. He examines the situation of library and information study 
programmes in the Gulf countries. There are currently eight institutions offering 
professional education programmes in the field of library and information science in the 
Arabian Gulf region: four in Saudi Arabia and one each in Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman and 
Qatar. All library education programmes are offered in universities, except in Kuwait, 
where the College of Basic Education under the Public Authority for Applied Education 
and Training is responsible. Out of four Saudi Universities, one offers the Ph.D. and 
Masters, one the BA and Masters and two offer only BA programmes. A two year post-
secondary diploma in librarianship is offered by the Institute of Public Administration in 
Saudi Arabia. In Oman, the programme is also run for four years. 
Rehman et aI (1998) indicates "that in library education programmes in the North 
American continent the professional cadres are confined mainly to the graduate degree 
holders and this phenomenon has gained much ground in a number of European nations, 
although undergraduate programmes are significant in the UK. The undergraduate 
offerings have either been replaced by graduate programmes or there is an attempt to 
redefine the roles of the two levels. The situation in developing countries is rather 
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different in this regard; a large majority of library and information professionals in 
Middle Eastern, African, and East Asian nations have received their formal education at 
the undergraduate level. Many schools have recently started offering graduate 
programmes, but the enrolment is always small, as the career structures are primarly 
devised for undergraduates." 
Qari (1998) describes the current situation of LIS teaching/learning activities in the 
Arabian Gulf Region. These do not occur outside the classroom environment (with the 
exception of some courses that require limited practice). A single textbook is the main 
resource and, most of the time, lectures are held in the classroom. As a result, the 
student's scope in teaching/learning activities is limited to the knowledge imparted by the 
teacher and is far from a multi-dimensional view of the field. Moreover, the Arabic 
language is the basic language of the teaching/learning system, while most books and 
journals in LIS are published in English in which students are not proficient. He also 
indicates that there is an absence of skilled LIS graduate staff that can deal with 
electronic services, multimedia and the Internet. Furthermore, training programmes to 
keep staff current with the changes in IT do not exist. Qari has developed a model to link 
both the systems of the library and the LIS department with the IT components. The 
model consists of three variables: the library system, the teaching/learning system and IT 
components. 
Chaudhry (1996) mentions two programmes which have achieved region-wide 
continuing education activities for information professionals in the Arabian Gulf region. 
A comprehensive continuing education programme was initiated at the King Fahd 
University of Petroleum & Minerals, (KFUPM) in 1987. Short courses organised under 
this programme have been attended by librarians from all Gulf States, while participation 
in workshops and seminars mainly featured the local professional community. This 
programme was upgraded to a library training programme in 1992 with new activities, 
including training attachments and customised training, tailored to the needs of individual 
institutions. 
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Ashoor (1996) also discusses training and education in library and information science 
which is offered by Gulf Region institutions. He argues that the current programmes do 
not seem to match the needs of the information market in support of the fast-growing 
economy and rapidly developing educational and research sectors of the region. He has 
found that employers were critical of the library education programmes in the Gulf 
Region for being traditional and superficial, for not being oriented to community needs, 
and for lacking adequate educational facilities, resources, and evaluation. Library 
employers have also indicated that the faculty staff delivering programmes lack teaching 
skills, and that the curriculum is very theoretical and lengthy. Moreover, library 
education programmes lack adequate financial support. 
An attitude survey of required library competencies and future manpower needs for the 
Arabian Region indicated that the majority of library managers in the Arabian Gulf 
Region are of the opinion that the information profession is in need of two levels of 
manpower: professional and para-professional. Participants in the study also indicated 
that professional education should cover the theoretical, conceptual, and managerial 
aspects whereas undergraduate education should be designed to produce manpower with 
appropriate technical and vocational skills (Rehman et al., 1998). Buttler and DuMont 
(1996) stated that the importance of skills' development for librarians should place 
emphasis on management, technological, and business skills. 
Morgan (1996) highlights some of the core skills which are essential for the academic 
libraries of today and the foreseeable future. The skills and qualities are grouped under 
the following headings: 
• Credibility with academic staff. 
• Teaching and training. 
• Information Technology-related skills. 
• Management. 
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Great efforts have been made in the development of continued education and staff 
development in advanced countries such as the USA and the UK. In the USA, for 
example, most academic and research libraries had professional training programmes 
which included general orientation, skills training and workshops. The American Library 
Association (ALA) and its subgroups play an important role in developing human 
resources (Jurow, 1999). In the UK, the Library Association (LA) and ASLIB also offer 
education programmes, conferences and workshops. 
The transformation of the traditional print-based library to the electronic-based library 
poses a great challenge to the professional librarian and library education programmes. 
Librarians in the electronic environment must perform new roles, and assume new 
responsibilities that are different from those required in traditional library. Librarians 
must learn new skills, and acquire new competencies (Ashoor, 1999). Atkinson (1990) 
noted that the library's function has always been, and will remain, regardless of changes 
in technology, to select, stabilise, and provide access to significant or representative 
graphic texts. According to McCue (1994), in the electronic library, the role of the 
technical services librarian centres around the provision of information. The 
responsibilities of the technical services librarian in the electronic library will change to 
that of assembling and linking records and databases and connecting them to item 
delivery. The cataloguer will focus on the design of the Windows (the web-opac), the 
acquisition of databases including records and indexing information sources, the co-
ordination of machine-based authority processes that provide links among access points, 
as well as ensuring that records are acquired and used in the most efficient way. The 
acquisition librarian will be responsible for planning the transformation from print-based 
to network-based information resources. Both acquisition and cataloguing staff must co-
ordinate their activities to create the ideal electronic library. The reference librarian also 
requires knowledge of the needs and interest of the users, as well as the methods of 
identifying and interpreting information packages (Ashoor quoting from 
Haythornthwaite, 1994). An important issue that the reference librarian has to face in the 
electronic library is that of end-user empowerment. Sitting at his or her PC workstation, 
the user now is very much independent of the reference staff in conducting his or her own 
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information searching. Ashoor quoting also from NoIan and Whitmore (1998) states 
"that the electronic library is putting tremendous pressures on reference librarians. It is 
forcing them to acquire new skills, and also to handle more work that has been created by 
the electronic information resources". Johnson (1998) pointed out that with the increased 
application ofIT to information provision, the job of a library of professional information 
services is more than likely to involve activities of a highly technical nature, requiring 
knowledge and understanding, not just of traditional practice in information management, 
but also of the latest technological developments. He also mentioned that the modem 
information professionals must also be thoroughly proficient managers. Information 
professionals are needed who can operate cost-effective and cost-efficient services, who 
are receptive to new ideas, who are familiar with the legal and ethical issues surrounding 
information provision, who can adapt their service to the changing needs of the 
organisation, and who can continually demonstrate the value of the information service to 
the achievement of the organisation's aims. 
Library education has been the subject of much criticism around the world for being 
inefficient and not meeting the needs of modem day society. David Farrel stated that 
"library education in the USA is inadequate for the changing profession. The traditional 
education for librarianship is largely obsolete and inadequate. Library school curricula 
need reform; continuing education and professional development programmes need to be 
improved; advanced degrees and certification for professionals need to be emphasised" 
(Dougherty, 1993, p. 346). As a solution for improving the graduate programme in 
library and information science Ashoor, (1999) quoted in his article from a study taken 
from Dougherty (1993) that "some leaders have expressed the need for graduate students 
to become information literate by gaining more skills in using the vast array of emerging 
information products. Library literacy is a primary tool; academic professionals and 
especially students need to be information literate in order fully to contribute and 
compete in today's and tomorrow's world. The best institutions will have the most 
information literate graduates". ''Because, at entry level, information work is a very 
practical discipline, the emphasis in the school of librarianship and information studies 
has been largely on teaching and on developing technical competencies, rather than on 
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developing students' ability to learn. Clearly, the teaching institutions have to consider 
not only the content of their courses, but also the impact of their teaching, learning, and 
assessment methods in preparing the new information professionals" (Johnson, 1998). In 
the Arabian Gulf States many authors such as Al-Nahari (1984), AI-Amry (1994), Aman 
(1994), Ashoor (1996 and 1999), Chaudhry (1996), and Qari (1998), expressed a similar 
criticism of library education. They reported that the library school curriculum is very 
much traditional, there is an absence of skilled LIS graduate staff that can deal with 
electronic services, multimedia and the Internet, there is a lack of practical training to 
help staff cope with information technology, as well as a lack of adequate educational 
facilities and financial support. Moreover, faculties lack teaching skills. 
3.5 Library Use 
Studies concerning those Who benefit from information have appeared over more than a 
century. The first stream of studies emphasised the aspects of reading and readers. After 
the First World War, researchers began to concentrate upon the use of information 
sources by engineers and researchers in basic sciences. The Sixties witnessed an 
expansion of these studies to include the users of information within the field of social 
sciences, whilst humanities was an under addressed area before the Seventies 
(BOUAZZA, 1993). 
Elliot (1977) noted that, in the late Fifties, several studies appeared to address topics such 
as: 
• Users' attitudes towards the library. 
• Characteristics of use. 
• Reasons for library visits. 
• Factors related to the use of types of library materials. 
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Lancaster (1974) divided studies related to utilising information into two groups: 
• Those which emphasise the library, i.e. the study of methods of utilisation of a 
particular library or specific information centre. 
• Those which emphasise the users, i.e. the study of methods employed by users 
in order to reach the information required. 
The aim of studying usage is to fill the gap between the quality of existing information 
services and the quality which is aspired to. This takes place through laying basic 
principles which are to be followed when planning and developing information services. 
The studies which are concerned with the users also aim to bridge the gap between the 
current methods employed in using the information services, and the methods which 
should be used, in order that the users may obtain the maximum output and benefit from 
these services. In order to achieve these aims, usage studies seek to realise and discover 
the methods by which ideas and filcts arise, and to realise how these ideas and facts can 
be recorded and subsequently transmitted. They also seek to find out how these may be 
added to the record ofhurnan knowledge. 
Oman and other Arab Countries 
With regard to library use studies within Oman and other Arab countries, it may be said 
that the amount of attention paid to this partiCUlar field in the literature is extremely low. 
Studies in this field are very rare and continue to be limited in comparison to similar 
studies conducted in the west. 
The main reasons for this scarcity of Arabic studies in this area are: 
• The lack of awareness of the library's role in the educational process. The 
researchers have directed their efforts to other educational topics, while the 
library has not been given proper attention as an educational institution. 
• Only traditional matters have attracted the researchers' interest (cataloguing, 
classification and services), rather than user studies. 
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• The researchers focus on the problems that face students in the AIab world in 
general. 
• The shortage of specialised and professional scholars in such studies in the 
Arab World. (Al-Kharoof, 1993). 
Hamshry and BOUAZZA (1997) carried out a study of the use of information resources 
by academic staff at Sultan Qaboos University. The study showed that the information 
resources, books and the library for academic staff members, were the most used by the 
faculty for the purpose of teaching whilst the academic and science journals, the library 
for academic staff members, indexes, abstracts, books and textbooks were the resources 
most used by academic staff for research. The results also showed that the higher number 
of respondents used information resources in English more than those in other languages. 
Another study carried out by Harnshry and BOUAZZA (1999) aimed to investigate how 
faculty members at Sultan Qaboos University used the Internet. It also examined the 
purposes of their use, their sources of information about the Internet and the difficulties 
they encountered in its use. The results of the study showed that approximately 37% of 
the faculty at SQU used the Internet and that the majority of these worked in Physical 
Science colleges. The results revealed that the purposes of using the Internet by the 
faculty, in rank order, were as follows: communication through E-Mail, teaching, 
research, browsing and visiting sites, and looking for information. It was also found that 
Yahoo, Infoseek, Altavista and Lycos were the most used search engines. 
On the other hand, the study identified, in rank order, the following as the main sources 
of information for the faculty on the Internet: friends and colleagues, computer 
magazines, and newspapers. The results also showed that the major difficulties faced by 
the faculty were slowness of communication and heavy use of the Internet. The faculty 
expressed the desire to develop their knowledge in the following areas: use of the Internet 
in general, use of the Internet in learning and teaching, and use of effective strategies in 
order to identifY and retrieve information from the Internet. 
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Rehman and Luluwa (1999) reported the results of a study on the use ofthe Internet and 
the relevant capabilities of library and information professionals working in Kuwait 
University Libraries. The study focused on the extent of use of 19 different Internet 
applications, the development of Internet capabilities, and problems that inhibit the 
effective use of the facility. The results indicated that all the professionals use the 
Internet for a variety of personal and professional purposes. It was found that Web-
searching for information sources was the most extensively used application, while most 
of the respondents were not using the Internet for creating value-added products through 
packaging, indexing and cataloguing. Furthermore, it was found that the primary modes 
of developing Internet capabilities were self-instruction, continuing education 
progranunes and on-the-job training. Respondents also noted that slow response time, 
lack of adequate time, overload of information on the Internet and difficulty in finding 
relevant information on the Internet were most common problems that inhibited its use. 
In order for the university to achieve its educational objectives, students and staff must be 
able to use the library effectively. To this end, library user education plays a pivotal role. 
Al-Amry (1994) discussed the training progranune that is offered by the Main Library at 
Sultan Qaboos University. He points out that, in spite of some progress, the students' 
training progranune offered by the Main Library has so far not achieved enough due to: 
• The brevity of the Annual Library Orientation Programme, which is generally 
poorly attended. 
• Students cannot find enough time and are not motivated to attend optional 
induction courses organised by the Main Library during semester periods. 
In spite of the induction course, students generally appear to be unable or unwilling to use 
the library catalogues to pinpoint books that they need. Instead, they go to the shelves 
and rummage about until they tmd something they want. This results in much disorder of 
books on the shelves. Consequently, much staff time is urmecessarily wasted in simply 
trying to bring the shelves back to order. 
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Al-Amry suggests that the university should increasingly specialise. More specialised 
information is less likely to be available through traditional textbooks. It is more likely to 
be available through specialised reference works, periodicals, and external research 
databases. Library resources would be expected to provide access to these sources, and 
students will be expected to have the skills to use them. Also there is a trend for teaching 
teclmiques to move away increasingly from chalkltalkltextbook towards student 
project/student and research/self-learning approaches. These approaches rely heavily on 
library resources and library teclmiques which the students Jack. In future, the university 
will increasingly move into the area of pure and applied research. More of its students 
will move into postgraduate studies. 
Abu-Rukba and Fahmy (1975) conducted a field study on the Central Library Services of 
King Abdul-Aziz University of Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. The aim of the study was to 
explore the opinions of the students of the College of Economics and Administration 
towards the central university library. The researchers found that students faced some 
difficulties in using the library, particularly in using the catalogue and reference system, 
as well as dealing with library staff. 
In a study on users' attitudes towards resources and services of three university libraries 
in Saudi Arabia, Ashoor (1978) found that academic staff: as well as students, were not 
satisfied with the services offered by all ofthe three university libraries. Only 20% ofthe 
students and 50% of the academic staff were satisfied with library services. At the same 
time, students and academic staff expressed difficulties in dealing with library staff who 
lacked specialisation. Ashoor also found that 40% used the library prinCipally to study 
their own textbooks, while 28% reported that they went to the library to use or to check 
out library materials. 97% said that they borrowed one to four books during any given 
semester and 98% said that they borrowed one to four books for research projects during 
any given semester. 
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Elyyan (1980) conducted a study of the behaviour of educators in information searching 
in Jordan University. The aim of the study was to present a comprehensive vision of 
educators' behaviour in information searching. Defining the problems that faced the 
Jordan educators, using the university library was one sub-objective of the study. The 
study referred to the difficulties facing university students and academic staff in using the 
university library owing to: 
• The unavailability of information resources and difficulties in obtaining them. 
• Shortage of advanced information services. 
• Absence of educational programmes for library usage. 
Mansour (1983) conducted a study at Sheffield University on the use of the academic 
library. His study aimed to defme users' characteristics and information centres in Jordan 
through the examination of: 
• The users' needs and the information centres they used. 
• Methodology adopted by users to get their information resources. 
• Characteristics and types oflibraries they used. 
• Ways and methods to use libraries. 
Mansour summarised the difficulties facing academic staff and researchers in using the 
library as: 
• Inaccuracy of catalogue card filing. 
• Difficulties in spelling when non-Arabic catalogues are consulted. 
• Differences between terminology which users are familiar with, and the 
subject heading used by the university library. 
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• Dissatisfaction of academic staff with the library collection and periodicals 
(Yarmouk University) as the academic staff of Jordan University complain of 
unavailability of specialised resources. 
Abbas (1988) prepared a survey of the attitudes of academic staff at the College of Arts 
and Human Sciences of King Abdul-Aziz University towards the college library. The 
study aimed to defme to what extent the college academic staff were using the library, 
and whether they benefited from its resources, as 
requirements were fulfilled by the library services. 
well as whether their research 
He found problems including: 
information resources in non-book form were not available, there were drawbacks 
regarding the activities and services offered by the college library, there was an obvious 
shortage of books, and a shortage of well-trained and professional staff in the college 
library. The college library staff were not able to fulfil the information and research 
needs of academic staff, and 80% of the college students were not aware of the proper 
use of the library. 
In a study of the attitudes of academic staff and students at Jordan University towards the 
university library services, Harnshry (1989) found that they were not satisfied with the 
efficiency of the library orientation programmes; they were not content with library 
information or its activities and services. Students were not satisfied with the copy 
availability policy, as well as being discontented with the availability of basic references 
in their individual specialisations. Academic staff indicated the weakness of the serials' 
collection and a lack of bibliographical tools, indexes and abstracts. 
A study was prepared by Al-Kharoof (1991), aimed at exploring the administrative and 
technical difficulties facing students of Yarmouk University in using the university 
library. The study also aimed to define to what extent students feel that there are 
administrative and technical difficulties. It also attempted to determine whether student 
gender, college or educational level had an impact on the feeling about these difficulties. 
The study indicated there were not enough orientation programmes for new students, no 
branch libraries existed in the university colleges, no electronic program was used for 
circulation, no toilets were available for students and no textbooks were available. 
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Al-Ghamdy (1993) reached several conclusions from his study, the most important of 
which was the extremely low level oflibrary usage by the teaching staff. 34% never used 
the library, 30% visited the library once a month, whilst 14% used the library very 
occasionally. He also concluded that the levels at which the library covered the 
specialities and topics of the teaching staff were extremely poor. The library was seen 
only as a provider of customary services such as lending and induction. It was also noted 
that the relationship between the library and teaching staff was poor. 
Most published studies on the use of Arab University libraries emphasise the attitudes 
and opinions of academic staff and students towards university libraries of Saudi Arabia 
and Jordan. This indicates that still there is a shortage of such studies in other Arab 
countries. All studies showed some difficulties facing academic staff and students in 
using the university libraries in Arab countries. 
Developed Countries 
There are several field studies of usage by members of the teaching staff and students of 
academic libraries, mostly in the United States. Al-Salem (1991) analysed previous 
studies concerning the use by university faculties of information resources. He found that 
faculties who continuously seek information from various sources are considered 
dynamic users. The university library is only one of these sources, and it may be 
disregarded depending on a user's personal assessment of the library's significance and 
role in meeting information requirements. One of the studies which Al-Salem analysed, 
was conducted at Johns Hopkins University. This attempted to find the methods by 
which the teaching staff sought information. This study showed that scientific journals 
constituted 80% of the sources being used. 
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Al-Salem also feels that some theoretical studies illustrate that teaching staff often use 
their private libraries or those of their departments as a source of information. He 
mentions a study conducted by Nelson, in which he sought to learn how much the 
teaching staff knew about the services provided by the academic library. This study 
showed that they only knew of 50% of the services provided. This gives the impression 
that the university library may diminish in importance in the minds of staff members 
unless it succeeds in attracting them, through developed and enhanced services, and 
through direct participation in its services and plans. 
Hardegge et al (1966) aimed to determine the most significant scientific and medical 
journals members of the teaching staff of the Medical College of Heidelburg University 
use. The results indicated that these journals were more important to the members who 
belonged to the theoretical school than to those who belonged to the practical and applied 
school. 
In 1976, the American Psychological Association conducted a study to discover the 
various types of information services sought by teachers of psychology when preparing a 
lecture at undergraduate level The results showed variations in the methods adopted by 
teachers of psychology in collecting information. The second study emphasised the 
information needs of university lecturers, and came up with interesting results, the most 
significant of which was that two-thirds of the sample used modem information sources 
in their preparation of a lesson. 
There are also several studies which addressed the issue of students' use of the academic 
library. Amongst the earliest of these studies, Eurich (1933) concentrated on Minnesota 
University Library; he kept and classified all borrowing slips over the period of a whole 
week. He found that borrowings were mainly within the topics of education and history. 
He also found that students contributed to no more than 25% of the total outside the 
borrowing process. 
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McDiannid's (1935) study covered seven libraries in various colleges in North America 
and aimed to reveal the factors and variables which affected the use of the university 
library. Amongst the older studies was that conducted by Gaskill et al (1934) which 
aimed to appreciate the extent to which the students of the University of Iowa used and 
benefited from the library, and a study conducted by Branscope (1940) regarding the 
educational efficiency of college libraries. 
Knapp (1959) in a 'landmark' study carried out an analysis of the relationship between 
students and the library, and looked at the possible effect of the university library on the 
life of a student. The study was carried out at Knox College Library in the USA and 
reached a number of conclusions, including: 
• The use of the library comes as a direct result of the requirements of the 
academic curriculum. 
• The majority of borrowed books were amongst the reserved collection. 
• There is a direct relationship between borrowing and various other factors 
such as gender, academic prominence and competence. 
The Knapp study led to a revolution in this field as it paved the way for many other 
studies which benefited from it, since, before Knapp, the common view amongst 
researchers and librarians was that the library was at the centre of the educational process 
at university. But Knapp was able to prove that this was the ideal situation and that 
reality was a different matter because of several reasons, the most important of which 
was the view the teacher had of the library and his or her belief in its role in supporting 
the educational and research processes within the university. 
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An important development in the history of user studies was the establishment of the 
Centre for Research on User Studies (CRUS) at Sheffield University in 1975. The 
British Library Research and Development Department (BLRDD) funded CRUS (Corkill 
and Man, 1978). The fITst report on user studies published by CRUS was in 1977 and 
was edited by Geoffrey Ford. 
Mick et aI (1980) suggested a change in the user studies paradigm when they called for a 
shift from supporting intermediaries to supporting those who use information. They 
proposed a model of information-seeking behaviour. They indicated that information 
travels through diffuse, complex paths. Individual information behaviours are the 
product of complex interactions which include role, function, specific task situations, and 
environment. The model described the individual's behaviour of information flow within 
an organisation. When considered in relation to one another, these variables provide a 
description of the dynamics of information flow in the organisation and can be used to 
identifY barriers to information flow. 
A significant development in the Eighties was Wilson's proposal (1981) of a holistic 
theoretical perspective on information seeking behaviour. He suggested that individuals 
seek information from three different sources: a formal information system, people, and 
secondary information sources. Wilson proposed that the basic needs can be defmed as 
physiological, cognitive or affective. He went on to note the role demands of the 
person's work or life, or the environments (political, economic, technological, etc.) 
within which that life or work takes place. He then suggested that barriers that impede 
the search for information will arise out of the same set of contexts. However, Wilson 
and Walsh's (1996) model was a major revision of the Wilson model (1981) to create a 
more general model of information behaviour, not only for information science, but to 
include decision-making, psychology, innovation, health communication and consumer 
research. 
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Over the years, a large number of 'user studies' have been carried out, mostly in the 
United States. In the past, most studies concentrated on the traditional services, while 
the emphasis in the current studies is on the use of electronic information resources, such 
as the Internet, E-mail and CD-ROM, as well as training skills programmes. 
Bukahari and Meadows (1992) carried out a study on the use of information technology 
by scientists in British and Saudi Arabian universities. The study showed that the usage 
ofIT in Saudi Arabia is already approaching the level found in British universities. 
Schauder (1994) surveyed academics in Australia, the United States and the United 
Kingdom. The survey showed that more than 88% of respondents said that they used 
their university library for access to journal articles; 39% used a national or international 
computer network, and, of these, 92% used electronic mail. The next most popular 
activity (14% of the whole sample) used references. It was found that there was a 
widespread use of information technology and 82% mentioned that the infrastrncture was 
good or acceptable, while respondents were much less positive about opportunities for 
training. 
Rolinson et al. (1995) found differences in the usage of information technology amongst 
biological researchers. This depended on the institution and the specialism involved. It 
also appeared that senior researchers in biology are typically more information-active 
than junior researchers. Bane and Milheim (1995) indicated that, at present, two 
problems exist regarding the use of the Internet. One is its relative lack of organisation, 
and, second, the kudos attached to research published through conventional channels still 
remains. Academics use the Internet more often for e-mail than for any other purpose; 
nearly 90% use it more than once a week. 75% are involved in discussion groups more 
than once a week, and library catalogues are consulted more than once a week by just 
19%. 
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Hart (1998) investigated the effect of faculty work roles on information gathering. The 
survey revealed that there are discernible patterns in the faculty's use of various sources 
of information and that commitment to teaching, research, and services are factors that 
influence information gathering, although not always in the manner that had been 
predicted. Also, it was found that a faculty member's age, possession of a doctoral 
degree, and the quality of the doctoral degree has a relationship with commitment to 
research. 
Adarns (I995) conducted a survey of electronic information resources made by academic 
staff at the State University of New York Central Libraries. The study showed 
inequalities in access to electronic technology among the disciplines and a lack of 
knowledge about resources, which was seen to be a major obstacle to the exploitation of 
electronic information. The survey results present clear mandates related to information 
services, training, the allocation of funds for networking, and access to electronic 
information resources for libraries. In addition, the survey also recorded a generally 
positive attitude to electronic information resources and an interest in conducting library 
transactions via networks. 
Bell (1997) investigated the impact of electronic information on the academic research 
community at the University of Wales, Cardiff. The survey established that printed 
material from university libraries was one of the most important sources of information 
for research, along with contacts with other researchers. Staff anticipated that electronic 
publications would become more important over the next few years. In his review of 
published studies on the impact of electronic information, Bell also found that attitudes to 
electronic resources were generally positive, but print sources of information were 
preferred by most academics contributing to published studies. 
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Lazinger et aI (1997) examined and compared the use of the Internet among various 
sectors of the faculty members in all departments and professional schools of the Hebrew 
University of Jerusalem. They found that Internet use is consistently higher among 
faculty members in the sciences and agriculture than among those in the humanities or 
social sciences. 
Bao (1998) examined the use of the Internet by faculty and students at Seton Hall 
University. About 80% of the respondents reported that they used the Web on a daily 
and weekly basis. The results reveal valuable information about the Internet users' 
search strategies and their level of satisfaction in using the Web. The study also 
identified the major problem encountered by the users when searching the Internet. 
These are "don't fmd information needed" (49%), "no full-text information can be cited 
for academic study and! or research" (44%), and ''there were too many hits" (39%). 
Liebscher (1997) examined the factors influencing the adoption and use of electronic 
networks by science and engineering faculties in six small universities in the South-
eastern US. The study reports on five types of network use: E-mail, electronic discussion 
groups, accessing remote databases, accessing remote computer facilities and file 
transfer. The results showed that the majority of respondents were network users. 
Almost all network users (98%) reported using electronic mail and most (81%) used at 
least one additional network source. 
Burks (1993) investigated the nature and volume of school library utilisation in three high 
schools that lay within the North Texas region. This study revealed the significance of the 
teacher in influencing the students to use resources and library facilities, as they are 
capable of explaining the advantages of this in terms offacilitating the learning process 
of classroom topics. The librarians and teachers can also reinforce the channels of 
communication for the benefit of their students. The librarians must also work to develop 
awareness of the value of the library through the educational programme of the school. 
There is also a great need for educationalists to absorb and be aware of library equipment 
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and services so that their students become successful consumers of information in the 
face of an ever-changing world. 
Wishart (1999) investigated UK secondary school teachers and school librarians and the 
changes in teaching and learning in their schools brought about through increased 
availability of CD-ROM databases. Results from the interviews indicated that CD-ROMs 
were found to be a motivating influence on pupils, with the more individualised, student-
centred learning activities being reported as enhancing teaching in schools. Installation 
of CD-ROMs in UK schools has increased the teaching role and status of school 
librarians, with 85% of schools locating CD-ROMs in the school library. 
Hara (1996) examined the effectiveness of instruction for acquiring necessary 
information skills at elementary school level, and examined teachers' attitudes towards 
information skill instruction. The study was located in the Metropolitan Toronto area 
(Canada). It was found that resource-based instruction was the most effective model for 
acquiring information skills, not only compared with no-information-skills instruction, 
but also as compared with non-integrated instruction. It was found that the highest 
learning growth during the three years from fourth to sixth grades was in resource-based 
instruction and the lowest was in no-infurmation-skills instruction. In the fourth and fifth 
grades, however, no significant differences were found. The results also revealed that 
teachers have entirely positive attitudes toward information skills instruction. The study 
showed that all the teachers, regardless of their teaching methods, have positive attitudes 
toward information skills instruction. 
The Library Media Centre (LMC) 2000 was a project of the San Francisco Unified 
School District, intended to establish school libraries as a critical factor in academic 
success and the hub of learning at a school. LMC 2000 project strategies included 
providing professional development to participating SFUSD school librarians, improving 
the link between school libraries and the San Francisco public libraries, and increasing 
and enhancing the use of technology in school libraries. The project placed strong 
emphasis on information technology's increasing role in libraries and the critical services 
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it provides to children who are learning to read, write, and conduct research (Hones, 
1997). 
In the United Kingdom, the Information Technology Training Initiative (ITTI) is one 
national effort to train academic users and enhance their IT skills. In 1991, the 
University Funding Councils funded a £3 million initiative, over a three-year period, to 
improve the use ofIT in Higher Education in the UK. 
One of the key recommendations of the FolIett Report was that "The exploitation ofIT is 
essential to create the effective library services of the future". The Report led to the 
establishment of the three-year £15m. Electronic Libraries Programme (eLib) in 1995, 
which was aimed at stimulating the use of information technology to meet the needs of 
library users and library management over the next decade (Breaks, 1998). 
3.6 Public Libraries 
Public libraries in Oman, similar to those in other developing countries, suffer from a 
lack of resources, organisation, services, shortage of qualified staff and lack of policies. 
There are few studies focusing on public libraries in Oman and neighbouring Arab 
countries. Shearer in 1981 stated that: 
" The Arabian Gulf took some steps recently to modernise its libraries, as well 
as to modernise other systematic uses of recorded information and knowledge 
there" (Shearer, 1981). 
Shearer's main concern was for future plans for the public libraries' system. In fact, he 
discussed the library and information services in Kuwait only. He did not give any 
details about the libraries in other Gulf State countries, or make suggestions for the future 
development of library services in the region. 
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Shehadeh (1982) discussed the Islamic Library in Oman as the only public library. One 
librarian is responsible for the manuscript collection and the development of the library, 
as well as for the children's collection. She also mentioned that the government plans to 
develop a public library system on the basis of this library, beginning with three branches 
in Nizwa, Salalah and Sohar. 
Al-Mujaini (1994) notes that the country needs a new library culture which has to be built 
from the primary, preparatory and secondary schools, which represent the most important 
and influential institutions that could contribute to the dissemination of such a culture 
amongst the population. The growth of literacy will certainly generate a great demand 
for information and library services. 
Abbas (1986) discusses the problems that face public libraries in developing countries: 
" Public libraries in the third world are still underdeveloped and have 
remained so in spite of continuous national and international efforts as 
mentioned earlier. There must be some very deep-rooted causes, which 
are retarding this growth. These causes must be diagnosed and eliminated 
if every common man is to have access to information" (p. 297). 
Abbas considered the lack of readers as the core of the problem, as well as socio-
economic conditions, facilities, manpower, organisation of materials, librarians' attitude 
and national library planning. The absolute number of readers is small, and the lack of 
education at school level affects the illiteracy rate. A major weakness of the reader is 
his/her inability to use sources of information. 
In the area of the production of reading materials, developing countries produce very few 
book titles per year. Abbas quoted from Dian N. Mathotra, Sharif and Khurshid. 
Mathotra attributes the problem of publishing businesses to the lack of experienced 
authors, insufficient or complete non-availability of paper, shortage of printing and 
binding facilities, publishers' lack of knowledge about editing, production and 
distribution teclmiques, and shortage of finance. Sharif states that there is no national 
book plan. Finally, Khurshid indicates that the conditions for trading in books is not 
satisfactory. 
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According to Aman (1981), Egypt has 159 public libraries of which only a third have 
holdings of 25,000 to 100,000 volumes and are staffed and supervised by qualified 
librarians. Public libraries in Kuwait are controlled by the Ministry of Education. 
Twenty-five of the country's libraries are administered by the Jurisdiction of the Arts and 
Humanities Council. Public libraries in Iraq are striving to improve the education system 
and opportunities for its citizens. 
Abbas (1994) points out that the public library services in Saudi Arabia are still limited in 
scope and uneven in availability. Some corrective measures can be anticipated, but, in 
general, the Directorate of Public Libraries of the Ministry of Education has not yet 
formulated an overall policy, or initiated programmes to bring about substantial 
improvements in this regard. Consequently, the presently small and poorly equipped 
public libraries, which try to serve large areas and increasing populations, will continue 
to offer substandard services, the short and long-term effects of which are clearly 
undesirable. 
In developed countries, public libraries play an important role, not only in education, but 
also in industrial, commercial, and scientific research. In advanced cities like 
Birmingham, London, Manchester, or Sheffield in Great Britain, and in Cincinnati, 
Seattle, Detroit, Milwaukee, New York, Pittsburgh and Washington in the USA, the 
libraries are planned well and have large collections. The same is true in Toronto and 
Ottawa in Canada, Moscow in Russia and Bonn in Germany (Ifdon, 1994). 
In the USA, the importance ofpubJic libraries was emphasised by the U.S Department of 
Education in 1987. The Department stated: 
"Public and school libraries can enhance reading instruction by offering 
literature based activities that stress the enjoyment of reading as well as 
reading skills. Use of both public and school libraries encourages students 
to go beyond their textbooks to locate, explore, evaluate and use ideas and 
information that enhance classroom instruction (AASL, 1988, p. 9). 
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Overall, the current situation of public libraries in Oman and the neighbouring Arab 
countries is still under-developed. There is a total lack in the number of libraries, a 
shortage of qualified librarians, a lack of awareness of the role of the public library in 
education, and a lack of resources to support public libraries, including human and 
fmancial resources. 
3.7 Special Libraries 
Special libraries in Oman tend to be under-developed and appear to face the same 
problems as special libraries in the other developing countries that is, a lack of 
professionals, poor collections and services, and not meeting the criteria of established 
library standards. Special libraries in Arab countries are not given any attention by 
writers or librarians. The literature in this field is very limited and just descriptive. 
Al-Wardi (1991) and Al-Mufaraji (1992) gave a general description of special libraries in 
Oman. Bahatti and Aslam (1993) discussed the central library at the Ministry of Health 
and the medical library at SQU. They provide some information on library collections, 
staff and services. 
In a collaborative article, Arnan and Kahlifa (1983) described the situation of special 
libraries in Qatar as just collections of books that have been poorly organised. Even more 
depressing is the reality that the collections are not catalogued, just listed by title in no 
particular order. Kalburgi (1992) evaluated library services in the United Arab Emirates. 
The evaluation included school, academic, public and special libraries. The majority of 
libraries are managed by a single person. Because of the limited resources, the librarian 
is often assigned the additional job oflooking after other sections such as archives, stores 
and public relations. 
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This type of condition prevails in most of the libraries attached to the societies, schools, 
associations, and private trading companies. Khalif a (1992) indicated that the Gulf 
Organisation for Industrial Consultations has the best special library and information 
centre in the country (Qatar). By the end of 1991, the library had 18,000 books, of which 
8,000 were in Arabic, and 10,000 were in English, with 2000 micro forms, 450 
periodicals, and 5000 technical reports. The library was staffed by five qualified 
librarians. 
3.8 Summary 
In reviewing the previously mentioned studies on Oman and other Arab countries in this 
chapter, it has been concluded that the majority of these studies concentrated on academic 
libraries, and most of these studies were published in the Gulf Co-operation Countries, 
especially in Saudi Arabia. This due to the fact that Arabian Gulf University Libraries 
were more developed than other Arab University Libraries. However, the majority of 
Arabic studies do not go beyond describing the general existing situation. 
During last two decades only a few studies have been conducted on library education and 
training, and use of libraries. All studies on use of libraries emphasised the attitudes and 
opinions of academic staff and students towards university libraries and the difficulties 
facing users in using the university libraries in Arab countries. Most of these studies 
were published in the 1980s in Jordan and Saudi Arabia 
Overall, there is still a shortage of studies in all areas of library and information services, 
especially the area of school libraries, special libraries, public libraries and information 
technology, as well as specialised subjects such as co-operation and sharing of 
information resources, policies, staff development, user evaluation, technical services and 
information technology. 
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Chapter Four 
Research Methodology 
4.1 Introduction 
A research methodology applies a systematic approach to problem solving and data 
collection to ensure that one has useful data, that the results can be understood by others, 
and that the procedures can be carried out by someone else at a later time (Adarns, 1985). 
According to Jayaratna (1990), a methodology is defined as "an explicit way of 
structuring one's own thinking and action. Methodology contains model (s) and reflects 
particular perspectives of reality based on different philosophical paradigms. A 
methodology differs from a conceptual framework in that methodologies always imply a 
time-dependent sequence of thinking and action stages." 
This chapter discusses the research methodology developed for this work, the 
characteristics of the model approach developed for the study, the methods of data 
collection (questionnaire and interview) which will be employed in the pilot study and the 
main study. 
4.2 The Research Model 
A model can be viewed as a likeness of something. A model is often used by social 
scientists to represent certain aspects of the real world systematically. A model is an 
abstraction from reality that serves the purpose of ordering and simplifying our view of 
reality while still representing its essential attributes (Nachmias & Nachmias, 1992). A 
model also makes it easier to break down the elements of any system to provide an 
effective framework for analysis and discussion. 
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For the benefit of this study, two models were prepared so that they might be applied to 
understanding academic libraries, school libraries and learning resource centres in 
particular and in other libraries and information centres in general in Oman. The 
objective of these models is to examine the existing situation of the availability of 
information sources, information services and training programmes for both staff and 
users which offered by the educational system of Oman, and to determine what impact 
each element has on each component in the organisational system. It is also aimed to 
help develop information resources and services as well as providing information for the 
benefit of users with the ability to respond positively to all changes and developments 
which might occur regarding these services in the future. In addition, these models aim 
to assist the providers of information services in Oman by determining the problems 
which constitute obstacles to the development and enhancement of information services. 
The first model was prepared to show the organisational information system (See Figure 
4.1 on page 124). Information systems in an organisation increase the human capacity 
for awareness. The present model ofthe organisational information system in a library is 
divided into four main components, depending on their function and purpose. 
The first component is the growth of information which is taking place at such a fast pace 
that its rate of expansion is threatening the ability of librarians and information scientists 
to cope with its volume. The main idea of this component is to determine what 
professional training, policies and incentives are provided by school and academic 
libraries, learning resource centres and information centres to their staft'? Three elements 
have been introduced in this component to handle and control this volume successfully by 
staff. The first element is the provision of professional training to staff so that they are 
aware of the latest technology in handling information. Training staff within libraries, 
learning resource centres and information centres is considered a vital factor towards 
raising their professional efficiency and keeping them updated with technological 
developments within the world of information. For such training programmes to succeed, 
the organisation must formulate general policies which defme the training requirements, 
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types and subjects according to the type of library, learning resource centres and 
information centres, as well as their aims and objectives. Subsequently, assessment is 
necessary to see if such policies are working successfully in these establishments. The 
organisation also needs to present their staff with financial, as well as other forms of 
incentives. Several questions might be asked in terms of handling and controlling the 
growth of information successfully in the organisational information system such as: 
What are the factors which contribute to the growth of the information system? Are 
factors such as professional training, policies assessment and incentives really of help? 
The second component of the model is the sources of information which fall into two 
distinct categories: internal and external. Internal sources of information are locally 
produced, whereas external ones are produced from outside (such as CDs and other 
electronic media). Internal information sources are predominantly generated in the 
Arabic language. Some sources appear in a formal way (such as bibliographies, 
standards specifications and research reports) whereas other publications are brought out 
in an informal way (such as internal reports for local circulation, brief write-ups). 
The external information sources relate to an external information system which 
electronically collects, stores, processes and communicates information. These resources 
require skill to locate and interpret the information. The information seekers are linked to 
information sources by specialists, such as librarians, who act as intermediaries to access 
resources such as CD-ROM, the Internet and OPAC. The main idea of this component is 
to determine what are the vital information sources used in school and academic libraries, 
learning resource centres and information centres in Oman? What kind of information 
sources are available in academic and school libraries, learning resource centres and 
information centres in Oman? What kind are internal and what kind are external? What is 
their credibility? 
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The third component of the Organisational Information System contains the components 
of information services which includes three elements: the forms of the types of service; 
levels of service and the quality of service. These are the facilities provided by libraries, 
learning resource centres and information centres to ensure that they offer the most 
efficient means of using their sources and collections. Information services are also 
concerned with the activities, procedures, functions, operations and facilities provided 
and carried out by the organisations through their staff in order that suitable and 
appropriate environments for information search are created. The staff provide services 
that link information seekers to information sources. Library users sometimes need the 
assistance of library specialists who can properly guide and assist them in getting the 
desired information. To achieve this objective, there are various forms of service, such as 
current awareness services, SDI, acquisitions list, topical guides, bibliographies. 
The level of services varies, depending upon the behaviour of information seekers from a 
school, university, public or research library. The quality of services in an Organisational 
Information System plays a very important role. A user in a research library requires the 
latest information in his area of research, whereas, in a public or school library, a user 
normally requires more basic information on a particular topic. The quality of service 
should not be compromised in any way, and staff should always strive to offer the 
appropriate information for the user. The main idea of this component is to examine 
what services are rendered by the academic and school libraries, learning resource centres 
and information centres in Oman? What are their types and forms? 
The fourth component is the information flow which contains four elements. These 
comprise the needs for information; source of information; clientele and use and 
feedback. The services provided by all kinds of organisations attempt to enhance 
information flow from sources to seekers. If such services were not provided in a library 
or learning resource centres, then arguably the flow would either never take place or take 
place inefficiently. One purpose of such services is to arrest an incorrect flow of 
information. Information skills for library or LRC users play a positive role in the flow 
of information: the users are made aware of the sources available in an organisation. The 
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proper use of such sources enables the clientele to retrieve the desired information 
effectively and efficiently according to their needs. Feedback from users helps the 
information specialist to improve this flow, so that no bottlenecks take place between 
sources and seekers, and irritants are removed. Important questions might be asked here 
to see if any improvement in the flow of information such as: Do user information skills 
in academic and school libraries and learning resource centers play an important role in 
the flow of information? Does feedback from users help in improving this flow? 
The second model is designed to examine the impact of different types of information-
seeking behaviour on the use of information sources, as well as the rate of user 
appreciation and understanding of the facilities provided by the organisations (see Figure 
4.2 on page 125). This has been carried out by investigating the factors which result in a 
particular information-seeking tendency. These factors include the need for information 
and the relationship between the problem that information will solve and the user's 
information-seeking tendencies. This model shows that every individual in a society has 
some information needs. Such needs vary from one individual to another, depending 
upon depth and complexity. A user in a school library may require a few books on a 
particular subject, or a simple piece of information from a reference book. An academic 
library user may demand very 'selective and complex information. 
At this stage, the information-seeking behaviour of the user is very important, e.g. how 
does he/she express his/her needs, what sources does he/she consult, or whom does 
he/she contact? 
Against this background, a library user may also approach a formal information system, 
such as a library catalogue, bibliographies, indexes, and abstracts. 
He/she may also refer to an extemal information system, such as an on-line service, CD-
ROM. If still not satisfied with the information, the user may consult national sources, 
such as national bibliographies, trade catalogues or annual reports. In this context, most 
of these sources will be in the Arabic language. However, the external ones will 
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generally be in English. This model also illustrates whether the user's behaviour in 
seeking information resources will ultimately be successful or otherwise, in which case, 
the user will return to start the search again. 
What is important here is that information specialists in libraries and learning resource 
centres recognise the reasons for failure and whether or not this is because of the lack of 
information sources and services or because the user lacks experience and knowledge on 
how to use the library or information centre. Another possibility is that the library or 
LRC lacks a proper library system or lacks information skills. 
For this mode~ the following appropriate questions might be asked such as: 
• What are the main information sources that the user of school and academic libraries, 
learning resource centres and information centres use? 
• What are the main types of information sources used by school and academic 
libraries, learning resource centres and information centers? 
• Are information sources provided by the school and academic libraries, learning 
resource centres and information centres relevant to the needs of users? 
• Do school libraries and academic libraries, learning resource centres and information 
centres provide training in information skills to their users? What kind of information 
skills are developed by these institutions? 
• What are the problems which hinder users in using information sources? 
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4.3 Methodology 
In the social and behavioural sciences, various types of research method present 
themselves as options or combinations to be used if quantitative or qualitative data or 
information is to be collected. But which method is the most useful? This depends on 
the research objectives, the data required to test them, and the methods used, because 
each method has its advantages and disadvantages. 
Hemon argued that in the social sciences (of which Library and Information Science is a 
part), there are different types of research. Each type of research lends itself to various 
types of research designs and methods (Hemon, 1991, p.6). Among the social sciences 
there are several principal research strategies for understanding the world: field research, 
observation, historical research, and surveys. Some of these research methods will be 
discussed in terms of their applicability to this work. 
4.3.1 Field Research 
Substantively, field research has tended to focus on community or ethnic groups, 
deviance and powerlessness, occupations and professions, and more recently, aspects of 
everyday life (Singleton et a1, 1988). This approach lends itself best to investigating 
dynamic situations, settings where it is important to preserve the natural order of things, 
and where the researcher's minimal understanding makes it crucial to understand the 
subject's interpretation of reality. The main disadvantage of this approach is that it takes 
time, and may not be a very efficient way of gathering certain kinds of information. 
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For enumerating the distribution of certain demographic characteristics, beliefs and 
attitudes within a certain population, surveys are much quicker and more reliable. In 
addition, because it is typically carried out by a single observer who interacts with a 
limited number of people in a limited number of settings, field research is highly 
dependent on the observational and interpretative skills of the researcher; it is difficult to 
replicate and compare, and may lack generaIisability (Singleton et !!11988). 
Initially, field research almost always involves the non-random selection of a small 
number of settings and subjects. Since the present research is concerned to obtain data 
from a large sample of population, field research is clearly inappropriate. 
4.3.2 Observation 
Science begins with observation and then keeps reverting to it time and again in order to 
check the accuracy of the results achieved. The method of direct observation is one ofthe 
favoured methods for collecting information and data. This is especially true if the 
research relates to human behaviour and requires close observation of public activities, 
observing the administrative behaviour of teachers within their classes, or the relationship 
between teacher and student, for example. The method of observation varies, as does its 
effects, according to the field of knowledge. 
Observation is done via two methods. The first is the personal method, in which the 
phenomena are observed and recorded in a manner which leaves the subjects unaware 
that they are being observed. The second method is the automated method, in which 
information is collected by recording equipment, cameras and others. 
Amongst the advantages of observation is that it allows for the study of various aspects of 
human behaviour which cannot be achieved otherwise. It is also regarded as a useful way 
of ascertaining other individuals' ideas and attitudes and allows for data to be collected in 
ideal behavioural situations. 
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The most significant disadvantage of this method is that many individuals may 
deliberately adopt artificial reactions when realising that they are under observation. In 
addition, the observer will mostly fail to predict the occurrence of external factors, such 
as weather conditions and psychological influences that condition the researcher. 
Amongst the main disadvantages of observation are that it needs to be done over a 
lengthy period of time, and is high in terms of cost, so it was considered inappropriate for 
the present research. 
4.3.3 Historical Research 
Historical research, as with other types of research, is concerned with collecting, 
verifYing and organising information. Historical research is not confined to the field of 
history, but is used in all fields of knowledge. Due to the fact that the present is a direct 
product of the past, the present cannot be understood and appreciated without going back 
to the historical roots which led to the events of today. Historical research deals with 
events and incidents which are as solid and indisputable as official documents, memoirs, 
testimonies of witness, buildings, coinage and so on. Documents of various types are 
sources of information, which the researcher has to verifY, check and investigate in order 
to make sure of the accuracy and correctness of the data included therein. 
An historical preface is used in all fields of knowledge and is indeed the key to gaining 
benefit from the various parts of human knowledge. For instance, this method is 
employed in the fields of natural sciences, where an assessment and study of an 
individual's life takes place, or the development of a university or an educational 
institute, or the history of the evolution ofa particular theory. 
This method is being used in this study to explore and describe the relevant aspects of 
Oman, the main features of Oman's development plans, the development of education 
and of the libraries' infrastructure. Primary sources, such as government publications, 
annual reports, the five- year development plans, and secondary sources, such as books, 
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periodicals, dissertations, indexes and abstracts journals (e.g. LISA, library literature, and 
ERIC) were investigated. 
4.3.4 Survey Research 
The term "survey" is used in a variety of ways, but one main feature refers to the 
gathering of data or information from a sample or specific population, usually by 
questionnaire, interview, or telephone survey. The researcher does not manipulate 
independent variables or apply control conditions to the subjects under study. In many 
ways, the survey approach to data is very akin to descriptive studies, but of course survey 
data can be used in quantitative ways, such as for the explanation and testing of 
hypotheses. Samples tend to be large in surveys, and the interest is not usually in 
individual cases. 
A survey is usually a cross-sectional study and should stem from a properly selected 
sampling base. It is the primary base for data collection in social sciences, and should 
involve a clearly defined purpose, problem, and objective (Adams, 1985). Properly 
conducted surveys are an excellent basis for describing people's attitudes and opinions 
(Shaugbnessy, 1994). Whereas experiments are used almost exclusively for explanatory, 
hypotheses-testing research, surveys are used extensively for both descriptive and 
explanatory purposes. 
A principle advantage of surveys, therefore, is that they can provide detailed descriptions 
of populations. Indeed, surveys make it possible to describe large and heterogeneous 
populations accurately and economically. By using probability sampling, one can be 
certain (within known limits of error) that the attributes, opinions, or behaviour of a 
sample accurately describe the larger population from which they were drawn (Singleton 
et !!l, 1988). The major disadvantage of surveys relates to their use in explanatory 
research. Beyond association between variables, the criteria for inferring cause-and-
effect relationships cannot be established as easily in surveys as in experiments. 
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As was true of sampling techniques, there is no one best method for all circumstances: 
each survey method has its own advantages and disadvantages (Shaughnessy, 1994, 
p.124). The survey methodology was used in this present study as the major vehicle for 
data collection. The advantages and disadvantages of these methods are discussed in the 
methods of data collection below. 
4.4 The Methods of Data Collection 
A survey research method can be defined in the context of this study as " a systematic 
collection of data concerning libraries and their services, activities, staff, operations, use 
and users". Busha and Harter (1980) noted that survey research is the most appropriate 
method for examining the library, as surveys provide systematic, in-depth examinations 
of libraries, library systems, or networks of libraries. According to Cohen and Manion 
(1985), surveys can be employed for a variety of purposes such as describing the nature 
of existing conditions, identifying standards against which existing conditions can be 
compared, and determining the relationship that exists between specific events. Survey 
methods typically employ several data collection techniques, the most popular being 
interviews and questionnaires. 
Webb et al (1977, p.172) observed that the major mass of social research is based upon 
interviews and questionnaires and deplored this over- dependence upon a single method. 
They point out, however, that they are probably the most flexible and generally useful 
devices for gathering information. According to Adarns, " questionnaires and interviews 
are the most common methods of data collection in all of the many branches of social 
behavioural science. Both of these methods are highly flexible and adaptable to a variety 
of research designs, populations, and purposes" (Adams, 1985, p.200); The questionnaire 
is a very common method of gathering information about such difficult-to-measure 
subjects as library usage or information needs. Its advantages are obvious and tempting 
(Kidston, 1985). 
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In order to get more detailed information, both qualitative and quantitative methods will 
be employed in this study. According to Patton (1990), qualitative methods typically 
produce a wealth of detailed information about a small number of people, or cases and 
situations studied. In contrast, the advantage of a quantitative approach is that it is 
possible to measure the reactions of a great many people to a limited set of questions, 
thus facilitating comparison and the statistical aggregation of data. It allows a broad 
generalisable set of findings to be presented succinctly. 
4.4.1 The Questionnaire 
The questionnaire provides an opportunity for respondents to give frank, anonymous 
replies. It also facilitates the collection of large amounts of data in a short time, and the 
cost is lower, particularly if the researcher is using self-administered questionnaires and 
he is working with a specific organisation (Hall and Irene, 1996, p.l 00). 
Furthermore, questionnaires provide accessibility for wide geographical contact, and 
assist ease of preparation, distribution and tabulation of answers. Their major 
disadvantages are: lack of control over who fills in the questionnaire, no opportunity for 
probing, and the generally low response rates (Nachmias & Nachmias, 1989). Various 
techniques can be used to try and overcome the problems of low response rate; for 
example, over-sampling, follow-up, length of questionnaire, etc. 
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4.4.2 The Interview 
• Personal Interviews 
RESEARCH METHOOOWGY 
The interview is one of the most significant and effective tools in collecting information, 
especially given that people like to talk directly more than they like to write. Badr (1982, 
p.351) listed the following elements which help the interviewer to collect as much 
information as possible: 
• the interviewer should explain the purpose of the study. 
• the interviewer may explain further the specific information required. 
• in the event that the interviewed individual misunderstands the question, the 
interviewer should ask another question in clarification. 
• the interviewer may investigate the accuracy of answers given by the subject. 
In order for the interview to be effective, the researcher should: 
• specifY the time of the interview, and how long it will last. 
• prepare a detailed and full plan of the interview, including a list of questions 
accompanied with a briefing about the purpose of the study for the subject. 
• choose the wordings of the questions carefully. 
There are several advantages of the interview, as follow: 
• it is a flexible and adaptable way offinding things out. 
• it is the best method of assessing personal qualities. 
• it provides a quantitative measure for diagnosing and dealing with problems 
(Marshall, and Rossman 1989, p.82, and Badr 1982, p.353). 
• it is a significant means of obtaining consultations, which facilitate 
communication between the interviewer and the respondent. 
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• it allows the interviewer to explain and clarifY his questions to elicit 
significantly more answers and also to provide detailed in-depth information 
(Goldhor, 1972). 
The most important disadvantages of interviews are: 
• the results are high cost because the use of trained interviewers is expensive in 
terms of both money and time. 
• it also involves the potential for interviewer bias (Shaughnessy, 1994). 
• Telephone Interviews 
Like face-to-face interviewing, telephone interviewing has its advantages and 
disadvantages. 
Large survey research organisations that have a permanent staff can complete a telephone 
survey, and even those researchers who must hire and train interviewers can complete a 
telephone survey faster than one requiring face-to-face interviews or mailed 
questionnaires (Singleton et !!!, 1988). 
The use of the telephone when conducting interviews is an impractical method in a 
country such as Oman due to difficulties relating to telephone communications, as many 
rural areas lack telephone lines. The sense of discretion, which prevails in Omani 
society, leads to an extreme reluctance to give information over the telephone. In 
addition, this method prevents the researcher from learning about the social and economic 
features of the subject. The cost of telephone calls is considered to be an obstacle, as 
these are high in comparison to countries such as Britain and America, and short 
telephone conversations do not allow sufficient collection of information, or proper 
observation of the reactions of the subject towards the questions. 
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In view of the research objectives, it was decided to use two survey methods for data 
collection, each separated into two stages. For the first stage, the self-administered 
questionnaire was chosen as the most appropriate data collection method. The second 
stage has been plarmed as a series of face-to-face interviews carried out in Oman. The 
decision to use the face-to-face interview was made on the basis that it is the most 
appropriate way to collect comprehensive detailed information on academic and school 
libraries in Oman. 
4.5 Development of the Questionnaires 
As mentioned in Chapter 3, there is a lack of literature that discusses the present 
capabilities of libraries resources, services, technology, training, and facilities for 
researchers, students and so on in Oman. The researcher decided to do fieldwork in 
Oman before designing and developing the questionnaires and the interview questions. 
The main point of the fieldwork was to identify the present situation of school and 
academic libraries. The fieldwork took place between 15 January - 24 February 1998. 
Altogether 38 people (library directors, senior librarians, academic staff, teachers and 
students) were interviewed from several institutions. These institutions were: Sultan 
Qaboos University, Colleges of Education, the Ministry of Higher Education, and 
Technical Industrial Colleges, the Ministry of Social Affairs. The results of the fieldwork 
were used in building and designing the questionnaires for this study. 
Three questionnaires were employed in this study, initially designed in English and later 
translated into Arabic. The first questionnaire was compiled for academic libraries and 
learning resource centre users (faculty and students), the second questionnaire for school 
library users (teachers and students), while the third questionnaire was for academic and 
school librarians. 
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In deriving final versions of the questionnaires, a great effort was made to keep the 
questionnaires short, unambiguous and easy for respondents to complete. Also, in order 
to overcome possible problems of misunderstanding, the Arabic version of the 
questionnaires was revised by a specialist in Arabic language. Then the questionnaires 
were sent to academic staff in the Department of Library and Information Science at 
SQU, College of Arts, to check if the translation and terminology were clear for the 
respondents. 
4.6 The Pilot Study 
A questionnaire which seems clear to its designer, may create difficulties for the 
respondent. In order to test and polish the questionnaires, a pilot study was conducted for 
the first and the third questionnaire in Oman between 27 May and 6 June 1998. 
Responses were received from 15 June to 27 June 1998. Because schools were closed in 
June 1998 for the summer holidays, a pilot study for the second questionnaire was 
conducted at the beginning of September and the responses were received on 17th 
Septemberl998. 
The pilot study aimed at checking the validity and reliability of the three questionnaires. 
The first questionnaire was addressed to academic users, the second to school users and 
the third to academic and school librarians. An explanatory letter accompanied each 
questionnaire. Questionnaire I was the subject of a pilot study with ten academic users: 
five faculty members and five students. All users taking part in the pilot study were from 
different colleges. Questionnaire 2 was also tested with ten teachers and students from 
different schools. Questionnaire 3 was the subject of a pilot study with ten librarians from 
different libraries and different levels. 
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Following the pilot study, some modifications were made to the questionnaires. The 
questionnaires were designed to collect data on the academic and school libraries in 
Oman. 
4.7 The Interview Method 
The interviews were set up as a follow-up to the questionnaire in order to investigate 
libraries and learning resource centre infrastructure in the educational system of Oman. 
The main points of the questionnaires were to look at the use of the library, library 
resources, services, technology, education and future development. 
The interviews were developed to cover the same points mentioned above plus 
information on the budget, staff, acquisitions, policies and co-operation from the 
providers' point of view . 
The interview, therefore, concentrated on ten areas, as fo llow: 
• The staff [questions 1 and 2] 
• The budget [questions 3, 4 and 5] 
• The library resources [question 6] 
• The library services [questions 7 and 8] 
• The library acquisitions [questions 9,10 and 11] 
• The library technology [questions 12, 13, 14 and 15] 
• The library policy [question 16] 
• The library co-operation [questions 17 and 18] 
• The library education [question 19] 
• The future development [questions 20 and 21] 
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4.8 The Research Sample 
4.8.1 The school sample (preparatory and secondary levels). 
The majority of preparatory and secondary schools in Oman serve as supplementary 
levels for other educational levels, e.g. a secondary school supplements the primary and 
preparatory levels. There is a small number of secondary schools that are fully dedicated 
to this level. It has become customary to name the school after the highest academic 
level within it. 
Schools: 
• Geographically, Oman is divided into 8 administrative regions. 
• A large number of preparatory schools and some secondary schools do not 
have school libraries and many school libraries have no librarians. (See Table 
4.1.) 
• It was necessary to choose those schools with libraries in order to evaluate the 
impact. 
Table 4.1 
Total Number of Schools, and the number of Libraries and 
Librarians available at Preparatory and Secondary Schools in 1999 
School Levels No. of No. of No. of 
Schools Libraries Librarians 
Preparatory 468 154 72 
Secondary 163 143 132 
Total 631 297 204 
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24 schools were selected: 12 that supplement the secondary level and 12 for preparatory, 
all with school libraries. The reasons for choosing this number are that it allows most of 
the regions to be sampled and it also allows meaningful statistical conclusions to be 
drawn. 
Students: 
For useful statistical comparisons, a minimum of 20 students was selected from each 
school. This comparison will be assisted by choosing a specific age level for the 
comparison. Therefore, in secondary schools, the first secondary class was chosen and in 
preparatory schools the third class. The researcher decided to select these classes in 
particular because: 
• Students' ages in this level are between 15-17. 
• These classes are more appropriate as a general leve~ because second and 
third secondary classes are divided into the areas of Science and the Arts. 
• It is not reasonable to select the third secondary class, because students in this 
level concentrate more on their textbooks instead of using the library to get 
higher marks in the national examinations for entry to university. 
In general each class in preparatory and secondary schools contains around 30 students, 
so the sample size is 720. (See Table 4.2.) 
Teachers: 
The number of teachers in schools r,ange from 4,753 in secondary schools and 6,767 in 
preparatory schools. If 15 teachers are chosen from each school, it should allow adequate 
statistical comparisons. There are 360 respondents in total. These numbers will also 
allow comparisons to be made between males and females. (See Table 4.2.) 
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Table 4.2 
Size Sample of Secondary and Preparatory Schools Users 
Type of Users Size of Sample 
Teachers 360 
Students 720 
Total 1080 
4.8.2 The academic sample. 
The sample represents academic staff and students from the faculties of Sultan Qaboos 
University, the faculties of the Colleges of Education within the Ministry of Higher 
Education and the Technical Industrial Colleges within the Ministry of Social Affairs. 
The total number of colleges is 18, and these are divided into three groups as follow: 
• Group A: Sultan Qaboos University Colleges. 
• Group B: Colleges of Education. 
• Group C: Technical Industrial Colleges. 
In order to allow for an adequate statistical comparison, a satisfactory sample will be: 
• 30 students from each college. 
• 15 members of the teaching staff from each college. 
Therefore, the total number of the sample selected is 810. (See Table 4.3.) This sample 
gives reasouable coverage for the study. 
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Table 4.3 
Size Sample of Academic Users 
Groups Size of Sample 
Teachers Students Total 
A- Sultan Qaboos University 105 210 315 
B- Colleges of Education 90 180 270 
C- Technical Industrial Colleges 75 150 225 
Total 270 540 810 
4.8.3 Academic and School Librarians 
To get a clear picture of the existing situation of school and academic libraries. the 
researcher also decided to select a total of 60 school and academic librarians from various 
schools and academic libraries (including 24 schools and academic institutions that were 
involved in this study). The researcher decided to select this number as a sample because 
the number of qualified and experienced librarians is very small, especially in school and 
college libraries. The most qualified and experienced librarians were at the university 
libraries. Therefore. to obtain significant results the sample should concentrate on senior 
academic librarians and those who have qualifications or experience in school libraries. 
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4.9 Distribution and Return of Questionnaires 
The researcher carried out his field survey from the beginning of December 1998 until 
mid-March 1999. The end-of-term break for school and college students coincided with 
this period, as well as the Eid-ul-Fiter break. Before the work started, the researcher 
began to liaise with the Post-graduate department in the Ministry of Higher Education 
and to approach the bodies and authorities relevant to the study, namely the Division for 
Research and Studies at the Ministry of Education, the General Directorate for Colleges 
of Education at the Ministry of Higher Education, and the General Directorate for 
Technical Education at the Division of Vocational Training at the Ministry of Social 
Affairs and Labour. This was in an attempt to facilitate the duties of the researcher and to 
provide the necessary support for the completion of his work. 
The bodies then approached the relevant authorities. The researcher was officially 
notified and subsequently made contact and liased with officials within the general 
directorates of education in the various regions as well as deans of colleges and 
administrative officials in Sultan Qaboos University Colleges. Appointments were also 
made to visit and carry out the necessary work. 
The researcher used the following methods to distribute questionnaires: 
User questionnaires 
The first method: 
• Thirty questionnaires were distributed in each class directly by the researcher. The 
students were reminded before starting to fill in the questionnaire to respond 
accurately and to ask the researcher about any queries they might have. Students 
were given 15 minutes to answer the questions, after which the researcher co llected 
the questionnaires. 
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• 15 questionnaires were distributed by the researcher randomly to teachers regardless 
of the subjects they taught with the help of assistants from the school administration. 
This was done in the teachers' quarters and, because of their busy schedule, they were 
asked to hand the questionnaires to the school administration if they were unable to 
finish it the same day. The administration was then asked to send the questionnaires 
by post to the researcher. Table 4.4 shows the response rate from schools. 
Table 4.4 
Response Rate from Schools users 
Type of Users No. Distributed No. Returned % 
Returns 
Teachers 360 302 84 
Students 720 697 97 
Total 1080 999 93 
• College students: The researcher distributed and collected the questionnaires in areas 
where students might congregate, such as the library, common rooms and sometimes 
in computer labs. The researcher sought the assistance of the library and 
administration staff in co llecting the questionnaires. 
• For college teaching staff, 15 questionnaires were distributed among teachers in each 
college under the supervision of the college administration, which later collected the 
questionnaires and sent them to the researcher. Table 4.5 indicates the response rate 
from academic users. 
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Table 4.5 
Response Rate from academic Users 
Institutions No. Distributed No. Returned % Returns 
Staff Students Staff Students Staff Students 
S.Q.U, Colleges 105 210 99 200 94 95 
Colleges of 90 180 88 166 98 92 
Education 
Technical 75 150 62 145 83 97 
Industrial Co lIeges 
Total 270 540 249 511 92 95 
This method was employed for approximately 88% of the distributed questionnaires for 
both school and academic users. A total of 1665 questionnaires was distributed and 1554 
(93%) questionnaires were returned. 
The second method: 
The researcher submitted the required number of questionnaires to certain schools which 
he was unable to visit, to the IT department in the General Directorate of Rehabilitation 
and Training, to the General Directorate of Education Colleges in the Ministry of Higher 
Education for the benefit of Colleges of Education and the General Directorate of 
Technical Education in the Division of Vocational Training for the benefit of Technical 
Industrial Colleges. The relevant personnel sent these directly through the official 
channels to the relevant bodies, accompanied by a letter from the researcher to each 
group explaining the objective of the study and how the questionnaires should be 
distributed among students and teachers. This method was used in 12 % of the 
questionnaires distributed to both school and academic users. A total of 225 
questionnaires was distributed and 205 questionnaires were returned (91 %). 
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School and Academic librarian questionnaires 
The researcher distributed the questionnaires meant for school and academic librarians 
inside the respective libraries. This constituted 85 % of the total questiormaires, whilst 
another group (15%) was distributed by means offax or through individuals working for 
the respective establishments. These were later collected and sent to the researcher by 
means of post. Table 4.6 shows the number of questionnaires distributed and received for 
school and academic librarians. 
Table 4.6 
Response Rate from School and Academic Librarians 
Type of Librarians No. Distributed No. Returned % 
Returns 
School Librarians 30 30 100 
Academic Librarians 30 29 97 
Total 60 59 98 
4.10 Data Analysis 
After coding the responses, those for the first and second questionnaires were transferred 
into computer files. The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) programme, 
an integrated system of computer programmes designed for the analysis of social science 
data, was used to process the data by frequency, percentage and to obtain correlation and 
statistical measures, such as chi-squared tests. The researcher decided to use SPSS for 
the purpose of data presentation and interpretation due to the availability, within SPSS, of 
a wide variety of data-management facilities and statistical procedures which simplified 
the process of data analysis. The results are presented and discussed in Chapters Five and 
Six. 
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Chapter 5 
Results from Questionnaire 
Responses for Teachers and 
Students 
This chapter discusses the use of the school library (preparatory and secondary) by 
teachers and students as derived from the questionnaires collected. In total, 1080 
questionnaires were sent, and 999 questionnaires were returned. This gives a 
satisfactory overall response rate of 93% as shown in Table 5.1. This chapter is 
consists of three parts. The first part considers the teachers' results, the second looks 
at the students' results and the final section is the summary. 
Table 5.1 Response rate from schools 
1l.~Jrf'l'!iQlif,~iij !"ttll!!.mG'lr <Jb . """.-.-- .' ., .... ' 
Teachers 360 
Students 720 
Total 1080 
5.1 Teachers 
5.1.1 Background variables 
5.1.1.1 Age distribution 
i~m~l • 1· .. · .. ·.11 '1~;,i:G~~l 
302 84 
697 97 
999 93 
The age distribution (Fig. 5.1) shows that 45%, (N=302) of respondents were aged 
between 20-31 years, followed by those between 31-40 (40%) years old. The data 
also showed that those aged from 41-50 numbered only 14% and the number over 50 
(1%) was very small. This shows that most teachers (84%, N=302) were in the 
middle-aged category. The survey also showed that the female teachers were younger 
than male teachers (P<. 0.001, N=302). Around 60% of females were aged between 
20-31 years old. 
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Figure 5.1 Age Distribution 
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5.1.1.2 Sex 
Respondents were asked to state their sex. It was found that 53% of respondents were 
male and 47% were female as shown in Table 5.2. 
Table 5.2 Respondents' distribution by sex 
Sex No. or Respondents 1y.:1 
Male 161 53 
Female 141 47 
Total 302 100 
5.1.1.3 Academic qualification 
The results (Table 5.3) show that most respondents (88%, N=302) held either a BA or 
BSc degree, followed by those with a diploma (9%). There was a small number of 
respondents whose education was at the level of Masters degree (2%). It was found 
statistically that there are no significant differences between qualificat ion and sex. 
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Table 5.3 Academic qualification of respondents 
Type of Qualification N o/t, 
Master 7 2 
BA/BSc 267 88 
Diploma 26 9 
Others 2 I 
Total 302 100 
5.1 2 Library use 
111 order to know how frequently a teacher used the school library, respondents were 
asked to indicate their use on a five point Likert type scale ranging from "daily" to 
"not at all". The data in Figure 5.2 show that the majority of respondents (36%, 
N=302) were using the library once a week and about 96 of the respondents 32% were 
using the library rarely. The results also showed that 17% used the library once a 
month, whilst 12% used the library dail y. It was found that only 9 respondents (3%) 
never used the library at all. 
The survey also indicated that there are significant differences in the frequency of use 
of the library between male teachers and female teachers. It showed that more male 
teachers used the library daily and once a week, whi lst more female teachers used the 
library once a month and rarely (P< .0.008). 
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Figure 5.2 Percentage of respondents w ho 
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Respondents were asked to specify the main reasons for using their library. Several 
possible reasons in terms of materials and/or activities were given to them in order for 
them to select the appropriate ones. Also they were requested to indicate if they had 
other reasons for using the library . 
The results (Table 5.4) in terms of materials show that most respondents (86%, N = 
293) were there to read books, followed by those who were reading journals and 
newspapers (38%). The number of respondents who used audio-visual materials and 
those who were checking the catalogue was very small (16% and II %). It was very 
surpri sing that only one respondent (N=293) was involved in a class visit. 
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Table 5.4 Percentage of teachers who used the library for each resource 
in terms of materials 
r ,i""'. ~\iI:';fl!w:st . {"~~1} . W~ JJ.I ' ~.~l _ ~ .~-. ",,"". " 
.' ~j: 
... ~.. '. '.' . ., ..... 
Reading books 253 86 
Reading journals & 112 38 
newspapers 
Using audio-visual 48 16 
Checking the catalogue 32 11 
Class visit 1 Less than 1% 
As shown in Table 5.5, the major reason for using the library in terms of activities by 
teachers (73%, N = 293) was looking for information, followed by borrowing books 
(43%). The results also showed that most teachers (100%,87% and 67%) never used 
the library for homework, studying and teaching. 
A Chi-square test showed significant differences in the reasons using the library 
between male and female teachers. It found, in terms of materials, that male teachers 
were more likely to read journals and newspapers than females (P < .0.003). 
However, females were more likely to use audio-visual materials than male teachers 
(P < .0.05). The survey also showed that there was no significant difference in terms 
of sex for the reasons of reading books and checking the catalogue. In terms of 
activities, it found that female teachers were more likely to look for information in the 
library than male teachers (P < .0.001, N=293), while male teachers were more 
inclined to borrow books than females (P <. 0.05). 
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Table 5.5 Percentage of teachers who used the library for each activity 
IJ)J(i!1m'il;ul~:n~ ..... '~Fl4i~j 1i\1'ib _.,"-
..... 
Looking for infonnation 214 73 
For teaching 98 33 
For studying 37 13 
For borrowing 127 43 
For homework 6 Less than 1% 
5.1.3 Library resources 
The results (Table 5.6) show that books were the resources most frequently used 
(52%) by teachers, followed newspapers (28%). The results also showed that 
journals, newspapers and books were used more occasionally by teachers. However, 
the AvlMedia resources were used less than any other resources, as shown in Table 
5.6. (70% of respondents never used AvlMedia and 26% used them only 
occasionally.) 
The survey indicated that there are some significant differences in using the library 
resources between the sexes. It found that males were more likely to use books (P < . 
. 0.05), and newspapers (P < .0.001) than females. However, there is no significant 
difference between the sexes in using other library resources such as journals and 
AvlMedia. 
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Table 5.6 Percentage of nse of library resonrces by teachers 
.. · ..• Typeof 
Reso~rces 
Books 
Journals/ 
Magazines 
Newspapers 
AvIMedia 
3 52 
0.0 15 
0.0 28 
0.0 4 
% .•• ""% 
O~~asio~~lIy.~Jt~t~il 
39 6 
60 25 
41 31 
26 70 
Respondents were asked to specify if they were satisfied with their library resources. 
As shown in Table 5.7, 151 respondents (50%, N=302) were frequently satisfied with 
their books, whilst 135 respondents (45%) were satisfied only occasionally. It was 
also found that 81% of respondents were not satisfied at all with AvIMedia, 64% were 
not satisfied with journals and 36% were not satisfied with newspapers. The results 
of the test showed that, for all of the four library resources tested, there were no 
significant differences between the sexes regarding their satisfaction with the library 
resources. 
Respondents were then asked if their libraries had all the information that they needed 
and if not, they were also asked to indicate what was missing. 287 of respondents 
(95%, N=302) indicated that their libraries had a total lack of resources. Most of 
them (85%) stated that books, references, atlases and dictionaries, as well as 
AvIMedia and journals in different areas, especially in sciences and Arabic literature 
were needed. They also noted that most books were old and did not meet the needs of 
the teaching curriculum. 
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Table 5.7 Percentage of teachers satisfied with their library resources 
Type()F ...... :% 
Resources V, frequently 
Books 
Journals/ 
Magazines 
Newspapers 
AvlMedia 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
5.1.4 Library services 
50 
1 
21 
0.0 
.....•.• %...'.%.): .•• 
6~~~siO~~I~i~o~a~all. 
45 5 
35 64 
43 36 
19 SI 
Respondents were asked to rate the library services on a four point Likert type scale 
ranging from "very good" to "not at all". The results (Table 5.S) show that 62% 
(N=302) of respondents indicated that the borrowing service was good, followed by 
34% of respondents who mentioned that information inquiries were also good. Most 
respondents (99%, and 66%) rated the AvlMedia and the information inquiries as 
poor or did not rate them at alL The survey indicated that male teachers were more 
satisfied with borrowing services (P< .0.05) and information inquiries (P< .0.05) than 
females. Respondents then were asked to state (Q.S) what other additional services 
were needed. It was found that the majority of respondents (85%) stated that 
information technology and AvlMedia were the most necessary additional services 
needed and that these should be available in the library. 
Table 5.8 Percentage of each library service rated by teachers 
Type ofservices 
U" ~'U" U 
"""'" " .' "', 
Good· Poor 
Borrowing 1 62 33 
AvlMedia 0.0 I 29 70 
Information 0.0 34 46 20 
inquiries 
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To find out the problems that might hinder access to, and use of, library materials, the 
respondents were asked to indicate how frequently they encountered problems. Six 
different problems were given to them. The problems focus sed on both availability 
of, and accessibility to, information in their school libraries. 
The results showed that 54% of respondents faced the first problem: "did not find the 
material required" more frequently, and 52% noted that although they found the 
materials frequently these were out of date. It was also found that 32% of respondents 
had frequently faced the problem of not gaining access to the materials. The survey 
also showed that among respondents, 48% had not faced any difficulties in using the 
library catalogue. However, many respondents indicated that their libraries had no 
catalogue. Most respondents (81%) stated that they did not face problems regarding 
obtaining assistance from the library staff. As shown in Table 5.9, all respondents 
(39%,36%,51%, 31%, 33% and 14%) had occasionally faced all these problems. 
The results show that three of these problems were not significant between the sexes, 
whilst others problems showed significant differences between male and female 
teachers, as shown in Table 5.9. It found that females more frequently faced the 
problem of "found the material, but it was out of date" than male teachers (P < 
.0.076). However, male teachers faced problems of "had difficulty using the 
catalogue" (P < .0.05) and "assistance from the library staff" more frequently (P < 
.0.05) than females. 
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Table 5.9 Percentage of encountering problems by teachers 
. TypeofProblems/> %. % 
.",;'«,,',:C',';,-->, 
. V. frequently . Frequel\t1y ()ccasionally 
Did not find the 21 33 
materials required 
Found the material, but 12 40 
it was out of date" 
The materials were 7 26 
being used by others 
Had difficulty using the 3 18 
catalogue * 
The catalogue was out 2 20 
of date 
Assistance from library 2 3 
staff' 
"Shows statistically significant differences at 0.003 level 
, Shows statistically significant differences at .0.05 level 
5.1.5 Library technology 
39 
36 
51 
31 
33 
14 
12 
16 
48 
45 
81 
Most respondents (100%, N= 302) had no access to computing facilities within their 
school libraries. Roughly 14% of respondents were using information technology and 
12% had PCs at home. The results (Table 5.10) also show that 8% of teachers were 
using computer games, 4% were using fax, 3% were using CD-ROM, and only one 
teacher was using the Internet. Statistics showed that female teachers used 
information technology more than male teachers (P< .0.05). 
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Table 5.10 Percentage of use of information technology by teachers 
N=302 
.....TypeofInformation .. 
·;;L;;;;:Te~lIh(llog;,;i;·"··· 
Personal computer 35 
CD-ROM 8 3 
Internet 1 Less than 1% 
Fax 11 4 
E-mail 6 2 
Computer games 23 8 
5.1.6 Library education 
The results showed that the majority of respondents (73%, N= 302) indicated their 
libraries had not provided any orientation programmes. They were also asked to 
specify if the current orientation programmes provided by their library covered what 
they needed personally. 280 respondents (93%, N=302) argued that there was no 
orientation programmes at all or if there was, the content was inappropriate. Statistics 
showed significant differences between female and male teachers (P< .0.024). 
Respondents were then given four types of orientation programme (see Table 5.11), 
and were asked to select which programme they would like to see in their library. It 
was found that more than half of respondents (61%, N=283) made their first choice 
"learning skills", followed by "effective use of the library" (25%). However, the use 
of information technology became the third choice (10%), and the last choice was 
writing reports (4%). The survey also shows that there is a significant difference 
between male and female teachers in selecting types of orientation programmes (P < 
.0.023). 
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Table 5.11 Percentage of respondents for 
each type of orientation programme (N = 283) 
·.Type.of()~entation·.PrograD1me ... 
.· ....... N 1/% .... 
. ........ 
Learning skills .. .. 174 ... 
..• 61 ......• 
.. 
• 
... 
Effective use of the library 72 25 
.... Writing research report 10 1···4··· 
...... ......... . I·· .. '. 
Use of information technology 27 10 
5.1.7 Future development 
Respondents were asked to indicate which of the following materials would most help 
develop their libraries. The results (Table 5.12) show that 299 respondents (99%, 
N=302) indicated more AvIMedia, 289 respondents (96%) mentioned providing more 
information technology and 251 respondents (83%) noted more printed materials. 
Table 5.12 Most important materials as selected by 
respondents for developing the library services (N = 302). 
... " .... Type of Materials ••.••..•• · •• • •.•. i.N •....• .... .• , 0/0·' 
... ..•.... 
. ........... 
More AvIMedia 299 99 
. 
. 
Providing information technology 289 96 
More printed materials 251 83 
Respondents then were asked to specify if they had any additional comments. Most 
respondents (85%) stated that their libraries had a total lack of space and resources, as 
well as financial support. 
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5.2 Students 
5.2.1 Background variables 
5.2.1.1 Age distribution 
RESULTS FROM QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES 
The total number of students was 697. 340 (49%) respondents were from preparatory 
level and 357 (51%) respondents were from secondary level. The survey showed that 
369 (53%, N=697) respondents were aged between 14 and 15 years, and 328 (47%) 
were aged between 16 and 18 years old. 
5.2.1.2 Sex 
Respondents were asked to indicate their sex. The results (Table 5.13) show that 50"10 
(N=697) of respondents were male, and around 50% of respondents were female. 
Table 5.13 Students' distribution by sex 
l!;:';", ' , !i~j iJ,l' 
'c' , " ,~"" .,~, 
Male 349 50 
Female 348 50 
Total 697 100 
5.2.2 Reading habits 
Three specific questions were given only to the students at the beginning of 
Questionnaire I. The purpose of these questions was to find out if the students were 
interested in reading books other than their schoolbooks. It was also to identify which 
topics are mostly preferred by the students and from which resource they get the 
books. The survey showed that the majority of students (75%, N= 697) read other 
books besides their schoolbooks. Those who never read represented 25%. From the 
overall responses (Table 5.14), 67% of respondents read fiction, followed by general 
information (53%), Islamic science (41%) and history (20%). 
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The survey also showed that female students were more inclined to read other books 
beside their school books (53%) than male students (P < .0.012, N= 522). There is 
also a statistically significant difference in the frequency of which topic was more 
interesting to the sexes. It was found that females were more interested in general 
information (P< .0.05), fiction (P< .0.001) and Islamic science (P< .0.05), whilst male 
students were more interested in history (P< .0.001) and science (P< .0.05). Statistics 
also showed significant differences in the level of students' education. Those at 
preparatory level were more interested reading in fiction (P< .0.09), Islamic science 
(P< .0.05) and science (P< .0.05), whilst those at secondary level were more 
interested reading in history. 
Table 5.14 Percentage of studeuts' reading activity for each topic 
. ..... . ·tll;,.(a;~it!ttfil:!r~'" ,~~ ~' 
.> ..... ? J'.' ,""" ,. ""-- , ,'" ~. " " 
Fiction 350 67 
General information 278 53 
Islamic science 214 41 
History 102 20 
Arabic literature 48 9 
Science 28 5 
The data (Table 5.14) also showed that a very small number of students (9% and 5%) 
read Arabic literature and sciences. Students next were asked to indicate if they read 
other topics, not listed in question B. It was found that only 11 students (2%) stated 
they read sport. 
The results (Table 5.15) show that the main source for getting books as indicated by 
students was the home (53%), bookshop (40%), their friends and relatives (35%) and 
lastly the public library (30%). 
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Table 5.15 Places from which students were getting 
books, the frequency and the percentage for each place 
.... '1 ~ii~"~ill_j' . ~1;t;:'fB ". , . ' ... ' ..... ,~." .' .,., ... ','.. ' . .' ..... . . 
• •••• 
'~' .. ' . 
At Home 277 53 
Bookshop 210 40 
Friends and relatives 183 35 
Public libraries 158 30 
5.2.3 Library use 
The results in Figure 5.3 showed that the number of students who used the library 
daily was very small (5%, N=697), It was found that the majority of students (51%) 
used the library rarely, Those who used the library once a week accounted for (24%), 
The data showed that 10% of students used the library once a month and 10% never 
used the library, The survey also indicated that male students were more likely to use 
the library daily than female students, whilst female students were more likely to use 
the library once a week than male students (P< ,0,001), Also, a significant difference 
was found on the use the library between the levels of education. Students from 
preparatory level were more likely to use the library once a week whereas those from 
secondary level were more likely to use the library once a month or rarely. This 
category also included 10% who never used the library (P< ,0,046). 
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Rg.xe 5.3 Percentage of lilxa-y used by students 
D caly 
5% 
[] Not at all Q Q-ce a 
10% ! week 
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Respondents were asked to indicate their reasons for USlllg the library. Several 
reasons in tenns of materials and activi ti es were given for respondents to select the 
appropriate ones. The results in terms of materials (Table 5. 16) show very clearly that 
the most frequent reason for students using the library was reading books (56%). The 
data also showed that journals and newspapers were the second reason for students 
using the library (48%). However, most respondents noted that their libraries offered 
only dail y Arabic newspapers, namely Oman and AI-Watan. 
The results, as presented in Table 5. I 6, showed also that a small number of students 
(12%) used Av/Media and 15% used the library for checking the catalogue. 
However, none of the respondents (100%) was ever involved in a class visit to the 
library. 
Ta ble 5.1 6 Percentage of students who used the libra ry fo r each 
reason in terms of materials 
In Terms of ;\Iaterials ;'\=625 '1.. 
Reading books 349 56 
Reading journals & Newspapers 301 48 
Using Audio-visual 78 12 
Checking the catalogue 92 15 
Class visit 0 0.0 
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As shown in Table 5. 17, the most important reason for students using the library in 
terms of activities was looking for information (66%, =625), followed by borrowing 
(34%). It was also found that a small number of respondents were using the library 
for studying (20%) and 20% used it for homework. 
Statistical analysis showed significant differences between the sexes for some reasons 
for using the library. It was found in terms of materials that female students were 
more likely to read books (P< .0.05). However, male students were more likely to 
read journals/magazines (P< .0.001), to use Av/Media (P< .0.05) and to check the 
catalogue (P< .0.0 12 1). 
in terms of activities, it was found that female students were more likely to look for 
information (P< .0.022) and to borrow books (P< .0.0 I 13), while male students were 
more likely to use the library for studying (P< .0.00 I) and for homework (P< .0.00 I). 
Table 5.17 Percentage of students who used the library for each 
reason in terms of activity 
In Tenns of '\('fi\ itil.'S N '!Io. 
Looking for information 415 66 
For studying 123 20 
For borrowing 215 34 
For homework 122 20 
5.2.4 library resources 
Respondents were asked to indicate how frequently they used library resources. The 
results in Table 5.18 show that 22% used books frequently, 19% used newspapers 
iTequently and 18% used journals/magazines frequently . The data also showed that 
the majority of students occasionally used the following resources: books (55%), 
journals/magazines (50%) and newspapers (49%). From the overall responses, 
7 1 % of students never used Av/Media, 28% never used journals/magazines, 27% 
never used newspapers and 14% never used books. The survey also showed that male 
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students were more likely to use books (P< .0.006) and journals (P< .0.05). 
Regarding the educational level, statistics showed that students from preparatory level 
were more likely to use books (P< .0.035), journals (P< .0.018) and newspapers (P< 
.0.05) frequently, whilst the majority of those from secondary level used library 
resources occasionall y or not at all. 
Table 5.18 Percentage of students wbo used library resources 
Type of % % % % 
Resources V. frequently Frequently Occasionally Not at all 
Books 9 22 55 14 
Journals/ 4 18 50 28 
Magazines 
Newspapers 5 19 49 27 
Av/Media 1 4 24 71 
Respondents were asked to indicate if they were satisfied with their library resources. 
The data in Table 5. 19 showed that 46% (N=697) were satisfied with the book 
collection and 22% with newspapers. However, all students (100%, N=697) were not 
satisfied with Av/Media resources, 93% with journals/magazines and 78% with 
newspapers eit her occasionally or not at all. A chi-square test shows that there are no 
significant differences between students' level of education and their satisfaction with 
library resources. [t was fou nd that only book resources showed significant 
differences by sex and this showed that female students were more satisfi ed with book 
resources (P< . O. 000 1 ). 
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Table 5. 19 Percentage of each libra ry resource rated by students 
Type of °/0 % % % 
Resources v. frequ ently FrequenUy Occasionally Not at all 
Books 10 46 38 6 
Journals/ 0.0 6 42 52 
Magazines 
Newspapers 0.0 22 54 24 
AvlMedia 0.0 0.0 15 85 
Students were then asked if their libraries had all the information that they needed. 
570 of students (82%, N=697) stated no. This was due to the lack of library resources 
such as Av/Media, journals, references, books and other non-printed materials. 
5.2.5 Library services 
Respondents were given three types of service provided by their libraries and then 
they were asked to state if they were satisfied with them. As shown in Table 5.20, the 
respondents were satisfied with borrowing services (77%, N=697) and information 
enquiries (55%). However, most respondents (98%, N=697) were not satisfied with 
the Av/Media service. 
The Chi-square test showed that two cases had statistically significant differences 
between both sex and level of education. Females found the borrowing service and 
inquiries service more satisfactory (P< .0.0001) and (P< .0.001) than male students. 
Also it was found that students from secondary level were more likely to be satisfied 
by their library services tha n students from preparatory level (P< .0.015). 
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Table 5.20 Percentage rates from stndents for library services 
Type of % % % % 
Services v. good Good Poor ot at all 
Borrowing 25 52 17 6 
Av/Media 0.0 2 14 84 
Information 15 40 35 10 
enquIrIes 
Respondents were next asked to specify what add itional services were needed in their 
libraries. It was found that most students stated that Av/Media, information 
teclmology, photocopying and OPAe services were needed. 
To find out the problems that might hinder access to, and use of, library materials, 
students were also asked to identify how frequently they encountered problems. Six 
problems were given to them, which focused on both the availability of, and 
accessibility to, information in their school libraries. The results (Table 5.21) show 
that "the material was being used by others" was the most common problem which 
hindered the students very frequently, followed frequently by "the material was out of 
date" (30"10), "the material was being used by others" (29%) and "did not find the 
material required" (18%). 
The data also showed that a large number of students faced most of these problems 
occasionall y. From the overall responses, 64% of respondents had no problem in 
getting assistance from their library staff. The survey showed that five of these six 
problems showed significant differences between the sexes. It was found that male 
students faced four of these problems trequently more than females: " the materials 
was being used by others" (P< .0.05), "had difficulty using the catalogue" (1'< .0.05), 
"the catalogue was out of date" (P< .0.0001), and "assistance fTom the library staff 
(P< .0.0001). Female students faced the problem of "found material, but it was out of 
date" more than males (P< .0.05). 
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Ta ble 5.21 Percentage of encounter ing problems by students 
Type of 'Yo cYo % % 
problems V. frequently Frequently Occasionally Not at all 
Did not find the 8 18 59 15 
materials required 
Found the 9 30 46 15 
material, but it 
was out of date * 
The material was 15 29 41 15 
being used by 
others * 
Had difficulty 5 13 46 36 
using the 
catalogue * 
The catalogue 5 10 39 46 
was out of date * * 
Assistance from 8 7 21 64 
library staff ** 
Notes: * Shows statistically slglll ficant differences at 0.05 level 
** Shows statistica ll y significant differences at 0.000 I level 
5.2.6 Library technology 
Students were asked to indicate whether they used information technology. The data 
showed that only 22% of respondents used information technology, whil st 78% 
(N=697) never used information technology. All respondents (100%) stated they had 
no access to computing fac il ities within their school libraries. The results in Table 
5.22 showed that 18% of respondents used computer games, 9% used a personal 
computer, 6% used CD-ROM and 4% used fax . However, the Internet was the type 
of IT least used by the students (2%). It was found that the 22% of respondents who 
used information technology used it at home. The resul ts show no signifi cant 
differences between the sexes and the level of education. 
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Table 5.22 Percentage of students who lIsed information 
technology (N = 697) 
Type of Information Technology N % 
Personal computer 60 9 
CD-ROM 38 6 
Internet 14 2 
Fax 30 4 
E-mail 22 3 
Computer games 127 18 
5.2.7 Library education 
Respondents were asked to state whether their libraries provided orientation 
programmes. The data showed that 51 % of students said yes and 49% said no. Of the 
overa ll responses, 79% of students indicated that the orientation programme did not 
cover what they needed. 
Respondents were given three types of orientation programme and then they were 
asked to select which of these programmes they wou ld like to see in their libraries. 
As shown in Table 5.23, the "Learning skills" was the first choice for most 
respondents (74%, N=554), followed by "Effective use of the library" ( 12%). 
However, "Use of information technology" and "Writing research report" became the 
last choices of the respondents (8% and 7%). 
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Table 5.23 Percentage of students for each type 
of orientation programme (N = 554). 
Type of Prognll1l1ue N % 
Learning sk ill s 4 10 74 
Effective use of the library 65 12 
Writing research report 37 7 
Use of informa tion techno logy 42 8 
5.2.8 Future development 
Three types of material were suggested to the students as future deve lopments and 
they were asked to indicate which they thought would 1110st help to develop their 
library services. The results (Table 5.24) show that all the materials suggested to the 
respondents were very important. Av/Media was selected by 650 of the respondents 
(93%), infor mation technology was selected by 637 (9 1 %), and more pri nted 
materials was selected by 5 15 of the respondents (74%). 
Table 5.24 Most important materials as selected by 
students for the development of libra ry services 
T)·IH' of i\laterials N % 
More AvlMedia 650 93 
Providing information technology 637 91 
More printed materials 515 74 
Students were asked to indicate if they had any additio na l co mments. Most students 
made the same comments that had been made by teachers. They noted a lack of 
library resources including information technology, the problem of space, the lack of 
financia l support and teaching, and encourag ing students to use the library. 
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5.3 Summary 
The main objective of this chapter is to investigate the extent of usage of school 
libraries (preparatory and secondary). This chapter also aims to determine the 
avai lable resources and services provided for the users (both teachers and students) 
and the extent of user satisfaction with school library facilities . It is also important to 
know whether information technology exists in school libraries. If so, it is necessary 
to know whether it is used efficiently and if not, to know what the problems are that 
hinder the use of information technology. It is also important to examine if 
orientation programmes are provided for school users and how users perceive the 
manner in which school libraries should develop. A detai led discussion is given in 
Chapter 9. 
The results of three separate questions given to students showed that 75% (N = 697) 
of students were likely to read books other than their schoolbooks. The majority 
(67%) of students read fiction and a smaller number of students read Arabic literature 
(9%) and Science (5%). Female students were more interested in general information, 
fiction and Islamic Science, while male students were more interested in history and 
science. Home and bookshops were the most frequent sources for getting books, 
whilst the public libraries were last. 
The survey showed that a small number of respondents used the library daily. In 
general, teachers used the library more than students. The majority (50%) of students 
used the library rarely and I 0% never used the library. Finding books was the most 
common reason for using the library (in terms of materials) for teachers (86%), whilst 
students were likely to read journals (local magazines and Arabic daily newspapers). 
In terms of activities, most teachers and half the students were looking for 
information. The resu lts showed that class visits were not popular with either teachers 
or students. 100% of students and most teachers were never involved in a class visit 
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Respondents were not satisfied with library collections or with library services. The 
problems facing respondent most often in using their libraries were: 
• Did not find the material required. 
• The material was out of date. 
Information technology does not exist in school libraries. A small number of teachers 
and students used TT at home, though most of them used computer games. The study 
also indicated that there are no orientation programmes of any kind offered by school 
libraries. The majority of respondents showed that "Learning ski ll s" is most 
important for school libraries . 
Overall, it was found that the utilisation of school libraries by teachers and especially 
students is not encouraging. It is clear that school libraries lack adequate resources of 
all kinds but especially Av/Media and journals, as well as electronic resources such as 
CD-ROMs, e-mail and the Internet which is not available at all. Library services are 
also extremely poor and tend to be 'traditional ' . Despite their importance, library 
education or information skills programmes have not been given their due importance 
in school libraries. 
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Chapter 6 
Results from Questionnaire 
Responses for Academic Staff 
a nd Students 
This chapter presents a picture of the use of academic libraries by academ ic staff and 
students in 18 colleges in Oman as derived from the questionnaires coll ected. Ln total, 
810 quest ionnaires were distributed, and 760 were returned. This gives a highl y 
satisfactory overall response rate of 94% . The response rate from each group is in 
Table 6. 1. This chapter is in three parts. The first parts looks at academic staff 
resu lts, the second part looks at students' results, whi le the last part is a summary. 
Table 6.1 Response rate from academic institutions 
Institutions l\' o. issued No ... elU .... ed IYt. 
Sultan Qaboos 3 15 299 95 
University 
Coll eges of 270 254 94 
Education 
Technical Industrial 225 207 92 
Colleges 
Total 810 760 94 
6 .1 Academic Staff 
6.1.1 Background variables 
6 .1.1.1 Age distribution 
Around 45% of respondents were aged between 41 -50 years old . Colleges of 
Education and Technical Industrial Co ll eges have a greater proportion of these ages 
than Sultan Qaboos University (8 1%: 81 %: 68% respectively) . The results (Figure 
6.1) show those aged between 3 1-40 years represented 30% of the sample. 
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The data showed that Sultan Qaboos Uni versity had more respondents over 50 years 
old (23%) than those from Colleges of Education and Technical Industrial Coll eges 
(16%: 3%). It was found that those aged between 20-30 in Colleges of Education 
were of a smaller proportion than those from SQU and Technica l lndustrial Co ll eges 
(3%: 9%: 16% respectively) . 
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The statistics showed significant differences between the ages, qualifications and 
positions of the respondents. It was found that those aged between 41-50 had higher 
qualifications than those from other age groups (P<. 0.0001). Of this age group, 54% 
had Ph.Ds. The data also showed that of those aged from 41-50, more were assistant 
professors (P<. 0.000 1). 
6.1.1.2 Sex 
Respondents were asked to indicate their sex. The results (Table 6.2) show that the 
majority of respondents were male (87%), while 13% were female. This equates with 
most academic staff at SQV, Colleges of Education and Technica l lndustrial Colleges 
being male. 
It should be noted that the participation of Omani women in the labour force, as 
indicated by the stati sti cs of the General Census of Population, Housing and 
Establ ishments for 1993, increased to 3% (Ministry of Development, 1997, p. 14). 
Recent statistical information provided in Oman 1999 showed that the number of 
government employees (excluding the Diwan of the Royal Court and other 
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organisations considered as public corporations app lying special regulations) 
amounted to nearly 53,608 Omani s, both male and female (p.260). However, Omani 
women working in government departments, as noted in Omall 1999, p.173 , 
numbered 12,350. This represents 23% of the total, with the majority of them 
working in the general education sector. 
Table 6.2 Respondents' distribution by sex 
Sex N % 
Male 216 87 
Female " 13 JJ 
Total 249 100 
6.1.1.3 Academic qualifications 
Most respondents (64%, N=241) held Ph.D. degrees. The data (Figure 6.2) show that 
Sultan Qaboos Uni versity had a greater proportion of Ph.D. degree holders, followed 
by Colleges of Education 79%: 68%: 29% respectively. This is due to the fact that 
SQU and Colleges of Education are well established with many resources for research 
and academic teaching. Staff from Technical Industrial Colleges have the lowest 
academic qualifications. This is may be due to the nature, as well as the level, of the 
courses. It was found that there were more Masters degree holders in the Technical 
Industrial Colleges (59%, N = 56) than in Colleges of Education (24%, N =88) and 
SQU (10%, N =97). The survey also showed that a small number of respondents held 
either a BA or BSc. 
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Figure 6.2 The number of academic qualifications 
by each institution 
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6.1.1.4 A cademic positions 
About 39% of respondents were assistant professors, followed by lecturers (25%). 
The results (Figure 6.3) show that a slightly higher proportion of academic staff were 
in the position of professor or associate professor at Co lleges of Education (38%, N= 
88), followed by SQU (26%, N = 99) 
A Chi-square test showed that the more educated the respondents were, the higher the 
position they held (P<. 0.0001). It also fo und that the older respondents were the 
higher the position they held. These results were not entirely unexpected. 
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Figure 6.3 The number of academic 
positions by institution 
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6.1.1.5 Institutions' distribution 
Sultan Qaboos University Colleges provided 40%, (N = 99) of the staff sample, 
Colleges of Education provided 35% (N= 88) and Technical Industrial Colleges 
provided 25% (N= 62), The results showed there are significant differences between 
the institutions and their respondents' ages, qua lifications and positions, It found that 
SQU had more staff aged between 41-50 and over 50 years than Colleges of 
Education and Technical Industrial Co lleges (p<, 0,005), The statistics also showed 
that there were more holders of Ph,Ds, at SQU and more with Masters degrees in 
Techn ical Industrial Colleges (P< ,0,000 1), 
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6.1.2 Libraries' and LRCs' Use 
In order to know how frequently academic staff used their libraries and learning 
resource centres, respondents were asked to state their use on a five point Likert type 
scale, ranging from "daily" to "not at all". The results (Figure 6.4) show that 47% 
(N=249) of respondents were using the library and LRC once a week and 27%were 
using the library and LRC dail y. The data also showed that 14% of academic staff 
used the library and LRC once a month and 10% rarely. It was found also that a very 
small number of respondents (2%) never used the library; all of these were from 
Technical Industrial Colleges. 
Figure 6.4 Percentage of respondents who used 
the library and learning resource centres 
J;iJ Oaily 
o Rarely 
27% 
0 14% 
11 47% 
Once a week 0 Once a month 
Not at all 
As can be seen in Figure 6.5, more respondents in Colleges of Education used 
learning resource centres dail y than academic staff from TeclUlical lndustrial Colleges 
and SQU (44%: 23%: 13% respectively). The data also showed that more academic 
staff at SQU used the library once a week (51%: 48%: 42% respectively) and once a 
month (23%: 5%: 13% respectively) than those respondents from Colleges of 
Education and Technical Industrial Colleges. ft was found that six academic staff 
(10%) from Technical Industrial Colleges never used their library. 
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A Chi-square test showed signifi cant differences in the frequency of use of the library 
and LRCs between respondents' age, and qualifications. It was found that more of 
those aged between 41-50 years old used the library and LRCs daily and weekly than 
those from other age groups (P<. 0.0 10). Respondents who held Ph.Ds were more 
likely to use the library and LRCs than those with Masters and Bachelor degrees (P<. 
0.05). 
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Figure 6.5 Percentage of respondents who used the 
library and LRC by institutions 
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Respondents were asked to indicate their reasons for using the library and LRCs. 
Several reasons in terms of materials and / or activities were given in order for them 
to select the appropriate ones. The results (Table 6.3) in terms of materials show that 
most respondents (73%, N=249) were more likely to use reference materia ls, followed 
by those who read books (71%) and journals (65%). The number of respondents who 
used Av/ Media and who checked the catalogue numbered 25% and 17% respectively. 
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Table 6.3 Percentage of academic staff who IIsed the libra ry 
and LRCs for each resollrce ill terms of materials 
III terllls of Materials N 'y., 
Readin~ books 177 71 
Reading jOllrnals 161 65 
Usino reference material 182 73 
Checking the catalogue 41 17 
Av/Media material 62 25 
As shown in Figure 6.6, more respondents from SQU used journals (82%) than 
academic staff in Colleges of Education (58%) and Technical Industrial Colleges 
(47%). Respondents fTom Technical Indu strial Colleges were more likely to use 
reference materials (76%) than academic staff fTom SQU (73%) and Colleges of 
Education (72%). The results also showed that SQU respondents were less li kely to 
use the library for reading books than respondents from Colleges of Education and 
Technical Industrial Co lleges (60%: 76%: 82% respectively) . It was also found that 
academic staff from SQU were more likely to check the catalogue (23%: 17%: 5%) 
and to use Av/ Med ia (30%: 28%: 11 %) than those from Colleges of Education and 
Technical Industrial Co ll eges. This may be explained because Colleges of Education 
and Technical Industrial Colleges until recently had no access to OPAC while Sultan 
Qaboos University libraries had access to OPAC; also, SQU had the only good 
collection of AvlMedia in the country. 
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Figure 6.6 Percentage of academic staff who used the 
library and LRCs for each resource in terms of 
materials by institutions 
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The survey (Table 6.4) results indicated that the most popular acti vi ti es for which the 
library and LRCs were used by academic staff were: looking for speci fi c information 
(71%, N= 249), borrowing materia ls (65%, N = 249), for teaching (64%, N = 249) 
and for research (54%, N = 249), 
Table 6.4 Percentage of academic staff who used 
the library and LRCs for each activity 
In Terms of Activities N % 
-
Looking for specific in fo rmation 176 71 
Borrowing 161 65 
For research 135 54 
For teaching 160 64 
For studying 57 23 
Browsing 71 29 
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The results (Figure 6.7) show that the respondents ofSQU were more likely to use the 
library for research (83%, N =99), looking for specific information (68%), and for 
teaching (62%) . Respondents from Colleges of Education were more likely to use the 
LRCs for borrowing (69%, N =88), looking for specific information (69%) and for 
teaching (66%). However, respondents from Technical Industrial Colleges were more 
likely to use the library for looking for specific information (77%, N = 62), for 
borrowing (68%) and for teaching (66%). 
Figure 6_ 7 Percentage of academic staff who used the library and LRC 
for each reason in term 5 of activities by institutions 
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The statistics showed there are some significant differences in the reasons for using 
the library and LRCs in age, qualification, position and institution. It was found that 
those aged between 41-50 were more likely to read books, to use references and to 
check the catalogue (P<. 0.05) while those who held Ph.Ds were more likely to use 
journals and references than those with Masters and Bachelor degrees (P<. 0.05). The 
data also showed that assistant professors were more likely to read books, and to use 
references (P<. 0.05). It also found that respondents from Colleges of Education 
were more likely to read books (P< 0.05), while those from SQU were more likely to 
read journals (P<. 0.000 1). 
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A Chi-square test also showed some significant differences in terms of activities. It 
was found that those aged between 41 -50 were more likely to borrow materials (P<. 
0.05), and to do research (P<. 0.00 I). Respondents who held Ph.D . degrees were 
more likely to look for specific information (P< .0.05), to browse (P< .0.05) and to do 
research (P< .0.00 I) than those with Masters and Bachelor degrees. 
The results also showed that academic staff from SQU used the library for research 
activities more heavily than those from Coll eges of Education and Technical 
Industrial Colleges (P<. 0.000 I). 
6.1.3 Libraries' and LRCs' resources 
The survey showed that books were the resource most frequent ly used by academic 
staff (74%, N = 249), followed by journals (57%). Table 6.5 shows that the following 
resources were used occasionally or not at all by most respondents: dissertations 90%, 
AvlMedia 83%, indexes & abstracts 83%, Internet 82%, CD-ROM 77%, E-mail 87% 
and journals 43%. 
Type of 
Resources 
Books 
Journals 
Av/Media 
Table 6.5 Percentage of use of lib.-ary resources 
by academic stalT (N = 249). 
<y., ·Y. 'X, 
V. frequcntl~ frequentl~ Occasioll"lI~ 
41 ~~ 19 JJ 
27 30 29 
4 13 38 
Dissertations , 7 18 J 
Indexes & 4 13 23 
Abstracts 
CD-ROM 9 14 18 
database 
E-mail 8 5 8 
Internet 10 8 8 
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Among the institutions, it was found that respondents from SQU more frequently used 
journals (79%), whilst books were the most frequently (78% and 74%) used by 
respondents from Colleges of Education and Technical Industrial Colleges. The data 
(Table 6.6) also showed that respondents of SQU were more likely to use electronic 
resources such as CD-ROM, the Internet and E-mail. The survey also indicated that 
respondents used 1110st lib rary resources occasionall y or not at all. It fou nd that 
respondents of Colleges of Education used occasionally, or did not use at all the 
following resources: E-mail (97%), the Lnternet(97%), CD-ROM (85%), indexes and 
abstracts (90), AvIMedia (79%), dissertations (90%) and journals (57%). Those from 
Technical Industrial Colleges used occasionally, or did not use at all the following 
resources: CD-ROM (95%), dissertations (94%), E-mai l (94%), the Internet (92%), 
indexes and abstract s (89%), AvIMedia (84%) and journals (60%). Respondents of 
SQU used occasionally or did not use at all the following resources: dissertations 
(87%), Av/Media (79%), indexes and abstracts (73%), E-mai l (73%), the Internet 
(62%) and CD-ROM (60%). 
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Table 6.6 Percentage of resources used by institutions 
Type of Sultan Qaboos Colleges of 
Resonrces University (N =99) Education 
(N = 88) 
1 2 3 
"' 
J 2 3 
Books 32 38 19 11 53 25 18 
J ournals 46 33 18 3 16 21 36 
Av/Media 5 J6 42 37 5 16 35 
Dissertation 5 8 29 58 4 6 10 
Indexes & 
Abstracts 
CD-ROM 
E-mail 
Internet 
7 20 34 39 3 
J8 22 28 32 5 
J8 9 11 62 1 
23 J5 U 51 00 
Colnmns represent responses; -
I = very frequ ently 
2 = frequently 
3 = occasionally 
4 = not at all 
7 18 
10 17 
2 7 
3 6 
Technical 
Industrial Colleges 
(N = 62) 
" 
J 2 3 
"' 
4 36 38 19 7 
21 13 21 34 26 
44 3 13 27 57 
80 00 6 10 8-' 
72 2 9 13 76 
68 00 5 3 92 
90 3 3 3 91 
91 3 5 3 89 
Respondents were asked to rate their library and LRCs collections. The results (Tab le 
6.7) show that 69% of respondents rated their book collect ions as good, whil st 36% 
rated the journal collections as also good. However, most respondents rated the 
following collections as poor or did not rate them at all : special co ll ections (85%), 
indexes & abstracts (71 %), Av/Media (70%), and journals (64%) 
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Table 6.7 Percentage of each libraryfL RC collection rated by respondents 
N= 249 
Typl' of Collection Vel)' good Good Poor Not al all 
Books 16 53 26 5 
Indexes & Abstracts 5 24 34 37 
Journals 8 28 38 26 
Special collections 1 14 26 59 
AvfMedia 4 26 27 43 
Table 6.8 showed that respondents ITom SQU rated three of their library co ll ections as 
good coll ections. These are: books, journals and AvfMed ia. Respondents from 
Colleges of Education and Technical Industrial Col leges only rated books as good in 
their libraries and LRCs. Table 6.8 also shows that most respondents, especially those 
from Colleges of Education and Technical Industrial Co ll eges, were not satisfied with 
their collections such as AvfMed ia, special collections, indexes & abstracts and 
journals. 
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Table 6.8 Percentage of e.1ch li brary/LRC co llection rated by institntions 
Type of Snltan Qaboos Colleges of Technical 
Collection University (N = 99) Education ( N =88) Industrial Colleges 
Books 
Indexes 
&Abstracts 
Journa ls 
Special 
collections 
Av/Media 
1 2 ~ 4 I .J 
21 48 25 6 19 
8 40 30 22 3 
16 33 38 13 5 
2 29 3] 38 00 
6 47 18 29 3 
Columns represent responses: -
1 = very good 
2 = good 
3 = poor 
4 = not a t all 
(N = 62) 
2 ~ 4 1 2 3 .J 
50 29 2 3 65 24 
17 31 49 2 11 43 
25 35 35 00 23 43 
3 23 74 00 5 2J 
17 38 42 00 8 27 
The statistics showed some significant di fferences between the age groups, positions 
and qua lifications and respondents' satisfaction with library and LRC co ll ect ions. It 
found those aged between 41-50 were only sati sfi ed with book collections, while thi s 
age group, more than any other, was sati sfi ed with special collections, Av/Media and 
indexes & abstracts (P<. 0.05). Respondents who held a Ph.D . were less satisfi ed 
with indexes & abstracts and journals (P< .0.05) . The data also showed that assistant 
professors were more sati sfi ed with book coll ections. However, they were not 
sati sfied with other coll ect ions, such as indexes and abstracts, special co ll ect ions and 
AvlMedia (P< .0.001). 
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6.1.4 Libraries' and LRCs' services 
Respondents were asked to rate the services that were offered by their library and 
LRC. The results (Table 6.9) show that 55% of respondents indicated their borrowing 
service was very good and 36% of respondents stated that it was good. It was also 
found that enquiry services were rated very good by 37% of respondents and good by 
37% of respondents. Most respondents rated the following services as poor or did not 
rate them at all : OPAC (83%), interlibrary loan (73%), E-mail (80%), the lnternet 
(80%) and Av/Media (63%). 
Table 6.9 Percentage of each library and LRC service rated 
by academic staff (N = 249) 
Type of S("'vic(' v. good Good Poor Not at all 
Borrowing 55 36 5 , J 
Enquiry services 37 37 16 10 
lnterlibrary loan 9 19 21 5 1 
Av/Media 8 29 21 42 
OPAC 4 13 12 71 
E-Mail 8 12 9 7 1 
lnternet 8 12 I 1 69 
Among the institutions, borrowing services appeared to be the best servIce. The 
survey showed that academic staff ITom SQU regarded the services more highly than 
academic staff of Colleges of Education and Technical lndustrial Colleges. As seen 
in Table 6.10, the other services such as interlibrary loan, AvlMedia, OPAC, E-mail, 
and the lnternet were rated by respondents from SQU as good services (57%: 52%: 
36%: 41 %: 42% respectively). However, all these services were rated by respondents 
ITom Colleges of Education and Technical Industrial Colleges as poor services, or 
they did not rate them at all. 
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Table 6.10 Percentage of each library and LRC service rated by institntions 
Type of Snltan Qaboos Colleges of Technical 
Service University (N = 99) Education ( N = 88) Industrial Colleges 
1 2 ~ 4 1 ~ 
Borrowing 51 37 6 6 75 
E nquiry 39 3~ 15 U ~9 
services 
Interlibrary 19 38 25 18 2 
loan 
AvlMedia 
OPAC 
E-mail 
Internet 
10 42 12 36 10 
10 26 7 57 0.0 
17 24 8 51 1 
18 24 9 49 0.0 
Colnmns represent responses: -
1 = very good 
2 = good 
3 = poor 
4 = not at all 
(N = 62) 
2 ~ 4 I 2 3 4 ~ 
22 I 2 35 55 10 0.0 
30 11 10 16 53 23 8 
9 25 64 0.0 3 11 86 
28 29 33 2 to 22 66 
6 21 73 0.0 3 5 92 
6 11 82 2 2 8 88 
5 I~ 81 2 1 10 87 
Respondents were then asked to specify if they were satisfied with library and LRC 
services. It was found that 64%, (N=249) of respondents were satisfied in general 
with their library and LRC services. Among the institutions, it was fo und that those 
respondents (73%) from SQU were more satisfied with their li brary services than 
respondents (67%) from Colleges of Education, and respondents (45%) from 
Technica l Industrial Co lleges. 
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A Chi-square test showed significant differences between the age groups, 
qua lifications, and institutions and their level of satisfaction with library and LRC 
services, while there is no significant difference between the position of respondents 
and their sat isfaction with library and LRC services. It was found that those aged 
between 4 1-50 were more satisfied with enquiry services than other age groups, 
whilst they showed more dissatisfaction with other services such as OPAC, E-mail 
and the Internet (P< .0.05). Respondents who held Ph.Os were more satisfied with 
borrowing and showed greater dissati sfaction with most other services than those who 
held Masters or Bachelor degrees (P< .0.05). The data also showed that respondents 
from SQU were more satisfied with their library services (P< .0.001) than those from 
Colleges of Education and Technical Industrial Colleges. 
Respondents were asked to indicate which aspect of the library and LRC they thought 
most required improvement. The data in Figure 6.8 showed that the majority (66%, N 
= 247) of respondents stated that more printed materials were needed followed by 
14% who felt that better access to information technology was required. 
Figure 6.8 Percentage of library and LRC aspects 
which most require improvement, as selected by 
respondents I'll More printed 
materials 
III Less than III MoreAv/Media 
1% materials 
0 14% \ 
o Better inter library 
0 6% ~ A loan facilities 
11% ~ c~ 
·[il 69% o Better access to 
informat ion 
technology 
• Building facilities 
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Table 6.11 showed that among the institutions, 71% of respondents from Colleges of 
Education, 65% of respondents from SQU and 61% from Technical Industrial 
Colleges made their first choice for more printed materials. It found that the second 
choice for those from Colleges of Education and Technical Industrial Colleges was 
better access to information technology (15% and 18%), whilst more AvlMedia 
materials became the second choice for respondents (11%) from SQU. 
It was found that eight respondents (6 from SQU and 2 from Colleges of Education) 
included some aspects under the "other" category. Respondents from SQU thought 
that providing public libraries, expansion of the main library space and linking all 
academic staff computers with the main library OP AC also required improvement. 
Respondents from Colleges of Education believed that providing an on-line access 
catalogue, providing qualified staff and co-operation between LRC and other 
academic libraries within the country are important aspects of the LRC. 
Table 6.11 Percentage of the library and LRC 
aspect most requiring improvement as selected by institutions 
Type of Aspect Sultan Qaboos Colleges of Technical 
Uuiversity Education Industrial 
(N = 99) (N = 86) Colleges 
N = (62) 
N 0/0 N % N % 
More printed materials 64 65 61 71 38 61 
More Av/Media 11 11 5 6 10 16 
Better ioterlibrary loan 7 7 5 6 3 5 
facilities 
Better access to 10 10 13 15 11 18 
ioformation technology 
Buildiog facilities 1 1 0 0.0 0 0.0 
Other 6 6 2 2 0 0.0 
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To find out the problems that might hinder access to, and use of, library and learning 
resource centres, the respondents were asked to specify how frequently they 
encountered problems. Eight different problems were given to them. These problems 
were: 
• Did not find the material required. 
• Found the material, but it was out of date. 
• The material was being used by others. 
• Received the material late. 
• Had difficulty using the catalogue. 
• Had difficulty using the information technology. 
• Lack of experience in using the library. 
• Lack of help from library staff. 
The problems focus sed on both availability of and accessibility to information in 
libraries and learning resource centres. The results (Table 6.12) show that 45% of 
respondents faced the first problem "Did not find the material required" more 
frequently, 30% faced the second problem" Found the material, but it was out of 
date" and 25% of respondents faced the third problem "The material was being used 
by others" more frequently. 
The data also showed that few respondents encountered difficulty particularly 
frequently (see Table 6.12). Most respondents faced problems either occasionally, or 
not at all. The survey revealed that five respondents indicated that they encountered 
other problems not listed in Q.7. Two of them from SQU frequently faced the 
problem of "Lack of an adequate inter-library loan policy," while three respondents 
from SQU and Colleges of Education faced occasionally the problem of ''Library 
space and misshelved". 
Among the institutions, it was found that respondents from SQU more frequently 
faced the problem of "Did not find the material required" and "Found the material, 
but it was out of date." It was found also that respondents from Colleges of Education 
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faced the same problems mentioned above but more frequently. However, 
respondents from Technical Industrial Colleges faced the problems of "The material 
was being used by others" and "Did not find the material required" more frequently. 
The majority of respondents among the institutions faced all these problems 
occasionally or not at all. 
Table 6.12 Percentage of problems enconntered by academic staff (N = 249) 
- . (!!jf~ '. '!li'41 ~) 
..•.•. 1\7,(,) •.•. '~ .. '. ~~~ ·.!Jt~·.·f.ltllJ ~Vi ;; ~l!~(;l~fAt! • \~!Jlt~) tT~i:iLPJ~m~ ~tinllm' . .... ..} 
Did not find the 18 27 45 10 
material required 
Found the material, 8 22 45 25 
but it was out of date 
The material was 9 16 39 36 
being used by others 
Received the material 8 10 33 49 
late 
Had difficulty using 8 9 22 61 
the catalogue 
Had difficulty using 3 9 38 50 
the information 
technology 
Lack of experience in 1 4 21 74 
using the library 
Lack of help from 1 4 18 77 
library staff 
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The statistics showed some significant differences between respondents' 
qualifications and position and their frequency of encountering problems when 
looking for information in their library or learning resource centres. It found that 
those respondents who held Ph.Ds frequently faced the problems "Found the material, 
but it was out of date" and "The material was being used by others" (P < .. 0.05). 
Respondents in the position of assistant professor more frequently faced the problem 
"Found the material, but it was out of date" (P<. 0.05), while lecturers more 
frequently faced the problems ''Did not find the material required" and "Had difficulty 
using the information technology". 
6.1.5 Libraries' and LRCs' Technology 
Respondents were asked to indicate how frequently they used a computer for 
performing tasks; several tasks were specified as follows: 
• On-line public access catalogue (OPAC). 
• On-line CD-ROM databases. 
• Searching external on-line databases. 
• Handling research data. 
• Sending to and receiving messages from individuals (E-mail). 
The results in Table 6.13 show that 32% of respondents frequently used a computer 
for accessing the On-line Public Access Catalogue (OPAC), 22% used a computer for 
performing and handling research, 21% used a computer to access On-line CD-ROM 
databases, 21 % used a computer for sending to and receiving messages from 
individuals (E-mail) and 18% used a computer for searching external On-line 
databases. The use of computers was relatively low amongst respondents. The 
survey also indicated that most respondents never used computers for performing the 
specified tasks. It found that 73% of respondents never used a computer for sending 
to and receiving messages from individuals (E-mail), 67% never used a computer for 
searching external on-line databases, 62% never used a computer for handling 
research, 61% never used a computer for on-line public access catalogue and 61% 
never used a computer for on-line CD-ROM databases. 
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Table 6.13 Percentage of academic staff who used computers 
for performing tasks (N = 249). 
public access 11 13 15 
catalogue (OPAC) 
On-line CD-ROM 9 12 18 
database 
Searching external on- 7 11 15 
line database 
Handling research 9 13 16 
data 
Sending and receiving 11 10 6 
messages to 
individuals (E-mail) 
61 
61 
67 
62 
73 
Inside the institutions it was found that respondents from SQU were more often likely 
to use computers for performing tasks than those in Colleges of Education and 
Technical Industrial Colleges (see Table 6.14). The data also showed that 
respondents of Colleges of Education and Technical Industrial Colleges used 
computers occasionally or not at all. This seems to be because SQU had better 
facilities for information technology,. which encouraged respondents to use 
computers. It was found that respondents from Technical Industrial Colleges showed 
a relatively low use of OP AC. This seems to be because an on-line access catalogue 
did not exist in their colleges. They may, however, have used the OPAC when they 
visited the Main Library at SQU or the Technical Public Library in the capital area. 
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Table 6.14 Percentage of academic staff who used computers for 
performing tasks by institutions (N= 249). 
On-line public 22 29 25 24 5 3 10 82 0.0 0.0 6 94 
access catalogue 
(OPAC) 
On-line CD-
ROM database 
Searching 
external ou-Iiue 
database 
Handling 
research data. 
Sending to and 
receiving 
messages from 
individuals 
(E-mail) 
14 24 29 33 6 16 70 2 3 3 92 
! .. 
. 
. 
, 
11 23 28 38 826840.03790 
14 26 24 36 9. I. 114 76 0.0 8 5 87 
. 
........ ............ ... ........ I··· 
•• • 
25 16 9 SO 2 3 5 90 0.0 8 3 89 
Columns represent responses: -
1 = very frequently 
2 = frequently 
3 = occasionally 
4 = not at all 
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Respondents were then asked to specify if they used information technology outside 
the library or learning resource centres. The data showed that 79%, (N = 249) of 
respondents stated that they used information technology outside their library and 
learning resource centres. Among the institutions, it was found that 88%, (N = 99) of 
SQU respondents, 71%, (N = 88) of respondents of Col\eges of Education and 77%, 
(N = 62) of academic staff from Technical Industrial Col\eges used information 
technology outside their library or learning resource centres. 
Respondents were then asked to indicate which type of information technology they 
used. Table 6.15 shows that 70%, (N = 249) of respondents used a personal 
computer, 63% used the Internet, 58% used E-mail, 43% used CD-ROM, and 39% 
used fax. 
Table 6.15 Percentage of use of information technology 
by academic staff (N = 249). 
'w·~iU,~, .'.",,~ .. " ............... c' ·~~r<~4. 
Personal computer 175 70 
E-mail 144 58 
CD-ROM 106 43 
Internet 157 63 
Fax 97 39 
The survey (Table 6.16) showed that respondents from SQU were more likely to use 
information technology, followed by those from Technical Industrial Co\1eges, while 
respondents from Col\eges of Education showed relatively low levels of information 
technology use. 
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Table 6.16 Percentage of academic staff who used IT by institutions 
Type of Sultan Qaboos Colleges of Technical 
Technology university Education Industrial 
(N=99) (N=88) Colleges 
(N =62) 
N % N % N % 
Personal 79 80 55 63 41 66 
computer 
E-mail 77 78 33 38 34 55 
CD-ROM 43 43 35 40 28 45 
Internet 78 79 39 44 40 65 
Fax 50 51 25 28 22 36 
Respondents were asked to indicate if they had problems in using information 
technology. Several reasons were given to them and then they were requested to 
specify which were the most important. A relatively high number of 152 respondents 
(62%, N= 246) stated they did not have any problems using information technology. 
Figure 6.9 shows that a small number of respondents had problems in terms of using 
information technology. 15% of respondents mentioned ''Lack of networked 
computers", 15% noted "Inadequate software", and 13% indicated ''Lack of education 
and training". 
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Figure 6.9 Percentage of problems in using IT by academic staff 
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The survey (Table 6.17) showed that, among the institutions, respondents from SQU 
and Technical Industrial Colleges had fewer problems in terms of using computers for 
their work (26%: 32%). On the other hand, the majority of academic staff (56%) 
from Colleges of Education indicated they had problems in using computers for their 
work. .In genera l, it was found that less than half of the respondents from Colleges of 
Education and Technical Industrial Colleges had faced problems. The following 
reported experiencing problems: "Lack of networked computers" (27%: 18%), 
''lnadequate software" (26%: 13%), and "Lack of education and training" (19%: 
13%). Tt was found also that eleven respondents (9 from SQU and 2 from Colleges of 
Education) included other problems in terms of using computers which were not listed 
in Q.12. These problems are: "Speed of access to the Internet", ' 'Inadequate 
hardware," "Old computer and always out of order," and " Lack of access to print." 
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Table 6.17 Percentage of respondents who had problems with 
using compnter by institutions 
Type of Problem SQU Colleges of Technical 
(N = 99) Education Industrial 
(N = 88) Colleges 
(N = 62) 
N % N % N 0/. 
Lack of Network , 3.0 24 27 11 18 0 
computer 
Inadequate software 5 5 23 26 8 13 
Lack of education and 7 7 17 19 8 13 
training 
Lack of easy access to 9 9 15 17 3 5 
computer 
Language problems 2 2 13 15 4 7 
The statistics showed significant differences between the age groups, qual ifications 
and positions and their use of IT. It was found those aged between 41-50 were more 
likely to use information technology such as E-mail , CD-ROM, fax and the Internet 
than other age groups (P< .0.05) . Respondents who held Ph .Ds were more likely to 
use IT outside their library and learn ing resource centres than those with Masters and 
Bachelor degrees (P< .0.05). They represented 65.3% of the respondents who used 
IT. The data also showed that those respondents who held Ph. Ds were more likely to 
use computers for using the on-line publi c access catalogue (OPAC), handling 
research and CD-ROM database (P< .0.000 I). Academic staff from SQU were more 
likely to use e-mail, the Tnternet and fax than those academic staff from Coll eges of 
Education and Technical Industrial Col leges (P<. 0.000 1). A Chi-square test also 
showed some significant differences between qualifica tions and institutions regardi ng 
the problems faced in using information technology. It was found that those 
respondents who held Masters and Bachelor degrees were more li kely to face the 
problem of "Lack of easy access to computers". However, those with Ph.Ds were 
more likely to face the problems of "Lack of networked computers" and " Inadequate 
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software" (P< .0.05). In terms of position, it was found that lecturers faced the 
problems of "Lack of networked computers" and "Lack of easy access to computers", 
while assistant professors faced the problem of "Lack of educat ion and training" (P< 
.0.05). The data al so showed that Colleges of Education more often faced the 
problems of " Inadequate software" and "Lack of networked computers" (P<. 0.000 I). 
6.1.6 Libraries' and LRCs' Education 
Respondents were asked to indicate whether their library and learning resource 
centres provided an orientation programme. The survey showed that 55% of 
respondents said ' yes' and 45% said ' no'. Among the institutions, it was found that 
69% of respondents of Colleges of Education, 65% of respondents from SQU and 
only 19% of respondents of Technical Industrial Colleges said that their li brary and 
learn ing resource centres provided an orientation programme (see Table 6. 18). 
However, overall, 69% of respondents stated that the orientation programme did not 
cover what they needed. 
Table 6.18 Percentage of respondents who indicated their libraries 
and LRCs provided an orientation programme by institutions. 
Institutions Yes No 
N % N % 
Sultan Qaboos University 64 65 35 35 
(N = 99) 
Coll eges of Education 61 69 28 3 1 
(N = 88) 
Techn ica l Industrial Colleges 12 19 50 81 
(N = 62) 
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Academic staff were given four types of orientation programme and then asked to 
select which of these programmes they would like to see in their libraries and learning 
resource centres. Figure 6. 10 shows that " Effective use of the library" and "Use of 
information technology" were the most important for the respondents (62%: 32%, N = 
146). There is an overall simi larity for choosing the most important programme 
within each of the institutions. Only the Main Library at Sultan Qaboos University 
was found to provide several programmes for both students and academic staff during 
the academic year. However, some other libraries provided short orientation 
programmes such as library tours at the beginning Dfthe academic year. The statistics 
shDwed some significant differences between the institutions and the education 
provided. It was found that SQU provided more orientation prDgrammes than 
Colleges of Education and Technicallndllstrial CDlleges (P< .0.0001). 
Figure 6.10 Percentage of respondents showing a 
preference for each type of orientation programme 
032% 
6.1.7 Future Development 
o Effective use of the 
library 
o Use of information 
technology 
o Learning skills 
DWriting research 
reports 
Academic staff were given five suggestions fDr future develDpment and then asked to 
specify which Df these would mDst help to develDp infDrmatiDn services in Oman. 
The results (Figure 6.11) show all Dfthese suggestiDns were regarded as impDrtant by 
the majDrity Df the respondents. RespDnses shDwed that "Establishing a central body" 
is the most impDrtant, but only marginally ahead Df Dther optiDns in develDping 
informatiDn services in the country. 
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Figure 6.11 Most important suggestions as selected by 
academic staff for the development of information 
services in Oman 
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Among the institutions, it was found that academic staff of Technical Industrial 
Colleges placed greater emphasis on establi shing a central body to provide 
information to all users in the country and provide more information techno logy. 
Generally, all these suggestions were considered important and were selected by most 
respondents in each institution. 
Finally, academic staff were asked to indicate if they had any additional comments. 
Most respondents made no comments. Some respondents thought that the suggestions 
which were provided were sufficient for the development of information services in 
the country whi le some academic staff stated that more attention should also be paid 
to establi shing publi c libraries in the country because of their important role in 
education. 
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6.2 Students 
6.2. 1 Background variables 
6.2.1.1 Age distribution 
The total number of students was 511 . The survey showed most respondents (99%) 
were aged between 20-25 years o ld . It was found that only 3 respondents ( I %) were 
aged over 25 . In genera l, students attend the university or colleges at the age of 19 
years. However, students included in this survey came mostly from the second, third 
and fourth academic years. The distribution of ages in thi s survey is therefore typical 
of the student population. 
6.2.1.2 Sex 
Respondents were asked to indicate their sex. Table 6. 19 shows that 53% (N=51 I) of 
students were male, whilst 47% were female. According to the statistics provided by 
the Ministry of Information 1999, female students represent 48% of the student 
population. The distribution of gender in this survey is roughly equivalent to the 
national picture. 
Table 6.19 Respondents' distribution by sex 
St'X No. of Respondellts '10, 
Male 270 53 
Female 241 47 
Total 5 11 100 
6.2.1.3 Institutions' distribution 
Sultan Qaboos University Colleges provided 200 students ( 113 male and 87 female) , 
Colleges of Education provided 166 students (88 male and 78 female) and Technical 
Industrial Colleges provided 145 students (70 male and 75 fema le). The percentage 
of distribution in each institution was 39% from SQU, 33% from Colleges of 
Education and 28% from Technical Industrial Colleges. 
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6.2.2 Libraries' and LRCs' use 
The results (Figure 6.12) show that the majority of students used the library and 
learning resource centres daily (46%) or once a week (35%). Those respondents who 
used the library and LRC once a month were 8% and those who used it rarely 
numbered 10%. The data also showed that only 3 students never used the library or 
learning resource centres. 
Figure 6.12 Percentage of respondents who 
used the library and LRC 
. 1% 1 
0 10% \ 
0 8% . 
46% 
Daily 
o Once a month 
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1 
~onceaweek Not at all J 
I 
Among the institutions, it was found that more students of Colleges of Education used 
learning resource centres daily than students from Technical Indu strial Colleges and 
SQU (59%: 53%: 33% respectively). However, more students from SQU used the 
library once a week than students from Colleges of Education and Technical 
Industrial Colleges (38%: 34%: 32% respectively). Figure 6.13 shows the percentage 
of library or learning resource centres used by institutions. 
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Figure 6.1 3 Percentage of respondents who used the 
library and LRC by institutions 
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The statistics showed no significant differences in the frequency of use of the library 
or learning resource centres between the sexes. The data also showed a significant 
difference between the frequency of use of the library or learning resource centres and 
the institutions. It was found that students from Colleges of Education were more 
likely to use learning resource centres than those from SQU and Colleges of 
Education (P< .0.0001). 
Students then were asked to specify the main reasons for using the library or learning 
resource centres. Several possible reasons in terms of materials and for activities were 
specified in order for them to select the appropriate ones. 
The results (Table 6.20) show, in terms of materials, that most students (84%, N = 
511) were more likely to read books, followed by those who used reference materials 
(71%) and journals (46%). The data also showed that far fewer respondents used the 
library or learning resource centres for AvlMedia and for checking the catalogue 
(25%: 11%) 
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Table 6.20 Percentage of respondents who used the library or 
learning resource centres for each material (N = 508). 
In Terms of Materials N IYt. 
Reading books 428 84 
Using reference material 359 71 
Reading journals 233 46 
Av/Media material 127 25 
Checking the catalogue 56 I L 
As shown in Figure 6.14, most respondents inside the institutions were more likely to 
read books and to use reference material. Students of SQU were found more likely to 
use Av/Media material than those from Colleges of Education and Technical 
Industrial Colleges (34%: 31%: 5% respectively). This seems to be because SQU had 
better access to Av/Media materiaIs than Colleges of Education and Technical 
Industrial Co ll eges. 
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Figure 6.14 Percentage of students who used the 
library and LRC by institutions 
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Table 6.2 1 shows that the main reasons for using the library and learning resource 
centres in terms of activities by students were borrowing (82%), looking for specific 
information (69%) and for research (66%). 
Table 6.21 Percentage of students who used the library 
and LRC for each activity (N = 508). 
111 Terms of Acth·ities N % 
Borrowing 415 82 
Looking for specific information 35 1 69 
For research 336 66 
For studying 2 14 42 
For browsing 129 25 
It is apparent that students of Technical Industrial Colleges and Colleges of Education 
used the library and LRC for borrowing, looking for specific information and for 
research more than students ITom SQU (see Figure 6. 15). The survey also showed a 
good number of students from both SQU and Colleges of Education who used the 
library and LRC for the purpose of studying (54% and 54% respectively). 
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A Chi-square test showed some significant differences in reasons for using the library 
and LRC in terms of sexes and institutions. Lt found that in tenns of materials, male 
students were more li kely to read journals, to use Av/Media and to check the 
catalogue (P< .0.05), while male students were also more likely to use the library and 
LRC for studying than female students (P< .0.000 I). However, female students were 
more likely to use the library and LRC for browsing (P< .0.05). The data also showed 
that more respondents from Colleges of Education used reference materials than those 
from Technical Industrial Colleges and SQU. Respondents from SQU were more 
li kely to use Av/Media, read books and check the catalogue (P< .0.000 I). In terms of 
activities, it was found that students from Colleges of Education were more likely to 
use the LRC for borrowing and for research (P< .0.000 I), while respondents from 
SQU were more likely to use the library for looking for specific information and 
studying than students from Colleges of Education and Technical Industrial Colleges 
(p< .0.000 I). 
6.2.3 Libraries' and LRCs Resources 
As shown in Table 6.22, books were the resource most frequently used by students 
(79%), followed by journals (28%). The survey also indicated that the fo llowing 
resources were never used by most of the respondents: E-mail (83%), dissertations 
(78%), CD-ROM Database (75%), indexes & abstracts (73%), Internet (72%) and 
AvlMedia (50%). 
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Table 6.22 Percentage of use of library and LRC 
resources by students (N= 51l). 
Type of I'csources tYt. 'v.. % 
V. frequently Frequentl) Occasiollall)' 
Books 44 35 18 
Journals 7 21 52 
AvIMedia 5 9 36 
Dissertations 1 5 16 
Indexes & abstracts I 5 2 1 
CD-ROM Database 2 4 19 
E-mail I 5 1 I 
Internet 5 9 14 
i\' ot ,11 ,"1 
3 
20 
50 
78 
73 
75 
83 
72 
The results (Table 6.23) show that students from Technical Industrial Colleges used 
book resources more frequently than students from Colleges of Education and SQU 
(86%: 80%: 75% respectively). It was also found that students from SQU more 
frequently used journals and AvIMedia as well as electronic resources sllch as the 
Internet and E-mail (35%: 15%). The survey indicated that the majority of 
respondents from Technical Lndustrial Colleges and Colleges of Education never used 
the following resources: dissertations (98%: 82%), E-mail (95%: 95%), CD-ROM 
(91%: 72%). Av/Media (84%: 48%), the internet (88%: 93%) and indexes & abstracts 
(89%: 81%). This is may be due to the lack of information resources, and especia lly 
electronic resources, in the Technical Industrial Colleges and Colleges of Education. 
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The statistics showed some significant differences in the frequency of use of the 
library and LRC between sexes. It was found that female students more !Tequently 
used book resou rces than male students (P< .0.0001), while male students were more 
likely to llsejournals, Av/Media (p< .005) and the Internet (p< .0.000 1) than female 
students. Among the institutions, it was found that respondents from SQU more 
!Tequently used journals, AvlMed ia and the Internet than respondents !Tom Technical 
Industrial Colleges and Colleges of Education (P< .0.0001). 
Table 6.23 Percentage of use of libra ry a nd L RC resources by inst itut ions 
Type of Sultan Qaboos 
Resources University 
(N = 200) 
I 2 3 4 I 
Books 39 36 21 4 44 
Joumals 6 29 46 19 n 
Av/Media 7 16 49 28 5 
Dissertations 2 11 28 59 0.0 
Indexes & 2 10 32 56 I 
Abstracts 
C D-ROM J 9 24 66 3 
Database 
E-mail 3 12 20 65 0.0 
Intemet 13 22 23 42 1 
Columns rep"esen( responses: -
1 = very freq uently 
2 = freqnently 
3 = occasionally 
4 = not at all 
208 
Colleges of Technical 
Education Industrial Colleges 
(N = 166) (N = 145) 
2 3 4 I 2 , 4 .) 
35 19 2 52 35 12 1 
JI 57 21 4 21 53 22 
10 37 48 1 0.0 15 84 
3 15 82 0.0 0.0 2 98 
1 17 81 0.0 1 10 89 
2 23 72 0.0 J 8 91 
I 4 95 0.0 0.0 5 95 
I 5 93 0.0 0.0 12 88 
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Students were asked in Q.4 to rate their library and LRC collections. As shown in 
Table 6.24, the majority of respondents (80%) rated their book collections as good, 
while the following collections were rated by most students as poor, or they did not 
rate them at a ll: Av/Media (72%), indexes & abstracts (69"10), special collections 
(64%) and journals (50%). 
Table 6.24 Percentage of library and LRC collections rated 
by stndents (N = 511). 
Type of Collections % 'Yo, 0;', % 
V. good Good POOl' Not at all 
Books 29 52 15 4 
Lndexes & Abstracts 4 27 28 41 
Journals 9 42 31 18 
Special Collections 6 30 30 34 
Av/Media 7 21 39 33 
The survey showed that respondents of SQU were more satisfied with their library 
collections (P< .0.000 I). As shown in Table 6.25, the majority of respondents from 
SQU rated all their library collections as good collections. However, most 
respondents from Colleges of Education and Technical Industrial Colleges rated 
books as the only good collections, while they showed more dissatisfaction with other 
collections such as journals, indexes & abstracts, and special collections. 
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Table 6.25 Percentage of each collection rated by institntions 
Type of 
Collections 
I 
Books 41 
Indexes & 9 
Abstracts 
Journals 17 
Special 14 
Collections 
Av/Media 19 
Sultan Qaboos Colleges of 
University Education 
(N = 200) (N = 166) 
2 3 4 1 2 3 
49 8 2 31 54 10 
.16 25 20 1 21 34 
SS 22 6 7 34 37 
46 23 17 1 25 35 
-1-1 24 13 0 11 57 
Columns represent responses: -
1 = very good 
2 = good 
3 = poor 
4 = not at all 
6.2.4 libraries' and LRCs' services 
Technical 
Industrial Colleges 
(N = 145) 
4 1 2 3 4 
5 9 52 32 7 
44 0 8 25 67 
22 1 32 36 31 
39 0 14 34 52 
32 0 I 38 61 
Respondents were asked to rate the library and learning resource centre services on a 
four point Likert type scale ra nging from "Very good" to "Not at all". The result s 
(Table 6.26) show that out of 511 respondents, 52% rated the borrowing service as a 
very good service and 36% as a good service. 23% of respondents also rated the 
enquiry service as a very good service and 47% as a good service. However, most 
respondents rated the other services as poor, or did not rate them at all ; they included 
E-mai l (85%), the lnternet (81 %), OPAC (79%), Interlibrary loan (69%) and 
AvlMedia services (60%). 
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Table 6.26 Percentage of each library and LRC service 
rated by stndents (N = 511). 
Type of Se,-vice IX) 0/.. % 'x. 
V_ good Good POOl- !'iot at all 
Borrowing 52 36 9 3 
Enquiry services 23 47 19 II 
lnterlibrary loan 4 27 26 43 
Av/Media 10 30 22 38 
OPAC 4 17 19 60 
E-mail 2 13 13 72 
Internet 5 14 13 68 
In companng the ratings of library and learning resource centre services of 
respondents among the three institutions, it was found that borrowing and enquiry 
services appeared to be the only highly rated services. Respondents from SQU were 
shown to be more satisfied with their library services than respondents from Colleges 
of Education and Technical Industrial Colleges. As shown in Table 6.27, more than 
50% ofSQU respondents rated interlibrary loan (ILL) and AvIMedia services as good 
services. Also, a higher number of respondents from SQU showed that on-line public 
access catalogue (OPAC), the Internet, and E-mai l were offered as good services, 
while the services mentioned above were rated by most respondents from Coll eges of 
Education and Technical Industrial Colleges as poor or they did not rate them at all : 
ILL (78%: 91%), AvlMedia (63%: 94%), OPAC (89%: 98%), E-mail (95%: 99%) 
and Internet (96%: 98%). 
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Table 6.27 Percentage of each library and LRC service rated by institutions 
Type of 
Services 
1 
Borrowing 54 
Enquiry 2~ 
services 
Interlibrary 9 
loan 
Av/Media 21 
OPAC 7 
E-mail 5 
Internet 12 
Sultan Qaboos Colleges of 
11 niversity Education 
(N = 200) (N = 166) 
2 3 4 1 2 3 
39 5 2 46 34 16 
48 18 10 21 43 23 
47 21 23 2 20 33 
46 20 13 6 31 28 
35 25 33 3 8 17 
30 22 43 1 4 11 
31 22 35 1 3 9 
Columns represent responses: -
I = very good 
2 = good 
3 = poor 
4 = not at all 
Technical 
Industrial Colleges 
(N = 145) 
~ 1 2 3 4 
4 57 33 6 4 
13 24 50 17 9 
45 1 8 25 66 
35 0 6 18 76 
72 0 2 12 86 
84 0 I 2 97 
87 0 2 4 9~ 
Respondents then were asked to specify in general if they were satisfied with services 
that were offered by their library and learning resource centres. The study revealed 
that about 66%, (N = 511) of respondents in genera l were satisfied and (34%) were 
not satisfied. Among the institutions, it was found that most respondents (87%, N = 
200) from SQU were sati sfied. In the Colleges of Education just over half were 
satisfied (59%, N = \66). Respondents from Technical lndustrial Colleges were far 
less sat isfied with their library services, with these indicating a level of satisfaction as 
low as 44%, (N= 145). 
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A Chi-square test showed significant differences between sexes and institutions and 
their general satisfaction with library and LRC services. It was found that male 
students were more satisfied in general with library and LRC services than female 
students (P< .0.05). Respondents from SQU were found to be more satisfied in 
general with most services offered by their lib rary than those from Technical 
Industrial Colleges and Coll eges of Education (P<. 0.000 I). Students from Technical 
Industrial Colleges were more dissatisfied with interlibrary loan, AvlMedia services 
and OPAC (P< .0.0001). However, respondents from Colleges of Education were 
found to be more dissatisfied with the Internet services (P< .0.0001). 
Respondents were asked to state which aspect of the library and learning resource 
centres they thought most required improvement. The results (Figure 6. 16) showed 
that out of 5 1 I students, 53% selected the provision of more printed materials as the 
most necessary improvement, followed by more Av/ Media materials (24%) and better 
access to information technology (14%). The data also showed that a small number 
of respondents selected interlibrary loan (8%, N = 51 I). This seems to be because 
interlibrary loan does not exist in both Colleges of Education and Technical Industrial 
Colleges and also most students do not know anything about this service. SQU was 
the only institution which offered an LLL service and which had good access to 
several internationa l libraries and information centres, as well as Gulf State 
Universities. 
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Figre 6.16 Percentage of aspect of library and LRC which most 
requires improvement. as selected by students IN =507). 
More More Better Better Building 
printed Av/Media interlibrary access to facilities 
materials materials loan information 
facilities technology 
[. N .%l 
Generally, it was found that the majority of respondents among the institutions 
specified the need for more printed materials and AvfMedia materials. (See Table 
6.28.) However, students from SQU paid more attention to access to information 
technology as the most important aspect for the library services than respondents from 
Technical Industrial Colleges and Colleges of Education (21 %: 15%: 6% 
respectively). 
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Table 6.28 Percentage of the library aspect that most reQnires 
improvement, as selected by instillltions (N = 50S). 
Sultan Qaboos Colleges of Technical 
Type of Aspect University Education Industrial 
N=196 N= 164 Colleges 
N=145 
N % N % N % 
More printed 95 48 95 58 76 52 
materials 
More Av/Media 41 21 45 27 36 25 
Better interlibrary 16 8 14 9 10 7 
loan faci li ties 
Better access to 41 21 10 6 22 15 
information 
technology 
Building facilities 3 2 0 0 I I 
Students also were asked to indicate if there were other important aspects not li sted in 
Q. 6. It was found that a very small number of respondents added some aspects under 
the "other" category. Respondents from SQU included: the reduction of library time, 
expanding I ibrary space, and providing more than one copy of books, while 
respondents from Colleges of Education and Technical Industrial Colleges indicated : 
computerising catalogues, providing photocopy services and developing circulation 
services. 
To find out the problems that might hinder access to, and use of, library and learning 
resource centres, the respondents were asked to indicate how frequently they 
encountered problems. E ight different problems were given to them. The problems 
focused on both the avai lability of, and accessibility to, information in their libraries 
and learning resource centres. 
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As seen in Table 6.29, the majority of respondents (66%) faced the problem of "The 
material was being used by others" very frequently , or frequently, followed by the 
problems of' Did not find the material required" (46%). It was also found that 37.5% 
of respondents faced frequently the problem of "Received the materials late" and 36% 
frequently faced the problem of " Found the material, but it was out of date" . 
The survey also revealed that most respondents faced the following problems 
occasionally or they did not face them at all : 
• Found the material , but it was out of date (64%). 
• Received the material late (63%). 
• Had difficulty using the catalogue (77%). 
• Had difficulty using the information technology (67%). 
• Lack of experience in using the library or LRC (81 %). 
• Lack of help from library and LRC staff(83%). 
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Table 6.29 Percentage of problems encountered 
by students ( N =511). 
Type of 'Yu % % 
Problems V. fre<luently Fn'qucnlly Occasionally 
Did not find the 19 28 47 
material required 
Found the material, 13 23 40 
but it was out of 
date 
n,e material was 35 31 24 
being used by 
otl,ers 
Received the 16 21 35 
material late 
Had difficu Ity 10 13 32 
using tl,e catalogue 
Had difficu lty 10 23 37 
using the 
information 
technology 
Lack of experience 5 14 39 
in using the library 
or LRC 
Lack of help from 6 11 32 
library staff 
% 
Not at all 
6 
24 
10 
28 
45 
30 
42 
51 
Inside the institutions, it was found that the majority of respondents faced most 
frequently the problem of "The material was being used by others" and the problem of 
"Did not find the material required ," It was found that respondents from Technical 
Industrial Colleges most frequent ly faced the problem of "Received the material late", 
whi le respondents from SQU faced more frequently the problem of "Found the 
material, but it was out of date" and respondents from Colleges of Education faced 
more frequently the problem of "Had difficulty using the information technology" . 
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The statistics showed some signi ficant differences between sexes and institutions and 
their frequency of encountering problems when looking for information in their 
library or LRC. It was found that male students more frequently faced the problems 
of " Lack of experience in using the library or LRC" and "Lack of help rrom library or 
LRC staff" than female students (P< .0.05), while female students faced the problem 
of "Did not find the material required" more rrequently than male students (P< .0.05). 
The data also showed that students rrom SQU more rrequently faced problems of 
"The material was being used by others, "Had difficulty using the catalogue", "Lack 
of experience in using the library or LRC and " Lack of help rrom library staff than 
respondents from Technical Industria l Colleges and Colleges of Education (P< 
.0.001). Students rrom Colleges of Education more rrequently faced problems of 
"Received the material late" and "Had difficulty using the information technology" 
(P< .0.00 1). 
6.2.5 Libraries' and LRCs' Technology 
Students were asked to specify how frequently they used a computer for performing 
tasks. Several tasks were specified. The survey showed a very low use of computers 
and that most students never performed all these tasks. As shown in Table 6.30, 85% 
of respondents never used computers for E-mail, 74% never used computers for using 
a CD-ROM database, 70% never used computers for searching external On-line 
data bases, 66% never used On-l ine public access catalogue (OPAC) and 60% never 
used computers for handling research. 
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Table 6.30 Percentage of students who used computers 
for performing tasks ( N = 511). 
T~' pe of Tas\_ '1., ~~. % 
\'. frequently Frequently OCCllsionally 
On-l ine public 10 10 14 
access catalogue 
(OPAC) 
On-line CD-ROM 3 7 16 
database 
Searching external , 9 18 ~ 
on-line database 
Handling research 5 14 21 
data 
Sending and to 2 5 8 
receivi ng messages 
fro m individuals 
(E-mail) 
'XI 
Not at all 
66 
74 
70 
60 
85 
In comparing respondents who frequently used computers for performing tasks among 
the institutions, it was found that use of computers at SQU was low, but still slig htly 
higher than at either Colleges of Education or Technical Industrial Colleges. As can 
be seen from Table 6.31 , respondents from SQU more frequent ly used computers for 
performing on-l ine publ ic access catalogue (46%), handling research (28%), 
searchi ng external on-line database (24%) and for on-line CD-ROM database (21 %). 
This seems to be because both Colleges of Education and Technical Industrial 
Colleges had a lack of computer faci lities. 
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Table 6.31 Percentage of stndents who used computers fo.· performing tasks 
by institutions 
Type of Tasks 
On-line public 
access 
catalogue 
(OPAC) 
Ou-line C D-
ROM 
database 
Searching 
external on-
line database 
Handling 
research data 
Sending and 
receiving 
messages 
from 
individuals 
(E-mail) 
N = 200 N = 166 
Sultan Qaboos Colleges of 
University Education 
I 2 " 4 I 2 " .) .) 
24 22 21 33 2 4 10 
S 
6 
9 
6 
.16 2S 5-1 2 2 
18 27 ~9 1 ~ 
19 25 47 4 12 
12 16 66 1 1 
Columns represent responses: -
I = very freque ntly 
2 = frequently 
3 = occasionall y 
4 = not at all 
220 
19 
16 
25 
2 
= 145 
Technical 
Industrial Colleges 
4 1 2 3 4 
84 2 0 8 90 
77 0 J 3 96 
79 0 3 9 88 
59 1 8 II 80 
96 0 0 2 98 
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Respondents were asked to indicate if they used information technology outside the 
library or learni ng resource centres. Out of 511 respondents, 52% indicated 'yes ' and 
48% stated ' no' . Within the institutions, it was found that respondents (63%) from 
Technical Industrial Colleges used more information technology outside the library, 
followed by SQU students (58%), while students (36%) from Colleges of Education 
showed less frequent use of information technology outside learning resource centres . 
Students were then asked to specify which type of information technology they used. 
The results (Table 6.32) show that 44% of respondents used a personal computer. 
The data also showed that most respondents (93%) never used fax, 87% never used E-
mail , 82% never used CD-ROM and 72% never used the Internet. 
Table 6.32 Percentage of students who used 
or did not use information technology ( N = 511). 
Type of IT N ";., 
Yes No Yes 
224 
Personal computer 
287 44 
E-mail 67 444 13 
CD-ROM 92 419 18 
Internet 143 368 28 
Fax 37 474 7 
No 
56 
87 
82 
72 
93 
Among the institutions, it was found that respondents from Technical Industrial 
Colleges used more personal computers (57%), followed by SQU students (42%). In 
general, students from Sultan Qaboos University were more likely to use the Internet, 
E-mail and CD-ROM (see Table 6.33). 
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Table 6.33 Percentage of students who used IT by institutions 
Type of IT Sul tan Colleges of Technical 
Qaboos Education Industrial 
University (N = 166) Colleges 
(N = 200) (N = 145) 
N % N % N 0/. 
Personal 83 42 58 35 83 57 
computer 
E-mail 44 22 10 6 13 9 
CD-ROM 42 21 21 13 29 20 
Internet 92 46 15 9 36 25 
Fax 10 5 16 10 II 8 
Respondents were then asked to indicate if there were any problems in uSing 
computers fo r their work. Several possible problems were given to them and they 
were requested to specify those most frequently met. The study revealed that 69%, 
(N=51 I) of students had problems in using computers for their work. Within the 
institutions, it was found that students from both Colleges of Education and Technical 
Industrial Colleges had more problems than students from SQU (78%: 77%: 56% 
respectively) . 
About 30% to 40% of respondents faced all of the problems represented in Figure 
6.17. Among the institutions, students from Colleges of Education had more problems 
with ''Language problem" (53%), ' 'Inadequate software" (50"10) and ' 'Lack of 
education and training" (42%). However, students from Technical Industria l Colleges 
had more problems with «Lack of easy access to computers" (63%), and "Inadequate 
software" (44%). The data also showed that respondents from SQU had fewer 
problems in usi ng computers for their work. 
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Figure 6.1 7 Percentage of problems in using IT by 
institutions 
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A Chi-square test showed significant differences between the sexes and the 
institutions and their use of information technology. It found that male students were 
more likely to use IT outside the library and LRC than female students (P <. 0.05). 
Respondents from SQU were more likely to use IT outside their library than those 
from TIC and Colleges of Education (P< .0.000 I). The data also indicated that male 
students used more types of technology specified in the questionnaire except fax than 
female students at the same level [.0.5 and .0.000 I). Students from SQU were more 
likely to use computers for accessing OPAC and research handling (P<.0.000 1). The 
stat istics also showed that, in terms of using IT, male students were more likely to 
face the problems of "Language problems", "Lack of networked computers" and 
"Inadequate software" than female students (P< .0.05), whilst female students faced 
more problems with " Lack of educat ion and training" than male students (P< .0.05). 
Among the institutions, it was found that students from Colleges of Education faced 
more problems with "Lack of educat ion and training", "Language problems", "Lack 
of networked computers" and "Inadequate software" than students from TIC and SQU 
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(P< .0.000 I). However, respondents from Technical Industrial Colleges were more 
likel y to face the problem of "Lack of easy access to computers" than respondents 
from SQU and Colleges of Education (P< .0.000 I). 
6.2.6 Libraries' and LRCs' Education 
Students were asked to indicate whether their library and learning resource centres 
provided an orientation programme. The study revealed that only 37% of respondents 
said ' yes ' and 63% said ' no ' . Within the institutions, it was found that 53% of 
respondents 1T0m SQU and 40% of students from Colleges of Education indicated 
their library and LRC provided an orientation programme, while most respondents 
(90%) from Technical Industrial Colleges stated that their libraries did not provide 
any kind of orientation programme (see Table 6. 34). 
Table 6.34 Percentage of respondents who indicated their 
libraries andLRCs provided an orientation programme 
Institutions Yes No 
N % N 
Sultan Qaboos University (N = 200) 106 53 94 
Colleges of Education (N - 166) 66 40 100 
Technical Industrial Colleges (N = 144) 16 II 128 
% 
47 
60 
90 
Respondents who noted that their library or LRC provided an orientation programme 
were then asked to specify if they thought the orientation programme covered what 
they personally needed; overall, 72% of respondents said ' no' and 28% said 'yes'. 
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Students were given four types of orientation programmes and were then asked to 
select which of the programmes they wou ld like to see in their library or LRC. As can 
be seen in Figure 6. 18, ''Effective use of the library/LRC" and " Use of information 
technology" were the most important for the students (53%: 35%). The data also 
showed that a small number of respondents selected "Learning skills" or "Writing a 
research report" (l0%: 2%). Within the institutions, most respondents made a simi lar 
select ion of the most important programmes. Their selection concentrated on the 
" Effective use of the li brary and LRC" and 'lJse of information technology". As 
mentio ned earlier in thi s chapter, only the Mai n Lib rary at Sultan Qaboos Uni versity 
offered an orientation programme for both students and academic staff during the 
academic year. 
r Figure 6.18 Percentage of respondents for each type of 
orientation programme (N=379) 
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6.2.7 Future Development 
Students were given five suggest ions for future development and then asked to 
indicate which of these would most help to develop information services in Oman. 
Figure 6.19 shows that all of these suggestions were selected by the majority of 
respondents. Respondents indicated that establishing a central body to provide 
information services to all libraries and LRC users in the country and providing more 
information technology were the most important for future development in the 
country . 
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Figure 6.19 Shows the most important suggestions as 
selected by students for the development of information 
services in Oman 
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The results (Figure 6.20) show that among the institutions, students from Technical 
lndustrial Colleges placed more emphasis on establishing a central body to provide 
information to all users in the country (95%), providing more IT (95%) and improving 
access to materials (86%). Respondents from Colleges of Education also supported 
the same suggestions mentioned above (88%: 88%: 76% respectively). Students from 
SQU placed less emphasis on each of these suggestions. 
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Figure 6.20 Percentage of respondents for each suggestion as 
selected by institutions for the development of information 
services in Oman 
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Respondents were asked in Q.17 to state if they had any additional comments. It was 
found that no comments bad been made by students. 
6.3 Summary 
The main objective of this chapter is to determine the extent of usage of academic 
libraries and learn ing resource centres. The chapter also aims to determine the 
ava ilable resources and services provided for the benefit of users, and the extent of 
user satisfaction with these faci li ties. It is al so important to know whether 
information technology is available and, if so, whether it is used efficiently, and if not, 
what are the problems that hinder users from using information technology. The 
researcher has also tried to shed light on the orientation programmes for users 
provided by academic libraries and learning resource centres and how users perceive 
the manner in which information services should develop in Oman. The findings of 
this chapter are fully discussed in Chapter 9, which is the general discussion of the 
study. 
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Around 45% of academic staff involved in this survey were aged between 41-50 years 
old, followed by those (30%) aged between 3 1-40 years. The majority of academic 
staff were male (87%). Most academic staff (64%) held Ph.D. degrees, of whom 39% 
were assistant professors, followed by lecturers (25%). Most student participants 
(99%) in this survey were aged 20-25 years old. Male students represented 53%, 
whilst females accounted for 47%. 
It was found that there was a good level of use of the library and L RCs by academic 
staff and students. The majority used their libraries and LRCs on a daily or a weekJy 
basis. The most common reason for using the library or LRC by academic staff and 
students in terms of materials was for reference books, books and journals. However, 
Av/Media materials and on-line public access catalogue (OPAC) came last. 
Academic staff at SQU used journals, Av/Media, and indexes & abstracts more than 
their colleagues in Colleges of Education and Technical Industrial Colleges. In terms 
of activities, academic staff members showed that searching for specific information, 
borrowing and seeking information for teaching and for research, were the most 
common reasons, whilst for students, borrowing and searching for specific 
information were the most popular activities. 
The results show that books are the resou rces, followed by journals which are most 
used by both academic staff and students. Other resources, such as Av/Media, 
dissertations, indexes & abstracts, OPAC and E-mail are barely or not at all used by 
al l respondents from Colleges of Education and Technical Industrial Colleges. In 
general , users were satisfied with their collection of books, whilst they were 
dissatisfied with other library and LRC collections such as journals, Av/Media and 
special collections; also they were di ssatisfied with their services. 
The most rrequent problems faced by respondents in using the library and LRCs were: 
• Did not find the material required. 
• The material was out of date. 
• The material was being used by others. 
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The majority of fT users came from SQU. The majority of academic staff members 
used information technology outside their institutions, whi lst 50% of students also 
used LT outside their library and LRC. Lnformation technology is more easily 
ava ilable at SQU than at other academic institutions. Most academic staff did not 
mention any problems in terms of using IT. However, the majority of students 
indicated that they faced the fo llowing problems: 
• Lack of easy access to computers. 
• Lack of education and training. 
• Problem of language. 
The survey revealed that the Main Library at SQU offered several types of orientation 
programmes for both students and academic staff All the suggest ions that were given 
by respondents, as illustrated in Figures 6. 11 and 6. 20, rated this as very important 
for future development. 
Overall, it was found that great importance was accorded by users to the utilisation of 
their libraries and learning resource centres. However, it is clear that these 
estab li shments need to make considerable efforts to develop their resources which are 
currently of a poor standard. Their services, that can only be described as traditional, 
also need development. It is important to introduce IT so that it becomes available to 
all users, as well as to train users how to utili se the library and LRCs. 
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Chapter 7 
Results of Responses to 
Questionnaire from School and 
Academic Librarians 
This chapter presents a picture of results from school and academic librarians as 
derived fro m the questionnaires collected. In total, 60 questionnaires (30 school 
librarians and 30 academic librarians) were administered and 59 questionnaires (30 
fro m school librarians and 29 from academic librarians) were returned. Overall, the 
response rate was an excellent 98%, as shown in Table 7.1. 
This chapter is in three parts. The first part discusses the results from school 
librarians, the second part presents the results fro m academic librarians and the final 
part is a summary. 
Table 7.1 Response rate from academic and school librarians 
Type of Institution No. No. 0/0 
Administered Returned Returned 
Academic Institutions: 
Sultan Qaboos University 19 19 100 
Libraries 
Colleges of Education, LRC 6 6 100 
Technical Industrial 5 4 80 
Colleges' Libraries 
Schools: 
Preparatory schools' 14 14 100 
libraries 
Secondary schools' libraries 16 16 100 
Total 60 59 98 
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7.1 School librarians 
7.1.1 Academic qualifications of respondents 
The results (Table 7.2) show that 47% (N ~ 30) of respondents held a BA degree in 
Library Science from SQU, followed by those with a secondary school certificate 
(23%). There were no respondents in school libraries whose education was at the 
level of a Masters degree in Library Science. 
Table 7.2 Academic qualifications of respondents 
Type of Qualification No. of Respondents 
Master 0 
BA in Library Science 14 
BAlBS other 5 
Diploma 4 
Secondary School 7 
Total 30 
7.1.2 Library resources 
Respondents were asked in Q.l if the printed library resources currently provided by 
their library were adequate to meet the needs of all users and if not, what 
improvement might be made. The results (Table 7.3) showed that lOO%, (N ~ 30) of 
respondents indicated ' no ' . They noted that the current printed library resources in 
school are very limited, duplicated, and consist of some old books. 
Table 7.3 Percentage of library resources as rated by 
school librarians 
I 
Yes 0/0 I No I % I 0 0 30 LOO 
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Respondents have made several points concerning the improvement of library 
resources as fo llows: 
• School libraries should be supported by an identifiable budget. 
• The number of books, especially reference books and new additions should be 
increased. 
• Acquisitions should concentrate on the needs of users. Teachers and students 
should take part in selecting materials; not just any books should be bought. 
• Interbbrary loan services (ILL) between school libraries and other libraries inside 
the country should exist. 
Respondents were then asked to indica te what other printed resources they thought the 
library should provide. Due to the lack of printed resources, librarians stated that 
Arabic and Eng lish journals, newspapers, encyc\opredias, reference works, maps, 
Av/Media and books, especially in the sc iences, should be provided. 
7.1.3 Library technology 
Questions (4-6) asked the respondents to indicate if their school libraries provide 
information technology and, if so, do they think it is adequate to meet the needs of all 
users. They were also asked to specify what additional information technology IS 
needed. As shown in Table 7.4, all respondents ( 100%) answered ' no ' . 
Table 7.4 Percentage of school librarians who indicated IT 
is not ava ilable in school libraries 
I 
Yes 
I 
0/0 
I 
No 
I 
% 
I 0 0 30 100 
The responses indicated that CD-ROM, computers for education, on-line public 
access catalogue (OPAC) , the r nternet and Av/Media were the most needed 
information technology. 
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7.1.4 Library education 
Respondents were asked in Questions 7 and 8 to indicate if they had taken part in any 
training programme during their period of work in the library or LRC and, if yes, they 
were requested to spedty what kind of programme they received. The results (Table 
7.5) showed that 20 respondents from 30 (67%) had taken part in a training 
prograrnme, whi lst 10 respondents (33%) had not taken part in any training. 
Table 7.5 Percentage of school librarians who had taken 
part in training 
Yes % No % 
20 67 10 33 
Of those respondents who had taken part in training, it was found that some had 
attended a short training course at the Institute of Public Administration, whilst others 
had also received a short training workshop offered by the Ministry of Education. It 
should be noted that both these types of training programme are very short and 
' traditional' in content. In general, in a one week workshop respondents received 
basic courses such as an Introduction to Library and Information Science, Anglo-
American Cataloguing Rules, Dewy Decimal Classi fication, and an Introduction to 
Management, Acquisition and Reference services. 
Librarians were asked in Q. 9 and 10 to indicate if they had been involved in training 
others, such as library users or other librarians. If so, they were also requested to give 
some details about the training programme. The results (Table 7.6) showed that 6 
respondents from 30 (20%) had been involved in training, whi lst 24 (80%) were not 
involved in any training programme. 
Table 7.6 Percentage of respondents who had been involved 
in training other librarians and users 
Yes % No % 
6 20 24 80 
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Those respondents who had been invo lved in train ing others stated that they trained 
new librarians when the Ministry of Education offered a workshop programme in 
librarianship. It was found that the school libraries' section at the Ministry of 
Education had organised four workshops during the last six years. 
7.1.5 Future development 
Question I I asked the respondents to indicate, if the money were available, which 
would be the one most useful way in which money could be spent in the library. Most 
respondents stated that if the money were avai lable, they would concentrate on the 
following: 
• More attention to information techno logy resources such as the Internet, CDs, 
OPACs. 
• Also provide journals, newspapers, recent books, references, and Av/Med ia. 
• Provide more space for the library. 
Respondents were then asked in Q. 12 to make any additional comments or 
recommendations. It was found that most respondents made the fo llowing comments 
fo r future development: 
• Encouraging students and teachers to use the library by providing spec ific time 
devo ted to this. 
• Prov iding qualified staff. 
• Providing more financial resources. 
• Teaching staff and l.ibrarians should be more involved in se lecting materials for 
the school libraries, because they best understand what is needed. 
• Providing information technology. 
• Establishing a library association. 
• The government should pay more attention to existing public libraries In every 
region of the country. This is due to the important role of public libraries in 
education. 
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7.2 Academic librarians 
7.2.1 Academic qualifications of respondents 
Respondents were asked to indicate their highest academic qualifications. The results 
(Table 7.7) showed that 45% of librarians held a BA in Library and Info rmation 
Science and 31 % held a secondary school certificate, whilst 17% held a Masters 
degree in Library and info rmation Science, all of them fro m SQU li braries. 
Table 7.7 Academic qua lifications of academic librarians 
Type of Name of Institution 
Qualification Sultan Colleges of Technical Total 
Qaboos Education I ndustrial 
University Colleges 
Master in 5 0 0 5 
Library 
Science 
BA in Library 4 6 3 13 
Science 
BA/BS others 0 0 0 0 
Diploma 2 0 0 2 
Secondary 8 0 1 9 
school 
Total 19 6 4 29 
7.2.2 Libraries' and LRCs' resources 
Questions 1-2 asked the respondents if the current printed library resources provided 
by their academic libraries were adequate to meet the needs of all users and if not, 
what improvement might be made. The results (Table 7.8) showed that 10 
respondents (35%) fTom 29 indicated yes, all of them from SQU. However, 65% of 
respondents said no. (This included all respondents fTo m LRCs and Technical 
Industrial Co llege Libraries.) 
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Table 7.8 Percentage of library and LRC resources as rated by 
the academic librarians (N = 29) 
Name of No. of Respondents 
Institution Not Total 
Adequate % adequate 0/0 
Sultan 10 53 9 47 19 
Qaboos 
University 
Colleges of 0 0 6 100 6 
Education 
Technical 0 0 4 100 4 
Industrial 
Colleges 
Total 10 35 19 65 29 
The data also showed that those respondents from Sultan Qaboos University who 
mentioned that their library resources were adequate to meet the needs of a ll users 
were assistant librarians and library ass istants while, senior staff from SQU noted that 
t-heir printed library resources were not adequate to meet the needs of all llsers. This 
may be because senior staff have more experience and they are more engaged with 
users, especiall y since most of them were working in the reference section, journals 
and development co llections. 
Regarding library improvement, respondents from SQU indicated that libraries should 
be supported by an identifiable budget, as current additions are needed especially for 
the Colleges of Science, Engineering and Agriculture. Also, more journals and 
specialist references are required. Respondents from Colleges of Education and 
Technical Lndustrial Colleges noted that an identifiable budget, co-operation between 
academic libraries and LRCs, exist ing interlibrary loan (ILL) and more printed 
resources, especially scientific journals both in Arabic and English, references, 
Av/med ia and Indexes and abstracts were needed. 
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Respondents were asked in Q.3 to speciry what other printed resources they think 
their library should provide. The results showed that the most comments had been 
made by senior librarians from SQU. Their comments concentrated on e lectronic 
resources. They believe that the library should provide core resources on CD-ROM 
or On-line database. Also the library should provide Omani government publications, 
and more than one copy of the titles that are heavily used. 
Respondents from CoUeges of Education concentrated on printed resources such as 
Arabic journals, at lases, reference works and government publications, whilst 
respondents from Technical Induslrial Co Ueges placed more emphasis on scientific 
journals, A v/Media and reference works. 
7.2.3 Libraries' and LRCs' technology 
In terms of library technology, respondents were asked 3 questions (4-6) to indicate if 
their library provided information techno logy and, if yes, do they think it is adequate 
to meet the needed of a ll users whereas, if not, what additional information 
techno logy is needed. The survey (Table 7.9) showed that all respondents from SQU 
answered ' yes', whilst most respondents from LRC, Colleges of Education and 
Technical Industrial Colleges said ' no'. 
Table 7.9 Number of academ ic librarians who indicated IT is 
available or not in their libraries and LRCs 
Name of institution 
No. of Respondents 
Yes No Total 
Sultan Qaboos 19 0 19 
University 
Colleges of Education 2 4 6 
Technical Industrial 0 4 4 
Colleges 
Total 21 8 29 
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Respondents who indicated that information technology was available in their 
libraries or LRCs, also noted what IT which is available is not adequate to meet the 
needs of all users. It was found that the Internet, subscription to electronic journals, 
CD-ROM and E-mail were the IT resources most requested by all librarians. 
7.2.4 Libraries' and LRCs' Education 
Respondents were asked in Questions 7 and 8 if they had taken a part in any training 
progranune during their period of work in the library and, if yes, they were requested 
to specify some details about the training progranune. Table 7. 10 showed that 52% 
of respondents (15 from 29) had taken part in training during their work. 
Table 7.10 Number of academic librarians who have taken 
part in training (N = 29) 
No; of Respondents 
.No . 
. Sultan Qaboos 
University . 
Colleges of 
Education 
Technical 2 2 4 
Industrial Colleges 
Total 15 14 29 
It was also found that respondents from Sultan Qaboos University Libraries with a 
BA in Library and Information Science trained in house and received more specific 
progranunes than respondents from LRCs, Colleges of Education or Technical 
Industrial Colleges. They spent several months in each of the following departments: 
cataloguing, reference, serials, acquisitions and media services. As well as the library 
programme, some respondents at SQU attended English courses, which were offered 
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by the Language Centre Department. Respondents from LRCs and Technical 
Industrial College Libraries attended a short training programme at the Institute of 
Public Administration and the Main Library at SQU. The data also showed that some 
respondents from SQU (library assistants who held a secondary school certificate) 
also received basic training (a short workshop) at the Institute of Public 
Administration. 
Librarians were then asked in Q. 9 and 10 to indicate whether they were involved in 
training others such as librarians or library users and, if yes, they were requested to 
give some details about the programme. As shown in Table 7.11, only 8 or 28% of 
respondents were involved in training others, such as students and users. All 
respondents who were involved in training are senior staff from the Main Library and 
the Medical Library at SQU. They train students from the Department of Library and 
Information Science. A senior member of staff supervised these students (8 semesters) 
who spend several hours' training in different departments during the whole of the 
semester. They give a short training programme to librarians who come from 
government organisations and also train university students and faculty members to 
use the Internet, CD-ROM, MEDLINE and OPAC. 
Table 7.11 Number of academic librarians who are involved 
in training other librarians and users (N = 29) 
Name oflnstitution No. of Respondents 
Yes 
Sultan Qaboos 8 
University 
Colleges of 0 6 6 
Education 
Technical 0 4 
Industrial Colleges 
Total 8 21 29 
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7.2.5 Future Development 
Question 11 asked respondents what would be the one most useful way in which 
money could be spent on their libraries (if the money were available), while Question 
12 asked the respondents to provide any comments or recommendations concerning 
the future development of libraries and information handling in Oman. Respondents 
made several points (regarding Question 11). However, librarians had different 
opinions on how they could spend the money on their libraries and LRCs. 
Respondents from SQU concentrated more on information technology. They pointed 
out that: 
• Libraries could provide resources for a whole new computer system where this 
could be made available to all users. 
• They could subscribe to more journals, preferably full text, journals on-line and 
other non-printed resources. 
• They could develop a multimedia library. 
• Staff development and training could be extended. 
• Internet services and more AvlMedia could be provided. 
Respondents from Learning Resource Centres and Technical Industrial Colleges, 
however, paid more attention to the following: 
• More printed and non-printed resources. 
• Staff development and training. 
• Providing on-line access catalogues (OPAC) and Internet services. 
The survey showed that the following comments were made by most respondents 
regarding future development: 
• Make libraries available in all schools and train students in the use of the library. 
• Establish public libraries in all regions. 
• Automate libraries for the benefit of the users. 
• Link all academic libraries in the country. 
• Establish an Omani Library Association. 
• Develop library co-operation. 
• Improve staff development. 
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7.3 Summary 
The main objective of this chapter was to investigate the opinions, thoughts and 
feelings of school and academic librarians who are engaged with their libraries and 
LRCs on a daily basis. This could be by determining the current availability of 
resources, information technology and training for both users and librarians. It is also 
important to know their opinions about future developments. The results of this 
chapter are discussed in Chapter 9. 
Throughout the survey it was found that 27 (46%, N = 59) respondents held a BA in 
Library Science, followed by those with a secondary certificate (27%), whilst 9% held 
a Masters degree; all of these were from SQU Libraries. 
The results of the study showed a severe lack of adequate printed resources, especially 
in school libraries, Technical Industrial Colleges and Colleges of Education, as 
illustrated in Tables 7.3 and 7.8. Only 10 respondents (17%, N = 59) indicated that 
their library's printed resources were adequate to meet the needs of users. All of these 
were from SQU. However, they represented 53% of the total ofSQU respondents. In 
fact, the results of this study support the results that were obtained from school users 
in Chapter 5 and academic users in Chapter 6. Looking at the results from school 
users in Chapter 5, it was found that 95%, (N = 302) of teachers and 82%, (N = 697) 
of students indicated in Q 5 that their libraries had a lack of resources and that in 
general the collections were poor. Most of them were not satisfied, as is illustrated in 
Tables 5.7 and 5.19. The results from academic users in Chapter 6, as represented in 
Tables 6.8 and 6.24, showed that the majority of respondents, especially those from 
Technical Industrial Colleges and Colleges of Education, felt that the library and LRC 
collections did not fulfil their research needs and did not meet the needs of the 
teaching curriculum, since they lacked references, indexes & abstracts, and journals. 
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If the points made by school and academic librarians are examined in terms of the 
improvements they feel should be made to their libraries and LRCs, it may be 
concluded that school libraries, academic libraries and LRCs face problems of 
inadequate funding, the development of their collections and co-operation. This may 
be because of the absence of policies regarding the development of collections, 
services and co-operation. The Main Library at SQU is the only library which has 
policies for all library procedures. 
As the results (Tables 7.4 and 7.9) which related to the field of information 
technology show, information technology does not exist in school libraries and in 
Technical Industrial College Libraries. Currently, SQU Libraries offer information 
technology resources such as the Internet, OPAC, CD-ROM and E-mai~ whilst some 
IT exists in LRCs. 
The results (Tables 7.5, 7.6, 7.10, and 7.11) were obtained by examining the main 
training programmes for both librarians and users. It was found that 54% of 
respondents (school and academic librarians) received a training programme. It 
should be noted this programme was short and 'traditional' in its content. Some 
librarians mentioned that they have received no training of any kind, nor have they 
attended conferences in the last four years. Also, the results showed that a small 
number of librarians were involved in training other librarians, students (from Library 
Science) and users. These are generally senior staff and mostly non-Omani. This is 
also a result of the lack of experienced Omani librarians, especially in technical 
services and library systems. 
The views of school and academic librarians concerning future developments are that 
fmancial support, continuing education programmes for staff, providing general 
orientation for users, co-operation between libraries, providing information 
technology, and establishing a central body, such as a national library for providing 
resources and education for all libraries in the country, are the most important. 
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Chapter 8 
Results of the Interviews 
In addition to the data collected from the questionnaires, interviews were conducted 
with library directors, heads of libraries and LRCs in order to establish the rich picture 
about the existing situation of academic libraries, LRCs and school libraries in the 
educational system of Oman. Nineteen respondents were interviewed (see Appendix 
VII): five from Sultan Qaboos University, seven from Colleges of Education and the 
Curriculum Department, Directorate General of Colleges and Higher Institutions, five 
from Technical Industrial Colleges, Division of Vocational Training at the Ministry of 
Social Affairs and Labour, and two from the Learning Resources Division, at the 
Information Technology Department, Ministry of Education. In order to structure the 
interviews, ten areas were initiated to examine the existing situation as follows: 
• Libraries' and LRCs' personnel. 
• Libraries' and LRCs' budget. 
• Libraries' and LRCs' resources. 
• Libraries' and LRCs' services. 
• Libraries' and LRCs' technology. 
• Libraries' and LRCs' acquisitions. 
• Libraries' and LRCs' Policy. 
• Libraries' and LRCs' co-operation. 
• Libraries' and LRCs' education. 
• Libraries' and LRCs' future development. 
This chapter is in two parts. The first part presents the results from respondents' 
interviews, while the second part is a summary. 
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8.1 Results from the Interviews 
8.1.1 Libraries' and LRCs' Personnel 
RESULTS OF THE INTERVIEWS 
Respondents were asked to indicate the number of library and LRC staff 
(professionals and non-professionals) and their qualifications. The results (Table 8.1) 
shows that a total of 318 staff are working as librarians in the university libraries, 
LRCs, Technical Industrial College Libraries, and school libraries (secondary and 
preparatory). 183 (58%) were professional librarians and 135 (42%) were 
paraprofessional. Table 8.2 provides breakdown of staff by degree. It was found that 
183 (N= 352) have qualifications in Library and Information Science. 162 librarians 
hold a BA, 4 hold Diploma and 17 staff have Master degrees (11 Omani and 6 non-
Omani). Most of these are working in the Main Library at SQU. 169 (N= 352) have 
degrees in different areas such as education, computer and media technology. The 
survey revealed that SQU Libraries are staffed by a total of 76 representing 
professional and non-professional workers. 41 of them have degrees in librarianship 
and the rest are paraprofessional and clerks. A total of 55 (72%) from the 76 staff 
work in the Main Library while the other 21 staff work at the Medical Library or the 
Information Centre. It was found that Colleges of Education have a total of 62 staff, 
of whom 26 are working as librarians and hold degrees in Library and Information 
Science, whilst 34 are computer and media technology specialists. The data showed 
that Technical Industrial Colleges have 12 librarians, of whom only three hold 
degrees in Library and Information Science while 8 are paraprofessional and clerks. 
Respondents from the Learning Resource Division indicated that secondary and 
preparatory school libraries have a total of 204 librarians. 132 (65%) librarians are 
reported in secondary schools and 72 (35%) at preparatory schools. Out of these, 113 
hold Bachelor degrees in Library and Information Science. 76 have diplomas in 
education and 15 ho Id secondary certificates. 
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Table 8.1 Number of pro fessioua Is aud paraprofessionals 
who work as librarians in academic institutions and school 
libraries (secondary and preparatory). 
',>, ,,,,,",",':,/',' " N"0n~professionaITotal, 
SQU Libraries 
LRCs, Colleges of 
Education 
Technical Industrial 
Colleges Libraries 
School Libraries 
(secondary and 
preparatory schools) 
Total 
41 
26 
3 
113 
183 
"and Clerks 
35 76 
o 26" 
9 12 
91 204 
135 318 
*Note: This number does not include the 34 computer and media technology 
specialists in LRCs, 
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Table 8.2 Types of qualifications held by staff in academic institutions 
and school libraries. 
Type of I>egreesinLibrary I>egrees in other fields 
Institution Science 
Pb.D. MLS BA Dip. Pb.D. MA BA Dip. Secon-
dary" 
SQU Libraries 0 15 22 4 1 0 1 3 28 
LRCs, 0 2 24 0 1 9 23 3 0 
Colleges of 
Education 
Technical 0 0 3 0 0 0 1 1 7 
Industrial 
Colleges 
Libraries 
School 0 0 113 0 0 0 0 76 15 
Libraries 
Total 0 17 162 4 2 9 25 83 50 
Notes: * shows number of secondary certificates. 
* * This number does not include messengers who work at SQUL. 
Total 
74** 
62 
12 
204 
352 
Respondents were asked to indicate if their present staff was adequate to meet the 
needs of the academic libraries, LRCs and school hbraries. The survey (Table 8.3) 
showed that 100%, (N = 16) of interviewees indicated 'no'. Respondents were also 
asked to specifY if not, what they thought were the causes responsible for this 
shortage. Interviewees from SQU Libraries stated that, as the number of students and 
staff increases yearly, correspondingly more resources and more services are needed. 
Libraries without adequate staff cannot provide adequate services. Respondents from 
Colleges of Education agreed that their present level of staffing is insufficient. 
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However, they drew particular attention to the need for clerical staff and people with 
computer and English language skills. This is because they needed clerical staff to 
help in the library segment of the LRCs, who would be mainly used for shelving, 
stamping and putting in library strips. People with computer and English language 
skills were needed for the materials that LRCs are handling. It was found that 
Technical Industrial Colleges' Libraries also have a shortage of staff, especially those 
who are qualified. In general, Technical Industrial Colleges' Libraries are run by one 
or two librarians and some Colleges do not have any qualified librarians. They 
believe that their libraries cannot meet the need of users with this number of staff. 
Respondents from the Learning Resource Division noted that the present level of staff 
in secondary and preparatory school libraries is insufficient. This is because many 
schools have no librarians, especially in preparatory schools. For example, there are 
143 libraries in preparatory schools but only 72 librarians are available, whilst in 156 
secondary school libraries, 132 librarians are available. In general, all respondents 
agreed that lack of money is one of the main reasons for this shortage. 
Table 8.3 Present staffing levels which are not adequate in academic libraries, 
LRCs and school libraries, as indicated by the directors and heads. 
. ••.•.. ....JTypeofInstitution ....••• ···Adequate .. 
. ...... .. .. 
N"0tadequate. 
SQU Libraries X 
.... 
LRCs, Colleges of Education X 
Technical Industrial Colleges X 
Libraries 
. 
.. . 
School libraries I X (secondary and preparatory) 
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8.1.2 Libraries' and LRCs' Budget 
Respondents were asked to specify the budget that their libraries and LRCs receive in 
a year and also to indicate if their present budget is sufficient. It was found that only 
the Main Library at SQU has an independent budget (see Table 8.4). According to the 
statistical information provided by the Main Library in 1998, the total budget was 
O.R. 883.405.000 (around £ 1, 236, 767). No other academic libraries, LRCs and 
school libraries have an independent budget. This is because most departmental 
libraries and LRCs in ministries or colleges have their financial allocations under their 
parent organisations. In fuct, they are generally funded under a line budget 
categorised as ''Educational materials". This budget allocation covers anything from 
books to laboratory equipment. The results (Table 8.4) also show that all respondents 
pointed out that their library or LRC budget allocation was not sufficient. More funds 
will need to be allocated in future in order effectively to meet the community needs of 
academic libraries, LRCs and school libraries. 
Respondents were also asked to indicate what academic libraries, LRCs and school 
libraries spend their money on. The survey shows that SQU libraries spend their 
money on various aspects of library operations, including the provision of printed and 
non-printed literature, journal subscriptions, AvlMedia and CD-ROMs, equipment, 
maintenance of furniture, official trips, publicity and advertisements, and office 
stationery. Respondents from LRCs stated that, at the moment, the spending function 
occurs centrally in the Ministry of Higher Education. This includes equipment and 
supplies, as well as books, periodicals, videos and CD-ROMs. Interviewees from 
Technical Industrial Colleges mentioned that all budgets come from within the 
colleges. This includes costs for equipment and books. 
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For school libraries, it was found that organisational regulations were issued by the 
Ministerial Resolution No. 26 of 1992. Regarding fmanciai matters, it stated that "an 
entry shall be made in the Ministry budget" as follows: 
• Purchasing books for school libraries O.R. 17,000 annually. This is 
around £25,000. 
• Furniture and equipment to be determined according to the needs of new 
schools. 
• The directorates will not have the power to finance school libraries, whilst 
regional educational divisions may support their libraries through other 
entries after gaining the approval of the Ministry. 
Table 8.4 Present situation of academic libraries, 
LRCs and scboollibraries budgets 
Budgets 
Type ofInstitution Not 
Independent Independent Sufficient 
SQU 
Main Library X 
Medical Library X 
Information X 
Centre 
LRCs X 
Technical 
Industrial X 
Colleges' 
Libraries 
School Libraries X 
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8.1.3 Libraries' and LRCs' Resources 
Directors and heads oflibraries and LRCs were asked to specify the major resources 
that are available in the academic libraries, LRCs and school libraries. The results 
(Table 8.5) of the interviews show that the monographic collections, journaIs, 
AvlMedia materials and CD-ROMs are the major resources at SQU libraries. 52% of 
the monographic collections were in the English language, whilst journals and 
AvlMedia were mostly in English. Respondents from LRCs stated that textbooks are 
their major resource and they have a regular collection where the largest sections are 
"Islamic" and ''Education''. However, the survey showed that book collections were 
the major resource for both Technical Industrial Colleges' libraries and school 
libraries. 
Table 8.5 Main resources available in academic libraries, 
LRCs and school libraries 
Main Resources 
Type of Institution Monographic JournaIs AvlMedia CD-ROMs 
SQU Libraries X X X X 
LRCs Textbooks 
Technical Industrial Books 
Colleges Libraries 
School Libraries Books 
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8.1.4 Libraries' and LRCs' Services 
Respondents were then asked to indicate the main services that are provided by 
academic libraries, LRCs and school libraries. The survey (Table 8.6) showed that 
the main services currently offered by the SQU libraries are: lending of books and 
AvlMedia collections, references, interlibrary loans, fitcilities for searching CD-ROM 
databases, on-line searching of the library collection and the Internet. Respondents 
from LRCs, mentioned the circulation of textbooks, media loans and production in the 
media area, computer training, and use of the computer area, while the main service at 
Technical Industrial Colleges is lending of books. In school libraries it seems that the 
lending of books is the only service provided. 
Table 8.6 Main services provided by academic libraries, 
LRCs and school libraries 
Type of Main Services 
Institution CD-
Circulation AvlMedia REF. ILL OPAC ROMS 
SQU Libraries x x x x x x 
LRCs x x x 
Technical x 
Industrial 
Colleges' 
Libraries 
School x 
libraries 
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S.l.S Libraries' and LRCs' Acquisitions 
Respondents were asked to specify who is responsible for selecting materials for the 
academic libraries, LRCs and school libraries, and they were also asked to indicate 
who had the final authority to approve the selection of materials. Interviewees were 
also asked to indicate from where they acquired the selected materials and to specify 
if they had any problems in acquiring materials, other than that of finance. The 
results show that the acquisition procedures are different within the SQU libraries. In 
the Main Library it was found that colleges and uuiversity centres are responsible for 
selecting library materials and the Main Library Director has the final authority to 
approve selected items. The Main Library acquires its selected English materials 
through a special agent while orders for Arabic materials are usually sent directly to 
different publishers. Heads of departments at Colleges of Medicine and Commerce 
are responsible for selecting library materials for both the Medical and Information 
Centre and also they have the final authority to approve the selection of library 
materials. The Medical Library and Information Centre acquire their selected 
materials direct through the publishers and from exhibitions. Respondents from SQU 
libraries indicated that they have problems; many of these problems are chiefly 
attributed to the late delivery of ordered materials. 
Respondents from LRCs pointed out that selection is currently a process shared 
jointly between the Miuistry and the heads of LRCs who make suggestions to the 
Miuistry of Higher Education. The final authority fur approval of materials lies with 
the Miuistry of Higher Education. The materials are sent by the Ministry and the 
Miuistry is responsible for all purchases. Because there is often a high turnover of 
staff within a faculty, there is often a lack of continuity within college departments. 
The problem then becomes one of a change of emphasis when one professor orders 
materials in February that hislher successor may not need or want in September! 
Also, the centralisation of most materials' selection or acquisition is not cost-
effective. Many materials sent in English are fur too difficult for the reading and 
speaking levels of students. Furthermore, some colleges have more use for certain 
subject areas than other colleges. 
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The interview results showed that the heads of departments at Technical Industrial 
Colleges are responsible for selecting materials and the deans of colleges have the 
fmal authority for approving the selection of materials. Selections for library 
materials are sent direct to the local publishers. The major problem concerning 
acquisitions procedures, as noted by the interviewees, is a lack of procedures and 
policies for the development of collections. 
The survey indicated that the Learning Resource Division at the Department of 
Information Technology is responsible for determining the needs of school libraries 
from the various information domains according to the following: 
• The needs of new school libraries. 
• The needs of existing school libraries from new publications. 
The purchasing department within the Ministry of Education carries out the 
purchasing process. Books selected through publishers' catalogues and orders for 
materials are usually sent to a local publisher or to international exhibitions. In fact, 
the organisational regulations for school libraries which was issued by virtue of the 
Ministry Resolution No. 26 of 1992, include a number of rules which must be 
followed when supplying books, library materials and other information resources. 
These are as follows: 
• It does not offend in Islamic religion, Arabic language or Islamic history. 
• It does not offend the state in any way or form. 
• It does not offend public decency, morals or ethics. 
• It serves the requirements of and supports school curricula. 
• It is varied in form and appropriate for the required academic level. 
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8.1.6 Libraries' and LRCs' Technology 
Respondents were asked to specify if their libraries and LRCs use computers and if 
so, since when. They were also asked to indicate how many library and LRC 
functions are computerised. The results (Table 8.7) show that the main library at 
SQU was the first academic library in the country to use computers since its opening 
. in 1986. The interview also showed that the Medical Library introduced computers in 
1992 and the Information Centre in 1993. Currently, all SQU library functions are 
computerised. These include circulation, cataloguing, and acquisitions. Respondents 
from LRCs mentioned that LRCs had used computers since 1998. Some LRC 
functions are not computerised whilst others are starting circulation. The survey 
showed that Technical Industrial Colleges' libraries and school libraries (secondary 
and preparatory) do not use computers for their procedures and operations. However, 
it was found that some TechnicallndustriaJ Colleges' libraries used computers for the 
purpose of administration. 
Respondents were then asked to indicate the type of system that libraries and LRCs 
are using and to specify the number of terminals that are available to users. They 
were also asked to indicate what other types of information technology are available 
in their libraries and LRCs. The results of interviews show that SQU libraries use 
DOBlSlLffiIS as an on-line system for their daily operations. There are 34 terminals 
available for library users: 19 terminals in the Main Library, 12 at the Information 
Centre, College of Commerce and 3 in the Medical Library. It was found that other 
information technology such as CD-ROMs databases, some periodicals stored on 
microform medium, and TV for using AvlMedia are available at SQU libraries. 
Respondents from Colleges of Education mentioned that a choice of a common 
management system had not yet been made, but that the decision and its 
implementation are inuninent. Infurmation technology such as CD-ROMs, videos, 
discs and kits are available at the Media Lab and the Computer Lab of LRCs. As 
previously noted, IT is not yet available in both Technical Industrial Co lieges' 
libraries and school libraries (secondary and preparatory). 
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Table 8.7 Information Technology in academic libraries, LRCs and school 
libraries 
Information Type of Institution 
Technology SQU Libraries LRCs Technical School 
Industrial Libraries 
Colleges' 
Libraries 
Use computers Yes Yes No No 
Type of library DOBISlLmIS Not yet No No 
system 
No. of terminals 34 No No No 
available for users 
(OPACs) 
Type of library All Not yet No No 
functions 
computerised 
Other Information CD-ROMs, CD-ROMs No No 
technology Internet, videos and and videos 
available E-mail 
8.1.7 Libraries' and LRCs' Policy 
Directors and heads were asked whether their libraries and LRCs had a written policy 
stating their goals and objectives. It seems that only the main library at SQU has a 
written library policy for all library procedures which organise and make available all 
information resources that support the aims and objectives of the academic 
conununity and the university as a whole (see Table 8.8). The Medical Library and 
the Information Centre have some of sort of policy for lending library materials. 
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At the present time, some efforts are being made to formulate policies for LRCs. The 
policies are at the approval stage and are considered by ail heads of LRCs. The next 
stage will be approval by the Ministry of Higher Education. The policy handbook, as 
noted by the heads of LRCs, is comprehensive and covers staffing, supplies, 
equipment and resources. The survey showed that Technical Industrial Colleges' 
Libraries, as well as school libraries, do not have any sort of policy. It was found that 
the Ministry of Education issued the first regulations for school libraries in Oman in 
1992. The regulations included defmitions of school libraries, duties of school 
librarians, library functions, selection and acquisition procedures, and stock control. 
Table 8.8 Policies for library and LRC 
Policies 
Type oflnstitution Full Policies Sort of No Regulation 
Policy Policy 
SQU Libraries 
Main Library Full policies and 
procedures 
Medical Library Circulation 
Circulation 
Information Centre 
LRCs X 
Technical Industrial X 
Colleges' Libraries 
School Libraries X X 
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8.1.8 Libraries' and LRCs' Co-operation 
The respondents were also asked to indicate if there is any co-operation between their 
academic libraries, LRCs and school libraries with other libraries or information 
centres inside and outside Oman and if yes, what sort of co-operation they have. 
They were also asked to specifY if there is no co-operation, fIrstly, what they thought 
were the most important problems that hindered co-operation in the country and 
secondly, if they thought interlibrary loan co-operation would be helpful for their 
libraries and LRCs. In general, co-operation between libraries, Learning Resource 
Centres and Information Centres is badly lacking in Oman. It was found that there is 
limited co-operation, for example, in the six Colleges of Education and some in SQU 
Libraries. Also, some academic staff from both Colleges of Education and Technical 
Industrial Colleges use the Main Library at SQU for borrowing materials and 
photocopying. There is some sort of co-operation between the Medical Library and 
similar libraries inside Oman and also outside the country, especially in other Gulf 
State Countries. In fact, the Main Library at SQU is the only library in Oman which 
has extensive co-operation nationally and internationally. The library has established 
good links and relationships with many local and international libraries within the 
USA, UK, Germany, and the Netherlands, as well as the Gulf State University 
Libraries and other Information Centres (See Figure 8.1). The co-operation is mainly 
centred on interlibrary loan activities and the exchange of gifts. According to the 
statistical information provided by the Main Library at SQU in 1999, the total number 
of photocopies received from overseas was 1,824,with 804 from the Gulf State 
Libraries and Information Centres, as well as 161 books. The number of publications 
supplied from the Main Library to the Gulf State University Libraries was 244. 
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Respondents agreed that a lack of funding, policies and the vision of the importance 
of co-operation are the most significant problems hindering co-operation among 
libraries, LRCs and other Information Centres within the country. They believed that 
co-operation is essential and would help in fulfilling the increasing needs of library 
users, thereby saving effort and expense. May Moore, the Head of the LRC at Rustaq 
College of Education states: 
"Because this country is small and there are only 7 higher education 
institutions at present, it is important that ILL should exist among all 
these institutions. This would be more cost effective and each of us 
would have the same books and other materials. Here at Rustaq we 
would like, for example, to be able to ILL SQU's video collection. 
At present this is not possible because of the life span of most videos; 
this makes no sense to me. It is not cost effective for us to have the 
same videos. In Canada, there is ILL for all materials, at no matter 
what level of public education. Colleges and public libraries are 
interconnected by computers and most colleges, universities and high 
schools are connected in some way" (March, 1999). 
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Figure 8.1 shows interlibrary loan (ILL) co-operation activities between 
the Main Library at SQU and other local and international institutions 
• DUT 
• UAE University 
• KFUPM, Dhahran 
• University of Qatar 
• KAAU, Jeddah 
• KSU, Riyadh 
• Kuwait University 
• KISR, Kuwait 
• University of Bahrain 
• GOIC, Qatar 
• BLDSC 
The Main Library, 
Sultan Qaboos 
University 
University of 
Brunei 
• UMI 
• LC 
• ERIC 
• NAL 
Local 
Libraries 
~919l!i 
• University 
of Jordan 
• Yarmouk 
University 
Notes: .... = Orders from institutions to the Main Library and 
from the Main Library to the local libraries. 
• • Supplies and orders. 
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8.1.9 Libraries' and LRCs' Education 
Respondents were asked to specifY if their academic libraries, LRCs and school 
libraries offer any training programmes for both librarians and users. They were also 
asked to give some details about the library skills programmes being offered. The 
results of interviews show that library skills programmes are offered in some libraries 
and LRCs, but these, however, are still underdeveloped. The SQU Libraries do offer 
training programmes for both librarians and users. For example, the Medical Library 
trained some medical librarians from the Ministry of Health and also some fmal year 
students from the Department of Library and Information Science. In general, the 
Medical Library and Information Centre teach their users how to use OP AC and CD-
ROMs. 
The library skills programmes in the Main Library at SQU are wider and more 
comprehensive. Through proper training, emerging librarians can achieve a high 
degree of efficiency. The library undertakes training programmes for two types of 
librarians. Firstly, final year students of the Department of Library and Information 
Science at SQU are sent to the library once a week, each Wednesday, to gain practical 
training by working with the Main Library's professional staff. The duration of such 
a programme is about 3 months. The students are divided into 4 groups. Each group 
is sent to Acquisitions, Cataloguing, Circulation and Reference for practical training. 
Secondly, librarians who are attached to different ministries and other autonomous 
organisations, are sent to the Main Library for further training and exposure to 
modem technologies. A training module is prepared, taking into account the needs of 
the sponsoring organisation. 
The Main Library has consistently striven to provide suitable library training to its 
users so that library resources are used effectively. Two categories of library users 
have been identified: 
• Faculty & Staff. 
• Students. 
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At the start of the academic session, during the Fall Semester, a number of new 
faculty, members and staff join the university. They may not be aware of the 
procedures, facilities, locations, arrangements and resources of the library. Training, 
in the form of a library orientation programme, is organised every year and is widely 
publicised. The Main Library conducts ten orientation sessions for new faculty and 
staff members in both Arabic and English separately. Each session lasts for 
approximately 30 minutes. Descriptive handouts about the facilities of the Main 
Library are also distributed to each member. The programme highlights: 
• On-line public access catalogue (OPAC). 
• CD-ROM. 
• The Internet. 
• Interlibrary loan policy. 
• Circulation procedures for periodicals, books and AvlMedia materials. 
• Reference desk. 
• Library collection. 
• Photocopying facilities. 
It was observed that the resources of the library were vastly under-utilised due to the 
absence of any furmal training fur students. The Main library now conducts training 
programmes for students at two levels: 
• General orientation. 
• Specialised training sessions. 
The general orientation is the first step in this direction. New students, accompanied 
by a faculty, are brought to the horary in groups. A h"brary professional takes over 
this group and shows them the library, its various locations and different facilities. 
They are also informed about the library's code of conduct. This is a 30 minute 
mobile tour. Specialised training sessions are also organised in Fall and Spring 
semesters. Notices are sent and displayed on the notice boards of each department 
and also announcements are made through the University News Bulletin. Some of the 
specialised training programmes are as follows: 
• How to use the On-line Public Access Catalogue (OPAC). 
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• How to use CD-ROMs. 
• How to refer to Encyclopredias. 
It was found that LRCs give tours oftheir facilities at the beginning of the school year 
to faculty members and students. Training is also offered on computers for both users 
and librarians. Most of the training has been in Microsoft Word, Access and 
PowerPoint. The survey indicated there is no skills programme of any kind for users 
or librarians at Technical Industrial Colleges' Libraries. It was found that in school 
libraries, the Learning Resource Division at the IT department, the General 
Directorate for Curriculum and Training, train new librarians after they receive their 
posts. The training covers administrative, technical and information resource aspects 
and spans a period of one week (25 hours of training). The training programme 
includes talks, debates, workshops and practical sessions, as well as field visits. 
However, library skills programmes are not offered to students in school libraries 
(secondary and preparatory). 
S.1.10 Future Development 
Respondents were asked to indicate what steps they think need to be taken nationally 
to help the development of academic libraries, LRCs and school libraries. Also, they 
were asked to provide any additional comments concerning future development. The 
results of the interviews show several points made by the respondents. Directors and 
Heads from academic libraries and LRCs had a similar opinion on how libraries and 
LRCs could be developed. They pointed out that: 
• There is a need for a greater appreciation from the authorities of the 
important role that the library plays within the University. Also, some of 
the existing policies and procedures may need to be slightly modified in 
order to allow for a smooth functioning of library operations. For 
example, there is an annual increase in the cost of periodicals due to 
inflation and this fact should be taken into account (by the financial 
authorities) when preparing library budgets or else subscribing colleges 
may be forced to cancel some of their current subscriptions. 
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• The authorities, especially in terms of training, lending materials and 
exchanging gifts, should support co-operation between academic libraries, 
LRCs, public libraries and school libraries. 
• Wide Area Networks (WAN) should be constructed to include the 
Ministry of Higher Education, SQU, Colleges of Higher Education, LRCs 
and Co liege faculties. 
• All the services of the colleges and other institutions concerned with 
similar activities should be networked as much as possible. 
• Purchasing should be centralised in either the Ministry of Higher 
Education or SQU to take advantage of real economies of scale. 
• All higher education libraries should be interconnected so that better use 
can be made of all the resources. 
• More responsibility should be given to LRC Heads for the selection of 
materials, the budget, and hiring of staff. 
• Libraries should be supported by a sufficient budget. 
• Experienced staff are needed. 
• The establishment of a National Library is one of the most important 
aspects for the development of information services in Oman. 
Respondents from the Learning Resource Division, the Ministry of Education, 
however, paid attention to the following: 
• Transforming traditional school libraries into learning resource centres. 
• Establishing more school libraries to cover all schools in Oman. 
• Introducing computers in school libraries. 
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• Establishing public libraries throughout the whole of the region due to 
their important role in education. 
8.2 Summary 
The objective of this chapter is to determine the existing situation of school and 
academic horaries and learning resource centres relating to the interviews with 
directors and heads of libraries and LRCs. As well as the areas that were investigated 
in Chapters 5, 6 and 7, the interviews cover other areas such as personnel, budget, 
acquisitions, policies and co-operation. The ann of this is to get a clear and complete 
picture about the libraries and LRCs in Oman. The results of the findings are 
discussed in Chapter 9. 
A relatively small number of professional and non-professional staff presently are 
working in academic libraries and LRCs, as well as in school libraries (secondary and 
preparatory). This shortage is further emphasised by the fact that 43% of librarians 
are unqualified in the field of Library and Information Science. This staffing is 
insufficient to provide a varied range of services to the community, as well as to fulfil 
all necessary technical procedures and operate library systems. The survey showed 
that SQU Libraries have more qualified and experienced staff. The existing situation 
requires more qualified staff and subject specialists to meet the need for study and 
research and for the demands of the rapid growth in students and academic staff at 
present, as well as in the future. 
The resuhs of the interviews showed that the financial conditions of libraries and 
learning resource centres, including the Main Library at SQU which enjoys an 
independent budget, all suffer from a lack or shortage of finances. Indeed, the Main 
Library at SQU is the only library in the country that has clear spending schedules for 
items of the library expenditure within its annual budget. 
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The current book collections in academic libraries and LRCs remain noticeably small 
when viewed in relation to the growing population of students and academic staff and 
the increased demand for study and scientific research throughout the country. In 
regard to the current collection of books in school libraries (secondary and 
preparatory) which amounts to 500,000, this is also regarded as an entirely inadequate 
number of books in comparison to the number of students and teachers. In addition, 
scientific journals are unavailable in some academic and school libraries. The lending 
of books is the main service provided by some academic, as well as school libraries. 
Information technology is available in the university libraries. However, there are 
some efforts being made in LRCs to complete the introduction of IT. In Technical 
Industrial Colleges, IT is not yet used in the library; it. is only used for administrative 
purposes. At the present time, no IT exists in school libraries (secondary and 
preparatory) in Oman. 
Information policies and procedures exist only in the Main Library at SQU. Co-
operation between libraries, information centres and LRCs is lacking. The Main 
Library at SQU is the only library which has established a useful link and relationship 
locally and internationally with many libraries and information centres. Library 
education programmes are still under-developed and are offered in only some 
libraries. In general, the Main Library at SQU offered several programmes for both 
users and staff. 
There is a similarity in the views concerning future developments between the 
directors and the heads of libraries and LRCs, and the librarians in Chapter 7. 
Generally, the views of directors and the heads of libraries and LRCs concerning 
future developments were that financial support; existing policies and procedures; co-
operation between libraries, LRCs and information centres; establishing a National 
Library and public libraries throughout the regions in the country; providing 
information technology and training for both users and staff; are the most important. 
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Chapter 9 
General Discussion of the Study 
This chapter presents a general discussion of the study. It discusses the fmdings from 
the literature survey, the background of the study, the results from the preparatory and 
secondary school libraries' users (teachers and students) and academic libraries' and 
learning resource centres' users (academic staff and students). It also discusses the 
fmdings from the school and academic librarians and the interviews which were 
conducted with library directors, heads of libraries and LRCs, and those from the 
learning resource division in the Information Technology Department. It also 
discusses the research models and their applicability for libraries, learning resource 
centres and information centres in Oman. The discussion is divided into twelve areas 
as follows: 
• Libraries' and LRCs' Personnel. 
• Libraries' and LRCs' Budgets. 
• Libraries' and LRCs' Acquisitions. 
• Libraries' and LRCs' Policies. 
• Libraries' and LRCs' Co-operation. 
• Libraries' and LRCs' Use. 
• Libraries' and LRCs' Resources. 
• Libraries' and LRCs' Services. 
• Libraries' and LRCs' Technology. 
• Libraries' and LRCs' Education. 
• Libraries' and LRCs' Future Development. 
• The Research Models and their Applicability for Libraries, LRCs and 
Information Centres in Oman. 
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9.1 Libraries' and LRCs' Personnel 
Staff in government departmental libraries and leaming resource centres are normally 
recruited on the civil service scales. Their career development is tied up with normal 
civil service progression. There is therefore no professional library career 
development pattern and because library services are normally not priority services in 
the parent body, the career development of the staff in these libraries or LRCs is not 
as promising as those of their colleagues in administration with the same 
qualifications and grades. Hence, it is found that staff in government departmental 
libraries often seek to transfer to administrative positions whenever the opportunity 
occurs. This brings an element of instability in the development of library services. 
The shortage of qualified and experienced Omani staff who are capable of dealing 
with library systems, technical aspects, as well as with information technology is the 
most acute problem facing the libraries in the educational system of Oman. 
According to the interviews with the directors and the heads of libraries, learning 
resource centres and information centres, the majority of the present staff is lacking in 
professional skills and skills concerned with modern information technology. For 
example, those respondents who were from LRCs indicated that they needed people 
with computer and English skills for the materials that LRCs were handling. 
Directors from SQU Libraries noted that their staff numbers were insufficient due to 
the yearly increases in the number of students and academic staff. More resources 
and services are needed to provide adequate services. The results also showed that 
Technical Industrial College Libraries do not have qualified staff to deal with library 
services, as. well as with library systems. The situation in school libraries, as 
mentioned in Chapter 8, is that many lack librarians. Directors and head of libraries 
and learning resource centres also argued that the majority of graduates came from the 
SQU Department of Library and Information Science, these received their instruction 
in the Arabic language and therefore faced problems in their work environments 
where most of the work they had to deal with was in English. A further problem is 
the absence of a specific budget allocation for training and education. Training 
progranunes such as short courses, workshops and seminars are lacking. Despite 
there being 318 librarians working in academic and school libraries, as well as in 
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learning resource centres, this number remains insufficient to fulfil the requirements 
of all technical procedures, the library systems and to serve the needs of users. This 
shortage is further emphasised by the fact that 43% of Omani librarians are 
unqualified in the field of Library and Information Science. Most of these work 
within school libraries and Technical Industrial College libraries. School libraries, for 
example, are staffed by many librarians with only a secondary school certificate. 
In addition, a large percentage of those who hold a University degree in Library and 
Information Sciences from SQU have only recently graduated and lack sufficient 
practical experience, particularly when it comes to technical aspects and computer-
based library systems. In 1994, the Director of the Main Library of Sultan Qaboos 
University discussed the deficiencies in the quality of graduates coming from SQU's 
Department of Library and Information Science to join the Main and the Medical 
Libraries. These deficiencies are outlined below: 
• The general comprehension level of the majority of the graduates is 
disappointingly low. For example, few can answer satisfactorily the 
simple question, "What are the functions of a catalogue?" Most graduates 
are unaware of basic ideas such as MARC andAACRII. 
• With few exceptions, graduates have difficulty in understanding English. 
They have a problem even to write the English alphabet. 
• Graduates appear to be trained for a school library environment 
(exclusively for an Arabic language collection and with no automation). 
This seems to ignore the fact that most departmental libraries in 
government ministries have sizeable English language collections, many 
greater than 50% of the total collection. 
• Students appear to have little practical library work experience. 
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In fact, methods of teaching Library and Information Science are still largely 
traditional in Arab countries, although some improvements in library education 
programmes have recently been noted as, in some instances, the curriculum has 
changed to cope with information technology. Aman (1994) pointed out that, because 
of the lack of adequate tools, materials, and faculty expertise, the desirable changes 
have been difficult to achieve. This may also be because the field of Library and 
Information Science is new in the country and has not been given much attention 
during the last two decades. As noted earlier, the library movement in Oman began 
early in the 1980s with the establishment of a few special libraries, school libraries 
and one public library, whilst the first academic library was founded in 1986. The 
first qualified librarian in the country graduated in 1982. In 1991, it was found that 
the total of number staff working as librarians in the whole of the country totalled 
275. SQU Libraries are staffed by 67 employees, school libraries have 134 staff 
members, special and government libraries 61 staff and the public library (Islamic 
Library) has 13 staff. From 275 staff, only 36 were professional librarians, 24 were in 
the Main Library at SQU and were mostly non-Omani, 4 were in school libraries and 
8 in special and government libraries (Al-Mufaraji, 1991). The survey in the present 
study shows that the total number of staff employed in all libraries in the country is 
390: 3 J 8 in education libraries and 72 in special and public libraries. This means that 
during the past 8 years, the number of staff has increased by only 30%. 
Among the factors which exacerbate the shortage of personnel is the rapid annual 
increase in the numbers of students and teachers at Sultan Qaboos University, at 
Colleges of Education and at Technical Industrial Colleges. For example, the Main 
Library at SQU, which is the biggest and best library in the country, was staffed by 59 
employees, 31 of whom were professional librarians (mostly non-Omani) in the 
academic year of 1990/1991. They served 3,400 students and 376 staff. However, in 
the academic year of 1999/2000, the total staff in the Main Library at SQU numbers 
55 and of these 25 are professional. They serve 6,605 students and 972 academic 
staff. This means that during the past nine years the number of students has increased 
by 49%, whilst the number of academic staff members has increased by 61%. On the 
other hand, the number of library staff has gone down by 7%. In the academic year 
199711998, there were 6,266 students and 389 academic staff at Colleges of 
Education, whilst in the academic year 1999/2000 the number reached 8,720 students 
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and 532 academic staff. During this one year the number of students increased by 
28% and academic staff by 27%. The situation in Technical Industrial Colleges is 
similar to that of Colleges of Education. The number of librarians serving in the 
Colleges of Education is 24, with 12 at Technical Industrial Colleges (including 
professional and non-professional). 
This expansion in student numbers has become the norm in many countries. For 
example, in the UK, there has been a massive expansion in student numbers over the 
past ten years. In 1981, there were 831,000 students (13% of the 18-21 age group), 
while in 1991 the number of students reached 1,268,000 (30%), an increase of 52% 
(Graham, 1996). The recent statistics provided by the Higher Education Statistics 
Agency (HE SA, 2000) show that the number of HE enrohnents in the UK total 
1,757,200 in 1999/2000, an increase of 1% between 1998/99 and 1999/2000. 
Between 1995/1996 and 1999/2000, UK HE enrohnents, according to the HESA have 
increased by 8%. Universities and colleges have seen a 40% increase in students with 
at least a corresponding rise in library activity. Increased demands have in general 
been accompanied by reductions in book acquisitions, staff, seating and space. 
In fact, the number of students and academic staff in higher education in Oman is still 
very small compared with students and academic staff in higher education in the UK. 
Currently, there is a total of 19,138 students and 1,771 academic staff in 3 institutions 
in Oman. In Oman until recently, there were no part-time students in academic 
institutions. 
As for state education in Oman, the largest number of students is in the 6-12 age 
group. In this age range, each year on average has over 40,000 students. The number 
of students in the 13-17 age group which relates to this study, ranges for each year 
from nearly 30,000 all aged 13 to just over 20,000 at the age of 17. There are a 
number of school libraries in secondary schools and particularly within the 
preparatory level, which do not have a single librarian. There are 72 librarians 
available in 154 preparatory school libraries and 132 librarians in 168 secondary 
school libraries. The shortage of staff represents 53% in preparatory school libraries 
and 21 % in secondary school libraries. In addition, there are 318 preparatory schools 
and 36 secondary schools which do not have libraries. This shortage of school 
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libraries represents 67% at preparatory level and 21 % at secondary level. The 
problem of qualified personnel in school libraries is well-known throughout 
developing or third world countries which suffer from an extreme shortage of 
qualified staff. Indeed, there are a number of public and private schools which do not 
have a library at all. One of the perennial and most acute problems is that of the 'one-
librarian' library, or what is sometimes called the solo-librarian library, not to mention 
the libraries in which the librarian is actually a teacher who volunteers to work as a 
part-time librarian. 
Drawing a comparison between all employees in this field, it was found that librarians 
working at the SQU library have more experience and are better qualified. This is due 
to the presence of a number of librarians who have received an academic education 
and professional training in either the USA or the UK in the area of Library and 
Information Science. Currently, SQU libraries have 11 staff who hold masters 
degrees and diplomas from the USA and the UK. This also comes as a result of the 
presence of foreign expertise and the availability of resources, such as local training 
and information technology. 
Today, librarianship and information science is becoming ever more technologically 
oriented. Because of the lack of Omani professional librarians, foreign expertise in 
specialised branches of librarianship will be needed, especially in an academic 
environment. This is noted by the Director of the Main library at SQU for the 
fo IIowing reasons: 
• To get library and LRC services firmly established and running in line 
with modem global concepts and practice of the library profession. 
• To help formulate and implement a library and LRC manpower plan, 
aimed at local self sufficiency and particularly to prepare library and LRC 
assistants and newly qualified graduate Omani librarians for more 
responsible positions by training them on the job and equipping them with 
the appropriate skills and experience as fast as possible. 
• To hand over smoothly the library services to those they have trained. 
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This approach ensures the continuation of existing standards and at the same time 
meets the manpower replacement demand. 
9.2 Libraries' and LRCs' Budgets 
The survey indicated that only the Main Library at SQU has an independent budget, 
whilst other academic institutions, LRCs and school libraries have their fmancial 
allocations under their parent organisations, categorised as "Educational Materials". 
In most cases a library's priorities are not defmed and catered for specifically. 
Libraries' fmancial requests are met as long as funds are "plentiful" at the beginning 
ofthe fmancial year. As competition for the allocation of resources increases during 
the third and fourth quarter of the fmancial year, the requirements of the library and 
LRC are normally at their lowest priority. Consequently, acquisitions for the library 
and LRC materials suffer. This problem may extend to other aspects of the library 
and LRC needs, such as equipment, maintenance of basic furniture and may even 
freeze staff recruitment and development. In the interview with the researcher, the 
Director of the Main Library at SQU observed: 
"It is imperative that Libraries, LRCs and Information Centres should 
have independent fmancial resources of their own. This should be in the 
form of a specified budget allocation from the parent body, whether that 
body is a government institution or private organisation. Except for the 
academic libraries at SQU and perhaps the emerging private College 
Libraries, most libraries in Oman are not endowed with specified budget 
allocations for buildings, resources and manpower" (March, 1999). 
The negative effects arising from the absence of an independent budget for libraries or 
LRCs include an inadequacy of information services provided for users since 
provision must not exceed the specified annual budget. As a result of seasonal 
budgeting, it becomes difficult to keep up with and purchase new materials when they 
first appear. Harnshry (1997) pointed out that the lack of a sufficient budget has an 
adverse effect on other essential requirements, such as furniture, equipment, training, 
supplies and information technology. Al-Habashi et al (1996) noted that the absence 
of an independent budget for the library in each school, and the lack of sufficient 
fmancial funds allocated for the library from the profits of the co-operative society 
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within the school, means they cannot carry out the educational and curricular 
activities required. 
The results of the study showed that the fmancial conditions of libraries and learning 
resource centres, including the Main Library at SQU, which enjoys an independent 
budget, all suffer from a shortage of finances. Consider the example of the situation 
of the budget for the Main Library at SQU from 1995 to 1999. In 1995, the total 
budget was RO. 1,115,353.000, (=£1,673,029) while the total budget in 1999 was RO. 
730,816 (=£1,096,224). This means that, during a 3 year period, 35% of the budget 
was cut. 
Indeed, this problem is not confmed to Oman, but it has become a global issue for 
libraries all over the world. In the East, as well as in the West, in the technologically 
advanced and affluent, as well as the developing and less affluent countries, all are 
facing the dilemma of dwindling fmancial resources, shrinking space, more 
sophisticated (and expensive) technology, as well as ever-increasing prices of books, 
periodical subscriptions, and other Av/Media and electronic media. For example, the 
price of journals has increased, especially in science and medicine. During the last six 
years, price increases have averaged between 12-14 percent per year. Nozero and 
Vaughan (2000) indicated that the academic library of the 21 st century is an institution 
facing numerous challenges, both from within and from outside. These organisations, 
whether private or public colleges or universities, are facing increasing pressure from 
governing and accreditation bodies to provide outcome assessments of their 
performance and apply business tools to analyse and evaluate their operations. There 
is also pressure from decreasing materials budgets in a time of rampant inflation in 
journals' prices and an explosion in the amount of information available. Amongst 
other pressures are the rapid advances in technology which must be assimilated by 
academic libraries. In 1993, the Follett Report examined ways of dealing with 
pressures on academic library resources within higher education in the UK The 
report indicated that the exploitation of information technology is essential in order to 
create effective library services in the future. Watjen (1996) described this problem 
as the same everywhere: an increasing volume of information resources, increasing 
costs of the information, limited fmancial resources and the unlimited needs and 
expectations of users. 
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Heseltine (1996) also noted the pressures offmancial support in academic libraries in 
Britain and elsewhere. In many parts of the world, university libraries seem to be 
increasingly incapable of meeting the demands placed upon them. As a result of the 
pressure on funds, the Main Library ofSQU, for example, in 1994 spent R.D. 200,000 
(=£300,000) for educational materials (books) and in 1998 spent RD. 125,000 
(=£187,500), a decrease of 38%, while the library expenditure for books in the 
academic year of 1999/2000 was RD. 90,000 (=£135,000) and the same budget for 
books in the academic year 2000/2001 was 28% less than 1998. This shows that a cut 
of55% of the total budget for books occurred between 1994 and 2000. In 1995, the 
Main Library at SQU spent the highest amount on serial subscriptions, approximately 
RO. 271,000 (=£406,500), whilst in 1998 the expenditure on periodicals was RD.l68, 
000 (=£252,000). The expenditure was 38% less than in 1995. In the academic year 
1999 and 2000 the total budget for periodical subscriptions went down to 90.000 
(=£135,000) which is 46% less than in 1998. Until 1994, the Main Library at SQU 
held 2,411 journal titles. However, at the present time, the number of journals stands 
at 1,398. This means that 42% of journal subscriptions were cut over a six-year 
period. 
The study also demonstrated the lack of clear spending schedules for libraries in 
Oman, apart from at the Main Library at SQU. This is made clear by the items in the 
library's armual requirements stated within the armual budget plan. As for the 
majority of libraries and learning resource centres, these items are catered for at a 
central level through peripheral establishments. With regard to school libraries, the 
expenditure system is implemented through Item 26 of' 1992 (organisational 
regulations were issued by the Ministerial Resolution No 26 of 1992), which covers 
the purchasing of books and some items of furniture. The armual budget for books, 
RO.17000 (=£ 25,500) as was previously mentioned in Chapter 8, p. 249, carmot fulfil 
all the needs of school libraries. This means that, after the approved amount of 
money is divided among all preparatory and secondary school libraries, the share to 
each school (=£ 84) will be insufficient to buy one single Encyclopaedia. In the UK 
by contrast, £16.7 m is estimated to have been spent on staff, £14.1 m on materials, 
and £5.3 m on other expenditure in 1998/99. This is a total of£5.16 per pupil served, 
an increase ofl% 1997/89 (Creaser, 1998/99). 
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The survey showed that the majority of users, as indicated in Chapters 5 and 6, were 
not satisfied with their library collections, especially Av/Media, references and 
journals, as well as the library and LRC services. There is a clear relationship here 
between the level of satisfaction and the funding being made available to develop 
collections. The problem of funding needs to be addressed. 
9.3 Libraries' and LRCs' Acquisitions 
The results of the survey showed that most libraries, learning resource centres and 
information centres in the country lack technical services, including acquisitions. 
There are no policies, no formal procedures, and no standards for selecting materials 
and collection development. In genera~ selecting materials (mostly books) for school 
libraries, Technical Industrial College Libraries and LRCs is centralised under their 
parent institutions. This because they are generally funded under a line budget 
categorised as " Educational Materials" which covers anything from books to 
laboratory equipment. This can result in wasted time, money and duplicated 
materials. Another factor affecting acquisitions is a lack of professional staff who can 
manage the acquisition process, including the ordering and receiving of materials. A 
positive solution for the importance of information policies for libraries,' learning 
resource centres' and information centres' operations and procedures, including 
acquisitions, will be discussed in Chapter 10. 
The result of the study showed that the procedures for selecting Arabic materials for 
the libraries and LRCs within the academic institutions are similar. This is the 
responsibility of teaching staff who normally acquire Arabic materials by ordering 
through local or neighbouring Arab countries, or through exhibitions. 
However, the Learning Resource Division at the Department of Information 
Technology is responsible for selecting school library materials and the required 
material orders from the exhibitions or from local publishers. It seems that teaching 
staff and librarians in schools do not take part in the selection of materials. The results 
of the study showed that most school librarians commented in Chapter 7 that teaching 
staff should be involved in selecting materials for school libraries. 
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It was found that only the Main Library at SQU acquires English materials, such as 
books and journals, from international agents. This is because the operating 
expenditure of all libraries and learning resource centres (except the university 
library) including personnel salaries, general expenses, equipment, furniture and 
material supplies are included in the operating expenditure of their parent 
organisations. 
It seems that the most common problem concerning acquisitions is the lack of a 
collection's development policy. The SQU Main Library is the only library which has 
a formal collection development policy; this was published in 1995. It is a written 
guide which relates the library's collecting practices to the University's instructional, 
research and other programme needs. Furthermore, the policy affirms the desirability 
of the continued development of collections of a unique regional, national or 
international distinction in order to serve the citizens of Oman and the international 
academic community. The guide is directed primarily to the librarians and faculty of 
the University. 
The Directorate General of Colleges & Higher Institutes at the Ministry of Higher 
Education appointed consultants from Canada to advise on the development ofLRCs. 
At the present time they are working as the Heads ofLRCs. In an interview with the 
researcher, the Head of the LRC at Salalah indicated another problem facing the 
Heads of LRCs concerning acquisitions. This is a problem regarding the Arabic 
language, because the Canadian experts do not understand Arabic. She states: 
"Yes, because the curriculum keeps changing, (as well as the faculty 
members). The materials acquired one year may not be adequate for 
the next. Also, because some faculty members do not keep 
themselves abreast of new materials and their utilisation, we have 
outdated materials that are unnecessary on our shelves. The head 
of the Learning Resource Centre does not know Arabic. So although hel 
she is an expert, it is impossible to go through the suggestions and delete 
what is not appropriate (March, 1999)." 
The majority of book collections (85%) at Colleges of Education were in the Arabic 
language. There is no doubt that the mainly ex-patriate heads of learning resource 
centres cannot take the right decision to select new and adequate materials or to delete 
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outdated, unnecessary books in the Arabic language from the shelves since they do 
not understand Arabic. Academic staff should take the responsibility for selecting 
new acquired materials and co-operate with LRC staff. If academic staff do not show 
a willingness to co-operate, this problem will continue and the result will be wasted 
time, money and duplicated books. 
9.4 Libraries' and LRCs' Policies 
The study showed that only the Main Library at SQU in Oman (See Table 8.8) has 
written policies and procedures for collection development, cataloguing, acquisitions 
and processing as well as for readers' services. However, most others libraries and 
learning resource centres may, or may not have some sort of informal policy. The 
Director of the Main Library at SQU believes that most libraries in Oman have some 
kind of policy, particularly in technical affairs as they could not operate without them. 
He means that these departmental libraries, learning resource centres and information 
centres within the ministries followed the policies of their parent organisations. These 
policies are related to the fmancial allocation, staff requirement and other 
administration procedures. However, acquisitions and reader service policies are very 
rudimentary. As noted earlier, most libraries lack independent budgets. This curtails 
drastically their capacity to make decisions on materials' acquisition. This, in turn, 
makes the libraries unable to develop clear-cut acquisition policies. Without clear 
acquisition policies, the library services cannot be properly developed. The same may 
be said of service policies. There may be basic circulation services but these are often 
not written down. Reference policies are often lacking and staff policies are also non-
existent. 
Also, an information technology policy has not yet been created for the country. As 
elsewhere in the world, information techno 10 gy has taken big strides in Oman. The 
industry has had great impact on all areas of Omani life, public as well as private, and 
libraries and information centres are no exception. However, the selection of 
appropriate library software and their successful implementation has generally been 
far from satisfactory with the exception perhaps of Sultan Qaboos University Library. 
In some cases, attempts at automation have been a total failure. Six years ago, the 
Head of the Main Library System at SQU visited various colleges and government 
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department libraries and compiled a report on their current status and their inherent 
problems. The following excerpts from a report written in 1994 will shed some light 
on the prevailing scenario: 
• The software was probably never intended to be used for library 
management. It has been 'stretched' to do a job of which it is not capable. 
It does not, for instance, provide tags and indicators to categorise names, 
such as personal, corporate, or conference, nor does it distinguish between 
a surname and forename, or a single or multiple surnames. The same is 
true for Titles, Subjects and Publishers. It therefore offers little to an 
enlightened library user. Search by an author's surname, title or subject is 
not possible. Search by a keyword is possible. 
• Documentation is poor and grossly inadequate. 
• The staff does not seem to have been given proper and adequate training in 
the use 0 f a system. 
• Technical support/trouble-shooting from the suppliers of the system is 
totally absent (we were informed that the company does not exist any 
longer and as such the question of technical support does not arise at all). 
It is a classic case where an organisation is in a hurry to introduce 
technological innovation in an area where it has little technical know-how 
or expertise, and a supplier is eager to sell off a substandard product using 
its marketing skills and, having made a fortune, disappears from the scene 
leaving the client' in the cold' . 
• The PC is not powerful enough to handle the data. It is a trial of patience 
on the part both of the staff as well as the library patron to retrieve a record 
since it takes an undesirably long time on one hand, and quite often causes 
a system impasse on the other. Response times may range between 30-40 
minutes; when the system gets stuck there is no way except to switch off 
the PC and re-start. 
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• The system does not assign record/copy numbers sequentially. A serial 
number is assigned to a document by the cataloguer each time a record is 
created. It is therefore not possible to tell the library's holdings 
(bibliographic record/copies) at a given time. Ahhough search by this 
number is relatively easy, the number is recorded in the document and it is 
difficult to memorise it every time a title is sought by a library patron. 
There is an absence of planning, policies, standardisation, professional staff and 
training skills. Without doubt, with so many different systems in use in different 
libraries, there is considerable wastage of both fmancial and manpower resources. 
This presents an insurmountable obstacle to networking and resource-sharing in the 
future. However, at the present time, some efforts have been made, including work 
on developing learning resource centres, transforming primary school libraries to 
learning resource centres and moving towards the establishment of an automated 
system which connects learning resource centres with university libraries. 
Local and regional co-ordination is, of course, lacking because there is no national 
library system. There is not even a national library association to act as an informal 
local and regional co-ordinator of professional activities. 
In fact, a national information policy is much needed. A clear-cut policy would 
enhance the profession in the eyes of prospective employees and will go a long way 
towards the establishment of a national information network which is urgently 
needed. 
9.5 Libraries' and LRCs' Co-operation 
Co-operation between libraries, information centres and learning resource centres is 
tremendously important, particularly given the current limited fmancial capabilities of 
such establishments, as well as the clear recession in their recent budgets and the 
enormous expansion in the volume of information published around the world. Such 
circumstances have led many libraries and information centres to establish common 
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co-operation systems to enable users to utilise their resources and services as much as 
possible. 
The results of the survey indicated that co-operation between libraries and learning 
resource centres in the country is badly lacking. This is because the services are weak 
and small; there is a lack of funding and a lack of policies and qualified staff to take 
initiatives in co-operation. The main Library of SQU (as shown in Figure 8.1 in 
Chapter 8) is the only library which has good co-operation nationally and 
internationally as well as contact with some university libraries and information 
centres within the Gulf Region. In fact, university libraries in the Gulf region are 
interested in close co-operation in the area of interlibrary loan (ILL). However, no 
such programme has been fully developed and formally adopted. Efforts have been 
made by deans of university libraries and Directors of university libraries over two 
decades to promote a regional document delivery service consisting mainly of 
interlibrary loan photocopies of journal articles. However, interlibrary loan services 
are still limited between these university libraries. This may be because of the lack of 
proper funding, staffing and bibliographic search tools. 
Tashkandy (1992) noted that resource sharing within universities in the Gulf Co-
operation countries (of which Oman is a part), is not satisfactory for all university 
libraries concerned. He attributed this to the absence of a well-organised central 
agency which should take the lead in implementing a well-developed co-operative 
model for library co-operation in the region. Rehrnan (1991) described the situation 
of library co-operation in the Arab World. There are no countries which have a 
formal system of interlibrary co-operation. The only formal agreement for 
interlibrary lending was fmalised in 1987 by the deans of university libraries in the 
Gulf Co-operation Council (GCC). Very few libraries have any worthwhile 
bibliographic records, such as a union catalogue, a union list of indexing and 
abstracting services. Sliney (1990) also indicated that library co-operation in the Gulf 
region is still scanty, even in states like Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, which have 
relatively better established library services. Despite the important role which co-
operation amongst libraries and information centres has to play in developing 
countries, Hamshry and Elyyan (1997) summarised several obstacles or problems 
facing such co-operation, the most prominent of which are: 
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• The absence of a clear national policy which leads to a subsequent absence 
of planning and organisation which are deemed the two most important 
conditions for any co-operation project to succeed. 
• Poor fmancial abilities of all co-operating parties. 
• Clear shortage of scientifically and technically qualified personnel in the 
field oflibrary and information science. 
• Poor government support for co-operating systems between libraries and 
information centres. Such support is often totally absent, leading to 
disruption of the flow and transfer of information from one country to 
another. This may also be caused by the lack of laws and regulations 
which govern the flow of such information. 
• Poor quality communication and transport systems. It can be noticed that 
many developing countries suffer from a major shortage of adequate 
telephone, fax and mail services, which seriously limits the possibility of 
establishing co-operative systems between libraries and information 
centres. In addition, there are social, cultural and political obstacles which 
affect such co-operation (p.542). 
To take a more global view, early in the 1990's, the UK witnessed an increasing 
tendency to focus on co-operation among libraries as a contribution toward 
strengthening the support for academic research. The UK Follet Report (1993) 
endorsed the move from holdings to access, and it called very strongly for universities 
to take a strategic view of information provision, and for planning in this aspect to be 
fully incorporated into the overall corporate planning process (Watjen, 1996). The 
Electronic Library Programme (eLib) also placed major emphasis on the pursuit of 
co-operation through initiatives to foster electronic and on-demand publishing and 
electronic delivery (Bell, 1997 and Wade, 1999). 
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National libraries play an important part in establishing a co-operative infrastructure 
and in creating co-ordination between libraries and information centres in the country. 
In the UK, for example, the British Library (BL) plays a central role in co-ordinating, 
establishing and supporting co-operative activities in the country. The British Library 
has roles in a variety of areas such as bibliographic services, document supply and 
information services which allow libraries to share their resources across the nation 
(Khalid, 2000). In addition to the British Library, there are the various professional 
associations in the UK such as the Library Association, and the Association for 
Information Management (ASLIB) that play an important role in fostering 
professional and interlibrary co-operation. In Oman, on the other hand, there is no 
national library or professional association to take responsibility for encouraging co-
operation between libraries, LRCs and information centres within or outside the 
country. 
Co-operation between libraries and across the whole of Europe is becoming a 
significant element in their development. This co-operation extends well beyond the 
conventional areas of book exchange and document supply; there is also a sharing of 
new methods of working, of ideas for improving organisational structures and 
management, and in the application of technology and systems development 
(Smethurst, 1999). 
One of the major recommendations from the British Library's strategic review 
consultation exercise was that the library should work increasingly in partnership with 
other libraries. Five functions were identified where partnership would be beneficial. 
These are: collection development, record creation, preservation, access and the 
creation of the national bibliography. It has been recognised that the information 
technology of the digital age is likely to facilitate a distributed approach to the 
provision of access to material. The library considers that all aspects of digital 
development must be undertaken in a spirit of co-operation in order to ensure that 
there is no wasteful duplication of effort (Smethurst, 1999). 
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In the case of Oman, certain prerequisites should be available before interlibrary loan 
co-operation and resource sharing can be embarked upon. Libraries, LRCs and 
information centres must have organised (properly classified and catalogued) 
collections, with highly motivated, qualified and experienced professionals. There 
must also be a willingness on the part of both the library, LRC and information centre 
staff, as well as the higher administration of the parent institutions, to move into co-
operation and resource-sharing. At the same time, the necessary physical 
infrastructure must be in place, such as a union catalogue of monographs, technical 
reports, theses and dissertations, journal holdings and, last but not least, an efficient 
and effective document delivery system. 
The Head of Library Systems at the Main Library at SQU, drawing upon his 
experience at King Fahd University of Petroleum and Minerals Library, made the 
following statement: 
"My experience at UPM, Dhahran (currently KFUPM) was that 
SANCAT (Saudi Arabian National Centre for Science 
and Technology), the predecessor ofKACST (King Abdulaziz 
City for Science and Technology), took every possible step to 
bring Saudi academic, as well as special, libraries to veer round 
to the idea of interlibrary co-operation and resource sharing, but, 
despite there being a consensus on the subject among the libraries, 
it could not take off because of: 
• General apathy and lack of support on the part of the higher administration of the 
parent institutions, and an absence of enthusiasm on the part of the professional 
staff of the concerned libraries. 
• The collections were not organised to the desired extent; journal issues, bound 
volumes, monographs, could not be located easily when photocopies of articles 
were requested or monographs were required for loan. UPM was the sole 
exception in providing material on interlibrary loan or photocopies of journal 
articles, journal chapters from monographs or technical reports, in record time. 
UPM requests did not meet with the same response because of the factors noted 
above and consequently it was much faster to get an item from the British Library 
Lending Division (BLLD) than to obtain it from a sister institution located next 
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door. A slow local mail service added to the delays". (Head of the Main Library 
System, March 1999.) 
In Oman, there is one library (the Main Library at SQU) which has an organised and 
well-maintained collection (although, lately, because of budget cuts, a number of 
journal titles have been cancelled, and book ordering has been suspended for awhile), 
a qualified and experienced team of library professionals, an automated library 
management system with networking capability, as well as a management quite 
willing to foster interlibrary co-operation and resource-sharing. However, the SQU 
Library's priority is to meet the information needs of its academic community. If 
interlibrary co-operation and resource sharing were to get a boost in Oman, the SQU 
Library would be mostly on the giving side and rarely on the receiving end, putting 
undue strain on its collections and services. Tills, however, should not deter the 
process of evolving a system that should be beneficial for the entire research and 
academic community throughout Oman. 
Currently, there are efforts being made by the Ministry of Higher Education and SQU 
for developing interlibrary co-operation and resource sharing between LRCs and SQU 
libraries. The Head of SQU Library Systems, as a member of the committee, 
indicated that a modest step has already been taken in this direction, which, if pursued 
with vision and determination, would bring immense benefits to the whole country. 
By an administrative order of the Ministry of Higher Education dated 25 April 1999, a 
committee has been constituted comprising representatives from the SQU Centre for 
Information Systems and the Main Library; the Director, Learning Resource Centre of 
the College of Education; Salalah and the Directorate General of Colleges and Higher 
Institutes, under the chairmanship of the Director, CIS (Centre for Information 
System) at the SQU. 
The Committee is presently looking into all aspects of networking and resource 
sharing, technical or otherwise, making the Salalah Learning Resource Centre a Pilot 
Project. Most likely, the Salalah Resource Centre Staff will receive short-term 
training at the SQU Main Library to learn basic concepts in cataloguing and 
classification, such as LC MARC tags and fields, essentials of AACRlI, as well as 
how to input bibliographic data onIine. 
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As soon as the new library management software AMICUS is successfully 
implemented and fully operational with the desired level of stability and reliability, a 
WAN (Wide Area Network) connection will be provided to the Salalah Centre, which 
will then proceed as follows: 
• Download records of bibliographic items of their collection available in 
the SQU database. 
• Make necessary modifications to adapt the record to their needs and add 
available copies to the records. 
• Using the already filled-in data input sheets, create bibliographic records 
for items not found in the SQU database. 
• Transfer newly created bibliographic records to the System File (Union 
Catalogue).(Head of the Main Library System, March 1999.) 
It should be noted that the current Library System used by the SQU Libraries is 
DOBISILIBIS, while the new Library System AMICUS will replace the old system as 
soon as possible. 
The System File (or the Union Catalogue) would then reflect the combined holdings 
of the respective SQU libraries as well as the LRCs. Once this pilot project is 
completed successfully, other centres would follow suit. The benefits are obvious. 
There should be much in common as far as information materials available in other 
centres located in Ibri, Nizwa, Al-Rustaq and Sohar are concerned, so that when these 
centres become part of the network, they will save considerable professional staff 
time for processing materials since most of the items will already be available in the 
database. Professional staff could therefore spend a major portion of their time in 
reference-oriented work, as well as on training library patrons in the most effective 
and efficient use of information resources. Another option would be for these centres 
to identify, by mutual consent, areas of specialisation in which to strengthen their 
respective resources. For example, if Salalah Centre were to concentrate on "Distance 
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Learning", that of Nizwa could strengthen its resources on "Technical Education", or 
for instance, if Salalah Centre became strong in dissertations and theses, then Nizwa 
could concentrate on "Technical Report Literature" and so on. While technology 
would facilitate the sharing of bibliographic information through networking, 
interlibrary loans would promote resource sharing at ground level, leading to 
economy in spending, avoidance of undesirable costly duplication, the building-up of 
highly specialised resources, and the utilisation of professional staff time in attaining 
a more sophisticated level of service. 
The network could then proceed to include Technical Industrial Colleges, Medical 
Libraries, and special and government libraries. The net result would be that an 
information seeker, whether a college or university student, a researcher, or a member 
of a college or university faculty, would be able to know at a given time what 
information resources are available in the major libraries of the country on his or her 
given area of specialisation. 
9.6 Libraries' and LRCs' Use 
9.6.1 School libraries (secondary and preparatory) 
• Reading habits 
At the beginning of the survey, three separate questions, A, B and C (Questions Band 
C included several choices) were given to the students only (see Questionnaire I). 
These are as follows: 
• A- Do you read other books besides school books? 
• B- If 'yes', what other books do you read? 
• C- From which of the following places do you get the books? 
The main purpose of these questions was to investigate whether or not students read 
books other than their schoolbooks. It was also to examine what type of books they 
liked to read and what were the main sources for getting the books. A further purpose 
was to establish some data on children's reading habits because no research has been 
carried out in Oman on this area. There is no doubt that a child's reading habits are 
among the most important influences on the ability to learn language and for the 
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development of the child intellectually, emotionally and socially. Children who read 
books are more successful at school. " Habitual readers tend to be more articulate and 
better all-round learners" (Scottish Arts Council, 1989, p. 9). A child who does not 
read may lose out in the development of thought processes, vocabulary, mental and 
visual perception, and the private and imaginary world of books (Jones, 1995. p.9). 
The White Paper Excellence in School, which was published in 1997, stated that: 
"A child who does not learn to read well early on is at risk of falling 
further and further behind in all subjects." (Berkeley, 1998, p. 60). 
The National Year of Reading was launched in the UK in September 1998 and is an 
integral strand in the government's plan to raise literacy standards at all levels. The 
primary objective of the year was to encourage children and young people to read, 
from the earliest age. It is also aimed to reach everyone with the message of the 
importance of reading. (Berkeley, 1998). 
The responses to the three separate questions showed that 75%, (N = 697) of 
respondents were likely to read books other than their schoolbooks, whilst 25% of 
students included in this survey never read. However, the researcher believes that the 
number of readers may be fewer than recorded because respondents may not have 
been entirely candid; students do not like to present themselves as non-readers. It was 
found that (67%) of students read fiction, followed by general information (53%) and 
Islamic Science (41%). Those who read history represented 20%. However, the 
survey showed that overall only a very small number of students read Arabic 
literature (9%) and science (5%). A study was carried out over the last 20 years on 
children's reading habits in the UK. Whithead et al (1977) in their study "Children 
and their books" found that 25% of boys' reading was non-fiction, while only 8% of 
girls read non-fiction. Heather (1981) in his study, quoted from a study taken from 
Fasick and England, that boys were more interested in science, especially animals, 
sport, crafts and hobbies, than girls. In his study, "Young people's reading ... " 
Heather (1981) also found that the most frequently mentioned subjects which pupils 
had enjoyed reading about were animals, followed by stories. He also found that the 
most popular books enjoyed by pupils were science, fiction, horror, books about 
animals, teenage novels, humour, and mystery. Collins and Marguerita (1992) in their 
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study "School libraries: help needs" reported that romance books came top of the list 
of the kind of reading pupils liked most (47%), followed by adventure (39%), while 
biography, science, and fiction horror had a very small following. The Children's 
Literature Research Centre (1996) found that girls (62%) preferred to read traditional 
books over electronic activities (7%), while boys showed no clear swing either way 
with (31 %) for traditional and (31 %) for electronic. 
The data from the present study showed that the student's home and bookshops were 
the main sources for getting books, whilst public libraries were last. This is not 
surprising; there is a lack of public libraries in the country and a lack of awareness of 
the role of the public library in education. Currently, there are only three public 
libraries in the Whole of Oman, two in the capital and one in the Southern region of 
the country. In fact, these libraries are small and are unable to serve a large 
population within these two regions. As a result, students from other regions do not 
have a chance to get books from public libraries. In the UK, the public library is one 
of the main sourCes of books for children alongside bookshops, relatives, friends and 
the school library. Heather (1981) found that 68% of pupils said they used the public 
library to find books to borrow, 68% got books from bookshops and 53% borrowed 
from friends. The Children's Literature Centre (1996) stated that bookshops were the 
most frequently used source for buying books. Results also showed that the local 
library, relatives and friends were good sources for obtaining books. 
• School libraries' use 
The survey undertaken for this study showed (Figures 5.2 and 5.3) that more teachers 
used the library weekly than students, whilst around half of students (51%) used the 
library rarelY: Figures 5.2 and 5.3 also show that 12% of teachers and only 5% of 
students used the library daily. However, 10% of students never used the library at 
all, and in fact this number was not small. In general, the usage of school libraries by 
both teachers and students was not encouraging. This might be due to lack of 
resources, library education and the problem of library space, as noted by the majority 
of respondents. The other problems which cause students not to use school libraries 
in Oman and the Gulf States Countries as noted by Hashim (1984), Abdul AI-Sahfi 
(1987), AI-Habashi et al (1996), and AI-Suwidan (1996) are: 
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• Lack of library resources: both printed and non-printed materials. 
• Use of the library is not time-tabled in schools. 
• Lack oflibrarians in some schools. 
• There is no balance between the materials and the method of teaching does not 
encourage students to use the school library. 
Aman (1994) also noted that in Arab countries school library hours are not conducive 
to use since they close early in the day. 
The results (Tables 5.4 and 5.16) show that the most common reason for using the 
library in terms of materials used by teachers and students was reading books (86%: 
56%), followed those reading journals and newspapers (38%: 48%). However, most 
respondents (85%) indicated that their libraries had no science journals; they only had 
some general local magazines and the daily Arabic newspapers. Tables 5.4 and 5. 16 
also showed in terms of materials a very small number of teachers and students who 
used AvlMedia (16%: 12%) and checking the catalogue (11%: 15%). This is because 
AvlMedia is not available in most school libraries. As noted earlier in Chapter 2, 
book cataloguing in school libraries is based on Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules 
(AACR2), the library catalogue is still manual (card catalogue) and, in many libraries, 
this catalogue is not updated. In met, the severe lack of resources and services in 
school libraries is indicated by the results of the interviews in Chapter 8 (Table 8.5) 
which shows books as the main resource, and also the results from librarians in 
Chapter 7 (Table 7.3). In terms of the reasons (Tables 5.5 and 5.17) for using the 
library, it was found that most teachers (73%) were looking for information and this 
was found to be the same for students (66%). If the results in Table 5.5 are 
considered, significant numbers of teachers use the library for teaching (33%). The 
data also showed that 100% of students and teachers were not involved in a class visit. 
The result may be considered unfortunate since a class visit is very important for both 
teachers and students. By using a class visit, teachers can encourage their students to 
use the library resources to do their homework and to share in the library activities. 
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Comparing this result with the results of other studies done in the UK, Collins and 
Martin (1992), in their survey of 552 girl students from secondary schools in Northern 
Ireland, found that 35% of respondents often used the library for reading and 25% for 
homework. In fact, this number is not small compared with the situation in Oman. 
This is because, in the UK, school libraries and public libraries are working side by 
side to serve children, while in Oman, as noted earlier in Chapter 2, there are only 
three public lihraries in the country, two in the capital and one in the Southern region 
of the country. Most big cities have no public libraries. The results of many studies 
in the UK showed that children were more likely to use public libraries than school 
libraries. The Schools Council Project (1971) and Diaz (1992) found that girls were 
more likely to use public libraries than boys. Heather (1981) pointed out that pupils 
were more likely to use the public rather than the school library. The Children's 
Literature Research Centre pilot survey, conducted in 1993, also found that the 
majority of children who were questioned, favoured public libraries more than any 
other source. 
Diaz (1992) compared his results in the Okeharnpton school survey with the results of 
surveys carried out in 1971 by the School Council Project which was the last major 
research done into the testing and reading habits of young pupils in Britain. In the 
School Council Project, boys seemed to be more interested in reading periodicals than 
girls, while Diaz found that boys were more interested in reading periodicals in 1992 
than in 1971. The School Council Project found a significantly higher degree of book 
ownership among girls than boys. However, Diaz found girls had only a slight lead. 
The Children's Literature Research Centre (1994) indicated that the use of the school 
library by pupils decreased consistently across age groups. It was found that younger 
pupils, (Key Stage I), were more likely to use their library for borrowing than pupils 
at Key Stage 3. 
9.6.2Academic institutions 
The results of the study showed a good level of use of the library and learning 
resource centre amongst academic staff and students, as illustrated in Figures 6.4 and 
6.12. The majority of respondents use their libraries and learning resource centres on 
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either a daily or weekly basis. It is also noted from Figures 6.5 and 6.13 that 
academic staff and students from Colleges of Education were more likely to use their 
learning resource centres on a daily basis, which could be attributed to the fact that 
textbooks are available for the benefit of both sectors of users, and indeed constitute 
80% ofthe total collection of books at the centres. The present study also showed a 
very small number of academic staff and students who rarely or never used the library 
and LRC. The results of this study can be compared with other survey results. 
Zehery (1997) examined six State University Libraries in the Arab Gulf countries. In 
terms oflibrary use by students, he argued that" because of the status of the library as 
part of the administration rather than as a primary educational component of the 
university, students do not use the university libraries in the Gulf region as much as 
they might". Zehrey also presents several other reasons regarding the limitation of 
using university libraries by students in the Gulfregion as follows: 
• Most of the university libraries play no role in the development of the 
academic programmes or curriculum. 
• All courses developed and offered in the curriculum rely heavily on the 
course textbook. 
• The faculties select and assign textbooks every year. Students may then 
acquire the books from the university for a minimal price. 
• The faculties often do not require enough reading materials from students 
beyond the assigned textbook. 
• Most of the students who come to the library between classes are often 
there to study from their own textbook. 
• Most of the students check out books mainly to prepare reports or research 
papers and borrow only an average offive books per year. 
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• The students prefer to check out Arabic books because of the language 
barrier, except those in the Colleges of Science, Engineering, Medicine, 
Allied Health, and Languages where English is heavily used. 
• In general, students lack the proper training in the use of bibliographic 
tools, reference sources and research techniques required to develop a 
good research paper. (pp. 12-13). 
Kirk (1995) surveyed students in the Faculty of Education at Nottingham Trent 
University. He found that 30 % of respondents used the library once a week, and a 
quarter (25%) of students used their library more than once a week. AI-Ghamdy 
(1993) investigated academic staff at King Faisal University. His results showed that 
academic staff at King Faisal University were infrequent users of the library. In 
comparison with the present study they used the library less. The most significant 
result was the extremely low level of library usage by academic staff. 34% never 
used the library, 30% visited the library once a month and 14% used the library very 
occasionally. By contrast, Meer et al (1997) reported that the majority of the faculty 
at Western Michigan University who answered the survey were regular users of the 
library. Jiao et al (1997) concluded that the majority of students used their library at 
least once a week, while Marama (1998) noted that 47% of students used the library 
almost daily and 20% visited the library weekly. 
The present study concluded that the main reasons that attracted academic staff to 
make use oflibraries and learning resource centres in terms of materials (Tables 6.3), 
were the reference material, followed by reading books, with journals in third place. 
It is notable that AvlMedia and on-line public catalogue (OPAC) came last. This is 
because Colleges of Education and Technical Industrial Colleges had no access to 
OP AC while they also lacked access to AvlMedia. Among the institutions, it was 
found that scientific journals were used more frequently by academic staff at SQU, as 
shown in Figure 6.6. This is because of the better availability of scientific journals in 
university libraries. This is also a result of the lack of scientific journals in both 
Technical Industrial College Libraries and LRCs, as indicated by the directors and the 
head of libraries and learning resource centres in Chapter 8 (Table 8.5). As for the 
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students, the results (Table 6.20 and Figure 6.14) showed that hooks were perceived 
as the most useful aspect of libraries and LRCs. This is fairly predictable because of 
the heavy and often exclusive reliance on textbooks by students in Oman. Gaining 
access to reference material is noted as a good reason for using the library by 70% of 
students, as can be seen in Table 5.20. Responses giving other reasons, such as using 
A vlMedia and other materials were similar to those made by academic staff and 
reflected the low provision of this type of material. It is also notable that academic 
staff at SQU used OPAC much more than students. 
The results demonstrated (Figures 6.6 and 6.14) that academic staff and students from 
Technical Industrial Colleges as well as academic staff and students from Colleges of 
Education used the library and learning resource centres to "read books". However, 
besides reading books, academic staff members and students at SQU used journals, 
AvlMedia and indexes & abstracts more, which may be seen as a natural outcome of 
the nature of the study which takes place at the various academic establishments. The 
results also reflect the relatively good collection of scientific journals available at 
SQU, the majority of which are published in English. The AvlMedia materials and 
the on-line access catalogue are also additional attractions in the SQU library. These 
are unavailable in the colleges as indicated earlier by the interview in Chapter 8 (See 
Tables 8.5 and 8.6). 
Regarding the use of the library and learning resource centres for various activities, 
results (Table 6.4) demonstrated that the main activities for which libraries and LRCs 
are used by academic staff are; searching for specific information, borrowing, seeking 
information for teaching and for research. The main activities practised by students 
(Table 6.21) were borrowing, searching for specific information and researching, in 
that order. The results (Figures 6.7) showed that academic staff from SQU used the 
library chiefly for the purpose of scientific research, whilst academic staff of Colleges 
of Education most used learning resource centres for borrowing. This is because, as 
noted earlier, most collections (80%) which are available in the Colleges of Education 
consist of textbooks. It was also found that academic staff at Technical Industrial 
Colleges used the library mainly to search for specific information. In general, it was 
found that the most popular activities noted by students among the institutions were 
borrowing and looking for specific information. However, a significant number from 
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the Colleges of Education and Suhan Qaboos University used the library for the 
purpose of studying (54%: 54% respectively). This means that more than half of the 
students included in this survey found their libraries and learning resource centres 
good places for studying their own textbooks and for preparing for their exams. 
Regarding other surveys of the purposes or reasons for using the library within other 
institutions, Morse (1970) in his study, Search Theory and Browsing indicated that 
browsing was equally important to users as using the card catalogue to fmd books and 
journals. He found that 13% of respondents browsed the shelves. Osiobe (1988) 
carried out a study on the use of the library of Bachelor degree students at Port 
Harcort University in Nigeria. The study found that browsing the shelves was the 
most common method used by students, followed by consulting academic librarians 
and using the card catalogue. The study also found that first and second year students 
used shelf-browsing more than third and fourth years. A similar result was also found 
at SQU, especially with first year students. This may be due to the lack of orientation 
progranunes in schools. 
In his study "Teaching students how to use King Abdul Aziz Central Library," Arif 
(1991) surveyed 553 students and found that 77% used the card catalogue to reach 
references and required resources. He also found a strong link between students' 
usage of the library and their registering for the module "Research Methodology", 
which includes an introduction to the library and its services. McCarty (1995) 
examined students' use of library resources at the University of Rhode Island. He 
found that 60% of students indicated that they were effective seekers and users of 
library resources, whilst 40% of students were not satisfied with their library 
resources. Schauder (1994), in his survey from academics in Australia, the UK and 
the USA, found that 88% of respondents used their university libraries for access to 
journal articles. Jiao et al (1997) indicated that the most common reason cited for 
library use by students was obtaining a book or an article for a course paper, followed 
by studying for tests and using on-line facilities. Wales et al (1997) conducted a 
telephone survey of 500 university students at Central Missouri State University. 
Respondents reported several reasons for using the library. 82% borrowed materials, 
80% used it for assignments, 68% used the photo copiers, 65% got help fmding 
information and 60% used it for studying. Meer et al (1997) also found 80% of the 
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faculty of Western Michigan University used non-electronic sources. This included 
working or studying, and borrowing materials. Clougherty et al (1998) discovered 
that the main reasons cited by respondents for using the libraries were to study (72%), 
to use the photocopiers (70%), and to borrow materials (60%). Boakey (1999) 
investigated students and academic staff of the University of Science and Technology 
in Ghana on use of the science and technology collections. He found that 25% of 
students and 7% of academic staff were not aware of some collections available 
relevant to their studies, teaching and research. In addition, he found that 27% ofthe 
students and 15% of teachers and researchers did not use the library at all. In his 
recent study, Amkpa (2000) surveyed library use by students at University of 
Maduguri Libraries. He discovered that the majority of students did not use their 
library effectively in pursuing their studies. The interest most students have in using 
the libraries is to use them as places for study compared with other activities such as 
consulting books, and to borrow books for leisure time. 
9.7 Libraries' and LRCs' Resources 
9.7.1 School libraries (secondary and preparatory) 
From the analysis given in Tables 5.6 and 5.18, one can see that books were the 
resources most frequently used by teachers (52%), followed newspapers (28%). 
However, students used the same resources less frequently (books 22% and 
newspapers 19%). This reinforced the indication of the poor use made of the library 
by students as demonstrated in Figure 5.3 which showed that 51% of students rarely 
used their library and 10% never used at all. Table 5.18 also indicated that 55% of 
students occasionally used books and 14% never used them. 
The study indicated that teachers, as well as students, were not satisfied with the 
library resources, especially AvlMedia and journals (see Tables 5.7 and 5.19). 
Overall emphasis is given to books rather than to audio-visual materials. The results 
(Table 8.5) from the interviews showed that the main resources in school libraries are 
books, whilst other resources such as journals, AvlMedia, as well as electronic 
resources such as CD-ROM and the Internet are not available. However, even the 
book collections, as described by teaching staff in Chapter 5, are extremely popr and 
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do not meet the needs of students or teaching staff in terms of supporting the 
curriculum. It was found that 95%, (N= 302) of teachers and 82%, (N= 697) of 
students noted that school libraries lacked all types of resources especially in sciences 
and Arabic literature. In fact, this result was also supported by 100% of school 
librarians in Chapter 7. All of them indicated that their school library lacked adequate 
printed resources, as illustrated in Table 7.3. According to the statistical information 
provided by the School Library Section 1999, the number of books held by all school 
libraries in the country (including primary school libraries) totals around 500,000 
copies. This is regarded as an entirely inadequate number of books in comparison to 
the number of students and teachers, particularly in view of the fact that many of 
those books are duplicated copies and old titles. The total number of students in state 
education according to the statistical information provided by the Ministry of 
Education in academic year 1999/2000 was 542,063 and the number of teachers was 
24,881. Dividing the book stock available in school libraries by the total number of 
students, it was found that there is less than one book per student available. In 
addition, scientific journals are not available in school libraries and most school 
libraries lack A vIMedia materials. 
By contrast, in the UK as a whole, there were 3.7 items of stock per pupil served in 
1998/99 compared to 3.3 in 1997/98 and 3.6 in 1996/97, and the replacement rate was 
8.5% per annum compared to 9% per annum in 1996/97 (Creaser, 1996197 and 
1998/99). Tilke (1998) summarised the recent LA survey of provision in secondary 
school libraries in the UK. The survey showed the following stock ratio per pupil: 
25% of schools reported 13 or more items of library stock per pupil; 18% reported 
between 10 and 13 items per pupil, and 57% reported fewer than 10 items. Stock 
replacement figures were 29% of schools replacing 10% of stock each year, 30% 
between 5% and 10% of stock each year and 42% less than 5% each year. In Oman, 
there is no comparable statistical information available about stock replacement 
figures in school libraries. This is because the school library section is responsible for 
supplying books to school libraries and in fact there is no stock replacement at all. It 
was found that the school library section pays more attention to the supply of books 
for new school libraries. 
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9.7.2 Academic institutions 
The major resources which are available in academic libraries, information centres 
and learning resource centres in Oman, as presented in Chapter 8 (Table 8.5) and the 
results from academic librarians in Chapter 7 (Section 7.2.2), are predominantly book 
collections. However, the book collections are very limited in number and include 
old books and duplicated titles. The current stock collection, which amounts to 
399,531 copies of books in all academic libraries and LRCs, does not adequately fulfil 
the requirements of study and scientific research for academic establishments 
throughout Oman. For example, the total stock of books available to the six Colleges 
of Education is 247,000 books, of which 80% are textbooks. This means that 
reference books and other resources which are deemed necessary for teaching and 
research purposes amount to only 49,000, i.e. 8,167 books for each college. As for 
the five Technical Industrial Colleges, their current collection amounts to 19,128 
books, which is equivalent to 3,826 books for each college. The situation at the Main 
Library at SQU is much better as it has around 118,000 books, most of which are 
scientific books which serve as helpful references for teaching and academic research 
purposes. It is notable that at SQU there is an independent department for the 
textbooks under the administration and fmance department. Academic staff from 
different colleges receive the books they require direct from the textbooks department. 
It can also be seen from Table 8.5 that most of these institutions face a severe lack of 
AvlMedia and printed materials such as reference works, bibliographies, government 
publications, dissertations, and indexes and abstracts. In addition, subscriptions to 
scientific journals are not available in Technical Industrial College Libraries. 
Colleges of Education have a limited number of SUbscriptions to journals, probably 
amounting to fewer than 15 titles in each college. The number of journal 
subscriptions available throughout all academic libraries and LRCs in the country 
amounts to 1,847 titles, of which 1,723 (93%) are at Sultan Qaboos University 
Libraries. Electronic resources such as OPAC, CD-ROM, the Internet and E-mail are 
available at Sultan Qaboos University libraries, whilst some of these resources, such 
as CDs, are available in LRCs. 
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The LISU Annual Library Statistics 1999 showed that old university libraries in the 
OK spend more on periodicals than books. In 1987/88 34% more was spent on 
periodicals than books and by 1997/98 this had risen to 53%. This is because of the 
increases in periodical prices over the last ten years. However, the new university 
libraries spend more on books than periodicals. The amount spent on books increased 
until 1993/94, but has fallen each year since. Comparing book and periodical 
expenditure per capita between the Main Library at SQU and university libraries in 
the OK in 1998, the Main library at SQU spent £26.8 per capita on books and £36 per 
capita on periodicals whereas in the UK, the old university libraries spent £39.07 per 
capita on books and £59.84 per capita on periodicals; the new university libraries 
spent £18.02 on books per capita and £16.12 on periodicals. These figures only give 
part of the picture in the UK, however. There is also a trend towards significant 
spending on the provision of electronic information. 
The present study showed that books are the most popular resources which are used 
by academic staff and students alike, whilst journals come a distant second. The 
study confirmed the poor use of journals by students, which could be attributed to the 
faCts that: 
• Books are used as the main sources of teaching, neglecting other resources such as 
journals, A vlMedia materials, indexes & abstracts and electronic resources. 
• The Colleges of Education and Technical Industrial Colleges, as indicated earlier 
in Chapters 7 and 8, lack various resources such as journals, AvlMedia, indexes & 
abstracts and dissertations, as well as electronic resources. 
The survey showed that among the institutions academic staff from Sultan Qaboos 
University used journals more frequently, as well as electronic resources such as CD-
ROMs databases, OPAC, and the Internet. This is due to the availability of journals 
and electronic resources at SQU, as noted in Chapter 8. 
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lithe results in Tables 6.5, 6.6, 6.22 and 6.23 are examined, it is generally found that 
many resources are barely used, or not used at all, by both academic staff and 
students. These include dissertations, Av/Media, indexes & abstracts, on-line 
databases and E-mail. This may be because of the reasons mentioned above. It must 
also be noted that dissertations are only available at SQU. 
There are many published studies dealing with library resources used by academic 
staff and students. However, the current published studies concentrate on using 
electronic resources such as the Internet, E-mail and CD-ROM databases. Some 
results from these studies which have been undertaken in advanced countries are 
similar to those from the present study in the area of using printed resources, while the 
results regarding the use of electronic information resources were completely different 
from those revealed by the present study. Most of these studies showed that there 
were high levels of use of electronic resources. Accessibility of such resources to 
therefore a crucial factor. Hamshry and BOUAZZA (1998) surveyed 214 academic 
staff at SQU. They found that books and textbooks (80%) were the resources most 
frequently used by the academic staff for the purpose of teaching, while academic and 
scientific journals (89%) were the resources the most often used by academic staff for 
the purpose of research. 
In a study of the behaviour of undergraduate students at King Abdul Aziz University, 
Hafez (1985) found that the students used bibliographies, catalogues and indexes & 
abstracts less frequently. Al-Ghamdy (1993), in his survey study at King Faisal 
University, found that 31% of academic staff used journals and only 29% used 
references. 
The Internet has become an important source of information for academic studies. 
Hamshry and BOUAZZA (1999) examined the use of the Internet by academic staff 
at Sultan Qaboos University. They found that approximately 37% of the faculty use 
the Internet and that the majority of these work in Physical Science colleges. The 
main purposes for using the Internet by faculty were, in order: communication 
through E-mail, teaching, research and browsing, and visiting sites looking for 
information. 
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Bao (1998) in a study at Seton Hall University reported that 617 (79%) of the 786 
faculty and student respondents used the Internet on a daily or weekly basis. Budd 
(1997) examined the use of networked information in research and inquiry access in 
the US; the eight biggest universities were included. He found that 92% of 
respondents reported that they do have access to an Internet connection at their place 
of work. Liebscher et al (1997) investigated the use of electronic networks by science 
and engineering staff at six institutions in the USA. They fuund the highest 
percentage of use was for E-mail (81%). Lazinger et al (1997) noted that among 462 
respondents, 80% used the Internet and 75% used E-mail. Bridges and Russel (1997), 
in their survey at Brigham Young University and The University of Tennessee, found 
that 90% of female respondents and 80% of male respondents used E-mail. Kirk 
(1995) reported that 55% of students from the Faculty of Education at Nottingham 
Trent University used CD-ROM. Meer et al (1997) also found that 45% of 
respondents at WMU reported they used CD-ROM databases. Hsieh-Yee (1996) 
examined 114 students' use of on-line catalogues and other infurmation channels 
from an American University and the University District of Columbia. He found that 
28% of students used CD-ROM, 70% used references (books or articles) and 63% 
used printed indexes. 
Again the poor state of deVelopment of IT facilities that was identified in the present 
study has a consequent effect on user behaviour. 
The present study demonstrated that the majority of users were generally satisfied 
with their collection of books, whilst most academic staff, especially respondents 
from Colleges of Education and Technical Industrial Colleges, expressed their 
dissatisfaction with journals. The study also showed that the majority of users were 
dissatisfied with the collections of indexes & abstracts, special collections and 
AvlMedia materials. 
Also, from the analysis given in Tables 6.11 and 6.27 and Figures 6.8 and 6.16, it can 
be seen that the most important aspect required by most respondents was more printed 
materials. Hence the 'electronic revolution' does not yet appear to have impinged 
fully upon the minds of information users in libraries in Oman. 
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An examination of the problems that laced academic users in using the library and 
LRC reveals that the problem of "Did not fmd the material required" was the problem 
the most frequently faced by academic staffand students (45% and 44%), followed by 
the problem of "The material out of date" (30% and 36%). It is notable from the data 
illustrated in Tables 6.8 and 6.25 that those who attend SQU are generally satisfied 
with the library collections. However, the majority of respondents from Technical 
Industrial Colleges and Colleges of Education felt that the library and LRC resources 
did not fulfil their research needs and did not meet the needs of the teaching 
curriculum, since they lacked both printed and non-printed resources. 
Taking into consideration what was mentioned above and adding the points that were 
made by academic librarians in Chapter 7 and directors and heads of academic 
libraries and learning resource centres in Chapter 8, in terms of library improvements, 
it can be concluded that there are several problems which hinder the improvement of 
information resources in the country. These are: inadequate funding, an absence of 
policies regarding the selection of materials and collection development, and a lack of 
co-operation between libraries and learning resource centres in terms of interlibrary 
loan and information sharing. 
9.8 Libraries' and LRCs'Services 
9.S.1 School libraries (secondary and preparatory) 
School libraries are not well organised in terms of their use and lack a time-tabled 
schedule for individual weekly classes. As a result, as noted in Chapter 5, 100% of 
teachers and students were not involved in a class visit. The results of the interviews 
(Table 8.6) showed that school libraries lack most library services; circulation was 
found to be the only service provided to users. Other important services, such as 
reference and interlibrary loan, are not available in aJl school libraries. In addition to 
the circulation service, very few schools, as indicated by their librarians, offer other 
activities, such as radio broadcasts of interest to the library and library bulletins edited 
by friends ofthe library groups. 
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The data from the users' survey also showed that most of them were not satisfied with 
library services. As indicated in Tables 5.8 and 5.20, 99% of teachers and 98% of 
students rated the Av/Media services provision as poor or did not rate them at all. 
Most respondents ( users, librarians), including those who were satisfied with 
borrowing services, stated that the lending service is the only service provided by 
their school library, and this is insufficient. It was found that the school time-table 
lacked any period dedicated to library hours and the levels of outside borrowing were 
lower than the average. Al-Habashi et al (1996) in their recent survey found that the 
overall rate of borrowing amongst students stood at 6 books a day, whilst the rate was 
one book per day for teachers. The LISe report "Investing in Children" (1995) states 
that: 
"where library provision is poor, pupils' abilities in information 
handling and research and study skills are correspondingly under-
developed" (USC, 1995, p.16). 
As indicated earlier in Chapter 8, school libraries lack financial support. There is no 
independent budget for supporting school libraries' resources and services and what 
exists represents very limited funding for book collections. It is also noted that the 
stock of book collections which are available in school libraries cannot serve the 
number of students and teachers. It was found that there was less than one book per 
student. In addition to this, AvlMedia and electronic services such as CD-ROM and 
the Internet are still not available. In addition, library services from public libraries to 
support school library services are not available in most regions of the country. Other 
information service which could serve school users, such as mobile visits, are also not 
available. 
A survey of Library Services to Schools and Children in the UK 1998/99 showed that, 
in the UK as a whole, 39% of schools library services offer project loans and 94% 
advisory services, on either basis. 84% have audio materials and 80% videos, while 
34% offer CD-ROM and 28% Internet access. Bulk fiction loans are offered by 77%, 
non-fiction by 59% and pre-packed collections by 48%. 56% offer exhibitions, 38% 
have an education collection, 47% offer artefacts and 41 % mobile visits, 40% offer 
interlibrary loan facilities with the public libraries and 17% have recording services. 
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Davies (1997) summarised the levels of book provision required to give children a 
proper education. These levels were reported by a committee chaired by the former 
Chief Inspector of Schools, Professor Eric Bolton, and organised by the Book Trust. 
The sums that should be spent per year to give adequate book provision at primary 
level are £33 (=Rial Omani 22) per pupil for class books and £12 (=RO. 8) per pupil 
for library books; a total of £45 (=RO. 30). To reach a level of good provision, this 
sum should rise to £54 (=RO. 36), with £14 (=RO. 9.3) being spent on library books. 
In the lower secondary school, £56 (=RO. 37.3) is required for adequate provision, 
with £14 (=RO. 9.3) spent on library books. For good provision, £67 (=RO. 44.6) is 
needed, with £17 (=RO. 11.3) on library books. At fifth and sixth form level, £84 
(=RO.56) is stipulated as adequate, with £22 (=RO. 14.6) on library books. Good 
expenditure here is £1 01 (=RO. 67.3), with £26 (=RO. 17.3) on library books (Davies, 
1997, p. 60). Davies also gave some examples for levels of spending on schoolbooks 
in Europe. He noted that several of European neighbours manage to reach the level 
stipulated by the Book Trust. For example, Finland spends three or four times what 
Britain pays out on schoolbooks and is always at or near the top of the table for 
achievements in literacy. 
The present survey (Table 5.9) indicated that respondents encountered some problems 
in their libraries. It was found that 54% ofteachers very frequently faced the problem 
of "Did not fmd the materials required". This may be attributable to several factors. 
Firstly, the school libraries may lack the resources needed to acquire the material. 
Secondly, the material may have been on loan or thirdly, the material may have been 
mis-shelved. Also, 52% of teachers frequently faced the problem of" Found the 
material, but it was out of date". This means that the material was available but old. 
The results (Table 5.21) from students also showed that 44% faced the problem of 
"The material was being used by others". Students (40%) also" Found the material, 
but it was out of date" more frequently. Another problem was the same as that 
encountered by teaching staff: " Did not fmd the material required". This means that 
some titles that users were seeking might have been checked out to another user, and 
this might be attributed to the number of copies available. It can be concluded that 
these probleIllS, which were encountered by both teachers and students, came about as 
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a result of the severe lack of resources and services in preparatory and secondary 
school libraries in Oman. 
9.8.2 Academic institutions 
The main service provided by academic libraries and learning resource centres, as 
shown in Table 8.6, is the lending service. Circulation services are regarded as one of 
the most important aspects of library services. The results of the interviews also 
showed that university libraries offered several other services not available in 
Technical Industrial College Libraries and learning resource centres. These services 
included reference, interlibrary loan, OP AC, and the Internet. As for libraries and 
learning resource centre services, results (Tables 6.9, 6.10, 6.26 and 6.27) showed that 
the majority of academic staff and students were satisfied with borrowing and enquiry 
services, whilst it is noted that most users emphasised the poor standard of other 
services or ones which were not available at all. These included: automated 
catalogue, Inter-library loans (ILL), E-mail.theInternetandAvlMediamateriaI.It 
must be stated that the automated catalogue and the Inter-library loans services have 
developed rapidly at SQU Libraries. As noted earlier, other services have also 
progressed at the University, and therefore there is a feeling of general satisfaction 
among users regarding these services. It is therefore understandable that the users at 
SQU seem to be more satisfied with library resources and services than respondents 
from Colleges of Education and Technical Industrial Colleges. However, the 
evidence about service quality needs to be examined. The data, as presented in 
Chapter 2, seem to indicate that SQU libraries had acquired a strong collection 
compared with Colleges of Education and Technical Industrial Colleges. It had also 
recruited a better-qualified library staff, provided more efficient library resources in 
terms of both printed and non-printed materials, and provided better services. 
It is important for librarians and researchers to assess user reaction to library services 
in order to discover the opinions of users about existing services, to identify new 
services that are needed, and to analyse problems such as the use of space and the use 
of the library in general. Surveys undertaken elsewhere show a variation in user 
satisfaction with services. Budd and Dicarlo (1982) aimed to discover the opinions of 
students and academic staff with regard to the libraries at both North Eastern 
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Louisiana University and South Eastern Louisiana University. Their fmdings 
confirmed a general decline in the performance of both libraries. Moreover, it was 
clear that both students and academic staff were dissatisfied with the collection of 
items or services provided by the two libraries. Moss and Green (1980) carried out a 
survey amongst students in the Faculty of Humanities at the University of Wales 
(Cardiff). They indicated that there was general dissatisfaction with the services and 
the collection of items provided by the university library. Clougherty et al (1997) 
noted that 66% of respondents reported that they used the library catalogue 
(computerised and card), 70% used the library public services and 45% used 
circulation services. They also found that 97% of respondents who used the services 
were satisfied with the services provided at the public service desks and 94% were 
also satisfied with reference consultations. Chau (1994) reported a study conducted in 
1992 at the Colorado State University. The study aimed to examine the success of 
international students in locating library resources and their experience in using the 
library. Chau discovered that international students used the library regularly but 
were often unaware of the full extent of the services available to them. Liu (1993) 
also investigated students from developing countries in terms of using an American 
Library and found that students encountered problems because their proficiency in 
English was insufficient. This made it difficult for them to understand library 
terminology, library systems and policy, as well as reference work and open stacks. 
Perrantt and Marjo (1995) examined user satisfaction with interlibrary loan services at 
Louisiana State University. They found that the majority of respondents rated the 
service between satisfactory and excellent. Also, they discovered that graduate 
students were more prone to rate the service as less than satisfactory. This may be 
because graduate students were less experienced with interlibrary loan services. Hart 
(1997) reported that 32% of the faculty at SUNY Fredonia had never used the 
Interlibrary loans service in the preceding two years. He also quoted from the ACLS 
survey results, which found that 27% of scholars made little or no use of the ILL 
service. 
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Among Arab studies that shed light on the perception of teaching staff and students is 
that conducted by Elyyan (1980) at the Faculty of Education at the University of 
Jordan. The study aimed primarily to discover the difficulties and obstacles Nced by 
Jordanian educators with regard to utilising the university library. Elyyan reached a 
number of important conclusions, including identifYing the shortage of advanced 
informational services and the absence of instructional programmes on how to use the 
. library. The present study has also obtained the same results. Other studies which 
concluded with similar results include those carried out by Mansour (1983), Abbas 
(1988), Hamshry (1989), Qumsani (1990) and AI-Gahrndy (1993). These studies 
reached the conclusion that members of the academic staff; as well as students, were 
dissatisfied with the library collections and various other services provided. Many 
faculties and students also expressed the feeling that the library collections did not 
fulfil their research and teaching needs, nor did they contain the necessary indexes 
and abstracts. 
The results of the present study (Figures 6.8 and 6.16) also showed that development 
was needed within libraries and learning resources centres, by increasing the quantity 
of printed and AvlMedia materials. However, a small number of users stressed the 
importance of having information technology outlets within the library and learning 
resource centres. This leads to the conclusion that there are strong demands for an 
overall enhancement of resources. 
It is also notable that in the present study inter library loan was not considered by users 
as being an important service, despite its significance in supplementing local 
resources, particularly in the midst of the present fmancial difficulties which libraries 
and learning resource centres are facing. It is also important because most libraries 
and LRCs in the country lack adequate printed resources, especially journals and 
research reports. This attitude towards interlibrary loan could be attributed to the 
users' lack of understanding or appreciation of this service, as many responded by 
stating that they had never used the service before. In fact, the interlibrary loan 
service is effective in the Main Library at SQU, and has several links with the USA, 
UK, Germany, Holland and other University Libraries and Information Centres in the 
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Arabian Gulf Countries. The Colleges of Education and Technical Industrial Colleges 
entirely lack interlibrary loan service. 
Regarding building facilities, results generally showed that they did not receive a high 
priority. This could be attributed to the fact that there is no shortage of buildings. In 
Colleges of Education and Technical Industrial Colleges particularly have modern 
buildings ofa good standard. Respondents using the Main Library at SQU, however, 
noted the need for new buildings, with complaints about small reading areas and 
narrow shelving. The annual increase in the numbers of students is the main reason 
for this problem. 
The results (Table 6.12) showed that the majority of users from the academic staff 
sector constantly faced the problem "Did not fmd the material required." This could 
mean that the material was actually unavailable in the library or LRC, that the 
material was out on loan, that libraries and LRCs lack proper catalogues 
(computerised or card) which organise their materials, or the shelves are disorganised 
which makes it impossible to fmd the required material. Academic staff also 
complain, to a lesser extent, that the material is often found "Out of date," which 
could be explained by the lack of proper technical procedures related to selecting the 
materials, such as delay in ordering. This could also be because of the lack of 
academic participation in the selection process, fmancial difficulties, or lack of proper 
policies related to the development of collections. The last problem mentioned was 
"The material was being used by others." This could be explained by a shortage of 
extra copies of a particular item and/or the disorganisation of shelves, as the libraries 
use an open-shelf system. In fact, the conclusion is reached that the biggest problem 
facing users is the mis-shelving of books by students. Results showed that many 
students of SQU do not use the on-line access catalogue for searching bookshelves. 
There appears to be a general problem that students return books to the wrong places 
after using them This leads to a great waste of time for researchers and employees 
who attempt to fmd items and fail to do so when referring to their correct positions. 
This brings to the forefront the issue of training school pupils how to use their 
libraries prior to their joining the university. 
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As for the problems identified by the students (Table 6.29), the research found that 
these are similar to those expressed by academic staff, apart from a fourth problem 
which is " Received the material late". This problem may also be explained by the 
poor technical performance related to the development of the collection or the lack of 
clear supply policies. 
By examining the availability of services that are offered by academic libraries and 
learning resource centres in the country, it can be concluded that the existing situation 
at SQU Libraries is much better than that at other academic organisations. However, 
there are some obstacles which still hinder the development of information services in 
academic institutions. These are: lack of information resources, lack of information 
policies regarding reader services, inadequate funding and a shortage of qualified and 
experienced staff who can handle information services effectively. 
9.9 Libraries' and LRCs'Technology 
9.9.1 School libraries 
The situation of information technology is totally different in school libraries from 
that in academic libraries. Currently, there is no information technology in 
preparatory and secondary schools. There is an attempt by the Learning Resources 
Division ofthe Information Technology Department at the Ministry of Education to 
transform the libraries in preparatory and secondary schools into learning resource 
centres over the next few years. This will also see the introduction of information 
technology. 
The results of the present study confirmed that information technology does not exist 
in school libraries in Oman. All respondents stated that they do not have access to 
computing facilities within their school libraries. This is confrrmed by 100% (N = 
697) of students, 100% (N = 302) of teaching staff in Chapter 5, and 100% (N = 30) 
of school librarians in Chapter 7. Also the results from the interview, as indicated in 
Chapter 8 (Table 8.7), supported the fmdings from school users and librarians. Only a 
very small number of teaching staff and students was found who used information 
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technology, and all of these used information technology at home. As shown in 
Tables 5.1 0 and 5.22, 12% of teachers and 7% of students had PCs at home. The 
results also showed that more students used IT than teachers. However, most of them 
were using computer games. As the introduction of IT in the country has been very 
recent, it may be said that the use of information technology by teachers and students 
is encouraging. It is believed that the use of information technology will grow in the 
future, because of the efforts made by the Ministry of Education to introduce IT into 
schools and because the computer attracts teachers as well as students 
It is appropriate to compare this situation with the current situation of using IT in 
school libraries in the UK. The early signs of the impact of technology on school 
libraries in the UK can be traced back to the 1980s with TVEI (Technology and 
Vocational Education Initiative) and the flfst on-line and E-mail services provided by 
BT's Campus 2000, using BBC machines. CD-ROMs were launched in 1986 and the 
latest development in this rapidly changing era of leT is the appearance of the 
Internet and the World Wide Web (Blizzard, 1998, p. 66). 
Small (1998) notes that the data on the range of services offered in schools, the types 
and range of materials provided, comparative stock levels and issue figures, use of 
ICT (Information and Communication Technology) and levels of automation have 
rarely been available outside the schools themselves. However, during 1997, the 
commissioning and/or publishing of four reports that, in one way or another, 
specifically addressed these issues was noted. Small summarised the NCET's 
Libraries of the Future Project which was a pilot study of the impact of multimedia 
and communication technologies on libraries in education. The project aim was to 
develop a realistic vision of libraries of the future by looking at " the impact of new 
technologies on access to information and resources, the subsequent change in 
learning processes, the changing roles of those involved in supporting the learning 
process and the skills that students need to maximise the opportunities offered by new 
technologies". Six schools in England and five in Northern Ireland were selected and 
provided with multimedia and communications hardware and software, as well as 
access to the Internet. This was the flfst, in-depth study of the practical use of ICT 
applications in secondary. school libraries. The project produced some very useful 
fmdings regarding the role of the library and, more important perhaps, the role of the 
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qualified school librarian in the successful exploitation of new technology in 
education. It also offers some very useful guidelines and case studies (p. 62). 
Streatfield & Davies (1995) in their survey found a growing influence of using 
information technology in school libraries in the UK. They found that out of 55 
schools, 85% reported that they had from I to 16 computer workstations in their 
libraries for use by children. Tilke (1996) found that 88% of secondary schools in the 
UK had CD-ROM. The Library Association/Sheffield Hallam University (1997) 
reported that 39 % of schools had computers connected to a school-wide network. 
The report also indicated that 37% of schools in the UK were connected to the 
Intemet and had their own web site. Jervis and Torben (1998) in their survey "The 
Internet in Secondary Schools" found 83% of schools had some kind of Intemet 
connection. They also found that the majority of staff (93%) used the Internet for 
research, 71 % were downloadmg curriculum materials and 55% were downloading 
software. The survey also showed that 80% of pupils used individual research, 46% 
used the Internet for directed class work and 41 % for class E-mail projects. Wishart 
(1999) points out that the installation of CD-ROMs in UK schools has increased the 
teaching role and status of school librarians, with 85% of schools locating CD-ROMs 
in the school library. In the NOP study "Kids net," Williams (1999) visited the 
Internet Website "Kids" on 5 July 1999 and he found that researchers asked child 
respondents several set questions about their Internet use. The results indicated that 
almost half (46%) of children have used the Internet, with research for school projects 
and educational materials being one of the most popular applications. 79% of 
children consider that the Internet helps with their learning. Clearly, therefore, the 
imperative for development in Oman is demonstrated. 
9.9.2 Academic institutions 
With regard to university libraries, the present level of use of information technology 
seems encouraging. Computers were introduced within library systems and other 
procedures, such as cataloguing, classification, acquisitions and circulation a number 
of years ago. The results from the interviews also showed that electronic information 
sources such as CD-ROM, the Internet, videos and E-mail are available at SQU 
Libraries. The present study results point to the fuct that efforts have been made in 
learning resource centres to complete the introduction of information technology in all 
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technical procedures and public services. Unfortunately, the picture is far less 
promising in Technical Industrial College Libraries where the computer is yet to be 
utilised in library related procedures and is only used in administrative procedures at 
present. It is notable that information technology is available in Technical Industrial 
Colleges for the purpose of teaching. There are several computer laboratories for use 
by students and academic staff. 
Important results emerged from the present study. It was clear that there was an 
increasing trend, amongst academic staff and students alike, towards using computers 
to accomplish the tasks specified in the questionnaire. However, the levels are below 
what was expected even in the relatively well provided context of SQU. The majority 
of users came from SQU. It was also found (Tables 6.30 and 6.31) that most students 
said that they did not use computers to accomplish the tasks stated. 
The present survey showed that the majority of academic staff used information 
technology outside the library or learning resource centres. It was also found that half 
of the students questioned used information technology outside their establishments. 
The results (Tables 6.16 and 6.33) showed that the majority of academic staff, 
especially those working at SQU, used personal computers, and also that they used 
the Internet and E-mail more frequently, while less than half of the students used a 
personal computer and most of them did not use any form of information technology. 
A number of studies have appeared, especially in middle of the 1990s, concerning the 
impact oflT on users in academic institutions. Some of these studies have discussed 
the use of electronic information resources in general. Amongst these studies, Adam 
and Bonk (1995) surveyed the faculty of State University of New York on its use of 
electronic information technology. They report that 84% of respondents have a 
personal computer in their office and 81 % at home, 57% have fax facilities, 66% have 
a connection to the campus network and 79% have printer fucilities. Most members 
of the faculty reported accessing the on-line catalogue and using electronic mail 
widely. Liebscher et al (1997) examined the factors that influence the adoption and 
use of electronic networks in a science and engineering fuculty. They found that 65% 
of respondents used the electronic network, and all network users reported using 
electronic mail. Other studies were also carried out by Meer et al (1997), Clougherty 
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(1998), and Budd (1997). Bane and Milheim (1995), Perry (1995), Bruce (1995), 
NahI (1998) and Bao (1998) examined the use of the Internet and Chu (1994) and 
Bridge and Russell (1997) investigated E-mail use in a US humanities' faculty. 
Published studies that deal with faculty and student use of electronic information 
resources are still small in number and have mostly been done in the USA. It should 
be noted that most ofthe studies mentioned above have been considered earlier in the 
discussion dealing with resources and services. 
Amongst other results, Figures 6.9 and 6.17 relate to information technology and the 
problems which may arise as a result of this usage. The study showed that members 
of the academic staff do not generally have a problem with using information 
technology. However, most students stated that they faced various problems when 
they used IT. It was found within the institutions that academic staff at the Colleges 
of Education fuced the most problems such as "Lack of networked computers" and 
"Lack of education and training," while students faced the main problem of 
"Language", as teaching in Colleges of Education and some faculties within SQU is 
done in Arabic. Students also faced the problems of "Lack of education and training" 
and "Lack of easy access to computers." All these fmdings amount to the conclusion 
that there is a serious shortage in information technology services as well as a lack of 
appropriate support and training on the proper usage of information technology. 
In studies conducted elsewhere, Adam and Bonk (1995) found the obstacles to 
respondents' use of electronic resources and technologies at SUNY were: lack of 
information on databases (62%), lack of training (49%) and lack of operating funds 
(41%). Milheim (1995) reported on the existence of two problems regarding the use 
of the Internet. These are: its relative Jack of organisation, and the fact that some 
people are reluctant to 'publish' serious material on the Internet as there is stiIJ 
perceived to be status attached to research published through conventional channels. 
This situation may be changing as new electronic journals emerge. Hamshry and 
BOU AZZA (1999) state that the major difficulties faced by academic staff at SQU in 
using IT were the slowness of communication and network congestion in the use of 
the Internet. 
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9.10 Libraries' and LRCs' Education and Training 
9.10.1 School library users (secondary and preparatory) 
The survey also revealed that there is no kind of orientation programme offered to the 
users on topics such as information skills or the effective use of the library in school 
libraries in Oman. The survey showed that 73% of teachers and 49 % of students 
argued that their library does not provide any type of library education programmes. 
However, of those who noted that there are such library education programmes 
offered by their libraries, it was found that, in some schools these were only at the 
beginning of the year when librarians gave some instruction for students on the use of 
the card catalogue. As shown in Tables 5.11 and 5.23, that the majority of 
respondents showed that "Learning skills" are more important for school library users. 
A philosophy of applying library resources in reinforcing and enriching the school 
curriculum and offering students the chance to acquire appropriate library skills is 
almost non-existent. In many developed countries, user education and information 
skills are taught right from primary school level. In the UK, for example, it was 
found that more than 85% of schools taught information skills in a systematic way, 
either to particular year groups or across the school (LA/Sheffield HaIIam, 1997). 
Zaki(l991) noted that the poor preparation experienced by school students has led to 
little or no knowledge in using library facilities. Students carry over this problem 
when they attend universities, colleges or other institutions. The Head of the 
Reference Section in the Main Library at SQU discussed this problem in relation to 
the use of the Main Library by new students joining the University. He pointed out 
that the brightest students from secondary schools of the Sultanate of Oman are 
admitted to the University. The secondary schools in Oman do not have good 
libraries. As a result, when these students step into the University Library, they are 
totally bewildered and lost. Hence, it was felt that they should be gradually 
introduced to the University Library. General orientation is the first step in this 
direction. New students, accompanied by a faculty member, are brought to the library 
in groups. A library professional takes this group and shows them the library, its 
various locations and different facilities. They are also informed about the library's 
code of conduct. 
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9.10.2 Academic institutions 
The results relating to training for proper utilisation of academic libraries and learning 
resource centres showed that there were variations in practice. The majority of 
academic staff who used the university library facilities and a number of academic 
staff from Colleges of Education mentioned that such prograrmnes were offered, 
whilst most academic staff from Technical Industrial Colleges complained about the 
lack of such activity. The majority of university students noted the presence of 
training prograrmnes for users of university libraries. However, most college students 
stated that such prograrmnes simply did not exist. 
Amongst the important results (Figures 6.1 0 and 6.18) which emerged from this 
study, were those which related to the importance which users accorded to training 
prograrmnes. They believed that "Effective use of the library and learning resource 
centres" was vital as was "Use of information technology". Despite the fact that some 
users from colleges stated that these prograrmnes were provided, it remains a filct that 
these are no more than a short orientation visit to the library or LRC at the start ofthe 
academic year. On the other hand, it was found that the Main Library at SQU 
provided a number of prograrmnes (in both Arabic and English) including 
"Effectively using the library", "Using IT" and "Using printed resources such as 
references and indexes and abstracts". The library also organised "library tours" at 
the beginning of the academic year. However, the training prograrmne which is 
offered by the Main Library at SQU has, so far, not achieved its potential because of 
the poor attendance of both students and academic staff. According to the statistics 
provided by the head of the reference department, the total number of participants 
(both students and academic staff) in 1998 was only 99 (36 Male and 63 Female), 
mostly from the College of Education and the College of Arts. The Main Library has 
not yet fully succeeded in persuading students and academic staff to join the 
orientation prograrmnes. The common response has been that users did not know the 
Main Library provided these progranunes and they did not know what was available 
in the library. There are significant problems which relate to users not being able to 
make the most profitable use of resources through their level of orientation and 
training. The Director of the main library reported that students generally appear to 
be unable or unwilling to use the library catalogue to pinpoint books that they need . 
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Instead, they go to the shelves and rummage about until they fmd something they 
want. This results in much disorder of books on the shelves. Consequently, much 
staff time is unnecessarily wasted in simply trying to bring the shelves back to order. 
9.10.3 Education for school and academic librarians 
The results from the directors and the head of libraries and learning resource centres 
in Chapter 8, as well as the results from the librarians in Chapter 7, indicated that 
training progranunes for librarians, apart from those at the SQU Libraries, are not 
regarded as adequate or sufficiently up to date. 
The results in Chapter 7, (Tables 7.5,7.6,7.10, and 7.11) were obtained on examining 
the main training progranunes for both librarians and users. It was found that 54% of 
respondents (school and academic librarians) received a training progranune. It 
should be noted this progranune was short and 'traditional' in its content. Some 
librarians mentioned that they received no training of any kind, nor had they attended 
conferences in the last four years. Personal qualities, experience and a broad range of 
skills are becoming increasingly important in the network environment, and staff need 
to try to build a portfolio of skills and knowledge. This can be done through reading, 
attending conferences, subscribing to electronic materials and attending short courses 
(Garrod, 1998, p. 254). The results also showed that a small number of librarians 
were involved in training other librarians, students (from Library Science) and users. 
These are generally senior staff and mostly non-Omani. This is also evidence of the 
lack of experienced Omani librarians, especially in teclmical services and library 
systems. 
The continuing education and staff development of library and information 
professionals has become more important than ever in today'S electronic environment. 
Buttler and DuMont (1996) pointed out the importance of skills' development for 
librarians, not simply in traditional skills, but also in more up-ta-date learning that 
emphasises management, teclmological and business skills. In fact, new development 
and traditional methods of professional training are needed. Fourie (1999) stated that 
training progranunes for librarians and information specialists should not merely 
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focus on new developments, it should also stress how to keep up with the latest 
technologies. A greater balance between theory and practice is needed. Spink and 
Cool (1999) also argued that any model curriculum should maintain a core set of 
courses that address the major functions and activities of libraries in both electronic 
and traditional forms. Today, in the era of information technology, librarians face a 
number of challenges; without adequate library education programmes and continuing 
education programmes they cannot properly deal with, or manage, the new 
enviromnent. As noted earlier in Chapter 3 (the literature review), in the electronic 
era, the roles and responsibilities of technical services' staff and information and 
reference staff have changed from those used in a traditional library. They require 
knowledge and understanding of information technology and communication. For 
example, the collection development staff must be able to address the challenge of 
making qualitative selection and must carefully consider selection criteria and 
collection policies. Demes (1995) argued that a good collection development 
librarian must develop methods of determining, for each resource, the optimal storage, 
delivery and preservation mechanism. It is also important that any selection process 
determines what publishing medium and what delivery mechanism, including 
hardware, software and telecommunications configuration, is most appropriate for a 
given resource. The Reference staff dealing with electronic information require 
knowledge of the needs and interests of users and they are also required to become 
experts in technology, as well as being subject specialists. 
An important issue, as noted by Ashoor (1999), that the reference librarian has to face 
in the electronic enviromnent is that of end-user empowerment. Sitting at his PC 
workstation, the user now is very much independent of the reference staff in 
conducting hislher own information searching. Given the existing situation regarding 
library systems in Oman and the absence of training programmes that can deal with IT 
and can keep librarians up to date with current changes in information technology, the 
situation is quite serious. 
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Looking at the continuing education programme that is offered in the Arabian Gulf 
States of which Oman is a part, presently there are two programmes which carry out 
region-wide continuing education activities for information professionals. Chaudhry 
(1996) states that the fIrst continuing education programme was initiated at King Fahd 
University of Petroleum & Minerals (KFUPM) in 1987. This programme was 
upgraded to a library-training programme in 1992 with new activities including 
training attachments and customised training tailored to the needs of individual 
institutions. The Arabian Gulf Chapter of Special Libraries Association (AGC/SLA) 
founded the second programme in 1993. Annual pre-conference workshops and mid-
year continuing education activities have been conducted in Bahrain, UAB, Kuwait 
and Oman under this programme. Other institutions in Arab Countries found to be 
providing training programmes for librarians include the Ministries of.Education (for 
school libraries ), library associations such as the Jordan Library Association, the Arab 
League Educational, Cultural and ScientifIc Organisation (ALECSO), and the Arab 
Organisation for Public Administration (AOP A). However, many authors in their 
evaluations of library education and continuing education programmes in the Arabian 
Gulf region reported in Chapter 3 that the library schools curriculum is very 
traditional and, in genera~ education programmes lack practical training. For 
example, Ashoor and Chaudhry (1990) in their evaluation of Library and Information 
Science programmes in Saudi Arabia described the library school curriculum as very 
traditional and lacking in practical training. They also argued the need for hands-on 
experience, as wen as the need for regular internship programmes to be established in 
collaboration with well-organised libraries and information centres in Saudi Arabia in 
order to improve the quality of the library education programmes. From 1994 to 
1999, it was found that 5 other publications which described the situation of library 
education in the Gulf Region voiced similar criticisms as those mentioned in 1990 by 
Ashoor and Chudhry. In general, the fullowing authors: AI-Amry (1994); Ashoor 
1996 and 1999; Chudhry, 1996; and Qari, 1998 all made the following points: 
• The library school curriculum is very traditional. 
• There is a lack of practical work. 
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• There is an absence of skilled LIS graduate staff that can deal with 
information technology. 
• There is a lack of adequate educational facilities, including IT. 
• Graduates have difficulty in understanding English. This is because the 
Arabic language is the basic language of teaching and learning, whilst 
most books and journals in LIS are published in English. 
Rehrnan (1998), in his recent study of required library competencies and future 
manpower needs for the Arabian Gulf, found that the majority of library managers 
who were investigated are of the opinion that the information profession is in need of 
two levels of manpower: professional and par-professional. The study also indicated 
that professional education should cover theoretical, conceptual and managerial 
aspects whereas undergraduate education should be designed to produce manpower 
with appropriate technical and vocational skills. 
In contrast, great efforts have been made in the deVelopment of continuing education 
and staff development in advanced countries, such as the USA and the UK. As early 
as the 1980s, most large academic and research libraries in the USA had professional 
staff training and development programmes that included general orientation, skills 
training provided on a departmental basis, and a special focus on workshops dealing 
with organisational, interpersonal, and personal issue management (Jurow, 1996, p. 
123). The American Library Association plays an important role in the provision of 
human resource development opportunities, as do the subgroups within ALA, such as 
the Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL), the Library 
Administration and Management Association (LAMA), and the Library and 
Information Technology Association (LITA). All sponsor conferences, workshops, 
and short courses that build technical expertise and have particular relevance for 
academic librarians. The Association of Research Libraries (ARL) which represents 
the 119 largest academic and research libraries in the USA, and the Special Library 
Association which focuses on the needs of those who work in a corporate, 
government and specialised library environment (Jurow, 1999, p.124) also organise 
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various activities. In the UK, the Library Association (LA) and ASLIB set up 
activities for many agencies and institutions including user education programmes, 
conferences and workshops. Organisations such as IFLA (the International 
Federation for Library Association) provide courses on the development needs of the 
profession. 
9.11 Libraries' and LRCs' Future Development 
. One of the objectives of this study is to formulate suggestions for the future 
development of information activities in the educational system in Oman. The 
opinions and capabilities of people involved in providing information resources and 
services for the educational sector, as well as user reactions, are important in this 
matter. Several suggestions were offered to users and questions put to the academic 
and school librarians, Directors and Heads of Libraries and LRCs and their reactions 
contribute to create a picture of what is needed for the future. 
9.11.1 School libraries 
The results of the study show that teachers and students regarded adequate resourcing 
as very important for the development of school libraries. They saw the need for: 
• More printed materials. 
• More AvlMedia materials. 
• Providing information technology. 
The rate from both teachers and students is very high for each type of material, 
especially Av/Media (99%: 93%) and information technology (96%: 91%), as shown 
in Tables 5.12 and 5.24. This is due to the scarcity of printed resources, as well as 
AvlMedia and electronic resources in school libraries. School librarians also agreed, 
in tenns of future development, that more attention should be paid to support school 
libraries with information technology and AvlMedia, as well as journals. 
School librarians indicated that schools should provide specific times for using the 
library (within the school schedule) for teachers and students. This is because 
teachers and students are always busy during the day and do not have time to use the 
library. Also, teaching methods do not encourage students to use the library. Abdul 
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AI-Shafi (1987), Khalifa (1992) and AI-Suwidan (1996) reached similar conclusions 
regarding the organisation ofa library class in a school's schedule. 
School librarians also indicated that school libraries should be supported by an 
identifiable budget for providing IT and for training staff. They also stated that 
teachers must be involved in selecting materials for school libraries and this was 
supported by the majority of school users. At present, selecting books for the school 
libraries is the responsibility of the school library section at the Ministry of Education. 
School librarians shared the academic users' point of view that the government should 
pay more attention to the establishment of public libraries, because of their important 
role in the educational environment. Respondents from the Learning Resource 
Division at the Information Technology Department in the Ministry of Education who 
are responsible for school libraries, believed that transforming preparatory and 
secondary school libraries to learning resource centres, introducing information 
technology and providing financial support are important for future development. 
They also shared the views 0 f librarians and academic staff users regarding the 
importance of establishing public libraries throughout all regions of the country. 
Appropriately developed and resourced, public libraries will play an important role in 
serving the communities' information needs, including the needs of students and 
children in the future. 
9.11.2 Academic Institutions 
The results also noted the following suggestions from users, including academic staff 
and students, regarding the development of information services in Oman. These are, 
as illustrated in Figures 6.11 and 6. 28: 
• Establishing a central body to provide information to all library users (a 
national library or national information centre is what is meant by a central 
body). 
• Improving the stock of printed materials in the country. 
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• Improving access to materials by providing online access catalogues 
(OPACs). 
• Providing more information technology. 
• Providing better qualified staff to help users. 
There was a great deal of similarity between the views of students and teachers. 
Academic librarians believe that libraries should be available in all schools and that 
students must be trained how to use the library. This is because academic librarians 
work more closely with students in academic libraries and LRCs and they understand 
the situation regarding student behaviour in using the library or LRC. As noted 
earlier in Chapter 6, it was found that most students coming from schools do not to 
know how to use academic libraries. Academic librarians also indicated that 
academic libraries and LRCs must be automated and linked. Co-operation should 
exist between academic libraries and LRCs and staff development should be 
organised. 
Academic librarians had some different opinions on future development, however. 
Those from SQU libraries pointed out that more attention should be directed towards 
providing information technology such as Internet services, on-line journals, Multi 
media and non-printed materials. This is because the University libraries have a good 
collection of books, subscriptions to journals and AvlMedia compared to the LRCs or 
Technical Industrial College Libraries. Those from LRCs and Technical Industrial 
College Libraries concentrated on the need to develop printed materials and on-line 
access catalogues. This is because, as was noted earlier, of the lack of printed 
resources and also the fuct that on-line access catalogues do not yet exist in both 
Colleges of Education and Technical Industrial Colleges. 
Directors and Heads of Libraries and LRCs feh that libraries and LRCs should have 
independent budgets, that formal policies and procedures should exist in academic 
libraries and LRCs, and that a Wide Area Network (WAN) should be constructed to 
include all libraries, LRCs and information centre facilities. Co-operation between 
libraries, LRCs and information centres was also thought important. They also shared 
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the point of view of librarians and academic staff that staff development is necessary 
for developing the skills of librarians, to cope with new technology and to help users. 
9.12 The Research Models and their Applicability for 
Libraries, LRCs and Information Centres in Oman 
1 Introduction 
Two models were prepared to support this research as shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 
on pages 124 and 125. The fIrst model was prepared for the "Organisational 
Information Systems" which is the main approach for this study, while the second 
model was prepared for the "Individual Information Model". The objectives of these 
models, as indicated earlier in Chapter 4, were to examine and chart the existing 
situation regarding the availability of information sources, information services and 
training programmes for both staff and users which are offered by the educational 
system of Oman. They could be also contribute to helping develop information 
sources, services, and the provision of information for the benefIt of users. They 
could also assist the providers of information in Omani libraries and learning resource 
centres by determining the problems which constitute obstacles to the development 
and enhancement of information services. 
These models have been discussed theoretically in Chapter 4, according to their aims 
and objectives. The organisational information systems model, as shown in Figure 
4.1, is divided into four components. Each component and its elements have been 
discussed in terms of their importance in the organisational information system Each 
of these components gives rise to several questions. The main fIndings of this study 
are concerned with determining answers to questions derived from each of these 
components. 
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The second model has also been discussed theoretically regarding the individual's 
behaviour when he/she is seeking information in a library or learning resource centre. 
Several examples of the type of users and sources of information have been given in 
the model to show how different information-seeking behaviour exists between 
individuals. Theoretically, this mode~ as indicated in Figure 4.2, also shows that a 
user may achieve success or failure when he/she seeks for information from hislher 
library or learning resource centre. A set of questions were included that might 
provide answers from the results ofthe present study. 
These models are discussed here in terms of the relationship they have with the 
research fmdings derived from the questionnaires and the interview survey. 
2. First model: Organisational Information System Model 
2.1 Growth of Information 
Three elements have been introduced into the growth of information component. The 
importance of these elements as suggested in this model will help librarians and 
information specialists in the organisational information system to handle and control 
the expansion of information successfully. These elements are: 
• Planning Professional Training 
It was proposed earlier in Chapter 4, that professional training is a very important 
component of coping with the growth of information in libraries and learning resource 
centres. Training and awareness facilities need to be developed and offered on a 
regular basis to keep staff abreast ofthe latest information tecJuiology and information 
handling teclmiques. 
The present study revealed that one of the most pressing problems which hinders the 
growth of information in Oman libraries, learning resource centres and information 
centres is the absence of qualified and experienced staff who are capable of dealing 
with library systems, technological advancements and various other teclmical aspects. 
The present level of skills of Omani staff in school and academic libraries, learning 
resource centres and information centres, as indicated in Chapter 8, is insufficient to 
meet the needs for study and research and the demands of the rapid growth in students 
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and academic staff in schools, colleges and the university at present, as well as in the 
future. The majority of staff lack practical experience. This is because training for 
staff is lacking in most libraries and learning resource centres. The situation in the 
Main Library at SQU was found to be much better in comparison with other libraries 
and learning resource centres in the country. It is suggested that this is because of the 
efforts which have been spent during the last ten years for training, manpower 
planning and staff recruitment. 
Training staff within libraries, learning resource centres and information centres is 
considered a vital factor towards raising their professional efficiency and keeping 
them updated with technological developments within the world of information. 
Libraries and learning resource centres are undergoing continuous change and 
therefore it is imperative that members of staff are SUbjected to regular training whilst 
they carry out their occupations. Training requirements for school library staff are 
different from those required by staff within academic libraries. 
• Policies' Assessment 
It was stated earlier that formal policies are very necessary in order to defme the types 
and subjects of training programme requirements according to the type of institution. 
The results of the study found that the policies and procedures which defme the types 
and subjects of training programme requirements do not exist in most libraries and 
learning resource centres. Some of these libraries and learning resource centres, as 
seen in Table 8. 8, have only a form of policy which relates to circulation services. 
The Main Library at SQU, as shown in Chapter 8, is the only library in Oman which 
has comprehensive policies and procedures for all library operations, including 
training programmes. There is a need for a set of policies to establish a special 
strategy for training and manpower development in libraries, learning resource centres 
and information centres to achieve qualified personnel in Oman. These institutions 
have to work towards this goal so that they can define the types of training 
requirements for their staff according to their objectives. Libraries and learning 
resource centres also need to adopt a form of assessment for evaluating such policies. 
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• Incentives 
It was proposed earlier that institutions needed to present staff with fmancial, as well 
as other forms of incentive strategies in order that they might strive continuously to 
maintain a high standard of performance, seek to raise their productivity and handle 
the growth of information effectively. The result of the present survey showed that 
staff in government departmental libraries are normally recruited on civil service 
scales and staff career development is tied up with civil service progression (as noted 
earlier in Chapter 9). The career development of the staff in these libraries and 
learning resource centres is not as promising as that of their colleagues in 
administration with the same qualifications and grades. So, staff in such cases often 
seek to transfer to administrative positions whenever the opportunity occurs. This has 
a detrimental effect on the quality of information management. 
In the light ofthese fmdings, it can be concluded that these elements do not contribute 
adequately to coping with the growth of information in libraries, LRCs and 
information centres in the educational system of Oman. In general, the main 
requirements for this component to be more successful in the organisation of 
information systems can be defmed as below: 
• Provide adequate training programmes for information professionals. 
• Provide information policies for training, operations and procedures in 
libraries, learning resource centres and information centres. 
• Provide incentive strategies to encourage staff to maintain a high standard 
of performance and to handle the growth of information effectively. 
2.2 Sources of Information 
Sources of information, as shown in the model, fall into two categories: internal and 
extemal These two categories in the model are elements for examining the existing 
situation regarding the availability of information sources, their types and their 
credibility in Omani libraries, learning resource centres and information centres. 
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• Internal Sources 
Internal information sources, as noted earlier in this model in Chapter 4 (Section 4.2), 
are locally produced and are generally produced in the Arabic language. Some 
internal sources appear in a formal way, such as bibliographies, standards 
specifications and research reports, whilst other sources are brought out in an informal 
way, such as internal reports for local circulation and brief write-ups. 
The results ofthe study show that the majority of information sources available in the 
educational system of Oman, especially in school libraries, Technical Industrial 
College Libraries and LRCs, are internal. The greatest emphasis is given to books 
rather than other collections such as journals and AvlMedia. However, the current 
stock of books in all school and academic libraries, learning resource centres and 
information centres is very limited in number and does not adequately fulfil the 
requirements of studying and teaching, let alone those of scientific research. For 
example, in school libraries it was found that there is less than one book available per 
student. The current stock of books available in six learning resource centres amounts 
to 247,000 copies, of which 80% are textbooks. These institutions have a severe lack 
of reference books and other sources which are deemed necessary for teaching as well 
as for research and in fact amount the only 49,000 copies in all six LRCs. As for the 
five Technical Industrial College Libraries, their current stock of books is around 
19,128 copies, that is, some 3,826 copies for each college. Other internal sources 
such as journals, bibliographies, indexes and abstracts, dissertations, as well as 
AvlMedia, are not available in school libraries and Technical Industrial College 
Libraries. LRCs have a very small number of journals and Av/Media, whilst other 
sources, such as dissertations, are not available. The existing situation in the Main 
Library at SQU is much better. This library has a good source of books which 
amounts to some 118,000, most of which are scientific books. It also has a good 
collection of scientific journals, reference collections, bibliographies, indexes and 
abstracts and dissertations, as well as A vlMedia. 
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Informal sources are also prepared in the Main Library at SQU. Primarily, these are 
handouts, consisting of one sheet only, which briefly highlight the various functions 
of the library. These are designed to introduce the library to the new faculty and 
students. There is a range of titles, such as, Getting to know the Main Library, 
Borrowing the Library Materials, Media services, Reference services, Special 
collections and a Library floor plan. These types of internal sources are not available 
in most other establishments. 
• External Sources 
External information sources, such as CD-ROM and the Internet are produced 
outside. It was found that external sources are not available in school libraries and 
Technical Industrial College Libraries, whilst LRCs have some CDs. As shown in 
Table 8. 6, electronic resources, such as CD-ROM, the Internet, E-mail and the OPAC 
are available at SQU Libraries. 
It can be said that the availability of information sources in all libraries, learning 
resource centres and information centres is internal and that these do not meet the 
needs of study and research, whereas external information sources are not available at 
all in most of these institutions. So, the main requirements for developing this 
component of information sources can be specified as below: 
• Provide more fmancial support. 
• Provide adequate printed sources. 
• Provide relevant electronic sources such as CD-ROM, the Internet, and 
other electronic media. 
• Create information policies for selecting materials and for collection 
development. 
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2.3 Information Services 
Information services, as suggested in this model in Chapter 4 (Section 4.2), are the 
facilities which are provided by a library or learning resource centre. They also 
constitute the activities, procedures, functions and operations that are provided and 
carried out by the institutions through their staff in order that suitable and appropriate 
environments for information searching are created. The survey (see Chapters 5, 6 
and 8) examined several types of information services which might be offered by 
school and academic libraries, learning resource centres and information centres. 
These are: 
• Circulation services. 
• AvlMedia services. 
• Enquiry services. 
• InterJibrary Loan services. 
• OPAe services. 
• CD-ROMs services. 
• E-mail services. 
• The Internet services. 
The component of information services, as shown in the fIrst model, includes three 
elements which each play an important role in the organisation of the information 
systems. These elements are: 
• Forms of services 
The library and learning resource centre needs to have various forms of services to 
help users to be aware of and exploit what information is available. These forms of 
services consist of elements such as current awareness services, SDI, acquisitions list, 
bibliographies and topical guides. When the availability of these services in school 
and academic libraries, learning resource centres and information centres in Oman 
was examined, it was found that the Main Library at SQU is the only library to 
provide such a service at a satisfactory level. There are several publications prepared 
by the Main Library in an informal and a formal way to guide, assist and inform users 
about the library and its sources and services. 
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• Level of services 
The level of services that is offered by academic and research libraries as suggested in 
this model is different from the services offered by school libraries. This depends on 
the needs and behaviour of information seekers. For example, levels of services in 
academic libraries are highly selective, in depth, and greater complexity. It was found 
that circulation and enquiry services were offered by all libraries and learning 
resource centres. However, these services were still offered in a traditional way in the 
majority of establishments. It can be said that other services, such as interlibrary loan, 
CD-ROM, the Internet and Av/Media, were offered only in SQU Libraries and were 
offered at a useful level. 
• Quality of services 
This element plays a very important role in the organisational information system and 
it is related strongly to users expectations and perceptions of service quality. The 
present survey examined the types of service that are offered by school and academic 
libraries, learning resource centres and information centres. This was done by 
investigating user opinions about these services. As the results in Chapters 5 and 6 
show, the majority of teachers and students in preparatory and secondary schools, and 
academic staff and students in academic institutions are not satisfied with their library 
and LRC services. The survey revealed that users from SQU expressed more 
satisfaction about their library services. This is due to the range and quality of 
services offered to the users, services which are not available in other institutions, 
such as inter library loan, CD-ROM databases, the Internet, E-mail and an extensive 
collection of AvlMedia. 
From these elements, it can be concluded that the main requirements for developing 
the level and the quality of information services in this component can be specified as 
below. 
• Ensure that user satisfaction is raised by improving the quality of services 
(this is likely to have resource implications). 
• Make available Av/Media, as well as electronic information sources such 
as the OPAC, CD-ROM, E-mail and the Internet. 
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2.4 Information Flow 
The fourth component of the organisational information system model IS the 
information flow which contains four elements. These are: 
• Information needs 
This element suggests that any clientele in any society needs certain information to 
achieve objects. As indicated earlier, this depends on the type of user. For example, 
users from school libraries seek different information than users from academic 
institutions. The organisation offers information to the users in two categories: 
internal and external. The organisation also provides different types of service which 
link the user to information sources. By examining the results of the study, it was 
found that the information sources which are available in most establishments do not 
meet the needs of information seekers. Most sources available in the educational 
system, as indicated earlier in the component of sources of information, are internal 
and books are the major source. 
• Clientele 
This element suggests that collecting information about the user and hislher needs is 
very important in the organisational information system. Therefore, user surveys are 
necessary in order to evaluate the existing services and to evaluate planning strategies 
for new services. Users in this study comprise teachers and students from preparatory 
and secondary schools, and academic staff and students from academic institutions. 
The survey attempted to evaluate their reactions about information sources and 
services and their ideas about future developments. This was the basis in the present 
study for the questions asked via the .questionnaires. The responses provided 
significant information about the existing situation of libraries and learning resource 
centres in Oman, as indicated in Chapters 5 and 6. 
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• Source 
The source of information has been discussed in terms of its type and availability in 
school and academic libraries, learning resource centres and information centres in 
more detail in the second component of sources of information. Libraries, LRCs and 
information centres provide services which attempt to enhance the information flow 
from a range of sources to seekers. 
• Use and feedback 
This element suggests that there is a relationship between the use of the library or 
LRC by the user and the feedback. The feedback is the outcome as a result of the 
behaviour of information seekers. The library or LRC provides facilities for using its 
collections and resources. These facilities include such services as the OPAC, 
bibliographic instructions, acquisitions' list, bibliographies and topical guides. In fuct 
these facilities, as indicated earlier, are only available at SQU Libraries. Users might 
or might not know how to use these facilities. When the present situation regarding 
the use of the library or LRC sources and services was examined, it was found not to 
be encouraging, especially in the case of school users. In this component suggests 
that the information skills play an important role in the information flow. However, 
the survey of the study indicated that most libraries and learning resource centres lack 
information skills. Short orientation programmes are offered at the Main Library at 
SQU, but students and academic staff have not yet been persuaded to join such 
programmes to any great extent. 
Amongst the numerous elements which users of Omani university libraries, learning 
resource centres and school libraries deem important issues are the following: 
• The majority of users, particularly school students, \ack sufficient awareness and 
appreciation of the means of utilising information resources. This becomes a 
significant problem when these students move on to university or colleges and 
face the entirely unfamiliar prospect of accessing printed and non-printed 
information sources. Students also lack research skills within the university 
libraries, such as the way to use the on-line public access catalogue (OPAC), 
bibliographies and abstracts and indexes. This is mainly due to the absence of 
appropriate training at school level. It is therefore important that similar academic 
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environments be created for students so that the new atmosphere is not entirely 
new and unfamiliar. Efficient and comprehensive training programmes need to be 
set up to train students on methods of accessing and using various information 
sources, to teach them the way in which resources are organised and methods by 
which they may be retrieved and utilised. 
• The rapid and extensive growth of information in most fields of knowledge is also 
seen as an issue, together with the resulting problems and complications 
concerning accessing and retrieving information. 
In the light of this discussion ofthe fourth component and its questions, it may be said 
that this component has shown one of the most important and sought-after services 
within libraries, learning resource centres and information centres generally, and 
academic libraries in particular, is training users how to access information and use 
the information resources provided by these establishments. The importance of 
training the users of university libraries is particularly important due to the size of 
their collections, as well as the large volume of users. 
Therefore results from the survey reinforce the relevance of these components of the 
model. Recommendations for such fmancial support, training progranunes for both 
staff and users, information policies and providing adequate sources and services will 
be discuss in more details in Chapter 10 (conclusion and recommendations). 
After examining the result of the present survey by using the first model of 
"Organisational Information System" as shown in Chapter 4 (Figure 4.1, p. 124), it 
can be concluded therefore-that this model is appropriate for the Omani libraries, 
learning resource centres and information centres. 
3. Second model: Individual Information Model 
This model, as indicated earlier in Chapter 4, is designed for examining the impact of 
different types of information-seeking behaviour on the use of information sources, as 
well as the rate of user appreciation and understanding ofthe facilities provided by the 
organisations. 
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• Information Needs/Wants 
Generally, any individual has some information needs. However, an "information 
need" can be influenced by a number of factors, such as the type of individua~ level 
of education, age, profession and specialisation. Other factors could be affect 
information need such as the availability of sources and awareness of the information. 
For example, the survey of the study indicated that most users from preparatory and 
secondary schools needed general information such as general works, sciences, and 
Arabic literature. However, users from academic institutions need current additions 
and the latest information for their research, especially in science, engineering and 
agriculture, as weII as scientific journals and specialised references. 
• Information-Seeking Behaviour 
Information-seeking behaviour studies become more important for libraries and 
information centres, to fill the gap between the quality of existing information 
services and the quality which it is aspired to provide. It is also to bridge the gap 
between current methods employed in using the information services, and those which 
could be used, in order that users may obtain the maximum output and benefit from 
these services. There are several factors which affect information-seeking behaviour. 
These are: the sources of information which are characterised by different types of 
formats, (including formal or informal and internal or external), users' awareness of 
resources available in the library or LRC and their proper use (such as bibliographic 
tools, acquisition lists and computerised catalogues), user training programmes, as 
well as users' individual know ledge and experience. In this mode~ information-
seeking behaviour tries to [md answers from the present study for the following 
questions which will be discussed separately later: 
• What are the main information sources that the user of school and 
academic libraries, learning resource centres and information centres use? 
• What are the main types of information sources used by school and 
academic libraries, learning resources centres and information centres? 
• Are information sources provided by the school and academic libraries, 
learning resource centres and information centres relevant to the needs of 
users? 
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• Do school libraries and academic libraries, learning resource centres and 
information centres provide training in information skills to their users? 
What kind of information skills are developed by these institutions? 
• What are the problems which hinder users from using information 
sources? 
• Information Service Environment 
The information service environment could be a library, a LRC or it could be an 
information centre. An individual seeks information from the environment of 
information. As shown in the model, he/she might use an informal information 
source or a formal information system. The sources of information, as has been 
explained in Chapter 4, are both internal and external. The availability of sources and 
services in school and academic libraries, learning resource centres and information 
centres have been discussed in the second and the third components of the 
organisational information system model. 
From this stage, the information-seeking behaviour of the individual is very 
important. This is because users of the information environment are going to express 
their needs, consult the type of source that they require and, in the process, they might 
contact an information specialist for assistance. In fact, all these steps are important 
and must be examined by rnanagers or information providers. Another factor which is 
also important for managers, is determining the reasons for failure on the part of 
individuals when they are seeking information. 
The main fmdings of the study are concerned with determining answers to the 
following questions derived from this model. These questions, which relate to the 
main fmdings, will be discussed separately as follows: 
The flfst question: "What are the main information sources that users of school and 
academic libraries, learning resource centres and information centres use?" The 
model suggests that the main information sources are: Internal and External. The 
results of the study revealed that internal sources were the most common reason for 
using the library or learning resource centres by the individuals especially those from 
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preparatory and secondary schools, Technical Industrial Colleges and Colleges of 
Education. The majority of information seekers who used external sources came from 
SQU. This is due to the availability of electronic sources at SQU Libraries and 
absence in most other institutions. 
The second question in this model: "What are the main types of information sources 
used by school and academic libraries, learning resource centres and information 
centres?" This question tries to examine the most popular resource (s) sought by 
individuals and other resources which might be not used. In generaL books were 
found to be the source used most frequently by the majority of users in preparatory 
and secondary schools, as well as in academic institutions. 
In brief, the fmdings from school libraries showed that, in the case of the majority of 
teachers and students, the most popular reasons for seeking information from their 
libraries were reading books and looking for information. Significantly, it was found 
that male teachers were more likely to use books and newspapers than females, and 
the same was found with male students. Teachers, as well as students, rarely appear 
to use IT. This is heavily influenced by the fact that, as noted earlier, electronic 
resources such as the Internet and CD-ROM, as well as AvlMedia are not available in 
school libraries. Those that do use IT, use it outside their school libraries, in the home 
or elsewhere. No significant difference in behaviour regarding the use of information 
technology between the sexes and the level of education was found. 
In academic institutions it was found that the most common reasons for seeking 
information from the library and learning resource centres by academic staff were to 
access reference materials, followed by using books and journals. Significantly, it 
was found that individuals aged between 41-50 were more likely to read books and 
reference, whilst academic staff who held Ph.Ds were more likely to use journals and 
references than those with a lower level of education. Significant differences were 
found in the information-seeking behaviour patterns of those from academic 
institutions: information seekers from SQU tended to use more frequently scientific 
journals than individuals from Colleges of Education and Technical Industrial 
Colleges. This is also due to the severe lack of scientific journals in these 
organisations. 
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It is apparent that students read books and use reference materials more frequently. 
Female students used books more frequently than male students, whilst male students 
used journals more often than female students. The survey also showed that 
information seekers from Colleges of Education and Technical Industrial Colleges 
rarely use other types of materials such as AvlMedia, indexes and abstracts and 
dissertations because they have few opportunities for accessing such material. Most 
of these resources were not available to individual in these institutions. 
The majority of academic staff and half of the students used IT outside their 
organisations. Most academic staff and students investigated in this survey, 
especially those from Colleges of Education and Technical Industrial Colleges, were 
found never to have used computers for performing the following tasks: using OPAC 
and CD-ROM databases, searching external on-line databases, handling research data 
and sending and receiving messages from individuals (E-mail); a reflection on the fact 
that both LRCs and Technical Industrial College Libraries lacked computer facilities. 
Significantly, it was found that academic staff aged 41-50 were more likely to use 
information technology such as E-mail, CD-ROM and the Internet, whilst those who 
held Ph.Ds tended to use information technology outside their establishments more 
frequently. However, students' behaviour on using information technology showed 
that male students were more likely to use information technology than female 
students. Among the institutions, it was found that students from SQU and Technical 
Industrial Colleges were more likely to use personal computers than those from 
Colleges of Education. Data from the study indicated that most academic staff did not 
face any problems in terms of using IT. However, the majority of students faced 
some problems such as "Lack of easy access to computers", "Lack of education" and 
"Problem of language." Among the institutions, it was found that students from 
Colleges of Education faced problems in terms of using information technology more 
frequently than those from SQU and Technical industrial Colleges. 
The third question in this model: "Are information sources prOVided by school and 
academic libraries. learning resource centres and iriformation centres relevant to the 
needs of users? This question also attempted to investigate the users' reactions on the 
availability and adequacy of information sources provided by their libraries and 
learning resource centres. The behaviour of information seekers in Chapter 5 showed 
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that most teachers and students in preparatory and secondary schools were not 
satisfied with their library resources and that included books. The majority of 
teaching staff described their book collections in school libraries as extremely poor 
and that they did not meet the needs of students or teaching staff in terms of 
supporting the curriculum. 
Among academic institutions, users were satisfied with their collection of books, 
whilst they majority especially those from Technical Industrial Colleges and Colleges 
of education expressed their dissatisfaction with other library and learning resource 
centre collections such as journals, AvlMedia, as well as the few available electronic 
resources. In general information seekers from SQU appeared more satisfied with 
their information sources (including AvlMedia, journals and electronic resources) 
offered by their libraries. 
The fourth question asked in this model: "Do school and academic libraries, learning 
resource centres and information centres provide training in information skills to 
users? What kind of information skills are developed by these institutions? The main 
idea of this question is to examine whether libraries and learning resource centres 
offered such training programmes for their users and to examine the type of training 
in information skil1s that are available in these organisations. It is also to investigate 
the individual's opinion about which programme he/she would like to see in hislher 
libraries and LRCs. The study (Chapter 5) showed that the majority of teachers 
(73%) and half of students in preparatory and secondary schools stated that their 
library provided no training in information skills programme. In general it was found 
that there is no education programme for users on topics such as information skills or 
the effective· use of the library in school libraries. Information seekers were given a 
choice of three types of orientation programmes which they would like to see in their 
libraries. The survey showed that the majority of school library users specified that 
"learning skills" is the most important topic for school libraries. 
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Among academic institutions, the majority of information seekers who used the 
university library facilities and a number who used LRCs indicated that such 
programmes were available. Most information seekers from Technical Industrial 
Colleges revealed that such programmes did not exist. The study revealed that the 
Main Library at SQU offered the following programmes to the users: "Effectively 
using the library", "Using information technology" and ''Using printed resources such 
as references, encyclopaedias and iudexes and abstracts". The information seekers 
from academic institutions indicated that "Effective use of the library and LRC" and 
"Use of information technology" were the two most important programmes. 
The fifth question in this model: "What are the problems which hinder users from 
using information sources? This question tried, through the main fmdings of this 
study, to discover what problems contribute to the difficulties which information 
seekers encounter in using information sources. Using the model to look at 
information-seeking behaviour, it can be seen from the results of the present study in 
Chapters 5 and 6, that the behaviour of students, particularly those from schools, 
concerning the use of libraries, learning resource centres and information centres, 
were found to be not encouraging. As a result, school libraries are poorly used 
because users of school libraries lack information skills. This experience of poor 
preparation on the part of school students has lead to them acquiring little or no 
knowledge regarding the use of library resources and services and, in fact, students 
will carry over this problem when they attend university or college. As indicated 
earlier in Chapters 3 (Section 3.5) and 9 (Section 9.10.1), at SQU, the problem which 
related to students not being able to make the most profitable use of resources through 
their level of orientation programmes was found to be significant. The director of the 
Main Library at SQU argued that, in spite of some progress, the students' training 
programme offered by the Main Library has so far not achieved enough because it is 
poorly attended. The students cannot find enough time and are not motivated to 
attend optional induction courses organised by the Main Library during semester 
periods. Students generally appear to be unable or unwilling to use the library 
catalogue to discover the books that they need. Instead, they go to the shelves and 
rummage about until they find something they want. The Head of the Reference 
Section in the Main Library also described the problem regarding the use of the Main 
Library by new students from secondary schools who join the University. He stated 
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that, because secondary school libraries in Oman do not have good libraries, it was 
found that when these students step into the University Library, they are totally 
bewildered and lost. 
In the survey a range of possible obstacles to library use were specified and the 
respondents were given the opportunity to indicate which of those they have 
encountered. Six different problems were given to the school library users and the 
results are reported in Chapter 5. Eight different problems were also given to the 
information seekers in academic institutions and the results are reported in Chapter 6. 
The main objective was to find out the problems that might hinder access to, and use 
of, library and learning resource centres. The survey revealed that the following 
problems related to the information sources and information services encountered by 
the information seekers both from school libraries and academic libraries and LRCs. 
The most frequent were, "Did not find the material required", "Found the material, 
but it was out of date", and "The material was being used by others". These problems 
as indicated earlier in Chapter 9, may be attribute to several factors. These include: 
lack of resources, lack of proper catalogues, the material have been on loan, the 
material may have been misshelved, the material was available, but it was old, 
shortage of extra copies, lack of proper technical procedures related to selecting the 
resources. Other factors could also be lack of teaching staff participation in the 
selection process, financial difficulties and lack of proper policies related to the 
development collection. In fact most of these problems were identified in the survey. 
A small number faced other problems such as: "Had difficulty using the catalogue", 
"had difficulty using IT" and "Lack experience in using the library or LRC". 
However, these results must be treated with caution. This is because the majority of 
these organisations as indicated earlier in Chapters 5, 6, 7 and 8, lack such 
computerised systems, information technology, training in information skills and 
qualified member staff, a proper assessment of these problems, therefore, could not be 
made. 
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4. Conclusion 
The outcomes of the present study and its discussion confIrm that these models as 
shown in Chapter 4 (Figures 4.1 and 4.2), are appropriate for the development Omani 
libraries, learning resource centres and information centres and for examining the 
impact of different types of information-seeking behaviour on the use of libraries, 
learning resource centres and information centres in Oman. The results ofthe present 
study by using these two models showed that there are several obstacles which 
contribute the development of information services in Oman. These obstacles, as 
identified from the existing situation of libraries, learning resource centres and 
information centres in Oman, are: the shortage of qualified and experienced staB:: a 
lack of fmancial resources, the absence of information policies and procedures and 
lack of co-operation between these organisations. These obstacles also, as 
investigated through these models, identify a lack of adequate sources and services 
and a number of problems for the information seekers when they utilise their libraries 
and learning resource centres. Generally, the data showed that levels oflibraries' and 
LRCs' use by the individual especially by those students from school libraries were 
not encouraging. Internal sources are the most common reason for using libraries and 
LRCs and the major resources available in the educational system of Oman. External 
sources were available at SQU Libraries and some in LRCs. Circulation service was 
found offered in all libraries, whilst other services especially electronic services were 
not available in most libraries and LRCs. 
The importance of the research models have been discussed theoretically in Chapter 4 
, 
(Section 4.2), and have been examined here practically regarding their applicability 
for libraries, information centres and learning resource centres in Oman and have 
been found to be appropriate. 
From this, libraries and learning resource centres in Oman have reached a stage where 
an "Organisational Information System Model" is required, to contribute towards the 
development of information services according to the aims and objectives of each 
establishment and according to the needs and requirements of their users. The 
"Individual Information Model," on the other hand, can be used in any library or LRC 
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for evaluating the existing information resources and services, and for future 
planning. It is also important that user reactions and ideas about the services and 
other facilities are sought out by the organisations. This can be done by examining 
the behaviour of information seekers. 
9.13 Summary 
Overall in the discussion, it was found that there is much scope for development. 
There is a shortage of qualified and experienced Omani staff in most libraries and 
LRCs in the country. With the exception of academic libraries in SQU, libraries and 
LRCs do not have an independent budget and consequently, all libraries and LRCs 
suffer from a lack of fmancial planning and support. Formal poliCies in acquisitions, 
cataloguing, collection development, processing and reader services do not exist in 
most libraries and LRCs. Co-operation between libraries, LRCs and information 
centres is lacking. Most libraries and LRCs lack both printed and non-printed 
resources and services are still very traditional in some academic and school libraries. 
The utilisation of school libraries by teaching staff and especially students is not 
encouraging. Information technology does not yet exist in school libraries and in 
some academic libraries. The importance of introducing information technology so 
that it becomes available to researchers is noted, as well as the need to train users in 
order to take full advantage of information technology which has become vital for 
many searchers of information. The models which were prepared for the benefit of 
this study have been discussed practically in this chapter and have been found to be 
appropriate for the development of information services in Oman. 
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Chapter Ten 
General Conclusions, Main 
Findings, Recommendations and 
Future Research 
This chapter is in four parts. The first contains some general conclusions, the second 
summarises the main findings of the research, some recommendations are proposed in 
the third, and the fourth offers suggestions for future research. 
10.1 General Conclusions 
The library in modem times has become an important institution in the development 
of a technological society. The present study "Libraries and the Development of 
Information Handling in the Educational System of Oman" is the first study aimed at 
fully investigating the existing situation of libraries and learning resource centres 
[LRCs] and their infrastructure in Oman, and to examine the adoption of modem 
technology in these libraries and LRCs. Particular emphasis was given to institutions 
in the educational system in view of their importance for the future development of 
Oman. In order to achieve this aim, certain prior objectives were identified which 
were regarded as relevant to the current and future development of information 
activities in the educational system of Oman. 
A combination of desk research and survey methodologies was adopted for this study. 
The desk research approach was used to explore and describe relevant aspects of 
Oman, the main features of Oman's development plans, such as government 
publications, annual reports, the five-year plans; and secondary sources such as books, 
periodicals, dissertations, indexes and journals abstracts. A survey methodology was 
used as a major vehicle for empirical data gathering; with data being collected via 
both questionnaires and interviews. The questionnaires involved the investigation of 
school hbrary users (teaching staff and students), school librarians in preparatory and 
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secondary schools, academic libraries and LRCs (faculty and students), and academic 
librarians at Sultan Qaboos University, Colleges of Education and Technical 
Industrial Co lieges. The interview questions were put to the directors and heads of 
libraries and LRCs. The survey focus sed on eleven areas: staff, budget, library and 
LRC use, resources, services, acquisitions, information technology, policies, co-
operation, education and future development. 
Two approaches were developed for this study. The first concentrated on the 
organisational aspect of the information systems. The model of the organisational 
information system in a library was divided into four main components, depending on 
their function and purpose. These were: the growth of information, sources of 
information, information services and information flow. The second approach 
examined the impact of different types of information-seeking behaviour on the use of 
information sources. The objectives of these models were to examine the existing 
situation regarding the availability of information sources, services and training 
programmes that are offered by the educational system of Oman. It was also intended 
to assist the managers of information by determining the problems which hinder the 
development and enhancement of information services. These models have been 
discussed theoretically in Chapter 4 (Section 4.2) and examined practically regarding 
their applicability for libraries, information centres and learning resource centres in 
Oman in Chapter 9 (Section 9.12). These models, as presented in Chapter 4 (Section 
4.2), have been found to be appropriate for the development of information services in 
the educational system of Oman. 
In tracing the history of education in Oman since the advent of Islam fourteen 
centuries ago, the great importance Omanis gave to the establishment of Quranic 
schools is apparent. These schools played a significant role in Omani society. These 
type of schools were found in mosques, in houses, and sometimes under the trees. 
Great advances have been made in education in Oman since 1970. Before 1970, the 
country lacked the required infrastructure for a modem state. There was no formal 
government, nor were there any ministries in the modern sense, and the nation lacked 
educational and health services as well as all public facilities and communication 
services. Between 1970-1975, efforts were concentrated on the identification of areas 
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of most urgent need and provision of the infrastructure necessary for economic 
growth. Major objectives included the development of production facilities, the 
increase of national income and the establishment of the foundations of a modem 
economic society including an education infrastructure. 
The Ministry of Education in Oman is responsible for general education and its 
supervision and development. It is also responsible for formulating policies within 
the general policy of the state. General education in Oman is based on 6-3-3 system: 
six years of primary education, three years of preparatory education and three years of 
secondary education. In fact, general education has made tremendous progress during 
the last three decades. The number of students and teachers has increased 
dramatically, and the number of schools has also increased. As noted earlier, in 1970 
there were only three primary schools with 900 boys (no females were allowed to 
attend these schools) and no more than thirty teachers. Present statistics show that the 
number of students in the academic year 199912000 amounts to 542,063 with some 
48.7% of them female. The total number of teachers is 24,881 with female teachers 
representing 50.6%. In addition, the number of schools has reached 980. 
Higher education in Oman was founded before the establishment of the Ministry of 
Higher Education in 1994. In 1986 the first university (Sultan Qaboos University) 
was opened. The university consists of seven colleges: Agriculture, Arts, Commerce 
& Economics, Education, Engineering, Science and Medicine. The first Teacher 
Training Institute in Oman was opened in 1976, and in the academic year 1984/85 the 
Teacher Training Institute system was replaced by the Intermediate Colleges. In 1993 
the nine Intermediate Colleges were transferred and upgraded into six university 
colleges and· the length of course became four years instead of two. In 1984 the 
Omani Technical Industrial College was established in Muscat, the capital of Oman. 
It admitted students with secondary school certificates for a duration of two years of 
higher education. In 1993 the Vocational Training Authority established four 
additional Technical Industrial Colleges in several regions of the country. The 
Colleges award the General National Vocational Qualification (GNVQ) Diploma. 
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The development of libraries in Oman began early in 1980, with a few special and 
school libraries. The first public library was founded in 1982, whilst the first 
university library was established in 1986. 
Currently, there are 329 libraries and 6 LRCs in the country (299 school libraries, 14 
academic libraries and LRCs, 19 special and government libraries and 3 public 
libraries). A few special, government and public libraries have good collections, 
services, and qualified staff. At the present time, 390 staff are working in the country 
as librarians of whom 318 work in education libraries and LRCs. 
Library education in Oman was founded in 1988 with the establishment of the 
Department of Library and Information Science at Sultan Qaboos University, College 
of Arts. The Department offers programmes at Bachelor level. 
The development of an appropriate infrastructure has not kept pace with the growth of 
libraries. For example, there is no library association, no legal deposit law, no 
national library and no current national bibliography to control Omani publications. 
Generally, information and library services development is progressing slowly and 
there are numerous areas where resourcing and user support is in need of 
improvement. 
10.2 Main Findings 
The hypotheses set out in Chapter 1 (p. 5) are recapitulated as follows: 
• Lack of library funding leads to inadequate resources, services and 
training, and affects the implementation and utilisation of information 
systems. 
• Lack of policy concerning library services leads to inadequate 
organisational structure, management, operations, co-ordination and co-
operation both within and outside the library. 
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• Lack of library education for both users and librarians in academic and 
school libraries is a major factor in hindering the development and use of 
library services and information technology. 
The present study provided a great deal of information. The following results are 
presented as being the most important in supporting the hypotheses that were applied. 
• There is a shortage of professional and non-professional Omani staff currently 
working in academic libraries and learning resource centres, as well as school 
libraries (secondary and preparatory). This shortage is further emphasised by the 
fact that 43% of staff are unqualified in the area of Library and Information 
Science. The present staffmg is insufficient to provide a varied range of services 
to the community, as well as to fulfil all necessary technological advancements, 
technical procedures and operate library systems. The results revealed that SQU 
Libraries have more qualified and experienced staff. The existing situation 
requires more qualified staff and subject specialists to meet the needs of study and 
research and for the demands of the rapid growth in students and academic staff at 
present, as well as in the future. 
• School and academic libraries, learning resource centres and information centres, 
apart from the Main Library at SQU, do not have independent budgets and this 
has an adverse effect on financial planning. Indeed all libraries and learning 
resource centres with the exception of the Main Library at SQU, lack clear 
spending schedules for their expenditure. In addition, libraries, learning resource 
centres and information centres, including the Main Library at SQU, all suffer 
from a lack of, or shortage of financial support. 
• Most libraries, learning resource centres and information centres lack technical 
services, including acquisitions. No policies, no procedures and no 
standardisation for selecting materials and collection development were found to 
. exist. It was also found that teaching staff and librarians in school and academic 
staff in colleges do not take part in selecting acquired materials. 
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• Information policies and procedures for collection development, cataloguing, 
acquisitions, staff development and processing, as well as for readers' services, do 
not exist in most libraries and learning resource centres. The Main Library at 
SQU is the only library which has policies and procedures for all technical 
services, as well as for reader services. 
• Co-operation between libraries, learning resource centres and information centres 
is badly lacking. It was found that the Main Library at SQU is the only library 
which has good links for co-operation nationally and internationally. 
• School library use, especially by students, is not encouraging. The majority used 
the library rarely, and 10% of students never used the library at all. The most 
popular reason for using the library in terms of materials was reading books and 
the most important activity was looking for information. None of the respondents 
were involved in a class visit which is an important activity for inculcating 
information awareness in both teachers and students. 
• The poor provision of school libraries has resulted in a notable lack of awareness 
on the part of university students regarding the value and use of libraries. The 
educational system gives priority to learning by heart, attending lectures and 
carrying out assigned reading. Libraries are poorly used because students show 
little inquisitiveness, originality, or aptitude. Students go to the library to study 
their own textbooks or check out materials. Teachers also do not direct students 
to use the library resources and only occasionally assign additional reading. 
• Among academic institutions, it was found that the majority of academic staff and 
students use their libraries and learning resource centres on either daily or weekly 
basis. The main reasons which attracted academic staff to make use of libraries 
and learning resource centres in terms of materials were reference works, followed 
by books, with journals in third place. Students found books the most useful 
information resource in libraries and learning resource centres. In general, 
academic staff and students from SQU often used their libraries for journals, 
AvlMedia and indexes and abstracts. This is a reflection of the good collection of 
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these resources. In terms of activities for which libraries and learning resource 
centres are used by academic staff; these were searching for specific information 
and borrowing and seeking information for teaching, whilst students used their 
libraries and learning resource centre for borrowing and for locating specific 
information. 
• The present book collections in academic institutions remain noticeably small 
when viewed in relation to the growing population of users (students and 
academic stafi) and the increased demand for study and scientific research 
throughout the country. The current stock of books available in all schools 
(including primary schools) amounts to 500,000. This is regarded as insufficient 
to meet the needs of the teaching curriculum and research and in relation to the 
number of students and teachers. In addition, most academic and school libraries 
and learning resource centres lack resources such as scientific joumals, AvlMedia, 
reference books, indexing and abstracts and dissertations as well as electronic 
resources such as the Internet, CD-ROM and E-mail. The situation is much better 
in university libraries. 
• Around half of the teaching staff and students included in this survey were 
frequently satisfied with their school libraries' collection of books, whilst most of 
them expressed their dissatisfaction with other resources, especially A vlMedia. 
However, book collections, as described by most teachers, were old and did not 
meet the needs of the teaching curriculum. In terms of school library services, 
most users were not satisfied. 
• Among the academic establishments, academic staff from SQU expressed their 
satisfaction with their library resources and services. However, the majority of 
academic staff and students from Colleges of Education and Technical Industrial 
Colleges were not satisfied with their libraries and learning resource centres' 
resources. Criticism was particularly levelled at the provision of journals, Av! 
Media and reference works, as well as electronic resources. They were also not 
satisfied with their services, especially AvlMedia, interlibrary loan, reference and 
electronic services. On-line public access catalogues (OPAC), interlibrary loan 
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and Av/Media, as well as electronic services, are not available in the majority of 
these institutions. In general, most users among the academic institutions 
expressed their satisfaction with borrowing and enquiry services. 
• Most problems encountered by the users related to access to material and services 
such as "Did not find the material required", "Found the material, but it was out of 
date", and "The material was being used by others". These problems often arose 
as a result of a lack of funds, inadequate resources and services, lack of proper 
policies related to the development of collections and lack of proper technical 
procedures, such as selecting materials, and a lack of proper catalogues. 
• Information technology is available in the university libraries, while there are 
some efforts being made in learning resource centres to complete the introduction 
of information teclmology. Currently, information technology is used in Technical 
Industrial College Libraries for administrative purposes. Information teclmology 
is also available at Technical Industrial Colleges for the purpose of teaching and 
studying; there are several computer laboratories for the use of students and 
teaching staff. 
• In school libraries (preparatory and secondary), information teclmology is still not 
available. However, some efforts are being made to establish learning resource 
centres in basic education which will be supported by information technology. It 
was found that a small number of teachers and students used information 
technology at home, though most of them only used computer games. 
• The use of information technology within academic institutions by both academic 
staff and students, but especially by students, is apparent but still not encouraging. 
The majority of academic staff used information teclmology outside their 
establishments, whilst half of the students questioned used information technology 
outside their university and colleges. Academic staff at SQU used personal 
computers, the Internet and E-mail more frequently than other colleagues from 
Colleges of Education and Technical Industrial Colleges. 
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• Generally, academic staff do not have problems in using information technology. 
However, the majority of students faced various problems when they used IT. 
These problems included "Lack of networked computers", "Lack of education", 
"Lack of language", and "Lack of easy access to computers". All these findings 
demonstrate a shortage of information technology services, as well as a lack of 
appropriate support and training on the proper usage of information technology. 
• Training for staff is lacking in most libraries and learning resource centres. It was 
discovered that a small number of staff received in-house training programmes. 
However, these programmes were found to be short and "traditional" in content. 
Training programmes which can deal with information technology and can keep 
staff up-to-date with the present changes in the electronic era are lacking. 
• The exploitation and demonstration of library resources aimed at reinforcing and 
enriching the school curriculum and offering students the chance to acquire 
appropriate library skills is almost non-existent. Amongst the academic 
institutions, only the Main Library at SQU offered different programmes for users 
such as "Effectively using the library", ''Using IT'', and ''Using print resources". 
.. Currently, there is, on the part of the authorities, a growing appreciation of the 
significant role played by information services within the process of developing 
the educational system in Oman. This has been manifested by the development of 
learning resource centres in Colleges of Education, the transformation primary 
school libraries into learning resource centres by the Ministry of Education and 
the efforts that have been made towards establishing an automated system which 
will help to develop interlibrary loan and information sharing between the SQU 
Libraries and LRCs within Colleges of Education. 
• It can be said that the library and LRC information services are generally weak 
and all aspects of these services are performing inadequately and ineffectively. 
However, the picture is not entirely depressing. The problems facing education, 
library and information-related services are beginning to be understood. As a 
result, it is likely that better and more efficient services will be forthcoming in the 
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future. The government is committed to establishing, developing and supporting 
the education of its subjects. 
10.3 Recommendations 
The empirical evidence from the study leads to several recommendations for the 
improvement of the situation. These are discussed below under the following topic 
areas: 
• Financial support 
• National Information Policies 
• Co-operation 
• Education and training 
• National library 
• Public libraries 
• Resources and services 
• Gulf Library Association· 
10.3.1 Financial support 
Libraries, information centres and LRCs in the government should have their own 
independent budget allocations. As noted in Chapter 8, p.248, most libraries and 
LRCs do not have an independent budget. It is also apparent, as illustrated in Table 
8.4, p.249, that all budget allocations were insufficient. This view is supported by the 
points made by school users in Chapter 5, academic users in Chapter 6, school and 
academic librarians in Chapter 7, and directors and heads of libraries and LRCs in 
Chapter 8. The negative effects of not providing adequate fmances to libraries, LRCs 
and information centres are serious. In most cases, libraries suffer from a lack of 
appropriate physical facilities, ·including buildings, furniture, and equipment. 
Sufficient funds are not available for books, periodical subscriptions and AvlMedia, 
as well as information in other electronic media. As a consequence, book collections 
become outdated, current subscriptions have to be pruned leading to broken sets of 
journals and new subscriptions are not taken up. Furthermore, qualified and 
experienced staff cannot be hired to provide the required standards of reader services. 
This may seriously impair the credibility of a library or LRC as a provider of the latest 
information on a given subject. 
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The level of resourcing needs to be greatly improved and the development of the 
services need to be planned on a more sound and stable basis. 
Possible solutions could be: 
• A realisation on the part of the parent institution that libraries, LRCs and 
information centres are essential components of an educational institution 
whose goal and mission cannot be fulfilled unless they are well equipped 
and adequately staffed to support and supplement the learning and 
teaching effort. 
• In a number of countries where state funding of libraries and information 
centres is inadequate, alternative sources for fmancial support have been 
tapped with varying degrees of success. Individual philanthropists as well 
as philanthropic institutions have contributed quite liberally to the 
development of libraries, information centres and other educational 
facilities in a large number of countries around the world. There is no 
dearth of philanthropists in Oman and there is no reason why this avenue 
should not be explored. 
In the case of Oman, apart from experimenting with some measures tried elsewhere in 
the world, a basic change might have to be introduced into educational policy. 
Primary, Secondary and CollegelUniversity education is subsidised in Oman. 
Tuition, textbooks and transportation are provided free of charge to each primary and 
secondary school; free boardingllodging is also provided to each university student 
residing in remote areas, either in cash or in kind. An Education Tax could be 
introduced for students both in general and higher education. Before any effort is 
made towards reforming educational policy, decisions could be made at the level of 
school, college or university administration regarding the following: 
• Every school student could be made to pay a library fee of 250 baiza per 
month (Ria1s Omani 3 =£4.5 per year). In the case of College and 
University students, this could be 1 Rials per month (Rial Omani 12 =£18 
per year). Arguably, few would mind paying such a token sum monthly 
for such a worthy cause. Taken together, the above steps would generate 
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badly needed funds, especially in general education, for the development 
of libraries at all levels. This would augment their shrinking budgets. It 
could also create a general awareness among the populace that libraries are 
not simply peripheral adjuncts to an educational facility but act as dynamic 
agents of information dissemination that contribute to the overall 
educational process. 
Media, such as daily papers and TV., should be exploited to give wider publicity to 
the important role of libraries, LRCs and information centres through write-ups, 
lectures, discussions and seminars. 
10.3.2 National Information Policies 
It was noted earlier in Chapter 1, p.4 that all five-year development plans examined in 
this study have not included either a chapter or section on information, let alone a 
separate budget allocation for it. As results in Chapter 8, p. 256 indicate most 
libraries, LRCs and information centres lack policies, and an information technology 
policy has not been created in Oman. The absence of a nationa1library system or a 
national library association has not helped. 
A national information policy is much needed in Oman. Basic questions need to be 
asked such as: What are the main information needs of libraries, learning resource 
centres and information centres users? Are there suitable buildings for libraries? Do 
we have formal budgetary allocations for libraries, information centres and LRCs? 
Are professionally qualified staff available and in sufficient numbers in these 
libraries, information centres and LRCs? What about suitable reading materials? It 
would therefore be more appropriate to start with the last point first, namely, "steps to 
be taken nationally to help towards the development of information policy". Formal 
policies in acquisition, cataloguing, collection development, processing, and reader 
services are an essential aid for the development of adequate lIbraries, information 
centres and LRCs. As there is no national library system nor professional association 
in the country there is currently no focus for this kind of development. 
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Oman needs a formal mechanism to oversee and ensure systematic resourcing and 
development of libraries, information centres and LRCs. A National Commission on 
Libraries, Information Centres and LRCs Services could be established. The 
Commission could consist of perhaps: 
• Under-secretary of Higher Education (as Chairperson). 
• Director of the University Library (SQU). 
• Director of the Computer Centre (SQU). 
• One reptesentative from Learning Resource Centres (Colleges of 
Education). 
• One representative from Technical Industrial Colleges (Ministry of Social 
Affairs & Labour). 
• One representative from the Learning Resource Division (Ministry of 
Education). 
• One member representing Ministry libraries. 
• One member representing special libraries (private sector). 
• One member representing the Sura Council. 
• One representative from the Information Technology Industry to represent 
the technology sector. 
• A senior academic staff member from the Department of. Library and 
Information Science (SQU). 
The Commission could subsequently appoint sub-committees to take care of the 
specific problems faced by different types of libraries, information centres and LRCs. 
For example, there could be a Sub-Committee on School Libraries, a Sub-Committee 
on MedicallHospital Libraries, a Sub-Committee on Learning Resource Centres, a 
Sub-Committee on Special Libraries and a Sub-Committee on Library and 
Information Science Education and so on. 
The National Commission could lay down standards quality and policies for the 
development of libraries, LRCs and information centres, and before forwarding their 
recommendations to the Ministry of Higher Education, could consult various 
subcommittees. 
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For instance, the commission could: 
• Recommend annual budget allocations for various types of libraries. 
• Lay down minimum qualifications for various categories/levels of library 
and information professionals to work in school, college, university and 
special libraries. 
• Recommend appropriate salary structures to make the jobs attractive to 
competent and talented professionals. 
The commission could also recommend classification and cataloguing standards for 
various types oflibraries. For example, it could specifY that:-
• School libraries should use the abridged version of Dewey Decimal 
Classification, AACR (Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules), and Sears 
List of Subject Headings (along with an appropriate Arabic Subject 
Heading List). 
and that:-
• All Colleges and University should use LC classification, LC List of 
Subject Headings (except the Medical and Agriculture Libraries who 
would respectively use NLM (National Library of Medicine) classification 
with MESH (Medical Subject Headings), and NLA (National Library of 
Agriculture) classification and Subject Headings for assigning 
classification and Subject Headings to their holdings, and AACR2 (Anglo-
American Cataloguing Rules 2) as the cataloguing code. 
The proposed Commission representing the major sectors could also recommend that 
libraries, information centres and LRCs, instead of dissipating their scant resources on 
adopting substandard software, could join the nucleus of a major network, for 
example, one spearheaded by Sultan Qaboos University. Such a recommendation, if 
taken seriously, could pave the way for the emergence of a national library/ 
information services network, provided uniform standards of classification and 
cataloguing are followed consistently by the participating libraries. 
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Advantages of standardisation: 
The adoption of uniform standards of bibliographic description by major libraries and 
information centres in Oman, it could offer the following advantages: 
• Migration from a manual to an automated system would be relatively 
painless, since various elements of a given bibliographic record would 
easily fit into defined MARC fields. 
• As libraries began to join the network, it would give a much-needed boost 
to resource-sharing activities. Libraries could avoid acquiring duplicate 
copies of rarely or less-used material, relying heavily on interlibrary co-
operation. This would naturally foster greater interdependence among 
libraries, aided and supported by the highly efficient systems of document 
delivery that are already in vogue. An intelligent and efficient use of 
fmancial resources would be the natural corollary. 
• The duplication of effort in processing library materials could be curtailed 
because of the fact that there is always a certain degree of duplication in 
the acquisition of reading materials. Access to a larger database of 
bibliographic records could encourage shared cataloguing. It would take 
only a few minutes more to adapt downloaded records to local 
requirements. The staff resources thus saved could be redeployed to 
render a more advanced and reference-oriented service to the library 
community. 
• Since participating libraries would be adhering to uniform standards of 
classification and cataloguing, exchange of records among libraries, 
information centres and LRCs through a magnetic tape, reel, or other 
process would become a matter of routine. 
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10.3.3 Co-operation 
Co-operation between libraries, LRCs and information centres is extremely important, 
particularly given their current limited financial abilities as well as the enonnous 
expansion in user demand and in the volume of infonnation published around the 
world. This leads many libraries and information centres to establish common co-
operation systems to enable users to utilise their resources and services as much as 
possible. As has been seen, co-operation between libraries, Learning Resource 
Centres and Information centres is lacking in Oman. Co-operation could be nurtured 
by: 
• The establishment of a National Library Association to bring library 
professionals together whereby they can meet and discuss, not only co-
operation, but also the development of national library services. 
• The establishment of a national library system which can provide 
leadership and co-ordination. 
• The introduction of a national information policy. 
A furmal system of co-operation should be established However, it needs leadership 
from established library systems. Sultan Qaboos University has prepared and issued a 
guide to libraries in Oman. This is a modest beginning. There is at least a document 
listing the Omani Libraries. 
The guide could be followed up, for example, by the establishment of annual library 
workshops at SQU. These would bring together employees in the library field, not 
only to refresh their skills, but also to meet personally and enhance co-operation. 
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There is now a professional library school at Sultan Qaboos University. The medium 
of instruction is Arabic. The prograntme is somewhat academic in character but is 
capable of producing competent librarians. However, most of them face problems 
regarding professional development opportunities. Modem Librarianship and 
Information Technology is highly technical and western-oriented. Graduates of SQU 
who have received instruction in Arabic, face problems in their work environments 
where most of the information they have to deal with is in English. Furthermore, 
some important changes should be made to bring the syllabus of the Department into 
line with the requirements of a modem library (See Appendix VIII). 
• English language proficiency should be emphasised if students are to keep 
themselves updated with the latest developments in the field. 
• More emphasis should be given to hands-on experience. No student was 
able to prepare a catalogue entry correctly. They found it difficult to 
identifY the main and added author/title entries on the title page of books. 
A laboratory should be established in the Department or the Main Library 
which should develop a "Training Section" where students should 
compulsorily devote at least 3 months each year during the last two years 
of their degree. 
• There should be options and flexibility to accommodate the need for 
specialists. The course should be designed in a way so that students can 
oP.t for special papers on, for example, "Reference Librarianship" whereby 
they learn more about basic reference sources and how to answer enquiries 
using these sources. "Medical Librarianship" could prepare students for 
taking up jobs in medical colleges and hospitals or "Oman studies" could 
impart knowledge about the published and unpublished sources on aJJ 
aspects of Omani society, such as history, geography and socio-economic 
conditions. 
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They should have a general awareness about encyclopaedias, yearbooks, and 
abstracting and indexing sources. 
• The course should also emphasise the use of modem technology in library 
and information services, such as "on-line catalogues," CD-ROM 
technology and the benefits it has brought to libraries, and digital and 
electronic libraries, (what are they and how best they serve the education 
and research needs of today's academic and research communities). 
• Refresher courses should be organised from time to time for in-service 
librarians to make them aware of the latest developments in the field and 
how best their respective libraries could benefit from these developments. 
• A special one-year certificate course or diploma should be introduced to 
prepare secondary school (or even university) graduates for school 
libraries. Such courses could also benefit practising librarians who have 
never had a formal degree in Library and Information Science. Language 
proficiency should be emphasised, even at this level. The core syllabus at 
this level should concentrate on teaching the basics of: acquisitions, 
circulation, record-keeping for serials and a particular classification 
scheme such as Dewey, Cuttering system for the essentials of cataloguing. 
Also, some knowledge should be imparted about basic reference sources 
such as an encyclopaedias, or yearbooks. Typing skills should also be 
imparted during the course. All along, emphasis should be on practical 
work rather than theory. Since a course of this level falls outside the scope 
of a university, one of the Technical Industrial Colleges, Learning 
Resource Centres or even a private college should be encouraged to 
provide the necessary means for running this type of course at diploma 
level. 
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• Staff development 
Staff training is a key foundation of a library, information centre or LRC as it is the 
people who can, and will, drive its growth. Librarians today are required to handle 
ever more sophisticated methods of information retrieval, analysis and dissemination. 
They also need to develop and maintain professional skills and abilities to support and 
bridge the gap between the library school and on-the job experience. Their ability to 
make use of information technology to tap information sources locally and 
internationally is important. 
Training programmes for Omani librarians should be developed with provision for 
two levels of pro grammes. 
Firstly, a basic level programme for those unqualified staff who work in libraries, 
information centres and LRCs. They should be able fully to support professional 
librarians in various library operations, perform technical tasks with minimum 
supervision, and execute various mechanical and clerical library operations. They are 
the backbone of the services. Their programme should be tailored in such a way as to 
encourage them to work, study and qualify for further professional training to give 
them an opportunity to rise to higher grades. 
Secondly, an advanced level programme for those with Bachelor degrees of Library 
Science from SQU. These should concentrate more on technical services and library 
systems by using information technology. As soon as they fmish their two years of 
in-service training, they should be sent to the UK or the USA to read for an advanced 
degree in Librarianship. In this case, it is imperative to recruit Omanis with the 
requisite qualifications and background to enable them to pursue library education 
overseas immediately after the completion of their two years of in-service training at 
their libraries, information centres and LRCs. 
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• User education 
Instructional programmes should be designed to introduce users to the value of 
information, the importance and facilities of the library and LRCs as well as the skills 
needed to obtain maximum benefit from them. There is a trend for teaching 
techniques to move increasingly away from chalk/talk/textbook towards student 
project/student research/self-learning approaches. These approaches rely heavily on 
library resources and library search techniques which students lack. Presently, only 
the Main Library at SQU offers library programmes for users through an orientation 
week. However, it has become clear that these programmes are insufficient to equip 
the students in retrieving information for their academic life on campus and as future 
professionals in the country. The core of the problem is a lack of proper knowledge 
on the part of students on how to use the library, and this problem has not yet been 
adequately tackled. 
User training programmes need to be aimed at various and different levels, since those 
needed for university libraries and learning resource centres at community colleges 
are different from those which are required within school libraries. Training users of 
academic libraries needs to relate to user needs as well as the enormous amount and 
variety of information. In addition, the emphasis on academic research at university 
level and the tendency towards post-graduate studies, as is the case at Sultan Qaboos 
University, are matters which have a considerable impact on user-training 
programmes. It is recommended that: 
• School libraries should introduce ''Library skills" for students on how to 
use library material, such as books, references and encyclopaedias, as well 
as non-printed materials such as AvlMedia, CD·ROM and the Internet. 
Teaching staff should be encouraged to offer instruction on how to use 
various library resources that are relevant for users' studies. This is 
because teaching staff can positively influence the student on use of the 
library. At least 10% of the total marks should be given to library 
activities. 
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• In undergraduate courses, more emphasis needs to be put on students being 
able to find information about new developments. Students need to know 
how to fmd information and up-date their knowledge, especially through 
library research. 
• It is strongly recommended that a special credit course, "Bibliographic 
Instruction," be introduced in academic institutions for University and 
College students. This Bibliographic Instruction Course, would be a 2 
credit mandatory course for all incoming students to academic institutions. 
It could have the basic aims enumerated below. When students receive 
credit for learning library skills as part of their academic training they are 
likely to be better motivated. 
The following four fundamental aims are proposed for teaching library use to new 
students through the credit course: 
1. To introduce to the students the intricacies of a complex and large library 
system. 
2. To create a positive attitude towards the use of the library and to help 
alleviate fear and frustration. 
3. To ensure that new students understand the scope ot: and use all important 
reference works and library tools. 
4. To develop the ability to search internationally produced indexing and 
abstracting publications. 
Training Modules should be prepared in both the English and Arabic language. 
English would be used for students from Colleges of Medicine, Engineering, 
Agriculture, Science, Economic and Administration, whilst those from Colleges of 
Arts and Education would be in Arabic. More emphasis should be given to 
Information Technology. The course of study should cover the following: 
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• General infurmation on library and learning resource centre collections 
and their arrangement. 
• Library and learning resource centre sections and their functions. 
• Different service desks in the library and learning resource centre. 
• Use of library and learning resource centre tools (OPAe, Serials list, 
Media list, and Bibliographies list). 
• Use of library and learning resource centre printed and non-printed 
sources. 
• Use of library and learning resource centre secondary sources. 
• Use of library and learning resource centre microform equipment. 
• Procedures regarding material circulation. 
• Procedures regarding AvIMedia. 
During the sessions students could be given practical experience through assignments 
such as answering reference questions, compiling bibliographies and writing reports. 
10.3.5 National Library 
A national library in any country plays an active role in preserving the national 
culture, developing systems and procedures which will make all the nation's 
information resources available for the benefit of the whole community and 
establishing relations and co-operation with libraries and information centres locally 
and internationally. There is scope for it to exercise dynamic leadership in this 
respect. The importance of establishing a national library in Oman is supported by 
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the majority of academic staff and most directors and heads of libraries and LRCs 
who responded to the survey, as reported in Chapter 8. 
Oman is a country rich in history, culture and civilisation. However, no national 
library has been established and there is no other agency fulfilling the functions noted 
above. Several years ago the Main Library at SQU made some efforts to collect 
Omani literature (dissertations, books, journal articles and government publications) 
written by Omani and non-Omani authors. It also collected some dissertations and 
books from outside the country such as those from University Microfilm International 
(UMI) and other publishers. However, it experienced difficulties in collecting the 
nation's literature due to the absence of legal deposit. The situation is therefore 
unsatisfactory. 
The nation's resources of manuscripts, theses, documents, books, govermnent 
publications, as well as non-printed materials, are very important and need to be 
available for the community. The problems which hinder the infurmation 
infrastructure in Oman are, as noted earlier: 
• No national library. 
• Lack of any central institution to collect the nation's literature, which is 
related to the absence of a legal deposit law and of bibliographic control. 
• Lack of a national bibliographic control. 
• No union catalogues, union lists and indexing and abstracting services are 
available. 
• Lack of connection networks. 
• Lack of co-operation among libraries, LRCs and information centres, 
including the absence of interlibrary loan services. 
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• Lack of information policies. 
• Lack of staff development. 
Therefore the establishment of a National Library is needed in the country. If 
established it could perform the following important roles:-
• Act as the legal deposit library. The principle purposes of legal deposit are 
to enrich the national library, to ensure the preservation, collection and 
conservation of the national literature and facilitate the production of a 
national bibliography. 
• Act as the central collection of the country's literature and other literature 
related to the nation which is written by Omani and non-Omani authors 
such as manuscripts, documentation, governrnent publications, journal 
articles and books, as well as non-printed materials. 
• Collect other studies which are important to the country and which are 
published by the Gulf Co-operation Countries (GCC), Arab League, 
UNESCO, and the United Nations and also international studies in the 
areas of science and technology which develop the nation's industrial, 
agricultural, commercial, educational and scientific research. [It should be 
noted that the enactment of a legal deposit law is very necessary to support 
this function. However, collecting the nation's literature can begin before 
a legal deposit law is established]. 
• Act as the national bibliographic centre to provide bibliographic control. 
standardisation, co-operation (including interlibrary loan and resources 
sharing activities) among libraries, LRCs and information centres 
nationally and internationally. 
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• Serve as the leader and as a comprehensive library system, in order to 
share cultural and educational improvement and to provide government 
agencies with necessary information about industry, education, medicine, 
engineering and agriculture. 
• Provide training for the staff in the country. 
10.3.6 Public Libraries 
Public libraries play an important role in education and serve all types of people in the 
conununity. As the results of the study reported in Chapter 2 show, the country lacks 
adequate public library services. There are only three public libraries in the country, 
two in the capital and one in the North region of the country. There are many cities 
with thousands of people who are not provided with library services. Public libraries 
in the country are needed to play an important role as information institutions, and 
they should work side by side with school libraries and others in the community. 
At present, two organisations are responsible for public libraries in Oman. These are: 
the Ministry of National Heritage and Culture, which runs two libraries; and the 
Ministry of the Diwan of the Royal Court which administers one library. The 
importance of the public libraries for developing information services in the country 
was indicated by most school and academic librarians, directors and heads of libraries 
and LRCs, and support~d by the majority of academic staff and students. It is 
recommended that there should be one centralised public library system administered 
by one organisation. Then one pub lie library in the capital area could be a central and 
leading force for public library systems and this could be further developed to become 
the largest and the strongest public library in Oman. Teaching staff should have some 
modest training in library operations, co-operating closely with the professional 
librarians of the public library, especially in teaching children the use of the library 
and its resources. 
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10.3.7 Resources and Services 
Resources in most of the libraries, information centres and learning resource centres 
are printed-based. Most services offered are basic, such as loans and reference 
enquiries. From the results of the study it is apparent that there is a scarcity of 
resources and services in all libraries and LRCs. Without strong resources and 
services, libraries and LRCs cannot support the academic and research needs of 
students and faculty members. Therefore, the development of adequate resources 
(both printed and non-printed materials) and adequate services, including electronic 
services such as CD-ROM, on-line database services and multimedia is 
recommended. Teaching staff must be encouraged to become involved in the 
selection of materials for the library or LRC, with librarians. 
10.3.S Arabian Gulf Library Association 
Some efforts have been made to develop library and information services in the 
Arabian Gulf Co-operation Countries (GCCs). A formal agreement for interlibrary 
lending was finalised in 1987 by the deans and directors of university libraries in the 
Gulf Region under the auspices of the Education Bureau of the Gulf Co-operation 
Council. Since 1987 several conferences have been held by deans and directors of 
university libraries. These are organised every two years in a different country. The 
greatest improvement has been made among university libraries in the region on 
interlibrary loan co-operation (mostly journal articles). In 1993 the Arabian Gulf 
Chapter of the Special Libraries Association (AGC/SLA) initiated a professional 
development progranune. Annual pre-conference workshops and continuing 
education activities have been conducted in Bahrain, UAB, Kuwait and Oman. There 
is a need for a wider and more active professional association to develop the 
information infrastructure in the region by developing LIS progranunes, as well as 
methods of teaching. There is also a need to develop libraries, LRCs and information 
centres, especially school, public and special library services which are still under-
developed. The results of the literature review in Chapter 3 showed that many 
researchers summarised the existing situation of Library and Information Science and 
Training Programmes in the Gulf Co-operation Countries (GeCs) of which Oman is a 
part, as follows: 
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• Current LIS teaching and learning activities in the GCC are highly classroom 
based. 
• There is a lack of practical training. Graduate students appear to have a little 
experience oflibrary work. 
• A single textbook is the main source. However, LIS literature lacks Arabic 
publications such as books and journals, especially in IT and related subjects. 
• LIS courses offered within the Gulf Co-operation Countries' Institutions lack 
courses which are devoted to the Internet, CD-ROM, Multimedia and other related 
advanced information technology applications. 
• There is a general lack of appreciation of library science as a profession. 
• Continuing education activities have not been organised in the region in a co-
ordinated manner. The library schools have not shown much enthusiasm in 
organising these activities on regular basis. There is no active professional 
association in the region to take up responsibility for continuing professional 
education. 
Establishing a library association in the Gulf Co-operation Countries would appear to 
be both logical and essential They share one language, one religious faith, common 
ethics, historical, social and cultural traditions and an economic base. This 
association could be supported by the Higher Education Council of the Arab Gulf Co-
operation Council The establishment of a library association could help develop 
library education and training progranunes, provide professional leadership and 
support the library profession. A library association could play an important role in 
improving the information services in the region. It could help to unite people who 
are engaged or interested in library work by holding conferences and meetings. Such 
meetings could be used to discuss the possible means of the developing information 
services and their impact on information technology in libraries, LRCs, information 
centres and LIS departments. The library association could also improve the position 
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and the qualifications of librarians, to develop library standards, policies and to 
organise training such as short courses, workshops and specialised programmes. 
10.4 Suggestions for future research 
Since this is the first comprehensive study which investigates the existing situation of 
the infrastructure of libraries in Oman, the researcher believes that an investigation of 
other specific areas will help to provide a more extensive picture of libraries, 
information centres and learning resource centres in Oman. The following topics for 
future research are therefore suggested below: 
• An evaluation of information services in schools and colleges in the 
private education sector in Oman. 
• A comparative study on the availability of information services in the 
industrial sector in Oman and developed countries such as the UK or the 
USA. 
• A study of public attitudes and support for the role of public libraries as a 
community service in Oman. 
• An in-depth evaluation of the situation of personnel management practices 
in libraries, information centres and LRCs in Oman. 
• A survey on the impact of information technology and other 
communication technologies on academic staff and student users in higher 
education might be carried out. This could determine the feeling and 
attitudes toward the introduction of computing into courses, the usage of 
IT, and the communication activities between academic staff and students 
in the creation of a student-centred learning environment. 
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• A comparative study with developed countries such as the UK or Canada, 
might be carried out to see how the provision of information technology 
and resources are developed elsewhere and what lessons can be learned 
from developed countries. 
• Also, a comparative study between Oman and other developed countries 
might be carried out to see how the interlibrary loan function and 
information sharing among libraries, information centres and learning 
resource centres are developed and what can be learned from other 
countries. 
As this study has revealed, there is a great deal to do in developing Omani libraries, 
but the future is promising because of a heightened awareness of the need for action 
by users and providers of information alike. 
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Appendix I 
Questionnaire for School Libraries UserJ 
Please either circle the appropriate number or tick the box with the appropriate 
answer. 
Name of School: ................................................................. . 
Type of Your School: Secondary [ ] Preparatory [ ] 
[eached 
Type of User 
~tudentl 
Age: Age: 
Male [ ] Female [ ] Male [ ] Female [ ] 
Highest Qualification: 
Master [ ] BSclBA [ ] Diploma [ ] Other [ ] 
Area of Teaching .................................... . 
l The following questions: A, n, and C to be answered by students only. I 
A) Do you read other books besides schoolbooks? 
Yes [] No [ ] 
B) If 'yes', what other books you read? 
(1) General Information 
(2) Arabic Literature 
(3) Fiction 
(4) Islamic Sciences 
[ ] (5) Sciences [ ] 
[] (6) History [ ] 
[] (7) Other (please specify) [ ] 
[ ] 
C) From which of the following places do you get the books? 
(1) Home [ ] (4) Bookshop [ ] 
(2) Public libraries [ ] (5) Other (please specify) [] 
(3) Friends and relatives [ ] 
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Libral-yUse 
1. How often do you nonnally use the school library? Please circle the 
appropriate number. 
1 = Daily 2 = Once a week 3 = Once a month 4 = Rarely 5 =Never 
2. Below are a list of possible reasons for using the library. Tick the ones 
that are most important for you under each heading. 
~n Terms of MaterialS! ~n Terms of ActivitY! 
a) Reading books [ ] a) Looking for information [] 
b) Reading journals and b) For teaching [ ] 
news papers [ ] c) For studying [ 1 
c) Using Audio-visual [ ] d) Borrowing [ 1 
d) Checking the catalogue [1 e) For homework [ 1 
e) Class visit to the library [] f) Other (please specifY) [ 1 
f) Other (please specifY) [ 1 
3. How often do you use the following library resources? Please circle the 
appropriate number. 
1= Very frequently 2 = Frequently 3 = Occasionally 4 = Not at all 
Books 
Journals! Magazines 
Newspaper 
AvIMedia 
1 234 
1 234 
I 234 
I 234 
4. How satisfactory do you think the library collections are? Please circle the 
appropriate number. 
1 = Very good 2 = Good 3= Poor 4 = Not at all 
Books 1 2 3 4 
Journals! Magazines I 2 3 4 
Newspaper I 2 3 4 
AvIMedia 1 2 3 4 
5. Does your school library have all the information that you need? 
Yes [ 1 No [ ] 
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6. If no, specify what is missing . 
...... . ........ .............................. .. . .... . . ............ ........... . 
7. How satisfuctory do you think the library services are? Please circle the 
appropriate number. 
1 = Very good 2=Good 3 = Poor 4 = Not at all 
Borrowing 1 2 3 4 
AvlMedia services 1 2 3 4 
Information inquiries 1 2 3 4 
8. What additional services are needed? 
........................................................................ 
9. When you were looking for information in your library you may have 
encountered problems. Please type and frequency by circling the 
appropriate number against each type of problems. 
1 = Very frequently 2 = Frequently 3 = Occasionally 4" Not at all 
a) Did not find the material required 
b) Found the materia~ but it was out of date 
c) The material was being used by others 
d) Had difficulty using the catalogue 
e) The catalogue was out of date 
f) Lack of assistance from library staff 
g) Other (please specify) 
1 234 
I 234 
1 234 
1 234 
1 234 
1 234 
1 234 
10. Do you use information technology? [See list in Q.ll for definition of 
information technology]. 
Yes [ ] No [ ] 
11. Which of the following types ofinforrnation technology do you use? 
12. Personal computer [ ] b) CD-ROM [ ] c) Internet [ ] d) Fax [ ] 
e) E-Mail [ ] f) Computer games [ ] g) Other (please specify) [ ] 
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13. If yes, please specify where you use information technology. 
a) At school [ 1 b) At home [1 c) Other (please specify) [ 1 
14. Does your school library provide orientation programmes? 
Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
15. If yes, do you think that the library orientation programmes cover what 
you personally need? 
Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
16. If not, which of the following orientation programmes would you like to 
see? 
a) Learning skills [ 1 b) Effective use of the library [ 1 
c) Writing research reports [ 1 d) Use of information technology [1 
e) Other (please specify) [1 
17. What do you think would most help develop your library services? 
a) More printed materials [ 1 
b) More AvlMedia materials [ ] 
c) Providing information technology [] 
d) Other (please specify) [ 1 
.............................................................................. 
18. Have you any additional comments or recommendations for the future 
development of your library? 
................................................................................. 
Thank you for your time and co-operation 
Moosa AI-Mufaraji 
Department of Information Science 
Loughborough University, 
Loughborough, Leics, 
LEll 
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Appendix II 
IQuestionnaire for Academic Library Usersl 
Please either circle the appropriate number ortick the box with the appropriate 
answer. 
Name of your Organisation: 
College: Department: 
University! Colleges involvement: Academic Staff[ ] Student [ ] 
Age: Sex: Male[ 1 Female [ 1 
Highest Academic Qualification (For Academic Staff Only): 
PhD [ 1 Master [ 1 BSc/BA [1 Other [ 1 
Position Currently Held (For Academic Staff Only): 
Professor [ ] 
Lecturer [ ] 
Associate Professor [ ] 
Other [ ] 
Assistant Professor [ ] 
1. How often do you use the library? Please circle the appropriate number. 
1 = Daily 2 = Once a week 3 = Once a month 4 = Rarely 5 = Not at all 
2. Please specify your main reasons for using the library. Tick the ones that are most 
important for you under each heading. 
~n Terms of materials\ 
a) Reading books [ ] 
b) Reading journals [ 1 
c) Using reference material [] 
d) Checking in the catalogue [] 
e) A v-Media material [ 1 
f) Other (please specify) [1 
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OCn terms of activity\ 
a) Looking for specific 
information [ 1 
b) Borrowing [ ] 
c) For research [ ] 
d) For teaching [ ] 
e) For studying [ 1 
f) Browsing [ 1 
g) Other (please specify)[ I 
Appendices 
2. How often do you use the following library resources for studying and research? 
3. 
Please circle the appropriate number. 
1= Very frequently 2 = Frequently 3 = Occasionally 4 = Not at all 
Books 
Journals 
AVlMedia 
Dissertations 
Indexes & Abstracts 
CD-ROM Database 
E-Mail 
Internet 
123 4 
123 4 
123 4 
123 4 
123 4 
123 4 
123 4 
1 2 3 4 
How satisfactory do you think the library collections and services are? Please 
circle the appropriate number. 
1= Very good 2 = Good 3 = Poor 4= Not at all 
a. Library and LRC Collections 
Books 1 2 3 4 
Indexes & Abstracts 1 2 3 4 
Journals 1 2 3 4 
Special Collections [Dissertation, 
Manuscript, Government publications, etc 1 1 2 3 4 
AvlMedia 1 2 3 4 
b. Library and LRC Services 
Borrowing 1 2 3 4 
Enquiry services 1 2 3 4 
Interlibrary Loan 1 2 3 4 
AVlMedia Services 1 2 3 4 
OPAC 1 2 3 4 
E-Mail 1 2 3 4 
Internet 1 2 3 4 
4. In general, are you satisfied with your library services? 
Yes [ 1 No [ 1 
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5. Which aspect of the library do you think most requires improvement? 
, a) More printed materials [ 1 
b) More AV! Media materials [1 
c) Better interlibrary loan 
facilities [ ] 
d) Better access to 
information technology 
e) Building facilities 
f) Other (please specify) 
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[ ] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
6. When you were looking for infonnation in your library you might have 
encountered problems. Please specify the type and frequency by circling the 
appropriate number against each type of problem. 
1 = Very frequently 2 = Frequently 3 = Occasionally 4 = Not at all 
a) Did not find the material required I 234 
b) Found the material, but it was out of date 1 2 3 4 
c) The material was being used by others I 2 3 4 
d) Received the material late I 234 
e) Had difficulty using the catalogue I 2 3 4 
f) Had difficulty using the information technology 123 4 
g) Lack of experience in using the library I 2 3 4 
h) Lack of help from library staff I 234 
i) Other (please specify) I 2 3 4 
7. How often do you use the computer for performing the following tasks? Please 
circle the appropriate number. 
1 = Very frequently 2 = Frequently 3 = Occasionally 4 = Not at all 
a) On-line public access catalogue I 2 3 4 
b) On-line CD-ROM Database I 2 3 4 
c) Searching external On-line Database I 2 3 4 
d) Handling research data I 2 3 4 
e) Sending and receiving messages to 
individuals [E-mail] I 2 3 4 
f) Other (please specify) I 2 3 4 
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8. Do you use information technology outside the library? [See list in Q.lO for 
definition of information technology). 
Yes [ I No [ J 
10. If yes, please specifY which of the following types of information technology you 
use. 
a) Personal computer [1 d) Internet [ I 
b) E-Mail [ I e) Fax [ I 
c) CD-ROM [ I 1) Other (please specify) [ I 
11. Are there any problems in using computers for your work? 
Yes [ J No [ I 
12. If yes, please tick the most important reasons below? 
a) Lack of education 
and training [ I 
b) Language problems [ I 
c) Lack of networked 
computers [ I 
d) Lack of easy access 
to computers 
e) Inadequate software 
1) Other (please specify) 
[ I 
[ I [ I 
13. Does your library provide orientation programmes? 
Yes [ I No [ I 
14. If yes, do you think that the library orientation programmes cover what you 
personally need? 
Yes [ I No [ I 
15. If not, which of the following orientation programmes would you like to see? 
a) Effective use of the library [1 d) Writing research 
b) Use of information technology [ I reports [ I 
c) Learning skills [1 e) Other (please specify)[ I 
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16. What do you think would most help develop information services in Oman? 
a) Establishing a central body to provide 
information to all library users. [ 1 
b) Improving the stock of printed materials 
in the country. [ 1 
c) Improving access to materials. [ 1 
d) Providing more information technology [ 1 
e) Providing better qualified staff to help users [ 1 
f) Other (please specify) [ 1 
17. Have you any additional comments or recommendations for the future 
development of your library? 
Thank you for your time and co-operation 
Moosa AI-Mufaraji 
Department ofInformation Science, 
Loughborough University. 
Loughborough, Leics. 
LEll 
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Appendix III 
Questionnaire for Academic and School Librarians 
Please tick the boxes with the appropriate answers and provide brief comments. 
V\cademic Librariansl ~chool Librariansl 
Name of your Organisation: Name of School: 
Name of the Library: Type of School: 
Secondary [ ] Preparatory [ ] 
Your Position! Title: ............... . Your Position! Title: 
Highest Academic Qualification: Highest Academic Qualification: 
1. Are the printed library resources currently provided by your library or LRC 
adequate to meet the needs of all users? 
Yes [ ] No[ ] 
2. If not, what improvements might be made? 
3. What other printed resources do you think the library or LRC should provide? 
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4. Does your library or LRC provide information technology? 
Yes [ ] No [ ] 
5. If yes, do you think the information technology currently provided by your library 
or LRC is adequate to meet the needs of all users? 
Yes [ ] No[ ] 
6. Ifnot, what additional information technology is needed? 
............................................................................................ 
............ ........ ....... .. ....... ............ ... ............... ...... '" .............. . ,. 
7. Have you taken part in any training programme during your work in the library or 
LRC? 
Yes [ ] No [ ] 
8. If yes, please specify what kind of training you received . 
..... ..... .............. '" ................................................................. . 
..... ................. ..... ............... ......... ............... '" ....................... . 
9. Are you involved in training others (librarians I users)? 
Yes [ ] No [ ] 
10. If yes, please give some details about the training and the audience . 
..... .......... .............. .......... '" .................................................. . 
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11. If money were available, what would be the ~ most useful way in which money 
could be spent on your library or LRC? 
............................................................................................... 
... .. ........ ... .............. ........................... .. ....... ............ ......... ...... . 
12. Have you any additional comments and recommendations concerning the future 
development libraries and information handling in Oman? 
.............................................................................................. 
.... .......................... ............ ... ... ..................... ........... ............ . 
.... ....... .......... ......... ... ...... ... ...... ............................................ . 
Thank you for your time and co-operation 
Moosa Al-Mufaraji 
Department ofInformation Science, 
Loughborough University, 
Loughborough, Leics, 
. LE11 
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Appendix IV 
Interview Questions for Schools' Academic Libraries' and Learning 
Resource Centres' Directors and Heads 
Personnel 
Q.l. What is the total number of your library, LRC staff (professional/non-
professional), and what are their academic backgrounds? 
Q.2. Is the present staff adequate for the needs of the library, the LRC, or the School 
Library? If not, what do you think are the causes of this shortage? 
Budget 
Q3. How many R.O. does the library, LRC, school library receive as a budget in a 
year? Do you think that your present budget is sufficient? 
Q.4. If not, please indicate the reasons why. (What is it that should be done 
which is not being done?) 
Q.5. What items does the library, LRC, School Library spend its money on? 
Resources 
Q6. What are the major resources that your library, LRC, School Library has? 
Services 
Q.7. What are the main services offered by the library, LRC, School Library to users? 
Q.8. What is the current plan for the development of your library, LRC, School 
Library services? 
Q.9. Who is responsible for selecting library, LRC, School Library materials? Who 
has the fmal authority to approve the selected materials? 
Q.I O. From where does the library, LRC, School Library acquire the selected 
materials? 
Q.ll. Are there any problems facing the library, LRC, School Library for acquiring 
library materials other than fmance? 
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Technology 
Q.12. Does your library, LRC, School Library use computers? Since when? 
Q.l3. How many library functions are computerised? 
Q 14. What type of system is your library, LRC, School Library using? How many 
terminals are available to users? 
Q.lS. What other types of information technology are available in the library, LRC 
and School Library? 
Policies 
Q.l6. What kind of policy does your library, LRC and School Library have? (What 
are the aims? What do these policies cover?) 
Co-operation 
Q. I 7. Is there any co-operation between your library, LRC, School Library and other 
libraries inside and outside the country? If yes, what sort of co-operation do you 
have? 
Q.l8. If your answer to Q17 is no, what do you think are the most important problems 
that hinder library co-operation in the country? Do you think interlibrary co-operation 
would be helpful for your library? 
Q.l9. Does your library, LRC, School Library offer any training skills programme for 
(J) librarians and (2) users? If yes, please indicate in detail about the library skills 
programmes being offered? 
I Future Development I 
Q.20. What steps do you think need to be taken nationally to help the development of 
your library, LRC, School Library? 
Q.21. Kindly provide any additional comments and recommendations concerning the 
future development of the Libraries, LRCs and School libraries. 
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Appendix V 
List of Schools Selected for the Survey 
Name of Schools· 
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Appendix VI 
List of Academic Institutions 
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Appendix VII 
Details of the people interviewed 
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Appendix VIII 
Sogg~st~diiddiH6ns'ltiidiffipt~V~lli&,htst6tJi(¥Lispr6gl;arrJ.rrJ.c 
~yllabus 
The literature review on library education and training in Chapter 3, showed that there 
is a need for such developments of library and Information Science programmes, and 
training or continuing education programmes. Reviewing these studies indicated that 
library education programmes have been the subject of much criticism around the 
world for being inefficient and not meeting the needs of modem day society. For 
example, in the Arabian Gulf region which Oman is a part of, many authors 
summarised the existing situation of LIS programmes as follows: 
• Library schools curriculum is very much traditional and the method of 
teaching is also traditional. 
• Lack of practical training. 
• There is an absence of courses devoted to the Internet, CD-ROM, 
Multimedia and other advanced information technology. 
• Lack of proficiency courses in telecommunications networking, computer 
programming and management of information systems. 
• Academic staff members are not IT -oriented, professional librarians and 
graduate students are not equipped with IT tools to work in the library. 
Today, the transformation of the traditional print based library to the electronic based 
library poses a great challenge to the professional librarian and library education 
programmes. Librarians in the electronic environment must perform new roles, and 
assume new responsibilities that are different from that of a traditional library. As 
noted earlier in Chapter 3 (literature review) that in the electronic library, the role of 
technical service librarians (Acquisition librarian, Cataloguer, and Collection 
development librarian) and information and reference librarian have been changed 
than those in traditional library. Librarians must to cope with new emerging 
technologies. They need to acquire a high level of technical skills to manage the new 
information and communication technologies. They require to make the right 
decisions about collection building, and they require a high level of skills in teaching, 
facilitating the use of information and assisting users in handling information 
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overload. Without adequate library education programmes and continuing education 
programmes they cannot deal with the new environment. 
Sooner or later the libraries in Oman will be electronically inter-connected, so it is 
necessary to change the traditional method of teaching and to produce personnel with 
appropriate technical and vocational skiJls. The current syJlabus needs to be revised 
from time to time to cope with the new environment. 
The researcher suggests that the Department of Library and Information Science at 
SQU should introduce the following courses. 
• English Language Course 
This course will help students obtain knowledge of English language (reading, writing 
and listening). Arabic language is the instructions language of teaching and learning 
in Library and Information Science Department however, most publications in library 
science (books, journals, conferences papers, and reports) especiaJly in information 
technology are in English. Students are not English literate. They also face problems 
in their work environments where most of the work they have to deal in English. This 
course will help students themselves update with the latest development in the filed. 
English Language Centre in the University can provide this course. 
• Library and Information Science Terminology Course 
The advantage of English course will make students to understand and to learn from 
this course the concept of terminology, an explanation of vocabulary, writing and 
reading skills and translation. 
• Introduction to Computing 
This course should focuses on the basic concept of computing and its application in 
the library and information centres. It is include history of computing, computer 
hardware and operating system (DOSlWindows, UNIX) communications and LAN 
hardware and LAN operating systems, modem communications network application 
development. 
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• Selecting and Acquisition of Library and Information Centres Materials 
This course should provide students a guideline for evaluation, selecting and 
acquiring materials for library and information centres. Both theoretical and practical 
aspects are required. For example, practical aspects could be in the Main Library or 
Medical Library. Emphasis should be given on books, journals, and to a lesser extent, 
AvIMedia and non-printed materials. 
• Cataloguing and Classification (basic and advanced) 
These courses could teach students the organisation of information resources In 
library systems, including descriptive cataloguing and classification (DDC and 
Library of Congress) in an electronic environment with attention to machine-readable 
record formats and cataloguing networks. These courses should be given a particular 
attention for practical. With a Co-operation between the Department and the 
Cataloguing Section in the Main Library at SQU, students can learn more by using the 
Main Library facilities including IT. 
• Automation of Library and Information Centre Technical Services 
Students from this course should learn how to use computer in cataloguing 
maintenance, circulation control, acquisitions and order processing serials control, and 
online public access catalogue. This course should includes class visit to technical 
services department in some libraries or LRCs to learn more the procedures and 
operations. 
• Information Resources in Business, Economics and Industry 
Currently, the Department offers "General Information Resources, Information 
Resources in: Humanities, Social Science and Science and Technology." This course 
is especially necessary for those who are going to work in the special libraries and 
information centres at the private agencies. They can learn about national and 
international corporate, industrial, government information resources in business and 
economics, user needs and communication patterns in the business world, search 
effective use of databases, library and information services to the business 
community. 
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• Information Technology for Libraries and LRCs 
This course provides students a background history on information technology 
development which has significantly influenced library and information centres 
services during three decades and as well as the modern technology and equipment 
used for the storage, organisation, and dissemination of information. Emphasis on IT 
definition, development, AvIMedia development, library automation and systems, 
electronic library services (document delivery, e-mail, Internet, and onIine databases), 
and computer applications. 
• CD-ROM databases 
This course gives students opportunity to learn the advent and the importance of CD-
ROM technology and its application in the library and information centre. The course 
includes the development of CD-ROM, its impact on libraries, types of CD-ROM 
databases, use of CD-ROM, hardware and software, CD-ROM networking and CD-
ROM and the Internet. 
• Introduction to the Internet 
Students can learn from this course the importance of the Internet and its application 
in library systems. The course should include the history of the Internet, protocols, 
the components of the Internet, the Web tools, Internet access, Internet skills and the 
Internet related Library and Information Science. Quality assessment of Internet 
sources. This is surely very important. 
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Appendix IX 
Tlte(jld'an,~N~\~tiJ}f~rYMartage'me;nfSyst~rll~:l(~~ltan,QabQos 
Y~K~rSji± 
The SQU administration had acquired DOBISlLmIS as a library management 
package fourteen years ago when the University started functioning in 1986. The 
following considerations were primarily responsible for the selection of this particular 
software: 
• It was fully integrated interactive onIine library management system in the 
sense that a bibliographic records and its various elements, e.g., name, 
title, subject, publisher, class #, would be created only once and all 
modules, such as Acquisitions, Circulation, Cataloguing would use the 
same record as and when required. 
• The system fully supported LC MARC both for onIine creation, import, or 
export of bibliographic records. 
• It used AARC2 cataloguing conventions. 
• It was the first multi-lingual system that catered to the needs of a library 
having a major portion of its collection in Arabic language. 
• A major Science and Technology Library in the region, namely, King 
Fahd University of Petroleum & Minerals (formerly University of 
Petroleum & Minerals), having a collection of well over a quarter million 
volumes including multimedia had already been using the system quite 
successfully for several years. 
• The software at that time was marketed and supported by mM, a company 
of international repute having a strong presence in the Middle Eastern 
region; and lastly, 
• The presence of a strong Users Group lobby that was there to interact with 
mM and seek further improvements in the system. 
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The computing (hardware/software) configuration was as follows: 
• IBM4381 16MB 
• Communication control equipment: IBM 3274 controllers Software 
(operating system) 
• VM Release 6 
• CICS 1.6 
• VSE2.2 
Although DOBISILIBIS was available at SQU in October 1986, it took a couple of 
years to get the appropriate support staff at the Computer Centre to support the 
system. Consequently, work could begin in "production" towards the end of 19889. 
Despite some difficulties at the initial stage, the system, by and large, functioned quite 
successfully for ahnost twelve years. 
The main considerations for switching over to AMICUS, the new software may be 
summarised as follows: 
• The sick and ageing IBM machine - the CPU as well as the Controllers -
had frequent breakdowns. The prohibitive cost of maintaining old 
equipment coupled with the lack of interest on the part of IBM to support 
old structures kept the SQU administration from going for a new 
maintenance contract. 
• The equally high cost of replacing the machines while the SQU CIS 
(Centre for Information Systems) is averse to having the mainframe 
replaced with another mainframe. 
• Emergence of AMICUS as a possible successor to DOBISILIBIS and 
assurances from the principals as well as the agents on data migration. 
• The involvement of a local company (with high stakes in SQU) as an agent 
of the principals reassuring continues support from the principals. 
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At the SQU, AMICUS has the following hardware configuration: 
1. Server: Unix based Server (AMICUS is currently supported on RS6000 
platform running AIX operating system). 
256 MB Memory 
1 MB Cache Memory 
20 GB Disk with RAID level 5 
Backup Device 24 GB capacity 
Network Interface Card 
Unix Operating System with TCPIIP support 
2. Client: Intel Pentium 166 MMX Processor 
32 MB RAM 
1.6 GB Disk 
Floppy Disk Drive 
14 Colour Monitor 
Network Interface Card 
Windows 95 Arabic 
Network Backbone: LAN Backbone to connect all existing users on DOBISILIBIS 
Users and proposed new TCPIIP to the new server above. 
The system is based on client/server technology and has a modular structure. The 
database server is built around a relation database (Oracle) and a full-text database 
(Fulcrum Fullffext). The core bibliographic database implements a fully normalised 
relation model based on AACR2, ISBD, and MARC record with format integration. 
The full-text database is exclusively used to store textual bibliographic data. As such, 
it merely mirrors textual data from the relation database to support the advanced 
search possibilities with truncation and! or word proximity operators. By means of an 
'update' module the full-text database is synchronised with updates of the relational 
database. 
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The search engine executes the searches on both the relational database and the fill-
text database. The engine is addressable as a z39.S0 target. Non-z39.50 requests 
from the clients and! or LibriVision (AMICUS OPAC) are handled through a SQL 
*Net interface. 
The LibriVision is provided by a separate on WWW-technology based server 
application that interfaces between end-user, AMICUS, and other external 
information sources and services. By means of a z39.S0 'origin', the system provides 
the possibility to consult other information sources, like CD-ROM and online 
databases. A VII 00 interface makes the search engine accessible for non-intelligent 
workstations. 
The professional AMICUS client (meant for the professional staff and management of 
the library), connected through the TCPIIP Internet, can access, search and update the 
database. A client consists of the following functional modules: 'Search' 
'Acquisitions' 'Circulation' 'Cataloguing' 'Periodicals' 'ILL' 'Billing' and 
'Products'. 
The OPAC clients are workstations running a WWW browser-the only application 
needed to interface with the AMICUS database and services. At the server end the 
LibriVision module acts as a 'gateway' between the Internet or Internet clients and 
AMICUS. The LibriVision itself is built from CGI scripts and HTML pages. 
The progrannne so far successfully tested the 'search' (English and Arabic), 
Cataloguing, Acquisitions, and Circulation modules in the 'live' environment. 
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